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Foreword for the new edition

Zündel’s “Jesus Book” and the “Blumhardt‐Zündel Guide to the New Testament” are aimed at
earnestseekers and particularly students of theology. This is the first time that these two writings,
belonging together in essence and movedby one spiritwill be publishedtogether although each
volume is self‐contained and can stand alone.
These are texts that have been out of print for decades and are now available again; the volumes
“Seelsorge”, “Predigten” and Zündel’s biography of Blumhardt (Plough Publ., 2015) are appearing in
their entirety for the first time in one hundred years, and Blumhardt’s commentary on the Gospel of
Matthew is appearing for the first time as an independent publication. It is to be hoped that the
unique value that Blumhardt’s and Zündel’s works can have for the education of future pastors and
priests will soon be recognized within theological faculties, Protestant as well as Catholic.
The meeting of the young Zündel with Blumhardt1, his spiritual mentor, was a significant and
great moment. One can hardly gauge how much the experiences they underwent have stimulated
and guided following generations, particularly believers, up tothe present day.
In order to better understand the three main works of Zündel, published when he was of an
advanced age – the Blumhardt biography, the “Jesus Book” and “Aus der Apostelzeit” – it is helpful to
know a little more of Johann Christoph Blumhardt. In a selection of his writings2Otto Bruder says of
him: 3
“What raises Blumhardt above his time and why his word still carries so much weight today is
due to the “realities” attested and revealed to him in the bible: the actuality of the glory of the
power of God, the triumph of Christ, the rule of the exalted Lord and the power of the redemption of
sins, which are seen by him neither as historical events from the past, nor as experiences of earlier
times which today might only have relevance for life in the hereafter; the book not only records the
former deeds of God but shows through the word of the scriptures, if it is heard and believed, that
God will todaymanifest as the all‐powerful and triumphant in Jesus Christ and be revealed in even
greater abundance than we have experienced up till now.
“This approach of Blumhardt’s means something new for the Protestant Churchin the last four
hundred years,inasmuch as that now a man has recognized that the events in the Bible and their
reflection in the words of the prophets and apostles are not merelysomething intellectual that
transcends our everyday experiences and aimed solely at the saving of the individual soul, but are
the manifestation of the sovereign deeds of the living God. These deeds were not brought to an end
with the conclusion of the biblical documents,theycontinue to emerge and be uninterruptedly
wrought by God, and would today intervene even more deeply into the earthly being until they bring
about a creation liberated from all sin and darkness if only an expectant community existed on
earthwhichwould place itself at God’s disposal as an instrument for His work of salvation.”
Blumhardt experienced a decisive incident in the healing of the possessed Gottliebin Dittus in his
Möttlingen parish in the year 1843. If one reads carefully his report to the superior church authorities
regarding this,4 it becomes clear how deeply Blumhardt – quite against his will – was drawn into the
realms of the demonical and how this world revealed itself to him as living reality in such a way that
one, appalled at this abyss, would rather close one’s eyes against it and dismiss it as non‐
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existent.5However, in connection with the circumstances attendant on the healing of Gottliebin
Dittus and her sister Katharina6, Blumhardt experienced an influx of divine powers to his parish and
the gradual, profound “awakening” of the same. There was not a singleperson in the parish who did
not appear penitently in Blumhardt’s study during the following weeks and months to reveal his or
her sins to the Lord. Blumhardt remarks that “everyone had to come at least three times; others,
who found no peace while a fragmentstill remained unconfessed, had to come six to eight times.”7
That we are not dealing with easy word games but with valid realities that endure in the eyes of our
FATHER can be seen in certain concomitant circumstances, recorded in Blumhardt’s letters, insofar as
such things are accessible to human judgement.8
After Blumhardt’s first great experience – the healing of Dittus– and the second, even greater,
the movement of repentance in his parish, followed, as Zündel states, “a third, no less wonderful and
auspicious for the whole: the miracles. This appearance also, as is the nature of it, did not come
through him but obviously from above. In this succession of important experiences of the powerful
and gracious influence from the highest source there lies an inimitable divine logic. For Blumhardt
himself it was the language of God bordering on revelation which overwhelmed everything in him
and steadied him almost prophetically. This third experience was of course not sharply demarcated
from the second, as this was from the first, but grew organically from the second.”9
These were the circumstances in which the young Zündel, shortly after beginning his study of
engineering in 1845, made the acquaintance of Blumhardt in Möttlingen.
It would certainly be in accordance with the wishes of Blumhardt and Zündel if their persons
were to retreat to the background in favour of what is decisive here – to allow faith to become lived
reality. With this brief insight into the yearning and longing of Blumhardt much that is essential is
also said of Zündel. With regard to his personal development and his close relationship to Blumhardt
we would refer you to the foreword by Georg Merz to “Aus der Apostelzeit.”
On the occasion of the new edition of Zündel’s writings we would like to glance at the sourceson
which Zündel based his observations. They are particularly the four gospels, as well as the
continuation of Luke’s gospel, the story of the apostles, and the most important letters of Paul and
the other apostles. For the credibility of these sources F.F. Bruce remarks:10
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“It is a peculiar fact that historians are frequently more willing to acknowledge the texts of the
New Testament than are some theologians.11 There are those who regard any “holy book” ipso
factowith suspicion and demand much more confirmation for its authenticity than they would for
any ordinary secular or heathen text. From the standpoint of the historian, however, the same
standards are to be applied to both ( … ).
“The all‐encompassing aspiration of the New Testament for humankind is absolute. The
character and deeds of its main figure are so completely without parallels that it would not be amiss
if we were to assure its historical reliability as above that of other texts. Indeed, it must remain
undisputed that there is a greater body of evidence for the New Testament than for other ancient
texts from a period that would allow comparisons to be drawn. There are at least three thousand
Greek manuscripts of the New Testament that render it fully or in part. The best of these go back to
roughly AD 350. The two most important are the Codex Vaticanus, the greatest treasure in the
Vatican library in Rome, and the well‐known Codex Sinaiticus that was discovered most
adventurously by the German scientist Tischendorf in St. Catherine’s Monastery in Sinai in 1859 12.
“Perhaps we can gauge most readily how rich the New Testament is in attestations in manuscript
form when we compare the text material with other ancient and historical works. From
Caesar’sGallic Wars (written between 58 and 50 BC) there are several existing manuscripts of which,
however, only nine or ten are good – the oldest was written 900 years after Caesar’s lifetime!13
How completely different is the case with the New Testament!”
We can see, therefore, that the body of source material for the textual transmission of the
gospels is vastly better than is the case, for instance, withCaesar’sDe bello gallico. Hardly anyone
would seriously doubt that there had been Gallic wars, or even that Caesar actually lived – but in the
case of Jesus? Those who fundamentally question the transmission history of the gospels presumably
have other, rather more private, reasons for this.
Further particulars dealing with the writing of the gospels have been for generations the object
of intensive textual criticism and comparative philological research. Today we may assume, as the
result of immense scholarly effort since the time of Erasmus of Rotterdam, that the foundation of
the New Testament had been completed between the years AD 80 and 110. Mark, who never heard
Jesus in person but did hear the lectures of Peter, his companion and interpreter, wrote his gospel
around the year 70; Matthew between the years 80 and 90; and Luke, Paul’s companion, wrote his
report around the year 90, that is, about thirty years after his arrest in Rome (AD 60‐62). As John’s
gospel, in contrast to the synoptic gospels, was not known to the Christian scribes of the first half of
the second century (according to Ignatius of Antioch) this seems to indicate its origin from AD 110
onward.14 The lapse of time between the writing of the originals and the earliest codex to have come
down to us is, according to Frederic Kenyon, “so short that it can practically be ignored, and any
remaining doubts that the scriptures have not indeed been handed down to us as they were
11
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writtencan be allayed. The credibility as well as the authenticity of the books of the New Testament
can be regarded as proven.”15
Apart from the canon of the New Testament, which was obviously already completed in the form
we know today during the first third of the second century, a second important source was available
to Zündel for the preparation of his material: the close relationship to Johann Christoph Blumhardt
and the profound experiences connected with this.
It is not easy to understand what Blumhardt represented for Zündel and his career. As a young
student at the polytechnic in Stuttgart, young Zündel used to walk the entire Saturday night through
so that he would be in time to listen to Blumhardt in the church in Möttlingen on Sunday morning.
He would eat lunch in the parsonage before starting back in the evening on his eight‐hour walk back
to Stuttgart.16 At this time Blumhardt had already done “violent” battle with the powers of darkness
from which he had emerged triumphant and which resulted in his becoming the natural focal point
of an awakening movement which gradually embraced all members of his Möttlingen parish. Here,
at this time and at this place, the heavens opened for the parish so that the joyous message “the
kingdom of God is nigh” could become an everyday reality in the hearts of all.
Equipped with the rich treasure of such experiences as well as the extraordinary events and
attestations in Bad Boll, Blumhardt and Zündel investigated the occurrences inthe life of Jesus and
the apostles and attempted to understand them. They will have occasionally said to one another,
“Yes, just as in Möttlingen and Bad Boll, this is what it must have been like for our Lord Jesus and his
disciples!”
Blumhardt (father) and his son Christoph were very much aware of the importance of the intense
conversations with Zündel in Möttlingen and later in Bad Boll. In the obituary Christoph remarks,
“From the urge to make divine deeds practicable in our doubting world, Zündel complied with my
wish to publish the substance of our conversations regarding the life of Jesus and also our mutual
thoughts on the era of the apostles and the apostles themselves.”17
The Blumhardt‐Zündel guide is to be understood, in the words of Karl Barthreferring to
Overbeck, Blumhardt and Zündel:18 as “a resubmission of the files”, as a “renewed enquiry
intotoday’s theology”. Thus he saysas early as 1920 in a lecture on “pending enquiries on today’s
theology”:
“How was it possible that the early protagonists of the theology that is today
dominant could ignore a colleague like Franz Overbeck and remain so indifferent and so
untroubled by the questions which he put to them? How could they possibly have been
content to admire his historical scholarship and then deem it sufficient to congratulate
themselves on the futility of his ‘purely negative approach’ and shake their heads in
astonishment and disapproval at the fact that he was and remained a professor of
theology in spite of himself and the world’s opinion?
Some of us have long puzzled over how it happened that at that time (I mean
thirty years ago) theologians managed to pay no attention at all to the older and younger
Blumhardt and their friends. There would have been something significant to learn ‐ as
later developments prove – from the books of Friedrich Zündel, for example. Theology
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would have been spared all sorts of round‐about ways and false paths if we had let
ourselves hear it. Were Blumhardt and Zündel too monolithic for us, too pietistic, too
unscientific and technically inaccurate? That refusal to listen must be confessed, hard as
it is for us to put ourselves back into the lofty academic atmosphere so characteristic of
that time, which obviously closed many otherwise attentive ears to sounds from that
direction.
But – we must ask today – why then did no one listen to Overbeck? If
theologians were unwilling to give further consideration to the rather too murky
performances at Möttlingen because the stumbling‐block was much too great for the
spirit of the time, why did they not turn to consider all the more carefully the equally
promising and the closer stumbling‐block offered them by the Christlichkeit der heutigen
Theologie (The Christian‐ness of Present Day Theology)?
Actually, Blumhardt and Overbeck stand close together; back to back, if you
like, and very different in disposition, in terminology, in their mental worlds, in their
experience, but essentially together. Blumhardt stood as a forward‐looking and hopeful
Overbeck; Overbeck as a backward‐looking, critical Blumhardt. Each was the witness to
the mission of the other.
Why did no one listen to Overbeck? He was no pietist, no believer in miracles,
no obscurantist; he was as acute, as stylishly elegant, as free from all assumptions as
could be desired. Was it because we wanted no stumbling‐block at all that we did not
allow ourselves to hear the call to our real task, even when it was given by a critical
Blumhardt, the senior of the Basel Faculty? If we keep before our eyes only this one
refusal, can we ever again hold the Lord God responsible for the slow and meandering
course of the movement of Christian thought? Can we wonder, when we consider the
opportunities missed, that the signs of the time in theology and church today point so
definitely to deviation and disintegration? Should not those who today stand secure on
the conclusions established by the consummation of the old war against orthodoxy and
the like now in all seriousness turn back to the place where so many fruitful possibilities
were disregarded? Such were the questions which occupied me as I read C.A. Bernoulli’s
edition of Overbeck’s papers.”19

The text for this edition is based on the last one that was published in Zündel’s lifetime and in it,
diverging somewhat from the Georg Merz 1923 edition, we have included nearly all the author’s
footnotes. For the index of biblical references – which was created in order to be used! – we could
rely on the thorough groundwork undertaken by Merz. In particular I would like to thank Hans‐
Henning Mey who was always unfailingly reliable and untiring in dealing with all questions pertaining
to this new edition.
This “Jesus book” is intendedmore as an aid to thought, to visualization and experiencing rather
than to be merely “read through”. I will take the liberty here of expressing a wish: that this book will
become a faithful companion along the reader’s way, offering stimulation, support and guidance and
that with constantperusal will come alive and, if the reader so permits, will renew life and have a
fruitful and invigorating effect on it.
Johann Christoph Blumhardt and Friedrich Zündel were truly filled with the spirit of God. May
their writings, now being republished as a unit, serveas a valuable inspiration to priests and pastors
in preaching the living word of God in their parishes.
St. Goar and Lübeck
Leibniz Verlag, Matthias Bernhard Dräger
19
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Foreword to the 1922 Edition
During his lifetime, Friedrich Zündel’s books were known only to a small circle of readers. His
Jesus book did go into a second edition shortly after publication, but no more followed, and the first
edition of “Aus der Apostelzeit” is still not sold out. Moreover, official theology has taken no notice of
his works dealing with the New Testament. The important book by Albert Schweitzer on “The Quest
of the Historical Jesus” does not mention his name at all and neither doesWeinel’s work “Jesus in the
19th Century”. This in spite of the fact that in Zündel’s works one would have found that which
theology, after many detours, was only beginning to have a presentiment of: the confident sense of
the reality of the message from the kingdom of God and an interpretation of the gospels much more
commensurate with this than that which could be given by the modern images of Jesus. In addition
to this, Zündel quietly and unnoticed exerted a beneficial and momentous effect. He gave the groups
gathering around Bad Bolla summarized picture of biblical insight such as was manifested by the two
Blumhardts. In their own ways, Lhotzky, and presumably also Johannes Müller, drew rich stimulation
from him; and the liberated and liberating movement, originating with Hermann Kutter, had mainly
Zündel to thank for its perception of the Apostolic Age. It is therefore not surprising that today,
where a longing for new and more profound knowledge of the Bible is making itself felt, that
Zündel’s books are also once again indemand. Over the past few years, thousands of readers in
Germany have read his Blumhardt biography. He himself states that in the factual area the
biography finds its completion in the “Jesus book”. Herein, without more ado, lies the justification for
this new edition.
Today, weary with the “historical” images of Jesus, one strives for the knowledge of the
“reconditeworld” of the gospels. Those searching for this will not be able to ignore Zündel’s work. He
truly has an understanding of “that which is hidden”, but his call is away from any gnosis and towards
the Bible. The multitudes who look expectantly and with longing towards Boll and Möttlingen will be
cured of all “Blumhardt Renaissance” and equally from all premature Pentecostalismby this sober,
factual book – its spirituality proved precisely by this sobriety. That Zündel came through all things
personal and public to struggle for insight into God’s kingdom which had shone forth to him from
Blumhardt’s mission shows the value of his books and their renewed, not outdated, significance for
our times. We are publishing his book in its entirety without changing any part with which we are not
in agreement. When all his writings find understanding then the readers themselves will make an
effort to engross themselves in the Bible, which is why we are issuing the unchanged text of the
second edition of this book from 1885. The orthography has been adapted to what is customary
today except in the cases where an idiosyncrasy has a distinctive meaning, then it has been retained.
However, those comments that pertain purely to exegetical details have been left out. The interested
reader will find them in the comments ofvonHofmann, whom Zündel adhered to as a “great scholar”
due to his “microscopically faithful examination of the original texts” and his “reserve with regard to
all merely fantastic mysticism”. On the other hand we have added a comprehensive passages index
to the book. It contains not only the passages mentioned explicitly in the text but also gives an
overview of any passages mentioned from the Old and the New Testaments. My friends Julius
Stockmeier and Theodor Ellwein assisted with the creating of the index and with the revision. May
this book now go out to undertake the task it was once written for. If we have interpreted the signs
of the times correctly thatmany are waiting for it,then, in spite of superficial difficulties, “Aus der
Apostelzeit” should follow soon.
Munich, June 1922
Georg Merz

Historical Context and Atmosphere
Today the prevailing opinion is that at the time of Jesus, during the first thirty years of our
time reckoning, the general situation in the world was particularly favourable for the
appearance of Christianity. However, if one had said to a true Israelite of those times, a
certain Nathaniel for instance, “The time is auspicious for the coming of the Messiah or at
least a great prophet,” he would have shaken his head pensively and answered something
like this: “If you are saying it ishightime, then you are in the right; but otherwise you are not.
The years left to us for the manifestation of a prophet are numbered and are slipping rapidly
away.”
In worldly and efficient Rome, pursuing its explicit goals ruthlessly, consistentlyand
systematically, cultured paganism had risen to its unprecedented world‐encompassing
zenith. The severely religious, proudly pagan principle on which this power was founded was
embodied, as it were, in the Caesar family; those presumed favourites of Roman divinity
were its representatives on earth and they comported themselves accordingly.
For the peoples under the yoke this subjugation to Rome – from a secular point of view –
was a benefit, even under the Caesars, but for Israel and its hopes it posed a much greater
threat. A new, brilliant, rigidly structured era was on the advance, one that made all Israel’s
hopes of its God leadingIsraelto become a beacon for all peoples appear to be vain and
childish fantasies.
If the world situation threatened to stifle all Israel’s great hopes in its breast, it did appear to
offer tempting compensation as the new direction the world was taking was for no one else
more beneficial than for the resourceful Jews, schooled as they were by iron doctrine. The
confederation of synagogues spanning the whole civilized world gave them an economic
advantage over other peoples. Thus the world lay at their feet, beckoning them to use the
natural intellectual legacy of clarity of vision and strength of will bequeathed to them by
their forefathers to their economic advantage and to interpret the “bountiful era”, foretold
by the prophets, in an “intellectual” (as one prefers to call it today) way, as pertaining to
material gain, that is, to wealth; and to see in the lustre of their prosperity the fulfilment of
that same promise – or at least to console themselves thoroughly for its non‐fulfilment.
A further danger threatened in that the terrain prepared by God for the historic
development of salvation, the independence of Israel, was sooner or later to be overrun or
engulfed by the Roman state. A repetition of the Babylonian captivity loomed, this time one
without end. Jerusalem did not have to go to Babylon, but Babylon came to Jerusalem,
spiritually and politically.

Thus the Jews found themselves under foreign rule, under the family ofHerod which through
the grace of Caesar and his house had been raised from the darkness of an insignificant
mountain people of Edom to the throne, and then soon after – at least in Judah– directly
under Rome and Caesar himself. Only in matters of religion were they – thanks to the utterly
fearless tenacity with which they defended their law, their honour of God – permitted to
retain their freedom and independence. This freedom was used in a wonderful way, a way
unique in the world until that time, so that people belonging to different geographic
kingdoms and subject to different rulers voluntarily submitted to a mutual, spiritual superior
authority which reigned in the name of God, and this not without severity.
The foundation of this authority was based on two sacred institutions, one ancient and one
from a more recent era, respectively, the temple and the synagogue. Both had their own
official guardians and custodians – priests in the temple and scribes in the synagogues.
The temple, in which God had promised to be close to his people, was the heart of Israel.
The religious service was only partially related to ours. Preaching, for instance, was not
known. In its essence, it dealt less with feeling than with law; a disquisition of the rightful
relationship between God and his people. This proceeded in a grave, profoundly devout and
precisely determined manner, but – as we know – did not exclude hymns of praise
accompanied by powerful music and holy festivals which could often be (as in the case of the
Feast of Tabernacles) very joyous affairs. This festival in particular made it possible for the
people of Israel to congregate from all parts of the world in a way unknown to all other
peoples. The priests held sway in the temples, which were not accessible to the people. One
had to be born to the priesthood. Whosoever (Jesus, for example) was not a scion of the
House of Aaron was never permitted to enter the sacred portals and had no possibility of
becoming a priest. The individual priests therefore were only the virtual representatives of
the high priest who “carried the sins of the multitude” and who “represented Israel before
God”.
We believe today that within the priesthood at the time of Jesus, a patrician group who
claimed descent from the “House of Tzadok” held sway. This was a priestly sect which
according to the Holy Scriptures (Ezekiel 44:15) had proved faithful to the Lord through
times of difficulty and whose progenitor Tzadok had shown the House of David unfailing
loyalty. They called themselves Tzadok’s Children, or Sadducees. They were an aristocratic
group of people – their manner towards their superiors, those in power (who of course
could bestow high priesthood), was unctuous and obsequious, towards their inferiors proud,
severe and aloof. What was happening “in the countryside” was of little interest to them.
We encounter them outside the walls of Jerusalem only very seldom and only if there was a
very good reason for it.1 A genteel fear of anything effusive and fantastic on the one hand,
and on the other the need to remain on good terms with pagan culture – with which their
1

This circumstance makes one lean more to the assumption that they belonged to the aristocracy rather than
to a party calling themselves the “Righteous” (Zaddik).

elevated status brought them into contact – might sadly have been the reason that their
views (namely those dealing with the afterlife) oftentimes came perilously close to disbelief.
Over this granite‐likesubstructure, the immutable temple worship service based on divine
decree, there rose, slender and light, a superstructure of a free human institution for the
further fulfilment of religious need – the synagogue. This stems from the time of the
Babylonian captivity when the temple, the sanctuary, lay in ruins; over time the synagogue
had undergone an unforeseen development. For those living at a great distance from the
temple, the synagogue at least partly made up for its absence; in many casesit offered that
which the press offers us today and was the heart of the religious community. Through the
synagogue, the Sabbath was spiritualized and could attain its full significance;through it
every Jew could gain knowledge of the Holy Scriptures; through it the feeling of belonging to
a family – fostered by the temple with its feast days – permeated throughout the whole
community and was regarded as something local and to be cherished; through it the
abidingcommunion of prayer with God, as represented by the temple, was brought to the
consciousness of the individual at the place of his abode. Through it also, new fields were
opened to the noble desire to impart religious knowledge to others by those who strove for
higher things. This was possible as the temple was absolutely closed to non‐Aaronites. In the
synagogue, freedom of speech existed in a manner that would have been impossible for the
church to emulate as it wasforbidden. This proved to be greatly beneficial for Jesus and the
apostles also. The scribe was the professional speaker and leader of the religious service in
the synagogue.
In a similar way to that of the priests of the Sadducees, a form of spiritual association had
achieved a ruling position – the brotherhood, or league, of “Pharisees” (those “set apart”, or
perhaps “the exact, the precise ones”). With extraordinary tenacity and remarkable success
they sought to keep the people within the compass of sacred customs and ideas,
unfortunately – as we know now – in a very marginal way. Their idea was to organize an
Israel within Israel by segregating, as they put it, “…this people who knoweth not the law are
cursed” (John 7:49) from the others who represented a league of the true Israel. This
endeavour was completely alien to the whole spirit of Israel which had always been
addressed and treated by God as one people;alien also to the spirit of the prophets. Jesus
called this attempt “…a plant,which my heavenly Father hath not planted…” (Matthew
15:13) and saw no justification nor future for it. The ruling delusion of the Pharisees and the
people as a whole (who revered them greatly) appeared to be that in their case everything
was just as it should be; they were seen as the quintessence of the true Israelite.Today, we
can hardly imagine how difficult it must have been for Jesus to counter this complacent,
supposedly biblical righteousness.
The priests, among them the Sadducees, and the scribes under whom the Pharisees had
attained their ruling position were the shepherds of the people. From both groups a new
authority arose, a high council called the Great Sanhedrin composed of seventy‐one “high
priests and elders”. Arranged around this central authority, numerous synods (of seven

members each) officiated in the country. Matthew spoke disparagingly of these councils
(Matthew 10:17).
Thus, in spite of foreign rule, the people lived according to their own strict and sacred laws
and remained faithful to their unity as a people of God throughout various fragmentations
under different rulers. It was probably precisely because they found a new replacement for
their loss of bourgeois independencein their sacred law, that the warmer, more lively
elements of the people became all the more loyal, zealous and devoted to the same.
Rapture for the law and pleasure in obeying it blanketed the entire people like autumn
sunshine.
One could, if one wanted to renounce Israel’s innermost significance, feel complacent and
say, “What is eternal is the law, we will devote ourselves to that; the other, the promise, we
will turn our backs on.”
Essentially, this is what happened. Hope remained, but without an inward connection to
religious life it led – as it were – a separate existence. That unified, innocent awareness of
the connection ofthe living God, the Saviour,to His people – this retreated into the memories
of the past as a belief in fundamentalism and in envisioning the future as related to the
coming of the Messiah. For the present, however, for real life, the religion of Israel had been
reduced to the level of purelegislation.
A closer look at how this type of “legislative Israeli culture” developed and its significance in
light of the Old Testament is valuable in gaining an understanding of the work of Jesus. The
beginnings reach back to the time of the restoration of the temple after the Babylonian
captivity, at the time when prophecies fell silent with the last prophet Malachi, and the
prophetic books came to an involuntary end.It was a period of rapid decline, as we can read
in those prophets, according to whom God, as the revelation, unequivocallywithdrew,
possibly forever (cf. Malachi). A period of declinedescended on Israel, a timeregarded as an
“evil time”. It hadoften been experienced before but was formerly only of temporary
duration. Israel was no longer witness to the living God. That “God does not answer us” once
perceived as “abandonment of Israel” now became the rule. “We see not our signs: there is
no more any prophet…” is perhaps the lament from that time2 (Psalm 74:9)
It was a peculiar situation: One had the Holy Scriptures which told of God’s former
relationship to his people; one refreshed and strengthened oneself with them, but the thing
mentioned was no longer in one’s possession. The situation gradually arose, and was
essentially being actively worked towards, of losing a true understanding of the sacred
experience of theancestors. One was thus in a new religious state; one of memory,and not
of possession. In the First Book of the Maccabees (9:27, 4:46, 14:41) one can discern the
nostalgia for an earlier time but in a manner which clearly reveals how much the
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understanding of such sacred things had diminished. One hoped against hope that “a
prophet”3 would come again. But to do what? So that he would make dispositions on
cultural laws and constitution! This is how far the main focal point of the religion had
become removed from life, from inner transformation before God, and moved towards a
legislative cult. Also, so clumsy were the concepts with regard to a prophet that they
thought if one should come, he would immediately find “official” public acceptance! As if not
exactly the opposite had always been the case!
Thus, the spiritual life of Israel, as described by the Holy Scriptures, became imbued with a
completely new and strange character.
The innocence and elemental strength with which people as a whole had always accepted
that they must pay penance to the wrath and punishment of God and seek His presence –
this had vanished. One had learned to do without the great Acts of God and to live in the
absence of them; the emphasis shifted to one’s own acts, to the law, to – due to this
severance of a connection with the living God – a very superficial morality which also shifted
the emphasis of religious life from an observance of the great whole onto the individual
person. Thus the foundation of that ancient belief“And Israel cried to God” was slowly losing
spiritual ground and therewith also the power of truly moving, in a religious way, the
justified hopes of a “cry to God” in people’s hearts. Hope did not die, as mankind always
loves to hope, but it lacked spirituality in many cases; partly a dead desire, partly a
superstitious game for envisioning the future.
One could classify the hopeful ones in Israel at that time into three categories: Firstly, the
simple folk; secondly, the biblical scholars and scribes; thirdly, those whom I would like to
call the “true Israelites”. These groups were to correspond to three different types of hope:
thehope of the people; the hope that is taught; and the biblical hope.
Israel felt drawn to hope for two different reasons: due to its history and due to the
Prophecy or promise. The former, history, permeated naturally much deeper and more
directly throughout the people than the latter, which is why we call this type of hope
thehope of the people. Throughout its entire long history, Israel has always experienced
succour from God in response to its cry in times of trouble and therefore felt justified, nay,
the debt of gratitude demanded it, to continually expect redress. God had always called
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forth prophets. This is why they naturally hoped that a prophet would ultimatelyappear
again.The longer their hopes remained unfulfilled, the more they began to speak of “the”
prophet they awaited and not of “a” prophet (John 1:21).
In particular, Israel had justification in hoping that God would give it national
independenceagain, hopes based on lessons such as the Flight from Egypt, the Rule of the
Judges, the victories of Saul and David, Hezekiah’s experiences, the return from Babel; in
short, the largest part, and almost the most glorious part, of Israel’s history relates of such
aid from God. During the time of the Maccabees this desire for independence was fulfilled,
they had a ruler who was one of the Children of Israel. Whether or not he was from the
House of David was more a matter between God and the House of David than between God
and the people of Israel.This is why the Apocrypha, originating from this period, does not
mention the hope for a “Christ”. However, when the Maccabees had to yield to the family of
Herod, the desire and hope for a lawful ruler raised its head once again (as at the time of the
Babylonian captivity), a ruler who first and foremost should be from Israel. In addition to
being from Israel, however, the new ruler should not only appear bya
fortuitouscircumstance as in the case of the Maccabeerulers, but should be one called,
authorized and appointed by God. This is – I think – what is meant by “anoint the most Holy”
(Daniel 9:24) and “the Messiah the Prince” (Daniel 9:25). The word anointed stands in
opposition to unanointed, i.e. kings who rose to power, unlawfully or otherwise secularly –
without God’s particular decree for Israel. The word “Christ”, Messiah (the Anointed),
became the general expression, embodying all the desires and hopes of Israel.
The word is not to be found anywhere else in the Prophecy; in Isaiah 61:1, the unbiased
reader (at least if ignoring the later division into chapters) will hardly have an impression
other than that Isaiah, after promising the most splendid, tremendous and “unbelievable”
things, continues in the same breath – and I am not fantasizing or exercising poetic license:
“The Spirit of the Lord God is upon me; because the Lord hath anointed me to preach good
tidings to the meek…” (Isaiah 61:1). What he is heralding is to come to pass eventually, but
the herald is himself.
If the word “Christ” is to be found nowhere elsein the Prophecy, except in David, in this form
meaning hope, it can be found elsewhere as pertaining a great deal more to the thing, or
better, the person who is being thus designated. It is in this ideal of hope that the preachings
of hope throughout history and those of the Prophecy come into contact. Sacred history
moved towards the goal of human history that God had set Himself and revealed to us as a
promise in the Prophecy with all the force of an inherent natural law;this despite mankind
acting of free will and not excluding error, regression and decline. A ruler, whom history until
then had been justified in hoping for, was explicitly promised butwas of a magnificence and
splendour far, far exceeding anything Israel had experienced before. Thus the naïve hope of
the common people and the enlightened hope, nurtured by the Bible, of the more spiritual
Israelites came together under the name of “Christ”. When later Peter says to Jesus, “Thou
art the Christ” (Matthew 16:16) we can see both forms of hope united in this

acknowledgement. In Jesus he sees both historyand the Prophecyfulfilled. “In you our holy
history has achieved the aim for which it has struggled and you are the one promised by
Prophecy.” As the name “Christ” has served in an exemplary manner to introduce the
interrelation between Jesus and the Old Testament, we are now justified in expounding on –
and also obliged to expound on – the history and the significance of this concept in the Old
Testament.
The concept had its roots in the curious interrelation in which God stood with the people of
Israel. The Israelites’ hope and belief stemmed not from the individual “I” but from the
people as a whole. Israel as a people had been called into being by God for a higher purpose,
a God who stood close by it and in whom it could repeatedly experience the living God and
the Holy One. Thus of its own accord a call came to create a holy order and structure,
through which this generalized relationship of God to His people was imparted to the
individual. God accomplished this partly in a structured way and partly in a free manner
through His servants, these were in the main the high priest and “his brothers”, the priests.
Through him and his associates the standing of every individual before God was to be
safeguarded in its truth and sanctity and to be renewed if necessary. Thus he was first and
foremost a representative of the history of the conscience of his people before God.
However, originally he represented – according to law – God as the supreme ruler over all,
but not with the power of his own free discretion but only as a transmitter of revelation. This
revelation – and here we see the similarity to conscience – did not extend to new thoughts
and ideas, but answered only yes or noto any questions asked.
It was inherent in the nature of this sacred profession that it did not offer its bearers the
freedom of a free unfolding and recognition of their own personality. The fact that this office
– and only regularly and according to law – was handed down through anointment is
associated with the nature of the office; insofar as it symbolized that the significance of the
priest lay not in what he himself was, but what was bestowed upon him by the office. The
free life of Israel did not, therefore, manifest or unfold itself in his person but culminated
naturally in rulers (judges, kings) and when these deviated from God, God neglected Israel‘s
superficial history to initiate spiritual truth in the form of the prophet. Samuel united these
three forms of the pastorate in the freest and most spiritual way (he was not a high priest,
not even from the House of Aaron, but only a Levite). However, neither his people nor his
house was sufficiently advanced for this ideal pastorate to take on a permanent form. The
people demanded a prince of a markedly secular character (a layman governance in contrast
to Samuel).
God then commanded that the youthful Saul be anointed as king. What does this mean
now?
The most outstanding, pioneering servants of God were not anointed to their service by
another but called by God through explicit revelation (Abraham, Moses, Samuel, Isaiah,

Jeremiah).4 Originally, the anointment appears to have been handed down (from Moses to
Aaron, from Samuel to Saul and the boy David, from Elijah to Elisha). A transmission such as
this was the case in Saul’s anointment by Samuel but had a significance transcending both
individuals. In Saul’s anointment God is answering the people’s demand for “a prince, such
as the other heathens have”. He affirmed this, inasmuch as He acknowledged the princedom
as a permanent institution for the future; but denying it also by proclaiming this profession
to be a sacred one, which would remain under His influence whether they liked it or not.
The significance of anointing a king was illuminated in the choice of David and through
David’s clear understanding of this significance. David, a layman through and through in the
best sense of the word, invested with the governance of rough reality and still intrinsically
priestly, understood that to rule is a service to God, a service as holy as the priesthood. The
sacred character, the divine significance that the ruling power had assumed under Samuel
could now be confirmed, in David, as a permanent feature. David completely honoured and
embraced the divine significance of the anointment as well as his own divine significance, as
imparted to him thus. He recognized that with the anointment God had made him the
shepherd of the people of Israel, and from now onhe was responsible for this to God and
blessed by Him. He was now the heart of the body of Israel; he was the bearer of the life
history of his people and embodied the task he had been set. To carry out this task, for
which a human life would not be long enough to complete, his call in its entirety became
significantonly when God confirmed this for his whole house. In addition to the House of
Aaron, which administered the divine covenant with Israel, even in its innermost
significanceover it, the House of David rose up as the bearer of a divine‐human history on
earth. Here, a second aspect throws light onto the meaning of “the Lord’s Anointed”. If the
Israelite’s hopes and dreams are not for himself alone but for his people as a whole, then he
rises above the evanescence of his days, above the fleeting moment. Israel as a people does
not die and in the same way its earthly leader, “the Lord’s Anointed”, is for the people, as
well as for each bearer of this name, a permanent power, sublimely elevatedabove the
passage of the ages. This is not only the manner in which every people and every ruling
house regard themselves, but it is also uniquely different. Israel is called by God, yes, created
by Him as His servant in order to initiate the salvation of the people, a new epoch, a divine
epoch. This is why Israel does not see the future as a downfall but rather as a victory. A
victory of God on earth. And, as this task devolves on the House of David, or on “the Lord’s
Anointed”,as the bearer of the task, this eternal character is thus assumed. As long as Israel
remains faithful and true it will have its abiding “Lord’s Anointed”. Thus the current bearer
of this name is merely the representative of an ideal, timeless person through whom God
will lead His cause to victory. What God says to the respective living Lord’s Anointed (e.g.
Psalm 2) is not directed atthe individual, temporal figure but to the “office” of the Lord’s
Anointed. Thus, this Lord’s Anointed prevailed through all the changes of fortune in Israel’s
history as a perpetual power on whom the pious Israelite pinned all his hopes and desires for
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the great whole. Psalm 89:48expresses serious doubts regarding the final salvation of the
whole world if God should withdraw the promised help from His anointed one (obviously not
merely the current individual but this Godly institution itself).
It is in the essential nature of this timeless office that it would call for a holder in whom this
idea would be entirely embodied: the consummate one who would fulfil the task and thus,
logically, be the last. Here history with its inherent growth meets with the Prophecy.
How did the Israelite imagine this ideal, eternal figure ‐ the Lord’s Anointed? With today’s
mentality, we would simply imagine a timeless institution, proof against all winds of change;
and if we imagine a divine appointment to achieve only great and true actualities then at
least one aspect of the concept would be expressed as stated in Psalm 2:6, “Yet I have set
my king upon my holy hill of Zion”. Luther uses the word “appointed” in his translation,
indicating the permanent, unchanging form underlying the varying individual
manifestations.5 However, the plenitude of the concept is not yet exhausted. Today we
know that Jesus, the “last”, the consummate “Lord’s Anointed”, is older than all his
predecessors. This means that this consummate Anointed is not only an idea but a person
prevailing behind the veil of visibility. However, the Israelites did not know this, as it is not
the customary behaviour of the divine or sacred to herald their presence before the correct
time or without reason. This truth, though, in an incipient way, had been entrusted to the
chosen ones by God in a lightly veiled form, namely when in Psalm 110 one anointed by God,
a king, speaks of what the Lord told hislord, that is, the ideal anointed one. In Micah 5:2, the
one who is to come is not explained but is assumed to be knownalready, the one who will
be “ruler in Israel” and “whose goings forth have been from of old, from everlasting.”
Hoping for an ideal Lord’s Anointed, “I shall give thee the heathen for thine inheritance, and
the uttermost parts of the earth for thy possession” (Psalm 2:8), history’s sermon of hope
links with that of the Prophecy. The latter also promises a victor from the House of David
who will resolve the previous significance of everything and who will erect the eternal
kingdom of God. The Prophecy, of course, does not call him the “Messiah” or “the Anointed”
as long as there was still a Lord’s Anointed, until in Daniel (9:25).Thenceforward, it became
the expression of the longing for a resurgence of this Godly office as well as for the
appearance of the promised ruler. Thus, this single word conveyed the evident longing of
the people for a divinely appointed ruler in a clear and explicit relation with the highest goals
of the Prophecy; providing a bond between the latter and the practical needs of the present,
as well as serving to glorify the wishes and hopes arising from the evil situation of the time.
This explains how gradually the name Messiah, or Christ, embodying the simple hope of the
people became the name for him whom God had promised to the ancestors.
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Of course, this glorifying influence was only partially effective. The hope based on the
Prophecy, the hope of the bible scholars, was not always of the right kind. I would like to call
it, insofar as it was a purely human, worldly hope, and to differentiate it from that drawn
only from history, as hope that was taught. The Prophecy became regarded as more akin to
fortune‐telling, as a handbook telling the story of the future, and it was believed that one
could understand and know exactly how things would come to pass. The greater aspects,
however, for the understanding of which a loveof God and for one’s fellow humans is
necessary, werecompletely ignored. This resulted in the most scholarly of these scholars of
the future,6even in the midst of the most holy and turbulent events of fulfilment, not
noticinga single thing; yes, they even continually protested against them because they did
not correspond to their “handbook of the history of the End of Days”. Thus they had a
purportedly precise image of the “End of Days” and were convinced they must wait and
hope for a ‐ I don’t know how mechanical – appearance of the same. However, in the
meantime they were satisfied with the accustomed and “ordinary” tenor of events and
consoled themselves with their law‐abidance.
But the broad annals of world history do not usually narrate the most holy, most vital, most
promising aspects of an epoch, which is the case here also. In addition to that class of people
whom I would like to designate as “those of insufficient hope”, there were also other,
unpretentious and modest “true Israelites” who in all naiveté wished to experience again
something of what the Holy Scriptures had told them: the return of God’s grace;
newtestimonies to a living God; aholy story which was again worthy of being recorded in the
holy books, thereby adding new pages. How differently now they refreshedthemselves at
the fount of the prophecies, how differently now theyperused them! The spirit which had
written the same now prevailed within them. What did they find? What can we say about
the “hope of Israel”? May the following help to throw light on these questions.

The Biblical Hope

Striving to understand the hope of those true Israelites will also serve to liberate us from the
one‐sidedness of our entrenched conception of the Prophecy of the Old Testament. It was
no less a person than Luther who led us to this understanding. When he raised the Holy
Scriptures from the dust in which they lay and – with only meagre means at his disposal –
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attempted to understand the Prophecy, his healthy common sense led him to discover a
fundamental tenet which served extremely well initially in throwing light on the subject and
avoiding unproductive interpretations. The tenet was: To explain the Prophecy based on the
fulfilment as recorded in the New Testament and based in particular on the person of Jesus.
This was cause for great relief; similar to that experienced by a pupil who receives the
answer along with the mathematical problem he has been given. However, this involves a
similar hazard. It does not allow the complete originality of the Prophecy to unfold its free
and unbiased effect.
Both the life of Jesus and the promise now stand forth in a new light and again receive in full
measure the significance due to them which had formerly been curtailed. The whole gravity
of the work of Jesus only becomes recognizable when we see him contend to make things
become; when, in our eyes, it has not already been decided how it will come to pass before
his appearance and without his intervention. The gravity of this, his work, is illuminated
when we see how he accepts the goals and tasks he has been set in the Prophecy, but also
how the achievement of and solution to these are the subject of his struggle.
The essence of the promise, however, manifests itself again in all its authenticity in those
who are not yet fulfilled; that is, if we do not force ourselves to the arbitrary and artificial
assumption that it is “essentially” fulfilled by the coming of Jesus and his life story until the
Ascension and Pentecost and, therefore, was dealt with 1800 years ago7. (Peter, for
instance, did not think this [2 Peter 1:19]). We begin to see that yet more, and greater, tasks
must be fulfilled by Jesus than has been the case up till now. His life story is not yet ended;
He continues his work and expects collaboration from us in our belief in him and in the
promise and in the yearning hope that the promise will be fulfilled.
Now let us put ourselves in the shoes of those Israelites full of hope for whom the means of
clarification, “the transpired fulfilment”, was not yet at hand! We will then be able not only
to judge the Prophecy more independently, but also the history of Jesus (for the main part
justifiably called the fulfilment) and to differentiate between the two.
The Prophecy, running like a red thread through the Old Testament from almost the first
page, has its source in God’s divine and fatherly communion with humankind through the
medium of His servants and condenses all humankind down through the ages into one
person, His story into one life story with a clear and sublime goal. This clear view into the
most distant future, imparted by God, is something so great that we can only grasp at how,
for instance, God recalled it to the minds of the despondent peoples of the Babylonian
Captivity while emphasizing that only He had the power to herald the future. But with His
words, God had reached down to the level of humankind: He almost wants to prove that He
is God and no other. Actually, the phrase “herald the future” is not the best description for
the Prophecy. The Prophecy depicts God as dependent on what occurs, as if He were not the
7
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actual cause of what occurs, as if all that remained to Him was the fact that He knew it in
advance. This is the stance taken by the alleged soothsayers. From this perspective,
everything that happens, happens due to “destiny”, as if this were a book of the future
already written and they, the soothsayers, are able to read it.
The divine Prophecy is different; it is more natural, more sacred, more simple.It is made up
of two parts: the main part is the promise; an additional part is the prediction, the Prophecy
in a narrower sense.
The promise is a way of making predictions for the future which in mankind is a natural
habit. It is a fruitful means of, on the one hand, letting the future have an effect on the
present and, on the other, of working towards making real what has been determined for
the future. The promise is God’s hand stretched out to humankind, who, if they so wish, can
take it. It is, as often described (e.g. Isaiah 40:8) particularly as God’sword, much as we say,
“a man’s word is his bond” or “a promise is a promise” (word = promise). The word of God is
a thing of value for humankind, the value of which depends on how much credence they
attach to this word.
This “word” does not claim to determine humankind’s free will in the manner of an ironclad
destiny; it is merely made available to people. It strives and urges in silence for its fulfilment
but does not coerce. The promised word on Solomon, for instance, is expressed as
“sleeping”. If Solomon is faithful then God will “awaken” the word.
This is primarily why – because for fulfilment the other part, the human, must contribute
and because this part is very unreliable –another type of Prophecy is advantageous and
necessary, the prediction. The prediction refers quite particularly to the obstacles that
humankind will lay in the path of the fulfilment of the promise. The prediction is to present
in the proper light the imminent deferment of the fulfilment or apparent non‐fulfilment of
the promise.
What is the content of the promise, the subject of the hope of Israel?
The content of the promise is made up of two great things:
1. A great victory for God’s concerns on earth
2. A victor, through whom this victory shall happen
It is in the nature of things that the former, the victory, is named first – it is the intended
purpose; the second, the victor, is the means through which this purpose is to be
accomplished.
In the very first promise we encounter in the Bible, in the word of God to the serpent (1
Moses 3:15) this victory is promised in all its glory: a complete and final victory of mankind
over the serpent gained with pain and mortal peril. If the serpent has outwitted and
overcome mankind, led it to renounce God and chained it to himself, has “caused enmity

between God and the woman”, then God wants to come to mankind’s aid and replace in its
mind the implanted poison of enmity towards God with the power of hatred towards the
serpent– “put hatred between the serpent and the woman”. A battle is to take place which
will end with a complete victory by mankind and the destruction of the temptation, that
temptress from the kingdom of death. That only a single individual will gain this victory is not
stated here, but is also not precluded.
Redemption for the fall from grace, complete reconciliation with God, restoration of the
creation in its original state where “behold, it was very good”, this is the great task that God
set Himself and which He places foremost as a promise in the bible. Yes, it is actually
established in the very first words of the bible, “In the beginning God created the heaven
and the earth”. A divine order of things where sin and death have disappeared and mankind,
reconciled with God, is placed in complete union with God – that is God’s objective. It will
not manifest in the manner of something that is going to occur beyond the history of the
world, but as something that is to conclude the history of the world. Yes, this work of God is
the only fruitful substance of the history of the world, it is also the substance of the bible
which for this reason tells the history of Israel because in this the only true progress , namely
progress towards this goal, is to be found. This goal and God’s working to achieve it,this is
Christianity, as long as we do not understand Christianity as merely the certain natures of
individual people but as the great acts of God.
It is clear that this first promise promises much more than has ever been fulfilled up to
today.
We can see a similarity to this first promise when God speaks to Abraham, 1 Moses 12:1ff.:
“In thee (later: “by your seed”) shall all families of the earth be blessed.” The ultimate
purpose is the same, a blessing for all families; the instrument for achieving this purpose is
described as a “people”, a great family, but not yet as a single individual.8
This aspiration now appears in the auguries of the prophets, namely Isaiah 2:40‐66, but also
elsewhere, in more light, in a greater and better development and at the forefront of all
promises – the glorious Last Days, a transition to a purely divine state of affairs is promised.
A time which will appear, not with legendary abruptness but in a human and historical
manner, although wonderfully and rapidly and bringing glory. The Saviour found a name for
this goal, He called it the Kingdom or, actually, the Royal Dominion, of God.
If this goal comprises one focus of the entire bible, another focus is the Saviour, or the
instrument of God, through whom the goal is to be ultimately achieved.
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This should not be seen as a contradiction to Galatians 3:16. Abraham’s seed will – and this lies in the nature
of things – not accomplish this, his task, in random dissipation, but rather as a structured whole throughout his
historical development. After Paul experiences the fulfilment, how the history of this people in its task
culminates in a single person, the Saviour, he is completely justified in associating this promise specifically with
the Saviour.

More in the background of the Prophecy rather than this foremost idea of the goal, but
nevertheless increasingly apparent, is the image of a wonder child as a gift to us from God;
or more specifically, a son of David who, in the royal manner, will bring about this new era
and administer it.
Here now, where fulfilment shines in the Prophecy, we must remember what we have said
about the relation between fulfilment, promise and Prophecy.
When the Saviour, in the distress of his suffering, says, “How else will the word be fulfilled!”
he is thinking more of the promise than of the Prophecy. He would have been thinking less
that one must say “How everything has to come to pass at the right time” than of the fact
that all conditions must be fulfilled for the ultimate eventuation of what had been promised.
On the nature of these conditions, however, the Prophecy threw some light. As already
mentioned, this Prophecy appears less frequently as a direct discourse from God and more
often as revelations from the Holy Spirit that were bestowed on the prophet and were often
experiences or conclusions from events that had taken place or from the prophet’s own
experiences.
In this sense, all holy history is essentially – even if the narrative does not explicitly say so –
prophetic provided it reveals the character that the flawed, hostile‐to‐God nature of
mankind imprints on the struggle for the kingdom. In the manner in which those such as
Abel, Noah, (who was not heeded), Joseph, Moses and others fared, this is how he who will
ultimately lead the struggle to victory will also fare. What David suffered, according to
Psalms 22 and 41, this one will suffer the same, even if there is not a breath of this
mentioned in the aforementioned Psalms. However, this is not all; because this ultimate
victor is the main figure towards which everything is aimed and those earlier, faintly drawn
figures serve only to foreshadow this greater one, then actually the reverse is the case. It is
not their sufferings that are reflected in his, but his retrospectively in theirs; and so, for
instance, the Psalms again attain a consciously prophetic touch. Thus to a certain degree the
Prophecy becomes the promise again, inasmuch as it gives an indication of the obstacles
which are counterpoised to the fulfilment of the promise.
This is the reason that for God, or before God, the Prophecy does not, as it were, have the
same binding strength as the promise and why it is not heralded by God so loudly and
directly as the promise. On the contrary, it is couched in uncertain terms, shrouded in
mystery, and almost under seal. This distinct connection with the promise, which we
understood with an almost formal exactitude to follow the fulfilment, was not to be
revealed to anyone before the fulfilment. It should not be the case that God would attach
the stipulation to His glorious promise that “you will do it thus and thus”, as if we must then
carry it out in this way. God does not want to design and rule human history by force, but
truly; if mankind had such foreknowledge and was bound to this knowledge then any true
history would be made impossible. While one can say of the promise that it should and must
be fulfilled, one could say of the Prophecy, when it is fulfilled, that “it must” but hardly “it

should have come to pass”. But it does not insist, particularly under duress, even when it is
demanded that it should be fulfilled. One can frequently apply Hieronymus’s beautiful
“praedicit, non ut veniat, sed ne veniat” (God pronounces, not that it comes but that it
comes not). Amos 7 strongly illuminates this.
The contrast in which promise and prediction often stand to one another due to the
disparity in their divine destiny can be seen in Matthew. Jesus can and should be brought up
as David’s son. He was offered to God’s city of Jerusalem as he was born in Bethlehem and
there divinely attested, but it came to pass differently, as it must and as foreseen by him. He
became a “Nazarene”, that is, a disdained figure, one afflicted with the insignia of the
insignificant. He could and “should” be recognized by Jerusalem as the Messiah and thus
entered Jerusalem in a way ostentatiously reminiscent of the promise (Zechariah 9:9), but it
came to pass otherwise: The daughters of Zion, instead of rejoicing, crucified him and yet, it
came to pass as it (according to the Prophecy) “must”.
A clear example for our observation is Isaiah 53.9
We now know – after the fulfilment – most certainly and clearly that it is the Saviour, but in
the place itself any indication is lacking (which would have been so natural!) that the person
in question is one and the same with the king’s son promised in Isaiah 7‐12. Yes, the
appellation “my servant”, “servant of the Lord” is used in such different ways in those
chapters that the question posed by the Ethiopian treasurer “of whom speaketh the prophet
this? Of himself or of some other man?” (Acts 8:34) becomes quite understandable and even
today still preoccupies some scholars. In those chapters the prophet has gained insight as to
the divine significance of being a prophet and, in the above‐mentioned chapter 53, into the
hidden meaning of suffering inherent in this. In this light he sees more and more clearly the
figure of the great prophet at whose cost the curse of Israel and the world will be turned
away. He senses himself that this person is one with the wonder child and the king’s son,
Isaiah 7‐12, but is unable to bring both images into a uniform picture. He has presumably not
received particular illumination from God on this matter, and more, when God told him he
did not dare to know and even less to speak. As we now know – after the fulfilment – that
the wonder king did not arise in hisentire actuality until after the resurrection and that he
had fulfilled the Prophecy of Isaiah 53 beforehand as a prophet in the guise of a servant,
crucified. However, before the fulfilment one could hardly have known this, and this was as
it should be. One circumstance served particularly to veil the prophetic character of this
chapter until it had been fulfilled. Formally it does not describe something that will happen
but something that has happened. We, as the fulfilment now lies in our past, do not realize
this, but it was hidden from readers in the pre‐Christian era that here there was something
that would happen, and that is the way it should be.
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This chapter also contains promise but, of course, promise and prophecy cannot be separated in detail, only in
its entirety does it speak of the Saviour’s apparent and temporary downfall.

Presumably, these great hopes usually resided only in the hearts of a few, mainly the
prophets, for whom insight was not only for the satisfaction of their curiosity but had
become consolation for hearts troubled by the suffering of the present and as an answer to
the supplication for the whole, to a struggle striving against becoming part of the general
ruin. The lament of the hopeful before God, that they were derided for their hope with the
question “Where is thy God?” (Psalm 42, Micah 7, Habakkuk 7 etc.), recurs repeatedly. The
prophets began to write down their knowledge for posterity because they found so few
sympathetic ears and little understanding in their own world.
At the time Jesus was born, things were different and seemingly better. People knew and
believed everything. But how much more their belief had become a thing of system and
theory and less of a thing of the heart was shown to us by Matthew with a single stroke of
his quill; after the announcement that the child Messiah had been born “Herod… was
troubled and all Jerusalem with him” (Matthew 2:3). It was just this, which the majority of
people were in their hearts afraid of – a return of the testimony to the living God. For a very
few in the land this was the subject of their profound yearning and increasingly confident
hope. It is the nature, that is, the truth of the holy story that they soon had a part of that
which they hoped for. God had remained the same, ready to attest Himself before His
people. And here we have Simeon in particular, presumably a simple burger. “The spirit of
God was upon him (επαυτον)”, he had God’s attention on him and it entered into him. This
was already a dawning. A Pharisee might perhaps say “Well yes, every righteous man must in
a way have the spirit of God”, but this was something else again and the effect it had proved
this. He waited for a “consolation of Israel” – that is, something not necessarily specific but
only generally for what was the most crying need, a return of God’s grace. But this was not
all. He reminds us of Daniel. After Jerusalem has been in ruins for seventy years, seemingly
irredeemably swept from the face of the earth and “only” a word of promise given to the
prophet Jeremiah, hope for resurrection after seventy years was now offered, but the
number of Jews who only wished to be allowed to return from Babel had shrunk greatly. (As
the metropolis and the Jew appear to be made for one another.) Then it was Danielwho
vouched for his whole people before God and did penance. Here Simeon saw the desire for
the promised salvation dwindling away, and the more he saw this, the more his desire for
the greatest, for the promised Saviour grew. It was evidently not of his own volition, it was a
compulsion from God that came over him to assume this post and to fulfil it. “Lord, now” –
he said, as he finally experienced it, surely with the feeling of finally having finished a
difficult and heavy task – “lettest thou thy servant depart in peace (δεοποτα)”. The pledge
received from the Holy Spirit perhaps throws a curious light into the world of his thoughts.
Death and the Lord’s Anointed are both items which the pledge deals with. Death is the
enemy of those who hope, and seemingly the eternal victor. “And shall I die before having
seen his conqueror?” ‐ “…he should not see death, before he had seen the Lord’s Christ”. His
description of what was hoped for is witness to how spiritual his hope was: “…thy salvation
which thou hast prepared… a light to lighten the Gentiles and the glory of thy people Israel”.

The small group of those in Jerusalem waiting for “a salvation” were drawn to him as well as
to Hannah. Hannah, that very old widow, was also part of these newer times. After all, she
was a prophet, even though this was known only to a few. The fact that she forgot to sleep
and eat when she was at prayer (for which there was no lack of material) is evidence of a
rich and powerful spiritual life.
Whether or not Zechariah, who as a priest was placed much higher on society’s scale, was
close to this circle we do not know. His hopes still retain a somewhat patriotic and political
tinge (Luke 1:74) but the depth of their spirituality and profundity is shown, for instance, by
his insight into what his people are lacking – namely forgiveness of their sins and the
knowledge that this is where salvation lies. And perhaps, if we were to look more closely into
his and his wife’s hearts and lives we would recognize that they fared exactly as once did
Samuel’s mother; that the joys of parenthood were denied them for so long because they
could pray and had compassion with all Israel and thus, in manner of speaking, the whole
spiritual misery of Israel hung on their lives in order to be drawn by them out of the “horrible
pit”.
In the same hour that he pleaded Israel’s cause in the temple, the solemn proclamation was
made by an angel that now the great time was to commence; his son who would be
bestowed upon him in a miraculous way was destined to be the instrument of this new
dawning.
Now we leave this circle of hoping ones, whose waiting for the actual seeing of the
confirmation of their hopes would extend over thirty years, and turn our attention to the
son of Zechariah, John the Baptist, in whom the beginning of the fulfilment was embodied.

John the Baptist
Solitary and enormous, like a great boulder from some primeval mountain falleninto the
midst of a populated plain,stood the huge, archaic figure of John the Baptist.
It was a time which could be compared to that of today, a time of flourishing trade,
emerging enlightenment, surprising secular advances – a time marked by hedonism as well
as moral decline. It was for Israel a quite singular time, as the idea of the appearance of men
sent by God seemed to belong to the dark ages of antiquity or to the “legend”.
The sad condition of the Holy Land is described by Luke in his succinct manner by listing the
heads of the church and state (Luke 3:1 and 3:2) obviously in the expectation that merely
naming Tiberius, Herod, Annas and Caiaphas would be enough to remind his contemporaries

of the complete desolation and hopelessness of the situation and the ethos of the times.
Anything but a religious re‐awakening was to be expected in this era, bearing as it did the
imprint of its pattern of deceit, salaciousness and cruelty.
It was during this period that John grew to manhood. Wonderfully heralded and bestowed
as a son upon the priest Zechariah in his old age, he emerged from the circle of those who
hoped, yes, it was as if he was a fruit of their prayers and yearning, the heir to their hopes.
Apparently he remained in his parents’ house (in the priestly city of Hebron) as long as was
necessary for him to gain that knowledge of the holy past, the holy task and the Holy
Scriptures of his people, as well as those hopes that in part culminated in his person,
understandings that we later were to know he possessed. However, fairly soon, probably
following the deaths of his parents, he felt driven to solitude. “Strong in spirit”, i.e. with a
clear conscience, and judging human frailties with divine clarity in the light of God, his
youthful disposition was no longer able to bear the impressions of a time which had
abandoned God. Perhaps he even feared not being able to withstand the influences over a
longer period of time and therefore fled to the desert. The caves of the desert of Judaea are
(in that very hot country) quite hospitable asylums which have sheltered refugees of all kinds
(David,for instance). Food was supplied by nature (locusts and honey have been mentioned,
for example). His needs for jacket, shirt and bed were met by a robe of camel hair, probably
inherited, which would also have made him independent of others to make his clothes.
And so he lived, the poorest and yet the richest man on earth, in splendid simplicity and
complete self‐reliance, independent of other people. For him, this severe, ascetic hermit’s
life was not– as is sometimes the case – a futile end in itself or an “act of virtue”. It did not
lead him to contemplate life with a self‐satisfied, misanthropic attitude either. The advice
that he was later to give to the tax collectors and soldiers shows us a healthy and practical
man who accepts the conditions of human life as they are without bitterness and in the
belief that an inwardly renewed person could develop within everyone. But it was not only
this – his heart beat warmly for all his people, moved by their past, present and future. In
this he was similar to the man from Tishbe, one of “the inhabitants of Gilead”, one Elijah
who became a man of God because he was simply unable to accept the wretchedness of his
time and was prepared to do almost anything, to employ almost any force, in order to have
an effect on the entire people and to bring about a great change for the better.
We can sense something quintessentially of the common touch in both men, a moral
inability to be satisfied with their effect on a small circle of the happily privileged.
Of course, both are isolated to begin with due to the fact that they do not want to be
separated spiritually from the people as a whole. They do not want to be drawn by the
people; they want to draw the people to themselves. They have active and original minds.
And it is because they cannot and will not separate their destiny in the highest sense, i.e.
their position towards God, from the destiny of their people and their position towards God
that they often stand necessarily externally isolated; as in the interplay between their spirit

and that of the people, to which they are subjugated by their sentiments. This meant that
their spirit would and should never be the inferior, receptive and guided one but always the
victorious and dominant one. In their breast was a struggle between both of these spiritual
powers which often forced them to withdraw once again into their seclusion. There are
many great figures in world history whose wonderful power to sway the moods of the
people was also founded on the fact that their spirit appeared to be as one with that of the
people or the times, but these only appeared to rule, in truth they were being ruled,
swimming with the current – the ideas fermenting in the great whole would only begin to
coalesce with them. In truth they were passive spirits and those men, Elijah and John the
Baptist, were the active ones.
Thus Elijah, at that time when the Phoenician “enlightenment” or licentiousness threatened
to flood the Holy Land and to sweep away the established belief in the living God, strove–
with a power almost unique in the whole history of the Old Testament – for a change of
front in favour of the belief in God on behalf of the entire people. A goal which he partially
achieved, at least for some of the time. Malachi (4:5 and 4:6) characterizes the powerful
manner of Elijah’s inspiration, the certainty that need would be felt for such a man, and God
would send such a one again, and gives the impression that all the attainments known from
history will be fulfilled by this future prophet.
“He (the future prophet) shall go before him (as did Elijah) to turn the hearts of the fathers
to the children” (i.e. return religion to an attribute of men and not of children, so that men
would defer to that which filled the hearts of the children, and that the religion of the
children finds its way to the fathers. In other words, the spirit of the descendants will turn
towards that of the early times so that a divine history on earth, a closeness to God, is not
regarded, or, if you prefer, honoured, as a thing of the past, but as something that today is
justified in being felt and experienced in all its strength.)
In the words of the angel to Luke (1:17) this has been interpreted as “turn […] the
disobedient to the wisdom of the just” which Luther, for his part, again takes to mean that
the trite cleverness of “non‐belief” would be completely revealed in all its hollowness and
the “non‐believers turned to the wisdom of the just”.
Such active men of the people can only be imagined if they act in a divine spirit. Only what is
divine, what is solely right and helped from above is capable of victoriously countering the
vehemence of the entire mood of the times. Such men – and I think of John the Baptist here
– are the flowering of true humanity, but a flowering that cannot mature without a
particular divine effect. In order to not only avoid and flee a time of ruin, as we normal
human beings do, but to actually grapple with it and to conquer it, necessitates an
extraordinary power of spirit, namely in the biblical meaning of the word. In the Bible, spirit
is what is eternal, divine in us, that which strives towards God, embraces God, the root of
belief and divine wisdom. This is why the spirit is always emphasized in the case of John and

Elijah. (John will come in the spirit and strength of Elijah, John is strong and complete in
spirit, and John will be filled with holy spirit in his mother’s womb).
John had been chosen to his calling – and he was aware of this – by God, and in the
innermost fibre of his being had been blessed and sanctified. To this same end was the
unique, solemnly tranquil and simple story of his becoming a man. Here, his whole being was
to gain the power and simplicity that we know of him. No colourful multiplicity, nothing in
miniature, nothing to an easy design. It was one thought that he was to represent, as “a
voice crying in the wilderness” as he would so trenchantly observe of himself later.
What was the idea that he would represent? John was, as we know and as he himself knew,
called. He was to be the harbinger of an only somewhat younger contemporary whose birth
and antecedents were cloaked in divine secrecy, a secret which assured the certain and
close‐at‐hand fulfilment of all Israel’s hopes. These hopes, held in the quiet circles from
which John originated, were encompassed by Luke in the words “waiting for the consolation
of Israel” which reminds one strongly of the great words of Isaiah to the captives in Babylon:
“Comfort ye, comfort ye my people, saith your God. Speak ye comfortably to Jerusalem, and
cry unto her, that her warfare is accomplished, that her iniquity is pardoned; for she hath
received of the Lord’s hand double for all her sins.” The prospect of a new era is being held
out, while at the same time the maxims of the divine world government are undergoing a
complete reversal towards Israel. Up till now, Israel had received “rather too much” (double)
for all its sins as God had left it to itself in order that the utterly disordered pastime of
estranging God could unfold in all the fullness of its inherent perdition. However, that was
enough of that for the time being, and God wants to speak, and speak in a benign manner
(in the original text the word is caressingly) and requires that comfort, and only comfort,
should be given to his people. The pleasant time in which this comfort manifests ends, as we
know, by God creating a new heaven and a new earth. This is a blessed as well as holy
ending to the previous and so doleful first part of human history or the beginning of a
second part; a kingdom of glory through the “Day of the Lord” is thus the ultimate objective
of this Prophecy.
Thoughts such as these were John’s ancestral spiritual inheritance; they fermented and
caused turmoil within him and thus, in his isolation, thoughts of the present and future of his
entire people were continually turbulent in his breast. If he had been a child of our century
we would presumably possess records of the struggles in his soul, such as those of Luther in
his monastery. John’s struggles were not for his soul however, but for the salvation of his
people. Even this was probably not the main emphasis of his concern and struggle, but was
rather for the concerns of God on earth and therefore, naturally, salvation for humankind. A
word of John’s can perhaps throw some light on his silent cares during that time, the word
he flung at the Pharisees, “For I say unto you, that God is able of these stones to raise up
children unto Abraham”. It is such a vehement, one would almost like to say violent, thought
that it appears to be the result of enormous cares and a heated struggle for faith; it appears
to be an answer to the question, “What if nothing more can be done with, nothing more be

hoped of this degenerate people? What if Abraham’s seed is spoiled for all time?”
“Nevertheless, God’s concerns must prevail, through Abraham’s seed all peoples of the earth
must be blessed and if this is not possible, then God can raise children from these stones for
Abraham.” These words are witness to the heroic cast of his soul, his indomitable desire that
God’s concerns should prevail, as well as to a sober, critical manner which permits of no
illusions with regard to the situation of the times as he grapples with the difficulty of victory
with the whole weight of his mind.
One could cast doubt on these struggles of his, bordering on indecision, as they were
inconsistent with the great amount of firm, divine affirmation that he was aware he
possessed; but the true man, particularly he who lives spiritually, is full of such
contradictions. Through the greatest and most certain knowledge of divine promise he is not
rigid in a mechanical manner, otherwise all his struggles would be only illusion and any
spiritual development unthinkable.
He was assured that the great time of salvation was near; that a task was entrusted to him
and that he would be significantly instrumental in its advent. This especially was closely
bound with the depth and breadth of his worries and hopes.
However, this time of salvation, as it stood before his soul, could not shine on him with the
sweet light in which we encounter it in the first promise (1 Moses 1:3). The last revelation
dealing with what was about to come to pass in Israel, the revelation of Malachi, had, due to
the moral decadence of the people, necessarily assumed a grave hue. A victory for God was
expected, a victory of goodness at any price; admittedly with a final, mighty attempt
(Malachi 4:5‐6) in order to ensure a propitious result for mankind, based on the ruthless
decision to put an end to this era of sin.
His father Zechariah had been, with regard to the significance of this gift of a son, referred to
this passage (Malachi 4:5‐6). To be the instrument of this, God’s final attempt, this is what
his son was destined for. Did John ever learn of this from his father? We cannot know, but it
seems most probable. In any event, we will not be at fault if we assume that is was just these
prophecies of Malachi that moved John’s heart, as they did any pious Israelite’s; and if we
attempt to gain insight into his vision concerning the victory and the victor from the
individual parts of John the Baptist’s early sermons then we see that they strangely correlate
to that which Malachi (namely 3:1ff.) promises.
“The Lord” writes Malachi (= dominus, ruler master, not the Lord = Jehovah) “whom you
seek shall suddenly come to his temple” and so on. The word can designate a person, can
mean the promised son of David, but further along Malachi ascribes judiciary conduct to him
which depicts him in the highest degree as the Lord; no lesser than the Lord Himself, the
omniscient and omnipresent One, will serve as a “swift witness” (Malachi 3:5) who appears
suddenly to judge “against the sorcerers, and against the adulterers and against false
swearers”. So in the eyes of John, the one who comes is almost a ruler in heaven, on earth
and in hell. “He will thoroughly purge his floor” (Matthew 3:12). He does not allow his mind

to dwell on such meddlesome questionsas in what manner this is to be done and how much
time it will take, but we have this impression: that he takes this act to be the end of previous
human things, the Day of the Lord (which can, after all, be an extended period of time), the
great final judgement. “He will [….] gather his wheat into the garner; but he will burn up
the chaff (whose whole achievement was only to appear to be wheat) with unquenchable
fire.” Where does John believe the garner, the storehouse, to be? In heaven? Hardly, at least
not in the way we would think, as on the one hand it is implicit in the gift of the Holy Spirit,
which he expects from the One who is coming, that human history is to continue, and on the
other, the Old Testament offered him scarcely any reason to believe that Heaven would be
the future abode of humankind. The promise was not that we would rise to God in Heaven
but rather (e.g. 3 Moses 26:12; Isaiah 60:2) that He would walk among us, or (Isaiah 65:17)
that He wanted to create a new heaven and a new earth.10 God gave the earth to us
humans, and God’s victory must not appear as a retreat with Him giving up this land and
fleeing to heaven. He wants to stand, with His people, as “the last”, as the victor in the
scheme of things. The solely earthly course, which the prophet consistently deemed to be
God’s story of victory, is not only an adapting to the opinions of that time, he also wants to
warn us not to assign the living God, as He has revealed Himself to us, to a dower house in
the realms of fantasy (“in the mind” as we love to say) or in a future which will break upon
us suddenly at some unspecified date. He wants us to believe uninterruptedly in God’s great
story of salvation on earth until the great victory.
Thus at the great turning point, as a new mankind must emerge from the old one, John was
far removed from regarding what for the individual person was seen as death. He did not
actually see before him merely an end, but much more a beginning of the human story.
In hoping for the coming judge did John also have thoughts that there might be more than
just a judgemental role; perhaps a preaching, proselytizing, saving one also? It almost looks
as if that might not be the case, as if he saw first and foremost that his alone was the task of
conversion, the saving from judgement. It is the limitations of human knowledge that alone
make possible a natural development and a true progress. This is in particular what drove
John to derive all he could from his “today” and to urge those others, to whom he was sent,
to a similar haste.
Because he saw in David’s son the expected worldly judge, he saw the complex Prophecy
surprisingly simplified, shortening the path to fulfilment by overleaping all intermediaries.
However, the character of the whole acquired a terrible gravity that coloured his sermons;
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For today’s concepts (insofar as they are not biblical) both are of course equally incomprehensible; why
would one need a new heaven and why a new earth? Here, however, heaven is seen as being influenced by the
earth, as suffering under the earth’s lingering malady (as there, conversely, there is joy for the repentant
sinner) and the earth is honoured as the God‐given abode of humankind which should not forever lose its
divine destiny.

fear and dread flow through his words, he sees his auditors as barren trees over whose roots
the axe is poised in order to then consign them to the flames.
Things came to pass more benignly than he thought they would, but in the main his view of
the subsequent period and certainly of the future to come was confirmed.
At long last “The Word of the Lord” came to him. A wonderful word! Not a word of mere
speech that he was to convey or even a mere Prophecy, as had been given formerly to the
prophets, but a word carrying a mission to undertake real acts. One has to go all the way
back to Moses in order to find even an approximately similar mission. But in truth, the
mission and authority that God bestowed on John surpassed in magnitude any task ever
given to a mortal before and all that God had been prepared to do in earlier times.
Forgiveness of sins! How John himself must have sunk worshipfully to the ground in the face
of this overwhelming mission, in the face of God’s unforeseen decision! What upheavals
must have taken place in all his worries and heartaches that mankind was going
unsuspectingly to meet that so severe judgement! God is victorious, and is benevolently
victorious by setting the end at the beginning, by beginning with what was actually
ultimately hoped for. In the mission bestowed upon John, God comes close to us as He who
willbe there, the “last” (Isaiah 41:4) as He who will enter His kingdom, with the call “Look
unto me, and be ye saved, all the ends of the earth.” (Isaiah 45:22). John is, and remains
henceforth, the voice of God, of the one who is coming.
He went to live on the banks of the Jordan that was thinly populated although there were
many who passed by. He preferred to stay in one certain place without, however, binding
himself to it. Who would have been the first wanderer whose heart he first warmed with the
expectation of the great things that were to come, who was the first to be overwhelmed by
this wonderful man and his words, and who felt urged to open his heart to him unreservedly
and who first allowed the waters of the Jordan to flow over him for the forgiveness of his
sins? The simple holy story does not tell us. Whoever it was, overjoyed and at the same time
solemn, fresh and light as if new born, he went home, as truly, something real had happened
to him; and he made it happen to others, made them take the thorny path and make their
disagreeable confessions until the movement took possession of the whole land, the whole
people. There must have been great reality, great substance, in the peace that those brought
home with them because without this everyone prefers to keep his wicked affairs to himself.
A stiff judgemental wind blew here, a judgement without respect for the person, but
nevertheless a wind of mercy. The day was in sight when the “swift witness” would bring
everything to light and mete out punishment. “He shallsit as a refiner and purifier of silver”,
says Malachi (Malachi 3:3), i.e. he will take all the time in the world and make every effort to
plumb to the depths the moral character of each one. For all those who now come of their
own accord and open their hearts, nothing of what they have confessed will then remain on
the day.

However, the judgement which was in sight would certainly have had another effect on the
mind of John once he found himself in the blessed act of forgiving sins. Here, in his dealings,
he did not stand on the side of humankind but on God’s side, as God’s messenger.From the
moment when all sin would be washed away – a moment envisaged in heaven – the light of
victory shone on him from heaven. A light that placed him regally above sin, this accursed
abomination of the spirit, so that when individual sin was confessed to him it was naturally
already pardoned and forgiven in his mind. Thus God’s majesty over sin was evident in both
directions. God bestows nothing: everything must be confessed; and God bestows all: he is
no longer interested in that which His light has already illuminated. Under the benign,
judgmental but also all‐forgiving light of God, which pours the clear light of day over
everything, revealing that all happens in the presence of the Father, ultimately, in this light,
the darkness, the remoteness from God, this hotbed of sin appears as a profoundly shaming,
because hitherto willed by us, insanity; and this cannot withstand the radiance of truth for
very long. John the Apostle’s heart was full of this light, broached to us through Jesus.He
describes the demeanour of his former master, John the Baptist, towards this light in a
wondrous and solemn manner (John 1:6‐8): “He was not that light” he says, but in what awe
and reverence he holds John is expressed in the fact that he finds it necessary to assure us of
this! He was not that light, but instead “was sent to bear witness of that light”. In the
forgiveness of sins, an insight was opened into the abode of light of the spirit; sending out
the first rays of light of what was to come to us as the light of the world. This light of the
forgiving God that he is witness to had already become a power over minds, drawing them
out of the darkness of their ill‐fated reticence into the light of God, drawing out the revealed
sins that had been forgiven into the radiant light of God.
The unique phenomenon that was John was characterized in the most profound way by the
act that he carried out under God’s decree: baptizing with water. This was something
completely new and had neither been mentioned nor foretold in the bible. God did promise
(Ezekiel 36:25) “Then I will sprinkle clean water upon you”, but who would have thought that
He wanted this carried out so literally? Arguably, the priests had to wash themselves, and
John might have seen this as a connection to the task laid upon him, insofar as on the Day of
the Lord all appeared before the Lord in priestly cleanliness. However, the fact that these
washings had to be undertaken repeatedly, that is, were without a permanent effect, proved
their difference. They just happened to be a human acknowledgement of impurity, although
the fruit of protection was promised. In John’s baptisms, however, lay a divine gift, and it
was generally accepted that this gift had a divine power. One did not see blood flowing here,
the blood of slaughtered animals that mankind frequently sacrifices when he wants to
petition God in his favour, but beloved, pure, ancient and life‐giving water that is still today
the bearer of all life. It was not even the water in the temple font but free water, as it flows
through nature, the pure blood of mother earth, as it were. This depicts John as a man with
no history, meaning he stood between the Old and the New Testaments; standing
independent as well as connected to both. It characterizes him at the same time as a
wonderful, primal human phenomenon, as a messenger from the Creator. The Baptist was a

creature who had originally missed his reason for being, as well as having left and lost the
place where he could have stood in God’s creation benevolently and fruitfully, but now
stood in this, his place, appointed in the fullness of his right of being. And the waves of the
Jordan that flowed down never to return symbolized all the spiritual dirt of the past that was
washed away forever with those waves.
It was evidently the simple people, archetypal, who thronged to John’s baptisms; the
unkempt and the reprobate, or at least those who appeared to be such (Jesus mentions tax
collectors and prostitutes). Above the broad base of this pyramid rose the Pharisees, the
class who in their own eyes as well as in those of others saw themselves as pious, as well as
– because of their attitude towards the holy place – the Sadducees. These Pharisees and
Sadducees also came to John, not lacking goodwill, eager to observe this interesting,
elemental, unexpected colleague and his workings and perhaps to offer him some friendly
thanks and friendly advice. They did not, however – at least on the face of things – have any
requirement for forgiveness of their sins. It has shocked us down through the ages the way
in which John treated these men who had no need of his services. “O generation of vipers” is
what he says to these venerated men in a clear allusion to the seed of the serpent (1 Moses
3:15) and blatantly expresses his surprise that they believe they can flee from the wrath to
come. He flings at their supposedly divine and legal title of Abraham’s Children, of which
they are so proud, the words mentioned above, “then God can raise children from these
stones for Abraham”.11 It was probably not until later that they had different dealings with
him, prudently no longer directly but through the medium of delegates; they demanded
more or less on their authority that he give an account of his actions. This was quite
understandable. What revolutionary upheavals must have been caused in their entire
system of thought with the appearance of John in their midst! In the minds of these men,
the holy story, apart from some – admittedly quite important – points, was finished and
completed and belonged to the realms of historical belief; also, with regard to the unfinished
points they had allegedly determined future progress with academic exactitude. And now
this elemental figure, of whom they sought in vain to find a mention in the bible,appeared,
heaping scorn on all their calculations. According to the decrees of the Holy Scripture, an
elaborate religious service had been organized in the temple for all needs of the conscience
– everything, for instance, that must be done when a sin had been committed was stipulated
– and now, out in the wasteland, a holy shrine had been opened where, in a spiritual, simple
and overwhelming way, an influence on these consciences was practised, not to frighten
them and even less to silence them carelessly, but to purify and unburden them. This
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happened by means of a completely new and symbolic act which was nowhere stipulated or
proclaimed in the bible.
One could surely sense in the mood of the people what an upheaval was taking place in their
spiritual life on the banks of the Jordan. People began to be more punctilious about visiting
the temple but they came in a different humour. Faithfully they still carried out the
prescribed rituals, but obviously no longer in order to unburden their consciences but merely
to fulfil a cultural duty called for by God. It was as if the Zion of the prophets, the heart’s
core of the holy story, had been moved away from Jerusalem to the banks of the Jordan.
It was for this reason, because the significance of the temple and its religious services
appeared to be threatened, that the Sadducees as well as priests came to see John, although
normally they did not concern themselves with things that happened out in the country,
outside the main city.
Are you the “Christ?” or “Elijah?” or the “Prophet?”12 or “who are you?” John was asked. The
questions are significant; one could collect them with regard to meaning under the one:
“Where are you mentioned in the bible?” It must have seemed strange to him, “Must one
then be previously announced in the bible if one was someone appointed by God or even
someone of divine importance? Was Elijah or Moses announced in the bible before they
came?” He might have asked himself something along these lines. On the other hand, he
also sensed a justification for this question and felt it incumbent upon him to pose the
question to himself and to ponder the significance of it with complete clarity. “Perhaps I am
really announced in the bible?” It must have sent a divine chill down his spine when he
discovered that there was a possibility of it being true.
It is significant and wonderful that he did not dare interpret as pointing to himself the
passage that we find to be most certain as pertaining to him and that also, as we have seen
above, came closest to what he thought might be true – the aforementioned passage in
Malachi. We can understand this as it speaks of him in such glowing terms, sets him on such
a pedestal that he himself, probably very diffidently and only in the innermost core of his
being, almost without admitting it to himself, saw it as pertaining to himself and, at the same
time, saw that he was completely barred from publicly announcing that he was the one
mentioned there. How disturbing, how shallow and presumptuous would it have seemed if
he had answered, “Yes, I am Elijah.” This would have only reinforced an awkward and untrue
version of the way in which the Prophecy was to be fulfilled, a version that is as far away
from us as from those who feel touched by the breeze of the fulfilment.
The passage in the bible, which he could safely have publicly indicated as pertaining to
himself, is that curious call mentioned above in the Words of Comfort of Isaiah which lets
the spirit of the prophet ring abruptly in our ears, the “voice crying in the wilderness”. Isaiah
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writes: “Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make straight in the desert a highway for our God.
Every valley shall be exalted, and every mountain and hill shall be made low; and the
crooked shall be made straight, and the rough places plain: And the glory of the Lord shall be
revealed.” (Isaiah 40:3‐5 and verse 10) “Behold, the Lord God will come with strong hand,
and his arm shall rule for him.”
Here the Lord is not promising – as one would like to expect – to make a road from Babylon
to Jerusalem for his people (where there are no mountains or valleys to be found in any
case), rather He is calling His people to remove all obstacles for His coming to them. When
the prophets see the broad spiritual condition of this our mortal world in the light of the
beyond, thus being granted insight into hidden causes and the nexus with the spiritual
realms of the beyond, then they see this in symbols that are outside our ability to envision.
However, they have a much greater impression of reality and actuality than is possible for us
children of the modern era to comprehend. The task of levelling these valleys and hills is set
about with dispatch in the aforementioned Words of Comfort. In the great city of Babylon, a
child‐like idolatry and an unspeakably wretched licentiousness were surrounded with such a
nimbus of worldly glitter and the glorification of art; and, on top of these things, the Jews –
who were known to have a predisposition for this – opened up such a lavish profusion of
commerce that these children of the captivity were tempted to doubt the truth of the beliefs
of the fathers and to renounce their belief in the invisible living God whose holy kingdom
had, after all, vanished from the face of the earth. John also at that time saw similar
mountains of worldly greatness and valleys of despondency and crookedness of all kinds as a
seemingly impenetrable obstacle impeding any influence of great and divine ideas on the
times or on his people. If, however, John reviewed his influence based on his successes then
he must have appeared to himself as a pioneer ruthlessly breaking through all these
hindrances with an indomitable weapon; in other words, as the voice which not only calls for
the preparation of the path, for the removal of the obstacles, but also as he who undertakes
this, and in the way it must be done, spiritually.
How magnificent John’s status had become! What had moved the heart of the hermit for
decades now ran like an earthquake tremor through the populace and pulsed in thousands
upon many thousands of hearts. However severe and almost frightening the first impression
of his ministry may have been – the ultimate result was sheer light. It had become light in
the hearts of the people, the dark night of the alienation from God and the evil consciences
were disappearing and the beautiful and divine light of God began to shine. What his father
had once promised him in his cradle, that he would “give knowledge of salvation unto his
people by the remission of their sins”, this had now become true. The concepts of “sin” and
“forgiveness” (remission) had both been brightly illuminated by him and had thus suddenly
become the ardent question of the day for everyone. In long‐lived religions, piety
degenerates into a type of art which makes it difficult for the simple man, the average
person, to participate and repels him, so that even the healthy element in him is reluctant.
Thus he observes the pious ones with a mixture of respectful but displeased awe and leaves
his own questions of conscience unanswered. He throws himself into the interests of the

day, of commerce and pleasure, of politics and party struggles and salves his conscience with
the current phrases of the day which whisper to him that as he is more or less just like
everyone else, everything will be all right. This “average person” now awoke with a start at
John’s thundering call to judgement. It was not only this – as this in and of itself would not
have had much effect – but the door to forgiveness had opened before him. “Forgiveness”
had always been so far out of his reach that it was unattainable. His poor heart had already
long been aware of the fact that there was no genuine and real forgiveness to be found in
the sin‐dissimulating platitudes of the world. However, in the face of the certain prospect of
actual forgiveness, the lustre of the world paled into insignificance; all other interests
receded and insight broke upon him: “To give knowledge of salvation … by remission of their
sins” (Luke 1:77). This was the cause of great rejoicing among the poor folk, that God’s
salvation could also be attained by simple people.
Thus solitary John suddenly became a sort of father for his people, a position which none of
his predecessors had even remotely approached. How – to put it absurdly – Elijah for
instance would have envied him this!
If we have understood John properly, then within his life and sphere of influence a great
reversal took place in the spiritual history of mankind, taking place predominantly in the
character of the holy story, the history of Israel.
It is not without justification that cultural history distinguishes sharply between the classical
(Graeco‐Roman) and the Christian (modern) way of thought. The main focus of the classical
school of thought lay in the great world of visions; with regard to the individual man, he was
only considered as part of the whole. The main focus of our thought today is on the
individual self – the wonderful world of thought in which each of us lives has become
important to us – the infinite value of one’s own self. We can discern something similar in
the holy story. Israel is seen as a whole, but this is also merely as a means to an end to an
even greater whole – all the peoples of the world. This view, this disparagement of the
individual, could hardly be described in more ruthless and severe words than those of John,
“God is able of these stones to raise up children unto Abraham”. It is just this rough man
with his enormous goals who has become something which is hardly mentioned in the Old
Testament: a doctor and carer of individuals, a pastor! He sees the success of his long
struggle with faith and hope in the peace of mind of the individual, in the health of
thousands of restored souls. The “Day of the Lord” which he sees so close was still a long
way away, but his light, refracted as if through a dewdrop, reflected “day” into thousands of
souls.
We have permitted ourselves these general observations regarding John because we have
now reached the zenith of his influence. We could become concerned for him on these
heights – where does he go from here? What if the “Great One”, of whose coming he is so
sure, does not come, or does not match up to the great expectations invested in his coming?
There were, and are, so many glittering religious visions which, with their imposing portals,

resemble palaces from the outside with those inside calling down to us from the windows
exclaiming how wonderful everything is. Once you have crossed the threshold, however, you
soon realize that all the effort has gone into the façade, and the interior looks, and is, poor
and mean. Almost the entire pleasure and effort of the inhabitants goes into constantly
assuring themselves and those coming from outside how splendid everything is and how
lucky one is to be there. Might this perhaps be the way John’s work will also end? His
situation was certainly not a comfortable one, the question of his faith no small one. His
whole work was aimed at being a beginning, more than that he could not accomplish. If the
“Great One” did not come to continue the work, he would almost have been cheating his
baptizands.
Of course, he does not give the impression of a gushing visionary; the simplicity, sobriety and
humility with which he had already established himself, that is, to his large congregation,
are witness to this. In answer to the great questions: How do we live henceforth? What
should be the driving principle behind our actions? he had only one answer: love, Christian
love, but a wholehearted love; one which is prepared to offer even great sacrifices without
fuss, a love which is capable of being hard on itself for the sake of others.
Distinctive are his hints with regard to the professions of that time which were regarded
with disapprobation. Another aspect of long‐lived religions is that – at least apparently –
their piety withdraws itself from public life, fleeing preferably into supposed particularly
pious professions (such as orders for instance). This is accompanied by the secular
professions becoming increasingly labelled as “impious”, so that when choosing a trade, the
fact of its being “pious” or “impious” has to be taken into account. At that time, the
professions of tax collector and soldier were among those regarded as disreputable, trades
that had just sent a particularly large contingent to John’s baptismal movement. They would
approach him shamefacedly asking “What shall we do?” obviously expecting the immediate
answer, “Give up your trade as soon as possible!” But this was far from John’s thoughts. “As
these trades are necessary, how good it is if they are carried out by men who walk in fear of
God and practise brotherly love! Be honest tax collectors, gentle soldiers!”
But how he must have yearned to escape together with all his baptizands from this
provisional solution which he, more than anyone else, astutely recognized as such. How
must he have felt, knowing that washing off the old dirt would not be of much help over the
long term unless new strength came to them from on high, the promised Holy Spirit? Here
perhaps is when a change in his views began to take place with regard to what was to come,
to the completely new idea of which John the Evangelist tells us. Of all that had been
promised, his spirit held first and foremost fast to the needs of his heart. After all, he had
now obviously been entrusted with the administration of God’s work on earth. He also knew
that a certain licence to interpret what was to come according to the needs of the moment
was inherent in the task along with the need to assess his requirements of God in
accordance with this. The coming of the judge, the coming of that which consigns one to the
unquenchableflames was – as long as things stood as they did – not the need of his heart.

This is why he yearned even more for Him who offers the spirit, who baptizes with the spirit.
He was given a vision which offers us insight into his worries as the paterfamilias of his
congregation. He needed, and he wanted, to have a guarantee that here he would not
become the victim of an illusion; he needed to be absolutely certain that the one acting here
was truly in possession of a gift from above and not operating with merely human means so
that ultimately only the old “nothing” was being presented in new clothes. “Upon whom
(one day) thou shalt see the Spirit descending, and remaining on him, the same is he which
baptizeth with the Holy Ghost.” (John 1:33) One day – and not just at the moment of
baptism. The thought that the One to Come would allow himself to be baptized by him must
have never crossed John’s mind.
Concerning the approach of the judgement, this must have made him fearful – as how
would the world fare afterwards? His influence, be it ever so richly blessed, was only a drop
in the ocean when one looked at the dissolution in the world.
Now, with the fact that he met Jesus personally, his views of what was to come had
undergone a radical change, particularly with regard to what Jesus himself would bring. Let
us not be too surprised! How much more puzzling and incomprehensible would have been
the reverse, if encountering Jesus had not exerted an influence on his views. The Prophecy
adjusts itself to our, human, way of thought, and in addition to this is often modified by us
according to our own thoughts. In the Prophecy, however, God’s thoughts alone prevail and
His thoughts soar far higher than ours. No‐one saw this more clearly than did John, ever
since he had realized that he was surrounded, as it were, by fulfillment. He realized with
more clarity than we are able to empathize with how these heavenly wishes of fulfillment (I
would like to call them “fulfillment tendencies”) are always in a constant state of flux –
continually clinging to the current spiritual story. This is probably why he was so surprised
but not disappointed when he became aware of the fact that everything would come to pass
in such a different way: so much more benign, so much more divine, so much more on a
human level than he had dared to think.
The way that John met Jesus, whom his heart had been full of all his life and whom he often
portended, always with reverence and almost always with awe, was extremely unexpected
and surprising for him. A man came to be baptized, perhaps from his appearance
recognizable as a tradesman but still so far unknown to him.13 Every wish for baptism was
preceded by the same fundamental confession of sins for which one sought forgiveness in
the form of a deeply intimate talk which was certainly handled and managed by John in the
freest of manners. But how wondrous sounded the lamentations of this man! None had
come so bowed down by such profound woe! “We have sunk so deep, have lost our way.
We have strayed from the path of life, from the will of the heavenly Father.” “Who?” “All of
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us, all, that is the misery, the whole world.” “Yes, but you?”, John might have asked, his
knowledgeable and divinely clear gaze certainly reflecting the innocence and purity of Jesus,
“You too?” Oh what a startled blush at the mere idea might have answered him: “Oh do not
speak of me! I would come for all, we people are nothing, I would desire God’s consolation
for all the people.” So he stood before him full of shame and misery for the sins of the world.
Through this woe, however, shone a childlike innocence, a manly clarity, a divine confidence
which John had never dreamt possible. It may have dawned upon him then. “Who are you
then? What is your name?” It would have become quickly clear to him with whom he was
dealing. Oh John, in theory you had always known it: you were not fit to unbuckle this man’s
sandal, but how small, you giant, must you have become before this child! How
overwhelmed you must have felt: “In the face of this tenderness, this childlike innocence
and this power, all I am is nothing!” Now he knew him, but at the same time privately in
accordance with his individual persuasion. The vision he had been granted demanded a
certain restraint from him until the sign was vouchsafed him. He knew him and at the same
time “knew him not” (John 1:33). At least he was certain of one thing, he “is mightier than I”,
and already he rejoiced that he would now be permitted to receive the absolution he had
given to thousands – and from Jesus. But Jesus did not allow this. The words in which Jesus
answered John are witness to a manly and clear, but deeply humble, awareness of his
superiority and on the other hand to the firm, well‐founded decision to bow to the
ministrations of John now. It sounds like an offer of friendship – the words “it becometh us”.
“Today, we two are the servants of God, we will and must hold together and each in his own
place do what becomes him.” It was a great and holy moment when Jesus stepped into the
Jordan – the spirit of each man, each in his own fashion, but intimately connected, directed
towards God, was hoping and praying for the salvation of the whole world.
And now the sign! It was high time – as one would like to put it – for John’s anxious mind.
But when it came – what a poignant moment of renewal it must have been for him! Like no
other he had seen into the hearts of men and had had to say to himself, “If no new one
arrives from above, then far‐reaching help will be impossible for me with only earthly means
and of merely earthly stature.” And now, descending visibly from above, towards which he
had believed and prayed to his whole life long – the promised one! If he also heard the Voice
we do not know.
The first‐known words of John after he met Jesus were the ones he spoke to his disciples
when Jesus had returned from his days of temptation: “Behold the Lamb of God, which
taketh away the sin of the world” (John 1:29).
“The sin of the world!” Had John learned this powerful word from Jesus, maybe during his
confession of sins; or had he already known this, and it was one of the great thoughts which
they shared and which drew them together in mutual understanding? Also for him, into
whose ear flowed day by day new floods of human folly, human aberration, human
abomination, it was natural that ultimately this whole total would agglomerate to a single
mass so that he no longer saw the individual but only one great sinner, the world, and only

one malefaction, sin. John’s insight was based on the confessions of sins which revealed to
him the secret sources of public events, giving him at the same time a look behind the
scenes of the world’s stage. Jesus, on the other hand, who grew up with childlike innocence
in the midst of the hurly‐burly of worldly life, retaining in this midst his innermost
connection to God, remained conscious of his divine antecedents and also came to the same
insight – in this idea, in this painful discovery they found themselves together: the world has
gone astray, culpably astray, and now everything takes a different course from what it
should and could have done.
These men approached life as children would (as does every child, in a sense), sheltered by a
divine ignorance of evil and armed with a holy ideal that the healthy person carries in his
heart. They remained free of a barter between what was innermost in them and what came
to them from outside – they found that the way things were, by and large, was not the way
things should be.
And they found something else: “It should be different; we are here to make things
different”. Inherent in every higher divine insight into evil is the warranty that a remedy
from above is planned. They knew they were born to this and sent from God; or rather, that
Jesus was born to this and sent from God. This was comfort for both of them, comfort
confirmed by the baptism as well as by a special sign from God.
How were things to change? How was Jesus now to “purge his floor”? That he would not
hasten to “burn up the chaff with unquenchable fire” was certainly immediately clear to
John. “But the world is ripe for judgment! The judgment is announced, it cannot tarry any
longer.” How must John have felt – whether in the talk before the baptism or perhaps at the
sight of Jesus returning from the temptation, we do not know – when a glimpse was
vouchsafed him into the wondrous plans of divine mercy and into the resolutions of Jesus!
This consummator of the judgment, whom he had always regarded as the judge –he will be
the one to be judged. On him shall fall the judgment for the sin of the world! He would begin
to sense in what an involuntary, although also implicit, manner Jesus would make
atonement for the sin, the renunciation of the world. He is “the Lamb of God, which taketh
away the sin of the world”!
What a wealth of heartfelt sympathy or compassion and what a wealth of gratitude lie in the
words of John: “Behold – the Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of the world”!
Later, when he saw Jesus surrounded by his disciples and working in the same manner as
himself but with greater success, he saw in this different image the same significance of his
person, this time in the light of the victory. “He is the bridegroom”. A marriage creates a
community of all rights and legal obligations in such a way that neither side is beholden to
the other. Each is so much the greatest personal gift to the other that anything else recedes
into the background. The way Jesus during the baptism sees himself morally and legally as
one with the world is regarded by John as the act of a bridegroom. As he sees the victory of
Jesus, in a figurative sense, as “the ability to pay the debt of his bride” as a certainty, he now

sees him as he works in the joyous state of a bridegroom. John speaks of them both as
messengers from God: Jesus the bridegroom, John the friend of the bridegroom. The friend
of the bridegroom precedes the bridegroom and is of great value to him, but his own whole
significance is dependent on the bridegroom14.
Standing on the heights of victory in his mind, John observes in this image the significance of
his life and the imminent fulfillment of all the hopes he has held and proclaimed. It was no
hardship to find himself small; it was a rest from the highly tense time of waiting which had
put him to the hardest test. But how sorely he would have liked to have continued to have
been effective! We know how precipitously this was denied him. He came to the notice of
his prince who extorted from him – perhaps by approaching him in an intimate matter, even
perhaps under the pretext of wanting to be baptized – a comment on his view of a dark
chapter in the history of the prince’s marriage. What a sermon the prince’s wife must have
read him later, perhaps noticing his guilty demeanor, on what such a rough and uneducated
man, who didn’t even wear a proper coat, could understand of the tender needs and
“sacred” rights of a heart of higher status and how perilous and irresponsible it was to let
such a dangerous popular orator continue with his activities. “If he says that to your face,
what will he say behind your back? And what might come of it?”
One cannot deny the force of such arguments. John was arrested, thereby being forced to
end his life as he had led it earlier – in isolation. How heavy such a life must have weighed
upon him now, when his heart was bound with a thousand threads to the hearts of his
people. This we can imagine, and it also might explain in part that obfuscation of his mind as
he was in danger of losing faith in Jesus. There is something else that also explains this. The
“one who comes” had occupied his whole heart for decades, occupied his entire
imagination, and he, the larger‐than‐life hermit, envisioned everything in large, tremendous,
extraordinary terms. The smaller and larger woes and joys of human life, of family life, he
knew only in theory; all things such as sicknesses, emotional disorders and so on had no
importance for him. Now it must have been difficult for him to understand that immediately
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Christ.” This means, “I wanted to be an honest friend of the bridegroom who will not abuse the trust of the
bridegroom by trying to win at least a small part of the bride’s heart for himself.”It is an unfortunate and
unholy misunderstanding if one applies this comparison of Jesus’s relationship with his congregation also to his
relationship with the individual soul, even going so far as to expound upon it. This results in something
unnaturally cloying, almost sensual, usurping the holy image, expressing the true religious sense, yes, the honor
of the Lord in a injurious way as is the case in the modern English song “The bridegroom cometh” particularly in
the melody of the same.

after his incarceration, Jesus began to follow a completely different path. He plunged into
the midst of the world, wandering through the same villages that he probably had visited
when carrying out his trade. But it must have been completely incomprehensible for him
when Jesus appeared to lose himself almost completely in healing the sick. In John’s great
expectations of Jesus, this seemed to be too petty, too bourgeois, and maybe he was also
worried that Jesus would – out of his pure good‐nature (a quality he had already observed in
him in “disconcerting” measure) – somewhat forget the elevation of his true calling. Maybe
the reason for the question so officially asked by him “Art thou he that should come, or do
we look for another?” was only a way of reminding him – and as rough John saw it, in a
courteous tone – to bethink him of his higher calling.
The great majesty of divine God is expressed in the way in which this perhaps greatest of
human beings died. In the silence of the dungeon, unexpectedly and without warning, he
must lay his head on the executioner’s block so that it can then be carried on a platter to the
prince’s table as a reward for the elegant dancing of the royal maiden.
In this masterpiece of sin there was something of triumphal derision towards those who
dared to think they could shake at the foundations of these rulers over the earth. But in this
“humiliation of his servants” God gives the warranty for their ultimate victory, of their right
to it.

Jesus
Birth and Childhood
Isaiah, in 64:4, hopes and prays that God will vouchsafe to those who wait for Him (that is,
His revelation in the world) that they will experience things that heretofore no eye has seen,
no ear has heard, no human heart has felt – things therefore that will far surpass in glory and
splendour everything that up till now the holy story has mentioned or that the Prophecyhas
foretold. Isaiah’s fervent wish is fulfilled by the birth of Jesus in a way that we could describe
thus: the whole content of the hopes of the prophet became reality. Also, the fulfilment of
the hopes of Isaiah in the later time that Paul (1 Corinthians 2:9) foretells with the certainty
of someone who knows, will be again the revelation of Jesus, the Son of God. What the angel
Gabriel announced to Mary in Nazareth surpassed in magnitude everything that a human
heart would be capable of imagining. This wonderful act of God, to enter with part of
Himself into the human family, this, the condescension of the Father, this is at the root of
everything that follows that we will be dealing with here. It is the first impulse that will never
rest until the Kingdom of God has been fully victorious.

Here we may be permitted in part to contemplate,insofar as it serves for the appraisal of
what is to follow, on the one hand, the reason for and, on the other, the import of this act of
God. The reason: That God did this proves how firm His intention was that our, humankind’s,
story should be a truly human story. It is left to humankind what it will make of itself;
whether it will follow its bad nature and go to perdition or if it will struggle to rise above
itself and return to the Father. Because there was simply no longer the possibility for the
latter, God gave us a human being. We would almost like to say, gave us Himself in human
form. We could expound on this even more than we are able to put into words, and with
regard to the main issue it would not be saying too much. However, this reason requires that
the whole import, namely, that this gift was completely human and only human, be
equipped – one would almost like to say endowed – with the whole necessity as well as
ability for development; with the whole ignorance and weakness; with the whole duty to
struggle and to become a human being. Not, of course, the kind of human being that we see
in ourselves or that we believe we can recognize. We assume we can gain insight into the
being of Christ by deducing the unknown “Christ” from the two supposedly familiar concepts
“God” and “human”. This is, however, not the case (as Dorner explains Luther’s teaching);
instead, the two concepts “God” and “human” are unknown to us and only become known
through the third: “Christ”. Without this we know neither what God is nor what is human.
Through this concept we not only learn to recognize God but also ourselves. A human being
is more ‐ a higher being than it now appears to be and as it seems to itself. Jesus himself
indicates this, in a certain sense immutable, divine dignity slumbering in us, when he
repeatedly (e.g. Mark 11:23, Luke 17:6) ascribes to us part of God’s power if we only have
enough faith. We are more than we think we are. Ultimately human beings were more, and
should become more, than they are today. If we ignore all that sin and death have wrought
with us since the beginning of humankind – how great the human being appears then to us!
A being like this was Jesus during his time on earth, he alone. He was not a pseudo human
(as we might be in a different sense), he did not only subject himself to the physical aspect of
the limitations inherent in the human essence, but also to the mental, the limited knowledge
(ignorance of the future) and limited ability, insofar as these limitations do not lie in our lack
of faith. In the fact that humankind was originally God’s child and created in His image
possibly lies the reason that God approached us so closely and intimately. However, in our
exceedingly unnecessary efforts to raise as high as possible the divinity of the Saviour, we
run the danger of belittling the magnitude, the gravity and the reality of his incarnation. For
the supposed elevation of his divinity we avail ourselves of peculiar means.
Namely we descendants possess, in contrast to those peoples of former times, something of
the omniscience of God. What was then the unknown, uncertain “tomorrow” is regarded by
us dismissively as “yesterday”. This lets us partake of that peace of mind which flows from
omnipotence. Confidently we stride with David towards Goliath; we know, after all, that his
stone will find its mark. Nothing is easier for us now than to believe the great miracles that
came to pass – they were on time after all. Because we now know that Jesus was the Son of
God, we love – or believe it is our faithful duty – to transfer our share of omniscience and

omnipotence to him by imagining that he knew from the very beginning everything that we
know now of the course of his life, death and victory, in the same way that we take for
granted all the great things that he accomplishes.
The image we thus perceive is that of a being with divine characteristics who is in all other
respects apparently human. What the gospels offer us is more: It is God Himself who
approaches us – divested of His external attributes or abilities, omniscience and
omnipotence – as a real human being. God Himself who loves us, struggles for us, suffers for
us, dies for us, is victorious for us. We are in danger of losing the blessed and glorious gravity
of the true reality of Jesus if we imagine him almost solely as a pseudo human being. What
Jesus means to us we can summarize in the answer to the two questions as to what he was
and who he was as he first appeared to us, “What was Jesus?” “A man”. “Who was Jesus?”
“God”.
This impression from the gospels compels itself to our notice. The more objectively we read
them, the more light is thrown upon how his becoming a man was complete.Just because of
this we are confronted, all the more tremendously and poignantly, I would say less with his
divine nature itself and much more with his personal essence or one‐ness; the identity with
the Father, which he himself calls his essence: “I and the Father are one”.
The Saviour15 did not bring a pronounced consciousness of his antecedents with him into the
world. This, as is the case with any insight into the significance of his person and his
profession, is at the inner core of his own history of mind. It is just this which is the greatest
and most essential element of a great fact. All the more so is this: that in order for it to have
an effect, it is not necessary for he who is subjugated to it, he whom it concerns, to be
aware of this. The fact that Jesus is of divine origin also becomes for us blindingly clear when
we see in him the whole and pure man. Ever since I saw it as my duty to throw light on the
life of Jesus while he lived amongst us and since I have delved deep into his life in the light of
this task, the impression of how completely he became a man has become more profound
and compelling. I would have to go to paralyzing, debilitating and disturbing extremes if I
were to repress these impressions in my further writings. I humbly ask the reader, therefore,
if one could not, and may not, think of Jesus thus. For my part, I do so in the firm conviction
that it is just because of this that his divinity shines forth in a more brilliant light.
Among those whom we have mentioned who hoped is Joseph. He was born to this, as it
were. After all, as a descendant of David, he was the rightful inheritor of these hopes; the
15
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man who felt Israel’s distress and ignominy as legitimately his own. The proud tree of the
royal family of Zion had been felled – as foretold by the prophets (Isaiah, Micah) – and only
the stump, Jesse, remained. Now the circumstances of the descendants were not evocative
of David, the king, but of Jesse, the farmer; and it was only what the farmer in Bethlehem
owned that still remained to the family – thanks to the humane laws of Israel (at the time of
Domitian they still owned thirty‐nine acres). Joseph was a “tekton” or builder, a profession
which, in contrast to architects who built larger buildings, generally built simple farmhouses
which at least were distinguished from mere huts by the virtue of having sturdy roofs which
could be used as living spaces. Concomitant with this trade was the fact that a journeyman’s
years usually preceded settling down, usually on the occasion of a marriage. Such a
wandering life might have been the reason that we encounter this Judean of such good
lineage in the disdained town of Nazareth. Joseph might have found temporary work there
before he met Mary “of Nazareth” who then became his bride and entered into possession
of his rights, his pain and his hopes, and this, as we may believe, with all the power of her
soul.
Never before, for those who awaited with such patience the coming of the Lord, was there
such a discrepancy between the glory and the certainty of their hopes on the one hand, and,
on the other, the embarrassment, evil appearance – yes, the ignominy – that they were
subject to from the outside world for their hopes, or even the fulfilment of these. The
approach of God to mankind which was to transcend immeasurably in benevolence and
reality all ideas of the forefathers had been announced. But what only Mary already knew,
could she tell Joseph? Could she expect of him that he believe it? And when in her despair
God came to her aid and announced the tidings to Joseph, how did they both face the
world? They had to keep their secret hidden deep within them, even if their hearts almost
burst with it.
As Joseph owned land in Bethlehem, it must have suggested itself to him to settle there as
soon as he had built a house. It was probably this ownership, more than his lineage, which
forced him to go to Bethlehem for the tax assessment decreed in the name of Caesar
Augustus.
When this duty called him to Bethlehem he was – for serious reasons – still a bridegroom.
The same reasons made it necessary for him to take his bride with him, although her
condition made this inadvisable. He had to do this so that in his absence she – as a virgin –
would not become the victim of folk‐justice, or even of the criminal court, when she gave
birth to a child. He set out with a heavy heart, doubly so as the son of David who was to sign
himself as a subject of Caesar at that very same place Bethlehem – the city of David. Before
he had taken that step the son was born. His position before the census officials must have
been peculiar when he went in order to give legitimate form to the family relations between
himself and Mary and himself and Jesus. He was permitted to record Jesus, a gift of God to
himself and the House of David, as his son.

How painful and humiliating it would have been for the son of David to declare himself and
his firstborn son as property of the Roman Caesar, therewith renouncing all hopes for Israel,
if he had not known that this son would be the victor and fulfiller of all promises. And truly,
Rome would become well‐acquainted with this firstborn in the following centuries. It was no
coincidence that this boy was declared the property of the Roman Empire, more or less as
common property of mankind, at his birth.
The welcome that this child was accorded by those from whence he came, the heavenly
host, was quite different to that accorded him by the authoritarian mien of the census
official. How blinded are we, when we opine that above us, beyond our vision, only a cold
nothing holds sway; or perhaps some mathematics, at the most a little philosophy! But of
course, we poor humans can hardly be held accountable as this realm of the heavenly host
recedes, as if shyly, before our unhallowed human gaze. It would never be able to show itself
as completely as it could here, where the magnitude of the event made it appear quite
natural, so that one – if they had been silent–could almost have questioned its actual
existence, the magnitude of the event or even knowledge of the same.
Just as understandably, it was only simple shepherds who were permitted to be witness to
this heavenly joy. Thirty years they had to wait until the first traces of acknowledgement of
what they had seen were forthcoming; and one or the other of them had probably died
during this time. Over the years they would surely have been obliged to suffer pitying smiles
at their gullible imagination. At least, today, even the most calloused critic would admit that
their imagination or that of the supposed inventor of this “legend” had taken advantage of a
quite remarkably fortuitous illusion, insofar that the child, whom they adored in his cradle,
did indeed attain a position in the world’s history like no other had even remotely reached
before him.
The moment was of a curious solemnity when the boy, on the occasion of the required
cleansing of the mother in the temple, was introduced to that quiet circle of the ones who
hoped. Let us not be surprised that the rest of Jerusalem took no notice of the child in spite
of the knowledge of the angels’ singing becoming known in the way of rumours! What
wonders are experienced by a farmer holds no interest for the city dwellers. Certainly, it was
“immediately clear” to the educated that the whole incident was based on an enthusiastic
self‐delusion, all the more so – as the following story will show – as the event came at an
inopportune time for otherwise so orthodox Jerusalem. We16 are referring to the visit of the
wise men. It is like a prophecy of the future destiny of this child up until the latest times to
see him finding recognition from distant heathens who – presumably still drawing on the
spiritual inheritance of Daniel – were deemed worthy of a divine sign, while Jerusalem,
supposedly so stalwart in faith and hope, was alarmed at the mere suggestion that the
promised one could have been born.
16
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Because of Herod’s murderous plan, the child was forced to flee to Egypt and Jerusalem was
delivered from embarrassment and trepidation. If Jerusalem had warmly accepted the
witness of the angels, it would have cherished hopefully the thought of “unto us a child is
born” in its heart and followed with sympathy his further life, so it could not have been lost
without trace. However, this meant that again – as once before when Joseph was sold to
Egypt – the green wood of Israel was cast out and supplanted by the withered. Later Jesus
would have to struggle laboriously as a simple, often unrecognized private citizen for the
right to his people which had been so firmly guaranteed by the promise as well as by the
announcement at his birth. Thus, God’s merciful plan for salvation seemed once again to be
thwarted by mankind’s inability and unwillingness to recognize it. Once again, though, God
had turned what they thought to make evil into good, so that we now all must say: The way
it came to pass was good.
Here a short outline of his childhood story: flight to Egypt; sojourn there; relocation to
Nazareth . This can lead one to suspect a life rich in fear and deprivation and in all kinds of
hardship and danger, but our sources with their holy constraints give us no particulars of
this.
These sources are just as parsimonious in their reports of the inner life of the child Jesus. A
delicate veil of secrecy is thrown over the springtime of the mind of young Jesus, and we
may only timidly and with intent of great humility attempt to raise it somewhat. Within
these limitations, however, we may do this, and we have the need to do it. After all, ever
since Jesus was a child a beam of the wondrous light that lit his own childhood is thrown
over all children who stand in his domain so that it draws us involuntarily close to eavesdrop
at this quiet spring from which a rich river of blessings has poured over mankind. And if he,
as a man, proclaims to us so warmly his great esteem of children, yes, even placing the child
as an example before us, then visibly exalted, sacred, blessed memories shine through of his
own time of childhood. Memories without melancholy, without the bitter aftertaste that the
same tend to awaken in us, without the pain of regret for what is lost, thrown away, wasted;
and on the other hand, in this way, he encourages us to take him seriously also as a child,
and to try to understand him in his nature.
The only things our sources report to us are in the words of Luke (2:40), “And the child grew,
and waxed strong in spirit17, filled with wisdom: and the grace of God was upon him”. Here
we may add the other words of Luke on his childhood and youth (Luke 2:52) “And Jesus
increased in wisdom and stature, and in favour with God and man.” There lies a wonderful,
and obviously intended, simplicity in these descriptions. This is particularly noticeable in the
manner in which God’s attitude towards him is portrayed; a divinely righteous, one would
17
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almost like to say unbiased, behaviour without regard to the person when the issue is the
increasing of God’s grace towards him. In the words “he grew and waxed strong” lie also
those first arts that gladden the parental heart when our firstborn learns to stand, to walk,
to gain the knowledge and then the skill of language. But if this delights us in our own
children, how moving must it be when this child must learn to use his limbs and the language
in order to open the portal to the spiritual world of man. How differently from our
customary observation of our children are we amazed – with Psalm 8 – at the secret of
mankind: “Out of the mouths of babes and sucklings hast thou ordained strength because of
thine enemies, that thou mightest still the enemy and the avenger!” The word “wisdom”
mentioned above is striking here as it is something that one seldom associates with a child.
Jesus, therefore, distinguishes himself from other children through lucid attention and the
power of composing and collecting himself. In the Bible, wisdom is a strength not of the
mind but much more of the will, the gift of correct perception paired with the strength and
the decision to act in accordance with this perception.
The way in which this Jesus child felt himself in communion with his heavenly Father can
perhaps be seen in the words of the John the Apostle (1:18): “No man hath seen God at any
time; the only begotten Son, which is in the bosom of the Father, he hath declared him.”
Here, we hear the impression that John had of Jesus at all times. How comfortable the child
is on his mother’s lap as if it were his actual homeland; so comfortable Jesus was, and felt
himself at all times, at home in the Father’s lap. In whatever place he found himself, this was
an integral part of his nature (and this is presumably the sense of the “ο ων” “who – is”)
throughout all the changing times. From the lap of the Father he announced (or rather,
explained to us) who God is (“εξηγησατο”). “He was in the bosom of the Father and he felt
it”, this was the innermost foundation of his life on earth – as it was and always would be
eternal. This wonderful childlike description is on the one hand the reflection of the
supreme, divine fact that the divine is childlike, or, what is childlike in us is the essence
closest to the divine and is able, therefore, to understand it; on the other, the childlike
expression could perhaps refer to the early childhood of Jesus, insofar as John did not speak
this word himself but took it from his master on whose bosom or “lap” he lay. For the true,
childlike understanding of this word it is significant that Jesus made his particular brotherly
love known and felt to John in a way that let him lie on his bosom or “lap” (John 13:23).
What Luther translates here with “lap” (of the Father) and there with “bosom” (of Jesus) is in
both cases the same word in the Greek. The great discrepancy between the two terms, that
of Jesus to the Father and that of the Apostle to Jesus, remains and is also expressed less in
the fact that Jesus always and in essence regarded the Apostle only seldom and mainly
symbolically in this relationship, and more in the fact that Jesus was in “the” lap of the
Father as inherent in his nature and also described as belonging there. On the other hand,
Jesus ascribes only this symbolically in his behaviour towards John, which he often attests,
namely that our relationship to him should become and be a similar one to that of his to his
Father.

As a child on his Father’s lap Jesus grew up. This fact, his being in his Father’s lap, was the joy
of his childhood. As would any child, he took it for granted without considering the cause
and its unique significance. As we develop recognition of the self as the core of the story of
our spiritual life, so, in a similar way – and how much more for him – the source of his
spiritual story in his life here on earth lay in this fact of his being in God, and in the
correlations of this with what lay forwards and backwards beyond the limits of his life on
earth becoming ever more clear to him. John says (13:1 and 13:3) “Now, before the feast of
the passover, when Jesus knew that his hour was come…” and (verse 3) knew after the
supper “…that the Father had given all things into his hands, and that he was come from
God, and went to God” so one can hardly avoid the impression that for him a particularly
bright light, an ultimately unequivocal clarity and certainty, had been cast on what he had
often publicly confessed as pertaining to himself.
We are in the possession of other words which illuminate the spiritual life of the child Jesus.
The first words that we know came from his mouth. He does not actually speak them as a
child but as a twelve‐year old boy, but what he says throws light retrospectively on the
period of his childhood. It is the well‐known gentle reproof to his parents in the temple (Luke
2:49): “Wist ye not that I must be about my Father’s business?”
The light from the childhood of Jesus that glows around every child of Christ today emanates
forth to us from these words. In the case of our own children it is the becoming aware of a
high and divine calling and a sacred connection with the Father in heaven; and it is from our
parents that this light first shines into our hearts. Their sense of responsibility, before God,
for us makes our own “I” significant in a divine sense; together with our parents we feel
subject to a mutual overlord, the Father in heaven. A serious but also blessed “should”, a
“such and such must be so, Father in heaven wills it so.” And this is the divine spiritual
atmosphere in which a child feels at home and which lightly strengthens it; in nothing else
are the parents so understandable to the child, so beloved, so revered as in this mutual
feeling of “I am meant to be the way I am.”
However – if we feel responsible for our children, bestowed on us – how responsible must
Mary and Joseph have felt for this child, entrusted to them by God! With what awe must
they have gazed on him and explained that it “must be so” for the sake of his Father (in
heaven)! This awe of the sublimity of his being encountered in the child a radiant testimony
of his own heart, a testimony from the Father, certainly in a most childlike ingenuousness.
We can sense all this in the words of the child. A childlike, divine elation at the significance of
his own “I” and of the relationship to “his Father” can be heard here, but in the most simple
and humble manner. The underlying tone is the feeling of a blessed duty, a joyous
reverence. In these words we discover no immediate impression received from his Father,
from the consciousness of a personal intercourse such as a revelation. It is as if the Father is
in sacred concealment, from him as from all of us, and only evident with regard to what
“must be so” according to His will.

The wonder of the boy, revealed in his “Wist ye not…?” shows us how close he knew himself
to be to his parents in such thoughts. That which related to him, what “must be so” in his
relations to “his Father” – that was the precious mutual property of these three. It was
handed down to him from them, but he, the object, the content of this sacred truth – he for
his part was the validation, ever new, of this for the parents.
That God in heaven was his Father he had presumably been told by his parents, but it was
more the manner in which they thought of him and treated him than the words alone – as
what we think of our children, this is what they learn most rapidly and what penetrates most
deeply into their subconscious. How brightly his parents’ testimony echoed in his heart, how
childlike and at the same time clearly he felt his whole essence respond to it, that is his
sacred secret, and with becoming modesty we will content ourselves with mere conjecture.
Perhaps the word (Romans 8:15) “Abba Father” originated on the lips of Jesus, as a scholar
surmises, and would therefore constitute an infinitely meaningful testimonial from his
childhood.
He would scarcely have thought he was only God’s son and his parents would not have
spoken of this to him. Therefore he would not have realized that Joseph stood in a different
relationship to him than the relationship he saw in other children’s fathers. Mary indicates
this with her words “Your father and I sought you”. The scribe also, after firmly stating at the
beginning that Jesus had no man but only God as his father, later called Joseph and Mary
“his parents”, giving them the title that not only other people but also the boy would have
bestowed on them. It is inherent in childlike innocence that one does not waste concern on
the nature of one’s forebears.

The Twelve‐Year‐Old

The first word Jesus spoke that is known to us offers insight back into the solemn springtime
of his mind during childhood. The occasion that brought forth this word was the first of his
acts known to us. It leads us from childhood out into boyhood. As the first fruits of a young
tree are greeted with joy, so to a how much higher degree does the first independent
intellectual expression of a child awaken our interest? How eagerly do we await these first
independent intellectual expressions of a child, and how often is the whole image of the
future man delineated therein. This is the case in a surprising but remarkably plausible
manner with the boy Jesus. The whole, full, godly grandeur bursts pure and clear through
the transparent shell of the boyish figure like the radiance of the dawning sun, but – and this

is the most wonderful and sweetest – it is expressed with truly human and boylike traits
which imbue the whole with inimitable sweetness. We saw the child, childlike, in all the high
divinity which it is conscious and glad of, and, as a real boy walking towards us in our
narrative (Luke 2:41ff.). But in the education of our children this is one of the most frequent
and difficult pedagogic hardships that we encounter – the boy is absent, one cannot find
him!
Every ideal boy finds himself in a silent, unconscious struggle in self‐defence of the human
spirit which wants to unfold itself according to its natural law, but which at every turn
encounters the patterns, rigid customs and orders on which he is to model himself. In a boy,
ideas of high and pure origin often sprout and blossom which are not yet blemished with
reality and have therefore not yet lost their first fragrance. Something divine is still pure in
him that is more withered in those who stand above him. This is why often in his mind the
artificial light of the laws of our private police pale before the suns shining in his heaven.
Yes, sometimes when one sees a child with such a rich soul defenceless in the face of what
are often peculiar ideals of the mother and others, one would like to comfort him with the
words of David to the righteous, “He keepeth all his bones: not one of them is broken.”
(Psalm 34:20).
But in Jesus how great was the distance between the high divinity in him and that
manifestation of half‐goodwill and half‐badly‐done that we call human tradition! How great
was his probably frequent distress of heart in his humble situation and with the limited
intellectual means of a boy of his type to steer his veneration for his parentswithout
impairment through all the obstacles in his path. Now we see his “I”, with “I must be about
my Father’s business”, strengthening, becoming firm in him. That “I am”, which we will
encounter later as the fixed point, the turning point for the whole world out of ruin to a
return to the father, it already echoes in the “I must”.
In his twelfth year he was permitted for the first time to take part in the feast in Jerusalem –
this time not with his mother in the women’s forecourt but with his father inside the men’s
forecourt with a direct view of the altar of burnt offerings and the temple; the forecourt
where the intellectual greats of the people, the honoured teachers, drew the gaze and the
ear of the crowds, just as he would draw them later to a much greater degree. He walked
here, in this wonderful homeland of the people of Israel, which spread his whole past before
his soul. But the essence of the meaning of the temple did not lie in all this; this was all mere
consequence, effect, additions. The actual significance lay in the closeness to God, as
granted by Him. God’s omnipresence is a great and tremendous fact but is not to be thought
of as only mechanical or natural as often appears to be the case. This closeness has its
borders and limits, and the latter are the emanations of its sanctity. God is a bountiful being
and is not called “Jehovah Lord of Hosts” (Luther: “Lord of Sabaoth”) for nothing. Israel
named God, especially in its strict adherence to his uniqueness, always in the plural “Elohim”
= “the Heavenly ones, the divine beings”. When, for instance, Psalm 72:19 says “And let the
whole earth be filled with His glory” then His glory is not regarded as a product of

humankind as in “He shall be honoured by all people!” but rather as a powerful army
through which He makes all manner of things known. This is how the “glory of God”
inhabiting the temple is to be understood. A man‐made place, enclosed in sanctity, had been
created where God could live in the midst of this unholy world without damage to His
holiness. Enclosed in sanctity, as the Israelite was only permitted to stand before the temple,
and only he, no stranger. Into the shrine, the place of worship, only the priest was
permitted, and into the most holy place where the name of God lived only the high priest
was permitted to enter; and this only once a year and only in dire need for the sake of the
sins of Israel and with the most grave and protective measures. The Israelite looked to the
heavens and saw him as the lord of heaven and earth, but his sobriety, modesty and his
experience taught him to remain loyal first and foremost to this, God’s condescension to His
people and to expect from the Lord in Zion, Jehovah’s aid from Zion. But this closeness was
made known to those who approached in relation to the state of their conscience. The
conceited, the guilty, most certainly did not feel anything of this in their presumptuous
thoughtlessness. The innocent, the sincere, who approached with penance and faith, were
given much, and tangibly.
How much, though, did Jesus certainly feel and receive! We have not been told in detail, in
the gentle, divinely simple manner of the narrator. But from his entire behaviour, and
ultimately from those words which he uses to justify it, it is clear that here he felt at home
and breathed the air of infinity, causing the measure of time and thoughts of common things
to slip away from him. He was now about his Father’s business and not only spatially but also
spiritually. He moved among the questions pertaining to his Father, thus we see his mind far
from indulging in emotive marvelling, instead, agile and determined to take full advantage of
his time here. How many riddles amassed in a heart that, without knowing sin itself, had
grown up in our sinful world, and how the full and whole love of the Father and complete
trust in him was the only thing to be taken for granted! As some of his questions may,
innocent and childlike as they were, have struck like thunderbolts in their consciences so
that the people had to say: That we can find this or that comprehensible is the result of our
sin and guilt! So may some of his answers have shone into dark hearts like the morning light
of a new day and inspired them to new faith and hope!
The misunderstanding between him and his parents regarding the hour of their return home
throws a bright light onto the boy’s behaviour generally. What would be more natural for
the parents than to first make sure that the boy was among the homeward‐bound caravan
before they left Jerusalem? His normal behaviour had indulged them up till then. The
constant task of parents, particularly that of the mother, is to remind boys again and again
what the duty of the hour is, also to set goals for a pleasant passing of time – this task was
obviously unknown to these parents; for lack of practice it had vanished entirely, the boy
had obviously never given them cause to necessitate such a task. But the exception that the
boy encountered here is such a wonderful combination of godly divinity and godly childhood
with the most true, human boyishness that the most fertile perspicacity of human
imagination could never have invented it.

Education

In this boy, who for that time had done an unusual amount of travelling (Bethlehem, Egypt,
Nazareth, Jerusalem), in this boy who in the fervour of meeting the teachers of his people
almost forgot his parents, we see a strange contrast to the adolescence and history of the
youth of John. This contrast becomes much sharper when we look at the progression of
Jesus’ education.
We differentiate today between two types of education that we give our youth. A humane,
ideal education – and real education. We will come to speak of the humane one later. The
real education trains the youth in a practical skill, he is educated to become an instrument
that is capable of developing a specialty – useful to the workings and goods of our culture.
It is worthy of note and important that Jesus also underwent this schooling. He learned and
practised the craft of his father, a tekton, a builder of low status. There is scarcely another
profession that entwines a man to such an extent with all the conditions of our life. The
question of the material sends him over hill and dale and demands that he observe nature,
for instance the wood, with a sharp and alert eye for the laws of growth. The workmanship
demands first of all a judicious and calculated design and, in addition to this, knowledge of
the laws of form and number, measurements, drawing and arithmetic. The execution
demands a quick eye, assured arm, skilful hand and much sweat of the brow. The assembly
of the components, the building of the structure, demands circumspection, courage and
discipline. Inherent in the nature of the task is that it can only be carried out when many
work together. On the one hand, one is busy with the “noble craft” in all imaginable fields
and, on the other, one works together with others – often with a large number of others.
And these “others”, due to the nature of their work, are hardened, often rough persons who
do not usually treat a beginner – even a gentle, quiet one – very kindly. When Jesus later in
his Sermon on the Mount is so knowledgeable about how I am to behave when unjustly
smote upon one cheek, when my coat is taken or when I am coerced to lend money or offer
other services – then this is reminiscent of the time of one’s youth. Some who have
weathered a similar apprenticeship might be astounded by this true‐to‐life description. The
labourer who has survived such a hard school and “can” do something looks down with
thinly concealed disdain on he who only “knows” something, or even only “has” something,
and we can hardly blame him. The pithy sermon that Jesus gave which converted the
thoughts to proverbs almost of their own accord and which is regarded uniquely as “Christ’s
style” in linguistic science – this sincere, brief manner of speaking so that the listener knows

what is what grew and strengthened in rough air, in a youth spent among crowds of people
and the bustle of work.
There is hardly another profession that leads so deep into strangers’ family lives, family
histories; into their interests, tribulations and hopes. What an event, what a turning point in
family history is the building of a house! And what a quantity of an unknowable future is
associated with this! No small part of this future consists of the liveability and solidity of this
house. What a field for brotherly love! Even in these most simple of buildings one had to
understand, on the one hand, the present and future needs of the family and, on the other,
their means and strengths. For instance, if someone wanted to build a house without a
foundation (Mathew 7:26) then he must be warned against this, and if another’s plans were
too ambitious (Luke 14:28) then he must be invited to “sitteth down first and counteth the
cost”. This was all the more necessary at that time because of the cripplingly exorbitant rates
of interest charged by the usurers and the rigidly severe legal system that spelled disaster for
all those who exceeded their means. “As he had not to pay, his lord commanded him to be
sold, and his wife, and children, and all that he had” (Mathew 18:25).
Thus the Saviour stood firmly in the midst of daily life due to his practical profession, while at
the same time enjoying the general advantages allotted to his people with regard to humane
education. What does humane education mean? The fundamental idea is probably: He who
wishes to participate to some degree in the spiritual leadership of his fellows ought to live
again through the history of mankind for its inner meaning and life, for what had fruitful
results. His heart will be filled with the heroic figures of the past who sacrificed all for their
fatherland. He sits at the feet of the ancient thinkers and poets, thinking and feeling how
mankind has felt from generation to generation. When this begins to live within him, he will
be able to trace the true, living forces for the future in this wonderful life of mankind and to
take possession of it. So can a new green branch begin to grow on the tree of mankind and
bring forth new, heretofore unknown fruits. If, on the other hand, in his mind the great and
whole history of mankind has merely taken place as a basis for a school exam, then naturally
he will not become much more than the so‐called “educated man”. Jesus was a green
branch and the situation in which he grew up was perhaps – all appearances to the contrary
– an exceptionally fortunate one. There was no other people as a whole, at that time at
least, who had such favourable conditions with regard to humane education as did Israel,
particularly Judaism at the time of Jesus. Three great institutions contributed to this: the
Holy Scriptures; the Sabbath; and the Synagogue – of which we have spoken already.
No other people officially collected, perused and ordered their literature as did Israel. No
other people made it a sacred and general religious duty to learn this literature. What in
other people’s cultures was a prerogative of the priestly class was a universal duty here. And
this literature was not, as in the priestly literature of other cultures, of a mythological or
liturgical nature, instead it was the history of the people, it was its laws, its poetry and wise
sayings and the abundance of its hopes.

The second institution was the Sabbath, a day of rest guaranteed for all, including the poor
and even the slaves, and which was devoted particularly to the study of the Holy Scriptures.
In Greece and Rome the “fortunate” class had Sunday every day of their lives; the others,
“the masses”, had a lifelong working day so that a permeation of the whole people with the
same spiritual content was impossible. Thus, to a great degree, education broke down for
want of the force, health and natural truth that it can only draw from the lowest stratum and
its hard struggle for survival; this lowest stratum then missed that ideal transfiguration of its
miserable existence.At the same time, in the Bible, the highest and greatest reveals itself so
innocently and naturally to the soul because from it the spiritual life of a whole people
speaks as if from that of a single individual. However, as we know, this is only one external
advantage of this collection of scriptures.
What was the meaning of that sacred literature, and whence came that strangely fortunate
design of the whole life of a people which allowed all to be constantly aware of their past,
their tasks and their goals? We know – God made this people for Himself and educated them
in order, by these means,to cause mankind to return to Him; and for this reason the
literature – now perused and amassed – was in truth a sacred one, that is, one ruled by the
spirit of God, a different spirit from the one ruling in the world at this time. Repeatedly God
had revealed Himself in different ways to men of this people – and these revelations of
God’s will and God’s plans of mercy for humankind were recorded in these Holy Scriptures.
The history of this people had the great aim that one day all peoples would be blessed –
ruled and blessed – and this history would have had, alone among all histories of peoples, a
methodical content and truly progressive elements. Here everything of eternal value, the
value of a good goal for mankind, was gathered – revelations and deeds of God and struggles
of the people’s faith. It was a handbook for the following generations that united all
generations of the past, present and future in one whole person who would read – and write
– their life story here.
For Jesus this book was written in a very special sense. Everything had happened to lead up
to this. He was the ripe fruit and at the same time actually the root of all that was divine
which had happened on earth. The Scriptures were a letter from his father to himself that he
was to find when he had become a man. It was not necessary for him to know this; one
could say rather that if he actually did not know, if he immersed himself in the holy story and
Scriptures with the complete ingenuousness of a simple Israelite then everything that he
would sense here would also increase correspondingly in value before God. Thus in him the
true Israelite, the true man would finally unfold to his full potential in an even more pure
state.
Therefore he inwardly lived through the holy story afresh. His temptation in the desert
where he refuses all evil suggestions with quotations from the fifth Book of Moses allows
one to feel how in his youth he would have accompanied in prayer Israel’s journey into the
desert; and how, in the face of Israel’s sins, he might have said “I will it so”, or “in me, Israel
will surely one day do this differently”. And when God through the prophet Isaiah gives His

instructions (Isaiah 26:20) for the woes of the last judgement “Come my people, enter thou
into thy chambers, and shut thy doors about thee (as in the night when the Angel of Death
strode through Egypt): hide thyself as it were for a little moment, until the indignation be
overpast”. One can see from Matthew 6:6 how closely Jesus took this to heart for all time.
However, his reading of the Holy Scriptures was different from ours. His inner communion
with the Father, the Eternal – or the Father’s communion with him – made the ancient times
come more alive for him, and brightly illuminated for him the imagesof those times, images
often sketched with only a few sparse lines. What bright light, for instance, illuminates the
entire period of the patriarchate for him merely by means of one thought: “God is not a God
of the dead but of the living!”
This initially probably somewhat unconscious kinship with God, which in the fact of its being
unconscious was all the more proof of its actuality, was manifested also in that wonderful
freedom and truth with which he rose higher from written laws to the unwritten laws of the
Creator (marriage Matthew 19:3ff. and love of one’s enemies Matthew 5:44 respectively).
Does not the latter also speak to us of his concept of nature? It lies in his vision of creatures,
for instance the lily, whom he sees as separate from “her raiment”, or in the empathy with
which he follows the vicissitudes in the fates of the seeds, among other things. In everything
there lies a sensitivity, a warmth evocative of motherly love which is indicative of an inner
connection with life and reminiscent of his kinship with the Creator. He feels a loving care
for his Father’s creatures, for his “children” in the broadest sense, wants to nourish them all
and to array them in honour of Him. In his parables he does not treat creation as a collection
of examples from which one can draw arbitrary images to illustrate higher realms of
thought. Instead, he learns in them the manner of his father, His way of thought, so to
speak, the great fundamental laws which permeate all realms of being from the lowest
strata up to the regions of the spirit so that in the lowest levels the law of the highest is also
reflected. In particular, the law of becoming, the law of growing development so obvious in
the plant kingdom, later bestows on him much light and comfort regarding the future story
of heaven on earth as he must increasingly experience what obstacles stand in the way of a
rapid unfolding of this.
The rich fabric of world history and world formation which had accumulated in Rome and
Greece; that colourful compendium of frequently glowing deeds and ideas that, however –
due to lack of higher guidance – does not yield enough for the great aim, remained unknown
to him. This was partly owing to the guidance of the Prophecy, partly due to his own
abnegation. Thus he grew to manhood in, to some extent voluntary, poverty of education, in
sacred simplicity, contemplation and limitation to the one object – the human being in his
status before God, his task, his misery and his future salvation – and to that which the Holy
Scripture offered him: the revelation of God and the holy story.

Inner life
If we wish to understand the inner life of Jesus in that quiet time, there is one great question
we cannot avoid: “Did he live in the full consciousness of being the born son of God, come
down from heaven to redeem the world? Did he methodically make the decision to live the
life of a craftsman until he was about thirty years of age, and then to step forward as the
Saviour?” This is how one usually thinks, but it has become increasingly questionable for me
– at least in part. Presumably he would have received hints from his mother from time to
time that he, or his situation, was imbued with something special; that he was called to
“save his people from their sins” (Matthew 1:21); and that God would give him the throne of
his father David (Luke 1:32). These hints would have echoed in the yearning and intuition of
his heart, but that he had ever learned the secret of his antecedents from his mother may be
questioned. Perhaps he only looked up with divine shyness and a certain anxiety to the hope
that his mother placed in him and impressed on him.
The more solemnly the call came to the individual servants of God, for instance Abraham,
Moses, David, and Isaiah, the more one receives a threefold impression: 1. That they were
indeed ordained from the beginning for that which they were called to do; 2. but the
vocation was somehow connected to the state of their heart, their inner life history such as
an answer to their prayers asking for the redemption of all; and 3. finally, that the call came
unexpectedly, that they had no idea what was in store for them. This is indeed almost
indispensable for true human development. What I ultimately am must be the fruit of my life
story. In Jesus’ case of course everything is different, insofar as he was not merely
predestined to be the Saviour, but already was and then became a man. Could not this
incarnation have been consummated in such divine greatness and perfection that it was not
until, also in his case, the solemncall (at his baptism), coming as an answer to a life full of
yearning and supplication for the salvation of the world, that the full and clear consciousness
of his task and the significance of his person was bestowed upon him? If in his mind’s eye he
soared towards a great future, so he did not “take thought for the morrow” here either.
Armed with deep humility he was first and foremost a genuine, simple, actual carpenter,
waiting for the things which were to come.
So he grew up in ignorance regarding the significance of his person and hardly – as one
would say – “in silence”, but in the midst of the bustle of human life. Let us remember how
inextricably interwoven human society is, namely how a young or otherwise dependent
member of the same – a son, an apprentice, a labourer – is enmeshed within these bands,

and how Jesus’ loving heart would have resulted in his being even more earnestly aware of
this connection. We gain the impression of an enormous struggle of the soul which would
have to follow from the disaccord between the conditions in his innermost heart and what
he found outside himself, all around him.
He was in the lap of the Father. And to be there was the whole reason of his being, and there
followed his whole understanding. This was his homeland: The power and the beatitude of
the love of the Father for him and his for his Father. That the Father was in him and he in
the Father – the clarity, truth, eternal meaning and innermost justification of such a way of
being – all that he was later to call “his peace”. This he certainly took so much for granted, so
much for the only right thing, that from childhood onwards he was governed by the idea:
“This is what mankind is destined for, this is the true essence of mankind”, and how
unspeakably painful must have been the discovery, growing day by day, that others were
lacking in this peace. And yes, that ultimately he stood alone, that he was the only real man.
He expressed the latter later by assuming the name Son of Man18.
We may follow this isolation further. “I am not of this world” 19 he says later; that is, not of
this natural whole (cosmos) as creation presents itself to us since one other than God rules
it. Herein his innermost I stood alone; his flesh and blood already belong to the natural
whole – this was the first area of creation where he upholds God’s rule. “I will abide in the
Father’s love because I obey His commandments and do as He wishes” as he says later with
a sense of triumph which presupposes a perpetual and continuous victorious struggle. Here,
within his body, he was implicitly lord and victor.
Outside it, however, he saw little of that of which his heart was full. The number of those
whose deeds and disposition he understood surely decreased almost day by day, and the
melancholy disappointments, the distressing riddles of this or that neighbour grew and
grew. In his brotherly love, in which he involuntarily loved his neighbour as much he did
himself, he will certainly almost have succumbed to the weight of the pain and shame of all
that was incomprehensible and irresponsible in his neighbours. He suffered for the sin
(second Corinthians 5:21) that he did not know, did not understand; it must have appeared
to him as a terrible shattering, a kind of inner mental disturbance that had no right to endure
in the face of “his peace”. Slowly, but evermore inexorably, the horrible prevalence, yes, the
universality of this perdition became clear to him.
That he himself stood exalted above this perdition would have been a firm, continually
increasing solace auguring victory – for all, but never in the sense that the thought “it is only
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The Israelite says “son of man” simply for “man”. Cf. Psalm 8:4. The whole question of Jesus (Matthew 16):
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This world. Luther translates three words from the New Testament with “world”.

them, not me” would have brought solace. Indeed, we can hardly conceive how much
affinity he felt with others and felt their sins to be his. When he finally gave himself to a
criminal’s death the reasons for this were much simpler, more childlike than we in our
school wisdom can conceive. He saw himself as together with us and said to himself: “It
serves us right, we deserve that I be crucified.”
This darkness of anguish and agony of mind that befalls us when we contemplate that time
as Jesus grew to manhood oddly brightens as if under the sun’s rays through evidence that
we are able to gather from his own lips.
When later, during the Sermon on the Mount (Matthew 5:21) we hear him interpreting the
law we feel this is not a teacher of virtue speaking who has thought of a new ethical system
and is commending it to us; here a man is speaking from his life, a man of deeds. He is
speaking to us from his full and warm heart, from the abundance of his experiences; he is an
eager doer of the work, a man (James 1:25) “blessed in his deed”. There, Jesus has actually
given us a glimpse into his nature, as he was as a youth and a young man, and which he
preserved in the midst of life’s tumult. He put up with everything, took offense at nothing,
was indulgent, generous, a peacemaker and obliging. He loved his enemies, blessed those
who cursed him, was benevolent to those who hated him, prayed for those who insulted and
persecuted him, and for everyone had a full and warm and open heart.
What joyous assurance of victory shines through this doing! One feels the powerful Godly I,
in most childlike humility, how it knows itself to be the victor of the evil which is all around
us. One has a premonition that he will be successful in ultimately drawing everything to
himself and through himself towards the Father.
After all – and he knew this – he was not alone in these struggles, not on his own. His power
of victory lay in his unity with the Father. That “I am …, you should” resounding down to us
from Sinai finds an answer in Jesus from the centre of the connected world, a corresponding
I: “I will”. This is the solemnly sublime that we encounter in this struggle of love, solemn
because we feel that both “I”s are the same in essence. He and the Father are one. In all the
suffering that we see coming to him, the lap of the Father was his sanctuary. There, full of
shame and distress, full of hope and trust, he carried all the misery of the world; and from
there, corresponding to the increasing measure of his need, light, power, salvation and life
flowed to him and the world. So was he, the man (1 Timothy 2:5) Christ Jesus, the mediator
between God and man, insofar that through him what was human, with all the fullness of
divinity that it was destined for and what it was conceived for, would be fulfilled and
through him the whole confusion of the human race would return to “the lap of the Father”.
How must his hard struggle have led him into the Holy Scriptures! They teach all of us to
understand today in the light of the past and in the light of the future planned by God.
There he would have understood psalms in a new way and learned to pray with them more
earnestly, such as Psalm 14 (“There is none that doeth good”); there also in the first
chapters of the Bible (The Fall) light would have been shed; there finally solace drawn from

the promises of the prophets; there he would have learned what he would later command
those chosen by God, to call day and night “save us from our enemies!”.

Baptism
In such a situation full of anguish of heart for the world and full of yearning that the Father
would undertake something, let us think of him at the time when John the Baptist appeared.
How must the tidings of the wonderful deeds of this man revived him, of baptism of all
people for redemption of their sins. This was what his heart had craved for, for all people. He
must go there; none were so driven by such anguish of soul as he, because he suffered the
anguish of all.
The actual heart of the baptismal movement was Judaea, where John was also generally to
be found. As he had selected the entire “environs of the Jordan” as the arena of his activity,
he would have been found occasionally in the northern arm of the Jordan, where we have
already encountered the Galilean youths with him. So Jesus also travelled there. Did he
perhaps have an inkling that he would never return to practise his profession? It is not easy
to say; at least legend gives us no indication of this, but rather of the opposite as the
narrators emphasize that he was driven (more precisely hounded) by the spirit, therefore
against his will, and at least contrary to earlier intentions, into the desert. This is easiest to
understand because it would have been an inconvenient moment to leave his home for any
length of time, let alone permanently because he had not foreseen this at all. Therefore he
left his home, as did all the others who went to John, with no other thought than that he
would be returning to his profession after a short absence.
So he came to John in order to pour out his heart’s sorrow, his entire sense of shame, his
hunger for forgiveness and help for humankind before this servant of God and in the sight of
God and at His hand. “Father we have sinned, forgive us”, “The world has gone astray, erred,
apostatized”, thus we have interpreted his confession above. The great sin of the world as
portrayed in the story of the Fall of Man, that “to be for oneself without God, God, to be
one’s own God”, this was what brought him, penitent and comforted in faith, to his baptism
before God. Yearning, but surely also trusting to receive a warrant consisting of “Be
comforted, I will forgive and help you, humankind”, he went into the Jordan. He knew that
John performed these baptisms at the command of God and not as an idle invention of his
own mind; that God had pledged Himself to bestow forgiveness on those who came to
search for His countenance for the same.

“The heaven was opened20, and the Holy Ghost descended in a bodily shape like a dove
upon him” (Luke 3:21‐22); this apparently, according to the sources, was seen only by John
for whom, as we have seen above, the visible sign was an ardent need. The fact that Jesus
needed this gift from the Holy Ghost for the justification of his calling speaks clearly for our
conjecture that up till then he had relied solely on the means available to all of us.
What an answer from the highest on high – from the Father, whom he had believed in,
loved, and hoped for all his life – comes loud and clear to his ear, “Thou art my beloved Son”
(Mark 1:11). This was first and foremost a personal solace for him; almost as if, in his distress
at the general depravity, he had also become anxious that his personal peace was based on
self‐delusion or self‐overestimation, a fear that he surely overcame with his belief; but the
solace served as a reassurance, as is welcome in all beliefs. The enigma of his life was solved,
his whole being certainly rejoiced at this glorious news, “It is thus, I am the son, I am the
child and thou art my Father”. It was also a solace for all; for all he had stood before God and
for all must these words have had a comforting meaning. This is also confirmed in the closing
words, which are either “in whom I was well pleased” or, “in whom I took delight”. The first
only has meaning when we are permitted to change it, as did Luther, to “in whom I am well
pleased” and even then it would not tell us more than the word “beloved” already does. The
second interpretation reminds us of a meaning of the word frequently occurring in the bible,
for instance Matthew 11:26 (“for so it seemed good in thy sight”), namely that it expresses
the will of God as good will. God was well pleased means “He graciously decided it”. In
whom He took delight means “of whom I thought when I decided my will”, or also: “in whom
I will carry out my will”. This second sentence supplies the great and practical consequence
that He gave to the first. The first sentence expresses fully and warmly the joy He has in His
beloved son, but God is love and this love is always practical, therefore this joy shall not be
an idle one but should culminate thus: that by means of this beloved son, God’s will can now
be carried out for the salvation of all. This was then the solace for all, and of which Jesus had
need. If the first gave him bliss that transcended all thought, then the second gave him – as
the answer to his distress he felt on others’ behalf – the command to lead the salvation for
all to victory and the certain and divine warranty that he would be successful. You are he
and you are born that all this sinful misery of humankind shall change. Now he knew that he
was the one that the fathers of the church had hoped for, yes, that he was much more than
they had ever suspected.
Now, for his calling, Jesus was equipped with the Holy Ghost in its fullness. One annotator (v.
Hofmann) beautifully said “If God’s spirit had ever descended on any person so that he
would speak God’s word, do God’s work, then it was a single call in the carrying out of God’s
will for which he was to be awakened and equipped. The one who now received this was to
20

When John here, and later Stephanus, sees the heaven opened even within a closed hall then we can
recognize how for our senses a visible existence creates a shell which conceals an invisible existence, surpassing
in reality and truth the visible one by far, and how from their senses this shell is partly removed or made
transparent.

carry out the unified saving will of God. This is why he received the spirit of God in the unity
of his holy fullness of power. This was represented by the descent of the spirit which clothed
itself in the gliding down of a corporeal, enclosed being.” Earlier men of God had also had
their calling, their task, and at least one of them was particularly familiar with the holy work
of God on earth; thus it is said of Moses that God gave him “His whole house”, His whole
work of salvation insofar as it could be furthered. This mission or calling was always only a
limited one in accordance with the time and the meagreness of the same (as the time was
not yet come) as well as the personal inadequacies of those men. What they received from
the Holy Ghost originated as an exception and also partly due to their inadequacies. Jesus,
however, received it completely and utterly, due, on the one hand, to his calling which was
to lead God’s work to its completion and, on the other, due to his antecedents and his
personality which was founded on these and which for the first time – since humankind
existed – offered an appropriate dwelling for the Holy Ghost; who exists in order to dwell in
the human being. 21 Everything that we subsequently see of an exceptional power in the
spirit of Jesus – awareness of things that are hidden to us other human beings – we must
ascribe to the spirit of God inherent in him. The prophets also had visionary power to a
certain degree. What wasonly partially bestowed on them was possessed by the Saviour in
abundance.

Temptation
The baptism was a turning point in the life of Jesus which infinitely surpassed all similar
turning points in the lives of earlier men of God, such as Abraham, Moses, David, Elisha and
Isaiah. As God once said to Moses, when he despaired of ultimate salvation for his people, “I
will send you, through you I will save my people”. So here – naturally in a different manner –
Jesus in his humble and quiet yearning heard the call: “Thou art the one, thou shalt bring
salvation”. What a turning point in his life! The period of humble, although not peaceful,
laborious work as a craftsman was suddenly and abruptly brought to an end, and he stood
before a task that would stand unparalleled in the history of mankind, yes, a task which
actually implied the task of mankind itself. The consciousness of being the promised Son of
God, in the truest sense of the word, placed at the head of human striving, not externally but
in essence, in spirit – this necessitated, in order to be understood and dealt with in holy
clarity and simplicity, in faith and obedience, a quiet spiritual work full of self‐abnegation,
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In the Holy Scriptures, the word “spirit of God” is usually employed as a contrast to the spirit of a
humanbeing rather than to differentiate from something else in God (such as we differentiate between a
person‘s body and soul, flesh and spirit). It usually designates that of God which can, and should, live in us (for
instance,“The man had the spirit of God” or “I will give my spirit unto you”.

humility and innocence. It was necessary, and we can understand this, that between the two
great periods of his life – his past and his future – a time of quiet contemplation be
undertaken. A return to the normality of his former profession with all that it entailed was
not to be thought of.
The spirit that had entered him immediately asserted its sovereign rights and “drove him
into the desert”. Was it not also thoughts of bliss of his status with regard to his Father and
of the certain victory for all mankind that stirred him there, in the wilderness? Certainly, but
it is significant that the Saviour does not tell us anything of this but only of the hard
struggles, of the ugly temptations offered him in order to drag his high calling down to the
level of the flesh and the world; sensuous pleasure, the lustre of miracles, power over hearts
and therefore over mankind cavorted before his soul in order to, as if only incidentally,
distract him from the straight and narrow path of the simple execution of his work.
Certainly, his feelings of bliss will have retreated somewhat in the face of the weight resting
on him of the consciousness of the entire sin of the world. On the one hand, he saw himself
as the Son of God and, on the other, as the one responsible to God for the entire state of the
world. And in this world almost every fibre was connected with sin. The places he came to
bore the imprint of the ungodliness of the world. Places that could lead one to pose the
question of whether one could not also help draw upon aid in an ungodly way; places that
were for the Son fundamentally daunting, shameful, almost reminiscent of sin.
However, the temptations he was subject to differed from ours in two ways: One, that they
by no means reached him in the clumsy crudeness in which they gain power over us, but
rather, at least partially, approached him garbed in an exquisite, sanctimonious and
extremely dazzling form; two, that they, as we understand it, did not arise within him but
came from outside, from someone who, from reasons which were not initially apparent, was
obviously interested in him and of whose character and essence Jesus could only gradually
throw light upon (according to Matthew).
We can see how tremendously seriously the Saviour took his preparation for the calling so
suddenly thrust upon him in that he renounced food for the entire time. After his fast had
lasted for forty days and hunger began to assert its rights within him, that unknown figure
approached him with endearing commiseration on this, his hunger, and suggested to him
that on the strength of his kinship with God (Jesus must have asked himself how the stranger
knew this) “these stones be made bread” (Matthew 4:3).
Jesus recognized a “tempter” in this figure, that is, one who did not really take his own
suggestion seriously and who also realized the wrongness of it, but who – perhaps in all
friendship – wanted to test him. This is the affectionate form of love that “sees no malice”.
And was it truly wrong? Could he not have thought that in deference to his high calling, he
could rise a little above the lowly hardships of the current world order and now and in the
future relieve himself at least of the onerous physical straits caused by penury and
deprivation; as was the case with all those who must lead the masses with the strength of

their spirit alone, such as officers of high rank and others who are relieved as much as
possible of any physical strain? Could he not later, in the same way, here and there, lift the
bane of hunger and manifest himself as a benefactor of mankind? No! He does not want to
break his Father’s order, and least of all does he want to – nor may he – demand a privileged
and exceptional position in such difficulties, as this would sever the cord of community with
which he will draw his people up behind him and away from the whole connection with the
misery of the world. He knows that even in the hard world order of the time that God can be
found and his help received, and this is why he wishes to remain where he is, to make use of
his right to God’s, the highest, aid in order to gradually unshackle this world order and to
initiate a new one. He answers the tempter in a friendly manner. In his answer lies the
acquiescence that the time might have come to consider the appeasement of hunger but
why with a miracle? Does God need such circuitous paths? If he speaks a word then I am full.
This – not the fact that not only the body but also the soul needs nourishment – is known to
be the literal sense of the saying “Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word that
proceedeth out of the mouth of God” (Matthew 4:4). And the Saviour then feels his hunger
satisfied.
The tempter appears again, this time with a conspicuous churchly and biblical air. Suddenly
Jesus finds himself – how? he does not tell us – on the otherwise inaccessible pinnacle of a
temple. To the uncomfortable question which must have arisen in his heart as to how he
was to descend again, the tempter gave him counsel: “Trust in God’s promise of saviour to
all the pious in danger! Cast thyself down! For it is written He shall give His angels charge
concerning thee: and in their hands they shall bear thee up!” (Matthew 4:6; Psalm 91:11.) A
miracle such as this would have immediately verified Jesus as the ambassador of God in the
eyes of Jerusalem. Did the counsellor believe this, or did he hope that God would forsake his
disobedient son? How many similar whispers have been addressed to others with this
almost irresistible power, and ended in unexpected death which we survivors interpret as
voluntary suicide. It was part of the gravity of that struggle that Jesus, while at the dizzying
pinnacle of his divine power and work, was beset by temptations similar to those that
madness brings. To guard the whole wonderful power of God that was available to him, in
complete and humble sobriety against anything grotesque – this was his task – combined
two utterly discrepant ways of thought: the innocent, sober faith in the living God, on the
one hand, and, on the other, untethered, superstitious and arbitrary fantasy. The first
stemming from great discipline and strength of thought, the second from a disruption of the
same and a true renunciation of thought – in essence already madness!
The Saviour immediately recognized the malice in this imposition and described its originator
as a “Diabolos”, with which word the Greeks describe the calumniator, or he who spreads
confusion, who confounds. Jesus probably suspected that the intention was to sow discord
between him and his Father. The temptation was to petition and coerce miraculous and
divine assistance by appealing, on one hand, to God’s promise and, on the other, to the need
demanding these miracles, by means of daring behaviour supposedly based on faith. This
temptation has filled many pages of history, namely that of the Christian church, with

gloomy content: one conceals from oneself that this necessity is merely an excuse and
wantonness and vanity are the hidden mainsprings, because the living God in His majesty is
viewed through superstitious fantasy instead of clarity of thought.
When Israel once, after crossing through the Red Sea, suffered similar straits through utter
lack of food and drink, the people tempestuously sought help from Moses as if they would
make any further faith in God dependent on this help. The scriptures called this “tempting”.
The majesty of the all‐powerful God commands that our trust in him is an absolute one, that
we trust in his help but do not stipulate it. Attempting to ascertain if God is with us is
forbidden to us, is a sin, which may perhaps be punished with the apparent success of the
test. Thus the Saviour must have, unobtrusively but not without invisible help from the
angels of God, descended from his perilous height.
For the Prince of Darkness, the innocence which appertains to all those possessing divine
sentiments is something incomprehensible and apparently always foolish. How must then
this tempter have felt when this innocent recognized so adroitly all the fine snares of
temptation and summarily tore them asunder; met every feint of the sword with a
counterstroke to the very centre, the centre of conscience – insofar as such a thing was still
in existence there. Finally he attempted it in a different way, a way appallingly true to life.
According to the opinion of the Prince of Darkness, every virtue of humankind has its limits,
every conscience a price at which it can be bought, and the height of the supposed
virtuousness is measured simply according to the height of the price which is able to bring
about its downfall.
Thus the tempter, in his final attempt, proceeds with shameless candour; he reveals himself,
audaciously bold, as he who has dominion over all realms of the earth in all their splendour
and offers him not only a sharing of this rule, but the whole power for himself. This will
hardly have been without the ulterior motive that when Jesus would have agreed to these
conditions, he could reconsider the keeping of his word perhaps not without zeal for the
idea and for the prospect of what could be made of the world through the united efforts of
two such great minds. We would be very much in error if we were to see in this enemy, with
whom we will now become acquainted, the distorted figure that the Middle Ages have made
of him. The world is his pride and his intention is to clothe it in a glow of apparent comfort
and wealth, as well as supposed intellect and dazzling education and to assume the role of
benefactor to the world. This intention is much more appropriate to his character then we
frequently suspect, and his nature is much more brilliant, noble and magnificent than we
think. The concession was probably also not difficult for him to make; to give the whole, in
some measure, a religious tinge provided that he – not even in spoken sentences but only
secretly – would be the one who ultimately all cultus would refer to under the arbitrary title:
Godhead or Nature or Allfather. A refined, well‐educated, decent and shining world, but one
without a divine conclusion to its history and therefore without salvation for the souls; fine
hopes , as the case may be, for a “blissful immortality”, but without the fulfilment of the
same.

To attain quickly and effortlessly a world of “Christian order” within this world by means of
an unobtrusive union with the pervading and ruling spirit of this world – this was the
prospect that would supposedly tempt Jesus to agree to the proposal. How some other
“Christian” factional successes gained through intraworldly means might, in the light of God,
belong to this category! A stable, allegedly apparently endless, transfiguration of the world
that could, for instance, also adorn itself with the appellation of a gradual spiritual “coming
of the kingdom of God” in which the actual abasement of the individual under God would
be absent – that was the planned result of this proposed interesting compromise. What
Jesus was in his innermost life, the innocent, living, personal communion with the Father,
the Father’s constant tangible influence on him – this would have been withheld from
mankind for all eternity.
The decision was not what was most difficult for Jesus herein, but doubtless the extremely
painful discovery that he made.
The power of this peculiar someone, who was so obviously interested in him, was revealed
to Jesus, and from now on this power would counter him in his striving for the salvation of
mankind in an evermore horrific and hostile way. Paul was frequently to call this power
simply the Darkness; so it was revealed here too. Secrecy and self‐mantling are its strengths,
and the more powerfully it rules, the more it is able to steal the consciousness of its
existence from those it rules. The first fruits of any victory over this Darkness is the partial
unmasking of the same. As the first reward for the trampling down of an evil craving, a
perverse sentiment or suchlike is insight into the foolishness, wrongness and evil that are
hidden there, so it was for Jesus; his constancy led him from victory to victory, from light to
light.
In the godlessness of his fellow human beings Jesus had doubtless noticed something such
as mental illness, a pathological torpor and darkness in all relationships of the heart and the
mind towards God, also – namely in the area of sensuality – a pathological joy in what was
loathsome and senseless and many another inexplicable enthusiasm for or against
something. The generality of the manifestations might have done more than give him food
for thought, but so far he had had only an inkling of the solution to this riddle, which
presented itself now as a fruit of his struggle, and had thought of it with timid, critically
sober conjecture. Even the bible (OT) offered him only sparse and at the same time veiled
information. Just the thought that a powerful spiritual entity, in a certain sense a great
personality, announcing himself to be independent of God and, invisible and hidden, seeking
and finding influence over us human beings – just the thought is so painful and oppressive
that indeed we have only been able to bear it since we recognize in Jesus the victor. This is
entirely understandable when such “thinkers” reject this “opinion” out of hand, thinkers
who construct their teaching system from the realms of the spirit according to their
“preference”, according to what they think would be nicest.

In the case of the Fall, however, we already encounter in the serpent a spiritual power that
woos mankind in order to rule them when alive and to own them when dead. The
description is so sparse that a further continuation of the working of this power could be
inferred, although it is not actually stated as such – which correlates to the fact that we
encounter Israel’s presentiment of the existence of such a power only later, and only in
isolated cases. In order to explain quite exceptional phenomena in the history of the human
spirit (for instance that pious David had a census taken in Israel) or of the divine world rule
(that pious Job had to suffer such affliction) the name appears: the “opponent”, the
“resister”, the “enemy”. Thus a prophet Micah sees (1 Kings 22:21) “the spirit” (in Luther’s
translation inaccurately “a spirit”) as the cause of the strange and false “fervour of
conviction” of four hundred so‐called prophets, and a better‐known prophet Micah (7:8‐10)
sees in the spirit a nameless, anonymous “enemy” laughing scornfully at the moral
destruction of Israel.
Nevertheless, this all occurs like isolated flashes of summer lightning, without inner, causally
illuminating coherence.
And now one person walks up to Jesus and says with shameless directness, in view of the
state of the world, “This all is mine!” A boast, and a calculated one, already lay in the words,
and it is certain that Jesus is remembering his personal experiences during this time of
temptation when he later (John 8:44) says of him, “When he speaketh a lie, he speaketh of
his own: for he is a liar, and the father of it.” But Jesus must have also said, “In his power of
temptation and zeal of the temptation that I am now conversant with, it is clear that
humankind, as I know it,is no match for him.” And all at once much becomes clear to the
Saviour of the hidden strings that are frequently pulled to lead humankind astray. “Then
cometh the wicked one, and catcheth away that which was sown in his heart” (Matthew
13:19); who in life has subjugated himself to his dominion will not escape it in death – it will
be he who holds sway over hell, that is, the world of the dead (Hades).
What the Saviour had discovered here is in some measure reminiscent of a discovery that a
prince once made. The prince recognized himself as being under the influence of
“coincidental” experiences which all “coincidentally” seemed to guide him in one particular
direction. Coincidentally he encountered this or the other person, saw that, these tidings
came to light and so on – and all at once he sees that there is a plan behind everything and
that he has been the victim of cunning calculation, perhaps the puppet of an evil sycophant!
How infinitely much more painful it is for us humans when, instead of the seemingly
magnificent laws of the spirit and such things, we see a guileful hand playing its game with
humankind following a well‐wrought plan! How painful and crushing was it for the Saviour to
recognize, in the most unexpected way, the provenance of so many distressing riddles in the
figure of one person before him, a person of such guile and whose force of will would merit
serving a more noble tenet than that of consummate evil that he now encountered!

The Saviour now knew: he is my adversary, I have been born as a man in order to conquer
him. Over time he became ever more closely acquainted with this adversary and in the
evening of his life here on earth (John 16:11) he bears witness to the fact that he is the ruler
of this world (this universe)!

Sunday Interlude
Now, as if emerging from a dark cave, we step out into the sunlight with the Saviour when
he leaves the desert to return once again to humankind. What will he commence with now?
Will he immediately divest John of leadership? He does not. In the Holy Scriptures it has
never been recorded that a later arrival has relieved an earlier one (for instance Joshua for
Moses or Elisha for Elijah) during his life, or even independently worked alongside him.
There was only ever one individual regarded as the attested servant of God. Even though
John expressly declared him the main person and himself as only his predecessor, Jesus also
acknowledged for himself this sacred order, with the caveat however that this was an
exception to the rule. He did not place himself under John, but alongside him and kept
himself more or less in quietude, in the background, leaving John as the main actor in the
public work and holding his own, the work of his special calling, back.
Thus he gained a time of leisure – a Sunday interlude we call this, as words such as leisure,
holiday etc. would not be fitting – a time in which his task was to be, a time to unfold his
personality in the light of his calling quietly and without restraint, free of the demands of all
kinds that the actual struggle of his calling would later entail.
John the Apostle , in his gospel offering us an afterthought to various events that the first
three narrators did not, tells us much about this Sunday interlude which preceded actual
public appearances and was for this reason ignored by the other narrators. It was also the
Sunday interlude for the narrator in another sense, as it was the time that he saw the light;
he saw “the life, that eternal life, that is with the Father”. We can feel this along with him
due to the almost diary‐like meticulousness of his writing, right down to individual
occurrences. Nowhere else is the Saviour drawn so surprisingly true to his human traits. His
unconcealed joy at the noble youths; the sincere praise that he bestowed upon them
directly, that a dark‐minded scribe would have decried as being unpedagogical or imprudent;
also the bourgeois, homely and familiarly terse way in which he speaks to his mother (and at
which she is not surprised) as well as his rough and masculine conduct in the temple. These
and other things paint such a bright and colourful picture that we are positively surprised
when we have permitted ourselves to read it naively as a description of a life. If we unholy
human beings imagine a holy one, the figure that we think of easily loses all living warmth

and freshness. Their movements are so regular and calculated as if a cold principle were
driving them and not a warm heart. But in him, in whom “the word became flesh”, we see
the holy one in his free and elemental manner manifested as noble, warm and real; we see a
human being who lives, yes, who lives more vitally than do we all.
While Matthew and Mark agree that Jesus now entered on a quieter time in his life, insofar
as according to them, Jesus did not appear publicly until after the imprisonment of the
Baptist, Luke (4:14ff.) seems to contradict this. However, it is well known that Luke loved to
leap over long periods of time without reference to the intervening events, as well as
occasionally ordering his narrative according to aspects other than that of chronological
order; which is obviously the case just here.
We see the Saviour now, inwardly certain of his calling, as well as publicly attested to by
John, going his way in quiet but in no wise timid reserve, only taking care, yes anxious, that
he will not, before his hour has come, wilfully come forward. He awaits what is to come, as
with the words of Samuel to Saul, “that thou do as occasion serve thee; for God is with thee”
(1 Samuel 10:7). Thus step by step he goes where the occasion calls him: to John, to a
wedding, to Capernaum, to the Easter feast in Jerusalem, to the Jordan, before finally
returning to stillness.

With John
There, where the “holy story” lived, where the servant of God presided, at the meeting place
for all those who strove and yearned for something higher, better – there is where he
belonged first of all. Here Jesus“wandered”, quiet and initially unrecognized among those
who came and went, waiting for the things which were to come. Here he would find first and
foremost that which was indispensable for fruitful work: men of bright, full, innocent
receptivity for him and his work, who were capable of understanding him completely. What
would the Saviour have been if no‐one had understood him! Those he found here were – as
he gratefully avows on the evening before his death (John 17:6ff.) – a special gift from his
Father to him. To begin with, he found them unsought. He did not seek, he was not sought.
Here we come to that exact report by John the Apostle in which he records almost a whole
week, day by day; the week that was the turning point in his life, a life the first half of which
he lived as a disciple of baptism and the second half as the disciple of Jesus.
Let us (arbitrarily) assume that it was Sunday (the first working day) as those priests and
Levites (John 1:19‐51) sent by Jerusalem came to John!John speaks to them of Jesus as of
one who he deems to be close by, is just out of sight. He is wondering, during the forty days

of temptation (of which John knows nothing), where Jesus is. The following day, a Monday
therefore, he sees him from afar and reports to his disciples what he knows of him. How
much compassion, reverence, and gratitude lie in the words, “Behold the Lamb of God,
which taketh away the sin of the world.” (John 1:29.) The admonition is meant to give the
disciples firm and at the same time clear official assurance that Jesus is the one whose
coming he has always referred to in his preaching and how, of him and in him, his boldest
expectations have been surpassed.
In two Galilean youths the decision ripens overnight to belong to the “Lamb of God” (this
name truly does not promise a comfortable life) as disciples, and on Wednesday John again
sees Jesus from afar and points to him. It is intrinsic in the quiet majesty of the story that the
Baptist does not dare approach Jesus to greet him, and Jesus also does not approach.
Wonderfully tenderly it is now described how the two youths quietly leave their masters and
follow Jesus everywhere without having the courage to speak to him until he notices them;
and so in a short conversation a bond is forged that will last into eternity.
They spent the evening with him. It seems to have passed in stillness. The full heart does not
require many words, neither in order to understand nor to be understood. The force of the
first impression, however, enriched with the experience of a long life, echoes from the words
of the Apostle that he wrote in his old age (John 1:1ff. and 1 John 1:1‐4): “That which was
from the beginning”; that was the releasing word for his impressions in this enlightening
clarity, simplicity and holy illumination. “That is the primordial beginning”. So we should
have been, so everything should have become; everything else later is an error in our
history. It is as though in John, humankind suddenly remembers the dawn glory of their
“beginning”. And this primordial beginning, it was with God and (directed) towards22 God.
There it was at home and there went its significance, its striving; yes, its whole essence was
therein which is why this followed without struggle, without faltering, without choosing;
effortlessly, from the heart, “from the beginning”. One could not describe more
illuminatingly the innermost principle of the spiritual life, the love of God, the consummation
and attunement with God as the primordial home of the spirit, and everything that comes
later as incidentally unnatural, than with these words, at the same time innocently simple
but overflowing with light and warmth. This is the bright, joyous, sublime light from the
glory of that which is “the beginning, the A” and which then of necessity will also be “the O,
the end”. “In him was life”, he goes on to say, “and the life was the light of men.” Today a
death‐light is shining. Uncleanliness and insolence are seen as ingenious; parsimony, lies and
deceit as clever; the mass murderer is a bright star on the firmament of world history, his
cold‐heartedness – an abundance of death – has made him “great”. Compassion, humility,
gentleness – they are too “childlike”, they are branded with the stigma of mild, blunted
intellect. Lust for one’s own death as well as for that of others in the false glow of hate, of
pride, yes, of baseness, that is the light of man today – thus might Johnhave said – but now I
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“Towards God” is the possible literal translation. Here (and 1:18) John gives the relation of Jesus to God the
character not of stillness but of vital movement.

see that it was different once: life was the light of all mankind, that is, intended as light for
them.
The following pictures speak so vitally to us that we have no need to illuminate them more
vividly. How in Simon they bring Jesus a welcome prize; how Jesus himself now calls to shy
Philip to follow him; how Philip communicates to the critical, perhaps already often
disillusioned Nathanael their great, sublime discovery and in response to his scathing
punditry (which, however, unknown to Philip was in error as Jesus was born into the House
of David in Bethlehem) answers with the only words, the first, he has heard from Jesus
“Come and see!” as if these words made up a whole chapter of thought (which indeed they
do, in the essence of the experience). Only I cannot just quite pass over this Nathanael. “A
true Israelite” is actually a real “man of hope”, “in whom is no guile”(John 1:47), that is,
whose hope is not dulled nor yet exaggerated, whose pure hopes are for pure divinity. It is
moving how, in Jesus’ description, Nathanael obviously finds himself well‐described,
properly depicted, but sees now more than ever that to doubt the authenticity of Jesus is his
duty, as could not these words be regarded as badly disguised flattery? “Whence knowest
thou me?” “Before that Philip called thee, when thou wast under the (ύπò τήν σ.) fig tree, I
saw thee.” This was the Saviour’s Holy Spirit, which had sensed a yearning prayer from
within the mass of foliage. But how must Nathanael have felt at seeing himself discovered in
his most holy and – as he thought – hidden moment in his life, in his innermost and noblest
feelings, and by whom! This was a lightning bolt as if from the eternal kingdom of heaven, a
foretaste of how it would be some day with the Father.
Nathanael recognizes him as he for whom he sighed under the fig tree. What an answer to
his prayer! The names that he bestows on Jesus are witness to the true – and also very
conversant with the Bible – Israelite. “Thou art theKing of Israel; thou art the Son of God.”
One must understand the latter less from the aspect of the whole extent of the fulfilment,
and more as coming from the pre‐Christian Israelite way of thought; for instance, as in the
words of God to David referring to his issue: “I will be his father, and he shall be my son.” (2
Samuel 7:14), which practically implies one who was not initially God’s son. There is also
much unreservedly foreshadowed here. A presentiment of Jesus’ status as God’s son
flickered from time to time in the disciples’ consciousness, but it would have apparently
transcended the limits of possibility that this would become a clear and firm conviction for
them, until the affirmation came from Jesus himself (Matthew 16:17).
So now the Saviour was surrounded by five or maybe six youths. The fact that Jesus had
already gathered disciples to him could be remarked upon, or be taken as proof against our
opinion of a “Sunday interlude”. However, the Saviour was a friend of man, of togetherness
and coexistence. Nothing was further from his nature than a monologic Christianity, a piety
that is its own subject and whose whole conduct is composed of continually feeling its own
pulse, as it were. The Saviour wanted to live in the plural, in a society where there is
community and discourse.

The Wedding at Cana
Now the Saviour is surrounded by a new spiritual family instead of his earlier, natural family.
A family that – similar to the Baptist – is wonderfully detached from the earthly and free
from the worldly. Its foundation is in the divine, its goals in the great sacred onward
movement which, although not yet clearly described, was nevertheless established in the
person of Jesus. In the hard school under John the disciples had been prepared for such
severance from the mundane. For the name “Lamb of God for the sins of the world” that he
had bestowed upon Jesus demanded complete renunciation of all worldly pleasures. Even
more effective than this early training though was the heavenly glow of Jesus’ personality.
From him radiated a freedom from earthly things; not – as it must have still been in the case
of the Baptist – of a half anxious, half humble character, no: a freedom of the king, of the
victor, of that which entails a new order and the kingdom of heaven. John’s renunciation
was a retreat in the face of the world of the strong. Jesus knows he is the stronger, he wants
to conquer the world. This difference was immediately apparent.
An even greater surprise for these world‐renouncing disciples (the majority of them most
likely formerly John the Baptist’s disciples) can hardly be imagined than the call: “We are
going to a wedding!” It was the final day (according to our arbitrary choosing of the day) of
that memorable week, and this date, that is, the speed of the reversal in their way of living
and thinking was obviously unforgettable for Johnthe Apostle. The wedding is of course the
zenith and consummation point of natural human life where the pasts of two families clasp
hands to enter upon a mutual future; a ceremony that pays a tribute of gratitude and
honour to pure earthly joy, to domestic happiness. Of all the true human traits in Jesus,
which understandably emerged most clearly during this “Sunday interlude”, we find here the
richest yield. The most surprising is the embarrassment that at this (apparently not exactly
poor) wedding feast a lack of wine began to make itself felt. Perhaps one had not counted on
Jesus coming with so many companions or one had expected an almost complete abstinence
from these Baptist disciples – at any rate events did not follow as we would have expected,
namely that the majesty emanating from Jesus would have allowed only the merest sips to
pass the guests’ lips. It came to pass differently: it was a sacred but intimately familiar
occasion in which Jesus’ words “Can the wedding guests fast?” were fulfilled.
His mother discovers the embarrassment of the hosts and is obviously long‐used to having
Jesus’ counsel and helping hand in all the small and great contingencies and emergencies
that life brings. She apparently also feels that it is probably indirectly due to Jesus that the

awkwardness has arisen in the first place. The answer Jesus gives in response to his mother’s
low‐voiced hint is brusque (in some translations less brusque than others): “Woman, what
have I to do with thee?” (John 2:4.) There is nothing derogatory here and particularly no
contradiction to the title of Mother: in the word “woman”; he merely desires to accentuate
the difference of gender, not as a form of address but to explain what he is saying. In effect;
“Our cares are different, you are a woman. And it is woman’s work to see to what is set on
the table.” Two different things emerge from the brusque tone: one, that plain family speech
spoken between ordinary people which, because one does not speak in exaggeratedly
honeyed tones, is always down‐to‐earth and sincere, therefore guaranteeing a reliable
cordiality and calmness; – and then secondly, an almost irritable anxiousness, not wanting to
“attempt God”, not wanting to be inveigled into standing out with his specialness,
divineness, for a mundane reason. It was that “wisdom that is from above” (James 3:17) that
“is first pure”, far removed from wanting to press forward and assert oneself. That he was
consciously on guard, also against his mother, (similar to the demand for blessing of Moses
[5 Moses 33:9ff.] to the righteous priests, “Who said unto his father and to his mother, I
have not seen him” etc.) is understandable.
His mother is not much deterred, she is already preparing the servant for what her son will
do – and she is not proved wrong. Here things are taking place as, for instance, they
frequently do in a sensible marriage when a righteous deed is born out of two united wills.
The woman thinks quickly and is decisive, she is not responsible after all! She throws the
idea before the man, the man struggles for his independence – as he must, he carries the
responsibility and has the duty and the task to form an opinion. Thus he is often curt and
defensive. However, the woman knows this and – is not proved wrong; the man does the
deed, and does it better and more completely than she thought would be the case.
“Mine hour is not yet come”. In these words echo that fear of exercising his higher power
prematurely. But what is he to do now? If he leaves the gathering with some excuse then the
embarrassment would be lifted. He may not do this, however, life is worth more than food,
and he and his disciples are worth more than the wine.
One thing did suggest itself, namely to regard the incident as an apt coincidence and to turn
it to good account. He could say “We have paid tribute to the human and worldly custom of
celebrating merrily together, so it would now be seemly to give our community a more
spiritual cast.”
The entertainment had always certainly been an “edifying” one in its liberality, but far
removed from any deliberate intention. Could one then not end it with some solemnity and
give it a pronouncedly intentional edification, and was not the wine running dry an
appropriate occasion to achieve this?
The Saviour understood very well the serious and austere striving to wage the strictest war
against the pleasures of this world, also the seemingly innocent ones, and to place himself
with force and artifice, almost coercion, in a spiritual state. Something had gained power

over the world as it was that did not come from the Father and which contradicted our
nobler self. This terrible power extends also to our limbs and their urges. Every striving is a
well‐intentioned attempt to resist this power. However, the Saviour could not, would not
and may not oppose this power. He refused to recognize it; neither when it tempted him,
nor when it asserted its claim in a warlike manner as described above. After all, the gifts that
he was enjoying in the form of food and wine did not come from that power but from the
Creator, from his heavenly Father, and he did not want to let this benevolence of the Creator
and Father towards His human children wither away. He maintained his rightful status as
son, as child, firmly upright; this also against that striving; this all the more as the same
striving always led to compulsion and therefore to inner mendacity. He knew how under the
constraints of such artificially willed and generated moods the truth of the soul and hence its
innermost life, its capability of creating and making changes, suffocates. Thus he could now
deem that his “hour had come” after all in this small embarrassment. He could break a hole
for his friends in this world power’s dungeon ceiling through which a light of benevolence
from above could shine on them, from the land of truth, from God Himself, so that they
could imagine how mankind is called to stand in beauty and how everything that belongs to
all and should still come to all, in him and to him, the Saviour, had already come to pass in
reality.
With regard to help, he himself had a curious attitude. He wanted to experience it, not to
call it into being himself. “My Father sees the discomfiture and that it is my fault, that it is
my bounden duty to ameliorate it.” So he sent water to the chief steward and leaves the rest
to the Father or – as one could also say – to those angels he had mentioned to Nathanael
thus: “They will have already told the Father and will have received the necessary
instructions.” The enthusiasm of the servants for the wondrous guest and for carrying out
his instructions caused them to bring more water than the Saviour had actually had in mind
thereby helping the wedding couple to a rich and sacred tangible memory of this day.
What a holy, blissful reverence might have overcome the gathering when the secret ran
from ear to ear as to whence this new wine came and that it was a direct gift from the
heavenly Father! One scarcely dared to talk about this, but with what premonitions of the
things they might hope for from him did they look at Jesus! That Jesus would facilitate
sensual comforts of a certainty did not enter anyone’s mind. On the contrary, it was the
sensual pleasure offered to us, by God’s grace, in sustenance that was consigned to holy
care. Henceforward they had the constant reminder of that holy hour and of God, the
Creator, the Merciful, of He who is there, and was there and who will come.
“This beginning of miracles did Jesus in Cana of Galilee”, John (2:11) tells us, “and
manifested forth his glory.” For whom is actually the succulent flavour that the plant, in
tender motherly love as it were, gives to the mantling of its seeds (such as grapes, pears,
cherries and so on) to help them on their journey? It is not for the seed, for the seed this
flavour were a senseless waste; for it and, yes, also for the living creature that enjoys this
fruit, the mere nutrients would suffice adequately. This music of flavour sung by a thousand

voices ringing out from the fruits of the plant kingdom belongs to the language of
benevolence of the Creator towards His children which permeates all creation, is the power
of God embedded in creation. Herein, that these powers served the Saviour so joyously,
John saw his glory, saw how his innermost primordial essence (1:3) is based on the primal
principle of this godly power. “And we beheld his glory, the glory as of the only begotten son
of the Father” (John 1:14), that is, how a father gives; how he can only give to an only son
from whom he must withhold nothing in favour of other brothers. Nature, creation, is not
like the Saviour’s elder brother who has inherited the physical and left only the other side of
divine essence, the spiritual, to his younger brother. Instead, God as a father equipped the
Saviour with all glory – we should take note that he, he whose whole benevolence we
encounter in him, is the Creator, the Lord of All.

Preface

The wonderfulbestowal of assistance from the Lord, Jesus Christ, the Living One, that the blessed
Blumhardt experienced and that since has been experienced by others casts a bright light on what
we have been told of Jesus’ work on earth. The entirety of all his work came close and alive to us,
became more understandable, and divulged itself to us in its great inner coherence as a methodical
undertaking for the salvation of the world, which will not pause until this goal has been reached. So
his deeds appeared to us in the light of the fulfilment which shone upon us as promises with the
message: As I was “yesterday” in my predisposition to mankind and in my power to help them; so I
will be “today and in all eternity”.
This is why it was a matter close to my heart, to gainfor myself first of all a picture of Jesus as the
gospels presented it to me in the light of those experiences; as faithful a picture as possible and one
gained by means of strict impartiality in the study of the holy writings. I am all the more glad to be
able to lay the results before a larger community of readers as in the biography of Blumhardt my
humble task left me only limited space to present my thoughts independently and connectedly.
The historical picture of Jesus is often impaired today in its rightfulness due to our efforts to
adapt it for the purposes of greater intelligibility, acceptability and edificationto our modern way of
thought. Addressing this danger I would like to adhere to Jesus’ demand, “Change yourmind
(according to mine, not mine according to yours)!” I have attempted to achieve the image of Jesus
that his disciples, for instance, would have had of him, those “immature ones to whom the Father
has revealed it”. My writings, therefore, are not actually meant to serve directly what one today
generally calls edification, they are aimed rather at understanding. Edification only holds inner truth
when it is based on a single firm foundation, on the acknowledgement of Jesus Christ. This is why
Paul labours (Colossians 2:2) for all those whom he cannot teach personally, that they acknowledge
the mystery of God, of the Father, of “Christ”. This purpose, to encourage the acknowledgement of
Christ, I would like to deal with from its most important aspect: the historical one.
To accomplish this purpose and in the interests of understanding, it was necessary to make
rectifications here and there in our Lutheran Bible translation; as of course has been common
practice among theologians for some time. On the one hand this attunes it to the character of our
times in which all sciences offer the layman a clear view into the workshops of their research, and on
the other certainly to Luther’s manner which, due to his deep respect for the Holy Scriptures, drove
him to work on them with the utmost effort so that people would understand the true meaning
down to the smallest detail.He is surely glad that in the 350 years that have passed we have
continued to work on this, his monumental task. Where I have used words other than those
employed by Luther this is always based on the terms in the original text, there are also places where
I do not mention this explicitly. Explanations of a purely exegetical nature, particularly in the
footnotes, are generally, also where not explicitly mentioned, borrowed freely from the great
annotations of von Hofmann.
I wanted to “illuminate” Jesus, as he is described in the gospels, in pictures of his life in a way
that each picture will shed light onto the others. This word “illuminate”, which was part of the title of
the first edition of this book, was merely to indicate the narrow boundaries in which I saw my task
delineated. As, for instance, a photograph shows us the beauty of a carving or bas‐relief or
something similar with no further aspect at all than that of illumination, so I hoped above all to be
able to let an explanatory ray of light fall on the pictures given by the gospels. However, I have now
struck out this word as, and I was partly to blame for this, it was understood in a different way.
I aspired only to the most provisional wholeness of the picture while comforting myself with the
thought that the recognition of Christ could only ever remain piecemeal at best. With regard to
chronological questions I have limited myself to the beginning and the end of the deeds of Jesus
where only, perhaps, firm ground can be gained and where solely also, the chronological order has a
higher spiritual significance. Otherwise I have treated this aspect as peripherally as it was obviously

also treated by the evangelists. Whether the many findings that some deem to have discovered with
regard to the chronological progression of the life of Jesus are truly reliable I take leave to doubt.
Let he whose picture I illuminate reveal to the reader anything which I have stated wrongly.
What is right, however, even if expressed inadequately, is to place in his bright light and to pour his
mild light of peace over such passages where I have been too disputatious!
That through these writings he is revered, that is my only wish, and indeed also my hope.

Winterthur, November 1884
F. Zündel, Pastor

Kommentar [A1]: Herr Dräger, da nur
hier am Schluß „Er“, „Sein“ usw.
großgeschrieben ist, ist das nicht so
einheitlich. Ich habe es daher weggelassen,
außer Sie möchten es unbedingt wieder
eingefügt haben.

The Cleansing of the Temple
For a short time the Saviour settled with both of his families, the natural and the spiritual, in
Capernaum. Certainly this temporary merging was beneficial to both families in one respect:
his brothers would have benefited from the contact to the divinely enthusiastic disciples
who had left all that was worldly behind them and who had recognized in Jesus (who had
never been deemed worthy of esteem by his brothers) the one promised by John. There was
much more than one could clothe in words:the benefits to the disciples from the contact
with a divinely natural life in Jesus’ family, namely the motherly care of Mary,which must
have transformed the roughness that they would have brought with them from John the
Baptist into gentle but nevertheless holy humaneness. Otherwise the short note in the text
is insufficient to explain the reason, significance or success of this temporary relocation. It
appears as if he was desirous of showing himself, as John had already drawn so much
attention to him, as one who does not want – as did his predecessors – to retreat from
normal human intercourse. He wanted to declare himself as a future element of Galilean life.
However, for John’s sake, he did not want to put himself forward, to assert himself.
Soon the Easter feast called him to Jerusalem. Here, in stark contrast to the just recently
experienced friendly customs of human life founded on spirituality, he found himself in stark
opposition to an evil custom and a protestation that he – because he has committed himself
completely to human life – cannot supress. The prevailing trade with livestock and money in
the courtyard of the temple was probably tolerated out of courtesy to the multitude of
Jewish merchants who poured into the city from other countries and brought new growth,
not only to the sacrificial cult but also to Jerusalem itself; whereby, against their will, the
sacrificial cult had become a line of business for all Jerusalem. “Profit” had again become, as
today, the highest godhead before whose claim to power all must kneel.
I find that Jesus’ conduct would lose its fresh glow of immediacy and involuntary character if
we were to assume he had wanted to announce himself here, and behave, “as the Messiah”.
It was the child in him that was appalled at the ignominy done to his Father; it was also the
common Israelite in him who felt his sacred rightsto be injured and therefore, in anger at the
ignominy done to God, ruthlessly asserted them again. Thus he regarded the sacred ground
of the courtyard as free space and reservedonly forthose wishing to pray. He overturned the
tables of the money changers standing in his way as if they were not there; for the livestock
he had a whip made in order to indicate to them in the only language they understood (“for
they know not the voice of strangers” John 10:5) that they should remove themselves
elsewhere. That he used this instrument – even only suggestively – towards people is not
recorded.

“Take these things hence” he says to those who sold doves, “make not my Father’s house an
house of merchandise”. He does not attempt to hide how close he stands to He whose
honour is being trampled underfoot, and a quiet reproach that they have no feeling as of
children towards God their Father lies perhaps in the words “my Father’s”.
The great respect that his person already enjoyed, what he had achieved with his calm
manner coupled with determination, and a feeling that he was in the right meant that no‐
one contradicted him and everyone willingly did his bidding with humility and – who knows
– those with more noble aspirations also with quiet gratitude. One must acquiesce to him
whom the highly respected, almost feared, Baptist had singled out with such reverence. But
– and so they thought – because of this he owed them a sign, a miracle. The two men, John
and Jesus, behaved as if in them the old and sacred times of godly men and great godly
deeds had arisen again but the latter, the miracles, were absent from John’s life. If they also
remained absent in Jesus’ case then a critical eye could perhaps see their deeds as mere
presumption, as voluntary imitation. The Lord answered them (literally): “Destroy this
temple, and in three days I will raise it up” (John 2:19). We see the concept going through
three stages of development as expressed in this sentence. First of all there is the retrieval of
the honour of “this temple”, for which he must justify himself. However, this temple retains
its sanctity only through the purpose that it serves and the idea that it represents – what has
been injured is the sacred constitution, the union, the order or worship: “destroy it!”
However, this is not meant literally; leave the form standing but drive out the spirit so that
this order only continues to function as would a mechanically propelled corpse. Just
continue in this vein! I will raise it up!
Let us abide for a moment with these memorable words in which we already encounter the
beginnings – although more low‐voiced than we would have thought – of a presentiment of
death! The words stimulate one to think by the fact that two activities are used for the
temple that are literally not appropriate: “destroy” and “raise”1. Seeing the decay of sacred
custom and torrential impoverishment of the holy spirit, the Saviour remembers a lament by
the prophet Hosea (6:1ff.) who, lamenting the decline of Israel and above all its shepherds,
priests and elders, rang out a call of repentance: “Come, and let us return unto the Lord: for
he hath torn, and he will heal us; he hath smitten, and he will bind us up. After two days will
he revive us: in the third day he will raise us up, and we shall live in his sight.”
In the eye of the prophet the lingering illness is so far advanced, unto death, unto a
complete demise, that, instead ofhealing, a bringing alive and awakening must be
undertaken. God lets things come to such a pass. He no longer wants to continue with the
old, the old should die and decease, an interval must lie between the old and the new so
that the old can be established as dead and the new as the new and as an act of God.

1

In other translations the words are “dissolve” and “awaken” which makes the author’s argument more
understandable. Translator’s note.

Thiscan take place in the shortest span of time as for His doing God needs no time. This is
the meaning of “in two days” and “on the third day”.
The Saviour senses and sees that also these words of the prophet will be fulfilled in him. “My
attempt (by cleansing the temple and by all my other forceful calling and beckoning) to heal
will be in vain, things will take their course and disintegration will only come to an end when
it has done its work and the dissolution is complete. But go on! It is too late to successfully,
permanently bring destruction; because I am here, I will raise everything again, I will breathe
new life into these religious doings, which are suffering from the infirmities of old age, as
soon as the light of life is completely extinguished”. He did not think in the first place that he
would be the “awoken one” but rather that he would be the “awakener”. He was really
thinking of “this temple” and thus the Jews alone could understand.
These tremendous words had certainly perplexed the disciples. However, after they had
lived through the crucifixion, the resurrection of Jesus and histriumphal procession through
the worldthey saw how Jesus’ foresight had proved to be true and how gloriously and
precisely he – in his resurrection –had kept his great word. John summarized this briefly in
the words “But he spake of the temple of his body” (John 2:21). Certainly the Saviour had
thought of this, but perhaps initially as an indeterminate foreshadowing. He no longer had
need of the local temple; the place where he sensed the peace of God was within him, was –
as he was soon to tell the Samaritan woman – his spirit. His spirit and more; what the divine
purpose had been of this stone building, a place where God, bestowing grace, was close to
the people, now he was himself, a walking source of grace, a walking temple of God. “And
this indifference towards what is sacred that here defiles the symbol, the temple, will, even
though the divine one shines in the whole radiance of his being, increase the profanity, the
zeal to desecrate, and will not rest until this true temple of God is destroyed. But only
temporarily. When this sham piety has condemned itself then God will mercifully intervene.”
The Saviour had yet another light that could lead his thoughts in this direction. He had to say
to himself, “The Israel that can still die, I mean, that is still truly alive, am I. Hosea’s word is
of me. I must die, must be dead and buried. Then the Father will raise me up on the third
day.” However, in their absolute clarity such thoughts probably came to him somewhat later
in the course of things with the more profound experiences of, on the one hand the
magnitude of the obduracy into which Israel had fallen, andon the other, of the gravity of
the anger of God at the conduct of the people defying judgement upon them. This divine
judgement that they call upon themselves will – he will do this for their sake – be discharged
upon him.

Nicodemus

The circumstances in Jerusalem appeared to be extremely favourable for Jesus. The ruling
status of the Pharisees was for the moment shattered, their rough opponent, the Baptist,
ruled the people’s minds in stillness and had just promised them wonderful things from
Jesus. In addition to this were “the miracles which he did”(John 2:23). These probably took
place discreetly, otherwise one would not have demanded a definite sign (as justification of
his deeds in the temple) from him; in this quiet time he hardly intended to give signs but
because of his love, his compassion, he could not deal with people without, as it were
involuntarily, his glory radiating all manner of salvation and blessing.
Did not this favourable ground make it his downright duty to “shine his light here”, to work
as a teacher? “Many believed in him”. Should he not devote himself to them? However,
their conduct was not as it should be, but would this give him the right to absent himself
from them or, rather, the duty to do the opposite? Jesus did not acknowledge the rights of
this imposition. “He did not confide in them.” He had a treasure to tend, namely himself, his
person, as a gift of God to all. He must safeguard the full freedom of unfolding, the
generality of the ministry, for all. These children of the orthodox, spiritual church capital
obviously assumed themselves to be in full possession of the proper understanding. Jesus
himself would not have much more to offer, at the most – as we might say – the icing on the
cake. Their belief in him was more the approving assessment of the expert than the trusting
yearning of those eager for help and teaching. They wanted to model him on themselves, to
contract him for themselves; he would have remained futilely buried in the thought‐coffins
of their categorizations. This is why “he” did not confide in them, he saved himself for a
greater, broader sphere of activity; he safeguarded the freedom to be himself. Because he
knew what was in man, he knew them all.
But behold, from the camp of the opponent, from the Pharisees, one approaches him, and
perhaps one of the highest, “the (not “a”) master of Israel” (John 3:10). It is extremely
enthralling to see how Jesus lovingly attempts to conquer this fortress of fancied spiritual
knowledge, but without visible success. He conducts himself in a reserved manner as if he
did not expect a fruitful yield from such an exchange, but in his reserve he does after all, in
his own way, give something, something that always strikes the exact centre of the
conscience. Reproaches are what Nicodemus harvests with his tenacious questions and the
more pressing he becomes the warmer, more cordial and incisive become the reproaches.
With every answer he receives from the Saviour, Nicodemus sees all his thoughts turned
upside down. He remained “eager for knowledge” but he does not appear to feel the arrows
that were aimed at the human in him, at his conscience; he remains steadfast in his
“scientific” manner so that it does indeed seem initially as if the course of the conversation
has been fruitless for him.
There is something strange about party thinking, club sentiments, society mindedness;
particularly when it strays into the realms of the religious. Such a system seems to have a
mind of its own, it thinks as a communal mind for all, and individuals often do not dare to

allow themselves their own “I” the air and light of freedom. Frequently, system‐thinking only
lives in the generality and not in the individual. “We know”, says Nicodemus, “that thou art a
teacher come from God”(John 3:2) but (we can sense it in the words) we scarce dare to tell it
to each other as the system does not know of this, it is not equipped to know something
new, something from the present. The main emphasis of the party is that it wants to work
for God and now, with full awareness, it distances itself from the teacher coming from God!
The Saviour ignores this discrepancy. This “knowledge” after all, which for these scholars
almost takes the place of religion, is of no value to him. “Of the divine you know nothing. In
order to recognize the kingdom of God you are lacking the organs eye, ear and heart.”
“Except a man be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God”(John 3:3).What does this
“kingdom of God” mean? “The kingdom – the royal reign of God”; Jesus will announce this,
when he appears publically (after John’s imprisonment), as something that will usurp the
entire visible reality. However, here, in this gospel which speaks only of Jesus’ significance
for humankind in and of itself, we have to understand the word mainly as the term for an
inner reign. “God rules in me, through me and around me and you do not notice this. You
think you understand everything, you praise the one, condemn the other while next to you
stands one who, in the same moment, is ruled by God. What you also hear and see opens
the doors of his heart for the Father in Heaven – it has saved him; you it has more or less
interestingly entertained. And this cannot be held against you, you cannot help it. In order to
be able to help it, you must be born again.”
The counter question of the Pharisee to this answer leads the Saviour deeper into the
essence of this “kingdom of God”. What about the kingdom of God within mankind? “That
which God once promised: ‘Iwill live among them and will be their God, and they shall be my
people’ that is fulfilled in me”.So could the Saviour think.“You live within me, I am your
throne and in turn you are the dwelling of my spirit. And thus, that is, alone: to be human,
we humans are destined for this.” Why he was like this, and only he was like this, he now
knew. He was not like this due to anything he had done but due to his antecedents. It is no
help at all to us others to also attempt to ascend to this consciousness of childhood, to
determine and to “believe” that we are now children of God, with the best intentions of
behaving as such – we are not.We are first of all flesh, nature, something that is externally
capable of higher development and refinement, that can put forth blossoms that have the
appearance of spirit – but only the kind that wilt. A child of God is born. “But I am he” – as
Jesus said to himself – “and this can have no other reason, and has no other reason, than
that all humankind should become as I am. The child that died before birth within them is in,
with, me born again for all.” When he speaks of rebirth from water and spirit, are we not
hearing memories of his life? He stood before John for all his people and what he received
from the Father there, through the water and in his spirit was for the good of his brothers –
for them the possibility had come from the Father to become children of God in him, the
son: this was why John had been sent and the son given to the world.

Here we encounter, brightly lit and all‐encompassing, what God intended and will achieve
with the sending of Jesus. Flesh, i.e. the person, as a part of nature, part of the whole, will
never attain what would be a satisfaction within the individual, a right to be eternal, a living
relationship with God. Flesh requires nourishment from without, the coarse in all kinds of
sensory stimuli, the fine in the pleasures of acclaim, fame, power and revenge and so
on.Thus it depends on destruction for its existence and wears its sentence of mortality on its
forehead. The generality of this law we encounter particularly in Nicodemus, who represents
the flesh in its most refined form, in religious adornment. What Jesus brings is nourishment
for his hobby horse, Nicodemus finds it “interesting”, but progresses no further for the time
being.
However, since Jesus has appeared in the flesh and grew to manhood in the flesh, God has
won a kingdom in the realms of the flesh which shall ultimately expand His kingdom to
include all flesh. The human is no longer, as in the flesh, an independent member of a state
as it were, that pays the mandatory tribute to God with meagre obedience and loyalty while
living for its own special interests; but through the rebirth incorporated in Jesus, part of his
status in God, he is God’s child, he is from God, God is his mother and father and ultimately,
God will be all in all (1 Corinthians 15:28). If the realm of the flesh were a house full of
antagonistic wills, a mass of putrefaction, so is God’s dominion a realm, a structured whole,
moved by one spirit, ensouled by Him. This dominion has its own right to be eternal in itself;
its destiny to triumph and to reclaim all ground from that of the flesh is inherent in its
nature.
The triumphant power of this realm lies (to our advantage) in the fact that it does not count
on the participation of the flesh for its victory. What is born of flesh is flesh, so one can
expect nothing more of it. This is a great, yes, the greatest and most tremendous of the
deeds of God. The great primordial deed is the sending of Jesus. The Saviour does not touch
upon this until his sermon. Here – in connection with being born again – he does not
mention it, his listeners would not have understood it, they would have found it
presumptuous. He also ignores the aspect of the rebirth, that it is a resurrection of God, the
Father, presumably for the same reason. All the more clearly then, does the narrator speak
at other places, from his own experience and certainly also from the lessons of his master,
on this subject in his first letters (1 John 1:3ff.).
However, the Saviour does speak of the power of the spirit. As the wind is only felt by its
effect, so too the spirit. He born of God feels and knows that he has been wrought upon and
what has been brought about in him, and he can therefore perceive what has been wrought
upon him. So far is flesh from being the driving power of the working of the spirit; so
autocratic and therefore irresistible – is the working of the spirit. The spirit of God is not a
mood such as the flesh is heir to or that we can evoke at will; it is alive, God’s personal
power, God’s perennial blessing in and upon us.
But something remains to be done by mankind which is flesh. Not only flesh after all, there is
still a spark of the divine within. This is why mankind can feel shame for its entire carnal

essence, can become aware of being emptied of God, of the death associated with this and
therefore can accept the aid that God has sent us. This is the significance of the water.
Water, as the first prerequisite of being born again, is reminiscent of an external deed,
emerging into visible reality, undertaken by those seeking help. Being born again cannot and
should not be carried out as a mere internal process, as a mere shift of opinions and
attitudes, otherwise it is and will remain a flower of the imagination, that is, of the flesh. I
must allow my life’s story to join the ranks of the great, inconspicuous but public story of
God on earth – only in connection with this holy story can the God of Salvation be found.
That is the first thing when Jesus speaks of water, that which refers to the part we play.
This also has associations with the other, the act of God which took place during John’s
baptisms. One cannot be divested of the flesh by a mere change of opinion, it must be
expiated; the whole smell of death must be stripped away from my spirit by a word from
God. This was the great deed that God sent to the world through John.
In line with the times in which Jesus stands alongside John, leaving to him the first place, he
moves here quite exclusively in the thoughts of both of them. He sees himself and the other
as one double person, called to a common task on which each works towards a solution in
his own special way. In them and through them God prevails royally so that the people can
be reborn and thus become His children. To this end John baptises with water, to this end he
baptises with the spirit. In Jesus’ words (of “water and spirit”) lies a gently clad reproach to
Nicodemus regarding the Pharisees: that they believe they are able to please God without
John and with him. “There is no path to God’s kingdom without going through John” are
what the words are saying to Nicodemus. That which is to descend on mankind today is an
act of God and not a mere product of the imagination and will enter openly and solemnly
into mankind’s history as God’s work: this is why it does not take place thousands of times
abruptly and straight from Heaven into the stillness of the heart but is bound up with the
visible person of a servant and messenger. At that time “water” had the significance, to a
certain extent, of a public atonement before God, an acknowledgment confirmed by facts of
one’s own reprehensibility before the servant of God, a deed quite different from the inner,
secret atonement which scarce one Pharisee would have been exempt from.
Jesus only indicated this gently and, indeed, Nicodemus does not allow himself to be
disturbed in his zeal for examination. He demands an explanation of the “how”. However,
here the Saviour – as it seems – has reached the end of his tether with regard to Nicodemus.
“You are the scholars and you think (in the realms of the spirit) yourselves able to alter
things to your fancy until you deem them worthy of being believed. We (John and I) are not
like this. We are bound to facts: what we know we speak of, what we have seen we testify
to. But I can only state this, I cannot prove it as to do that I would have to speak of heavenly
things and this would call even more criticism down upon me.” And a further thought is
added here, almost as an afterthought, “You will not enter the kingdom of Heaven, neither
with your speculations nor with your virtues, all your success is merely an illusion. This is not
just the case, but it is also your salvation that I have come from Heaven to you; and to that

home, from whence I come, I have entrance and could therefore speak to you of heavenly
things.”
Jesus does not say “I” but rather “son of man”. He uses this term in order to be able to speak
of himself in the third person, as of someone else. A wondrous and humble awe of himself
speaks out of this need. Here he looks up to himself with great awe as a son of man, there
he speaks with compassion of the human so, but always a self‐abnegation is expressed that
he also impresses upon us.
Where is the boundary to be found in Jesus’ speech up to where Nicodemus was the listener
and from where Jesus gives his impression of the conversation? We do not know and do not
need to know. Possibly the following was addressed to Nicodemus but possibly not.
The Saviour realized from the course of the conversation how difficult it will be for many to
recognize the (so very!) outstanding significance of his person, to understand it, to enter into
it and ultimately to find their salvation solely in devout faith in him. He will have to be – this
is clear to him – somehow (John 3:14, 15) raised above the mass of mankind and marked
recognizably to all people as something special. If this is to take place in glory and power or
in ignominy and anguish is left undecided in his words. Perhaps the latter appears to him as
possibility or probability in his mind’s eye. But it must become obvious to all people what he
is and what he is for them. It is powerfully uplifting how here the Saviour beholds the love of
his Father to the world in that he – the son of God – is. Why am I? That I am is proof of the
love of the Father for the world. I have been sent to save the world – for it to be judged, for
that there would be no need of me. But that the light has come to the world in me, that is
the judgement as that is what the people do not want. Forgiveness, mercy, they would be
happy with that – but not light; that is too bright, they can see their deeds with too much
clarity, the former darkness where one can envision religion at one’s pleasure is preferable
to them.

The Samaritan Woman
From Jerusalem, the Saviour went to the Jordan to work alongside John, although only in
John’s sense and in his way as it was still John’s “hour”. “Though Jesus himself baptized not,
but his disciples” (John 4:2), because as John had named him as the one who would baptize
with the Holy Ghost, then the baptizands could have expected to attain the Holy Ghost
through the baptism. This, however, was, on the one hand, not even remotely possible at
that time and was, on the other, a much too literal explanation of the words of John and a
reinterpretation of Jesus’ future great deeds as something mechanical.

That this new desert preacher drew people with an even greater attraction than John did
does not surprise us as John himself consistently contributed to this. Indeed, if we disregard
the premonition that the people would have had of the greatness of Jesus, we can still
comprehend what an enormous trust he involuntarily – as friendly as he was holy and grown
to manhood among the people with all their cares and temptations known to him from
experience – would have called forth in them. Thus the longer Jesus’ status as the second in
line lasted, the more untenable it grew. Initially it troubled John’s disciples and then, even
more awkwardly “it came to the Pharisees that Jesus had more disciples than John”. Perhaps
they gloated a little at this; at least they felt a significant relief that he who had portrayed
them so unsparingly was now outshone by a brighter light and in the veneration of the
populace was overtaken by another from whose cordiality and clemency they might expect a
more advantageous judgement.
What did the Saviour do? He (John 4:3) left the land of Judea and departed again for Galilee
because (John 4:44) “a prophet hath no honour in his own country”. Our whole idea of a so‐
called Sunday interlude is based on the way in which we understand this passage. Did Jesus,
because a prophet has no honour in his own country, want to leave or to find his home? A
prophet would obviously experience this disrespect not where he might, by chance, have
been born but in the place where he grew up. Therefore Galilee would be counted as Jesus’
own country and the desire to be unnoticed is what led him there. Indeed, the Saviour had
no other choice if he did not want to hinder John from taking full advantage of “his hour”. If
we have surmised correctly here, the gospel offers us confirmation in that Jesus only
appeared in public after the imprisonment of John the Baptist as well as the way in which,
after the imprisonment of John, he called a number of disciples, obviously old
acquaintances, away from their nets, and how they followed him at once.
Matthew (4:12‐16) appears to be at odds with John here in that the time as well as the
announcement of the Baptist’s arrest are stated as the reasons for Jesus’ departure to
Galilee. This appearance arises from Matthew’s peculiar way of writing history. He treats
external happenings as incidental and only as a framework for spiritual content which is why
he often abbreviates stories (centurion of Capernaum 8:5ff.; Gergesenes 8:28ff.; sick of the
palsy 9:2ff.) in such a way that we can only understand the whole after reading the other
gospels. Thus he describes the external milestones in Jesus’ life less with a view to their
chronological sequence than with a view to their inner significance. He writes for the Jewish
reader who is in the main already acquainted with the life of Jesus in its external particulars,
but to whom it must have been a great stumbling block to believe that the life of the
Messiah could have taken such an unassuming course, apparently contradictory to the
promises. Each time, when yet again such a state of humbleness enters the life of Jesus,
Matthew gives us, on the one hand, the historical origin of how this came to be and, on the
other, points to the words of the Prophecy from which emerges the understanding that
things have notwithstanding gone correctly. (This “notwithstanding” can be heard in many
of his “that it might be fulfilled” etc.) So here also. When he says he withdrew, in his
frequently peculiar abbreviating language, he would say “that he withdrew, this had the

following reason”. Thus Matthew justifies what has caused Jews most umbrage and doubt
(cf. John 1:46 and 7:52) as to whether Jesus was truly the Messiah, namely, that he appeared
to belong to Galilean history and not that of Judea. That Jesus gave up his field of work in
pious Judea to which, as the Messiah and the son of David, he was not initially appointed,
and chose instead the religiously run‐to‐seed and despised Galilee was determined by the
fate of the Baptist in just this Judea, and thus truly fulfilled the Prophecy.
Matthew hardly thinks that the motives that guided the Saviour were of a political nature, as
if Jesus were desirous of seeking a region where, rather than wanting to draw the attention
of those in power, the reason was of a more exalted nature. In the whole manner of how
John’s work in Judea was abruptly and almost prematurely cut off, he saw a divine hint that
Judea was not the appropriate site, prepared by God, in which the beginnings of his kingdom
were to unfold.
That Jesus had withdrawn to Galilee before the Baptist was arrested is ignored by Matthew
as immaterial because the withdrawal did not yet signify a choice of the sphere of activity.
This choice emerged ultimately with his settling in Capernaum; with this act he declared
Judea foregone, for the nonce.
In the sentences, “Jesus departed into Galilee; and leaving Nazareth, he came and dwelt in
Capernaum … that it might be fulfilled” Matthew includes the period between the
temptation of Jesus and his public appearance after the arrest of the Baptist under one
aspect: shifting the sphere of activity to Galilee.
If this assumption is correct and we have understood the report of the evangelist John then
we find ourselves looking at a quiet and heroic deed of Jesus that is beyond all comparison.
As once Moses in the flower of his years was coerced against his will to a period of silence of
forty years, with the appearance of complete renunciation of working for the salvation of his
people, so here Jesus makes the decision of his own free will and in spite of the
consciousness of his calling – or rather by virtue of the same – to withdraw to quietude and
insignificance for an indeterminate period, but which had the semblance at the time (John
was his contemporary) of a very long duration.
On the journey to his home the Saviour encounters the Samaritan woman. What is it that so
opens his heart to this woman, a heart that he had closed to so many in Jerusalem who had
believed in him and that had opened to even Nicodemus only slowly? It is most likely the
simplicity of her manner – she thinks in a childlike way and no consciousness of alleged piety
stands in her way with regard to the Saviour. Let us not believe that the Saviour had to
“lower himself” more to those “childish of mind” than to such as Nicodemus! On the
contrary, here he found a much more kindred view of the world than is the case with us
“scholars” where he frequently encounters a thicket of artificial concepts that are foreign to
him. The wisdom and clarity of the Saviour is that of a child which still enjoys the undimmed
light of life while our artificial way of thought is clouded by the shadow of death. The child,
for example does not possess the skill of differentiating between body and soul such as we,

possibly in an exaggerated measure, beyond truth, have learned from the Greeks. So is the
manner of thinking disparagingly of the body foreign to the child, however distinctly it
juxtaposes the flesh on one hand as what is earthen and sinful, and on the other the spirit as
heavenly. Perhaps it is its chasteness which differentiates its thinking from ours; perhaps this
disparaging view of the life of the body originates from a discourse between the body and
the soul, called lust, which dishonours both.
Thus for the Saviour death is an unnaturalness which he cannot overcome so easily, at the
outset, by assuming the immortality of the soul. He does not share (John 5:29) our
confidence that after death the soul under all circumstances is undisturbed by the fate of the
body. “That you must die, you people, that is the gravity, or more, that you do not live” – we
hear this thought repeatedly in the gospel of John. In contrast he says: He who believes in
me has (that is, from this moment) “everlasting life”. Luther changed this to “the eternal life”
without causing disgrace insofar as it does not give the appearance as if the Saviour was
thinking of adding “after death”. This would, of course, be a completely different thought
foreign to the Saviour, as if in death something good would arise within us that did not exist
in us before. Everlasting life that we have lived during the life of the body, this outlasts
death. If there is none there, then it will not appear with death. But this “everlasting life” is
still not a characteristic of the soul but the life of Jesus, the fruit of being born again, and it is
something that permeates body and soul. Not only the body takes part in the life of the flesh
but also the soul. Our whole life should be raised out of carnality in that the whole is
permeated by divine influences.
Reading John’s gospel gives rise to such thoughts in us and particularly this part. The divine
gift that will refresh body and soul that he holds out to the woman proves right here, and
also on himself, this effect. Initially he is hungry and thirsty; ultimately hunger is stilled and
thirst quenched without having eaten or drunk, only by the fact of it having been granted to
him – in accordance with his Father’s work – to seek what is lost and to find it.
The Saviour sees this vivacious woman, hungry for dissipation and excitement and who
because of this is the ruin of herself and others (the fact that she must draw water during
the midday heat is symptomatic of her disordered and scattered character), and sees in the
depths the source of this unrest, a need, which only God Himself can satisfy. Compassion
moves him in the face of these senseless and empty substitutes that the lost offer their souls
as food. In his mind he compares his thirst with hers and the manner of his refreshment with
hers. He also has a refreshment for her, that refreshment, which through his baptism is also
bestowed upon her, that refreshment he received as if he were a common man, through the
water of forgiveness of sins and giving assurance that what he possesses, all shall receive
who believe in him. “That which mankind yearns for unconsciously has become in me for
them, the forgiveness of sins and the grace of the Holy Spirit.” This community of peace and
life with the Father is an independent source of refreshment which flows, healing, liberating
and satisfying, throughout the body. This gift of God is only for mankind. I have it, I am it.
How full the Saviour is of this that he, great as he is, is an earnestly meant gift of God to

everyone who wants to take it! “If thou knewest the gift of God, and who it is that saith to
thee, Give me to drink; though wouldest have asked of him (already), and he would have
given thee living water.” (John 4:10.) Thus he speaks to this woman.
The woman, of course, understands him too literally but he does not correct her – proof that
he does not mind as long as she thinks the gift is an actual one. But to speak with a strange
woman about a gift to be given to her (at least as she literally understands it) and to
continue to confer with her in the absence of her husband is not in accordance with the
Father’s commandments and nothing was further from his mind than to set himself above
this commandment “out of detached interest”. How such obedience can clarify a situation
such as this one at one blow! Without the Saviour’s words, “Go, call thy husband” the
woman would have listened at great length, comfortably interested, without experiencing
anything of herself, of her soul. However, these words place her abruptly under the light of
reality and pose the great and decisive question, “Who are you?” The Saviour reveals her
past in a nutshell and without obfuscation, but also without the least accompaniment of
judgement, censure or reproach. Sin does not necessitate this, it carries its judgement on its
forehead, it is enough that it is brought to light. Now the woman stands before the Lord as
she is – in the light. This is a decisive turning point for a soul, when such a word is spoken,
not as a generality but instead having pertinent, special, personal content for her and
striking directly at the centre of her conscience. Will she suffer it? Will she put up with this
crushing punishment? Or will she, indignant at this supposed “tactlessness”, turn away? She
justifies the Lord’s trust. In the unadorned answer “Sir, I perceive that thou art a prophet”
lies a simple but straightforward confession of sin.
It can be seen how royally victorious the Saviour is when he places this gift of God before the
soul of the people so that they are interested in nothing else but receiving this gift; when he
forgives the woman her whole past “punished by light” as soon as she sincerely “comes into
the light”; when he trusts her willingness and understanding to the highest degree and
speaks to her with a familiarity that we will rarely see him bestowing on anyone else in the
future.
The water has done its duty, it has cleansed the life of her soul and in her heart has opened
the door to the Father. Struck in her conscience, the woman is immediately prepared to
undertake the most extreme step that her mind could conceive of, that which today we
would call changing faith. She wants to bow to the truth as it appears to her in the figure of
Jesus. Jesus raises her, not without remarking on the flaws of the confused beliefs of the
Samaritans and emphasizing belief in the God who had revealed Himself as the only true
one, while ignoring her question as to the correct place of worship. The place, the same
temple in which and about which he once, as a boy, forgot everything. The same temple the
sacredness of which he had recently so vehemently defended becomes here, where a soul
seeking for salvation wishes to know the way to reach God, a minor matter. He speaks to
her now of the spirit, of the eternal, of the temple in which she can rise above all earthly life
of the soul in order to find God, the Father who is spirit. The spirit has no need of the earth

but only of God and the divine, He Himself is the source of life. “God is spirit” and is the
creator of all that is and will be, the source of spiritual life so that he who prays to Him in
spirit will find and have light, strength and refreshment not from secondary sources but
directly at, in, and with Him. “Worship the Father in spirit and in truth”; we are not only
serving ourselves when we do this but Him also, as the Father also seeks those who worship
Him. The Father seeks among the thousands who worship, but without sincerity, without
sense and spirit, without faith, for those who speak innocently as children to a father; this is
what is meant here.
The woman feels so divine and so at ease that the idea comes suddenly to her that this is
what it will be like when the Messiah comes – and in heartfelt familiarity she tells him this.
She strikes so straight to his heart that she elicits his innermost secret. What he later will
want to have wrapped in deep secrecy, to her he must say it, she has conquered: “I am he”.
What has this woman experienced in a quarter of an hour! She has been drawn from the bog
of her carnal senses and raised to the region of the spirit, to the Father in heaven, and now
standing in front of her – as a sudden heavenly apparition but in the flesh – he who
embodies all hopes, Christ, the Saviour of the world! And it is immediately clear to her that it
is he she experienced and knew this before she knew him as Christ.
It is a touching and natural quality that the woman now forgets everything, although she
could now ask Christ anything she wants, also that he was thirsty and had asked her for
water. She then “left her waterpot” and hurries to the city in order to spread the great news.
It describes well the conversion that has taken place in her, the simple and repentant sense
in which she attests to “the man which told me all things that ever I did: is not this the
Christ?” (John 4:29). Should they go there? It is dangerous, “what if he treats us the same
and tells each of us all the things we have done?” But they go to him and ask him to remain
with them, and it must have been two wonderful days that Jesus spent with them; the fact
that he tarried so long is proof of this but also that they tell the woman the result of their
encounter with Jesus. “We have heard him ourselves, and know that this is indeed the
Christ, the Saviour of the world.” As you felt and as we felt, so can and must the whole
world feel; what we have experienced is so great that it must have significance for the whole
world. If we are saved so will the whole world be saved. Thus the men summarize –
obviously blown by the spirit of Jesus – great, wide and bold, but not too bold. If a chemist
when examining a few grains of quicksilver can infer all the quicksilver in the world – why
should we not be able to draw conclusions from this encounter, where, on the one hand,
perdition cries out so loudly for help and, on the other, experiences such all‐powerful help?
Later transcriptions have regrettably spoiled this passage (John 4:42) by inserting, with the
best will in the world, the words “the Christ”; and holy awe prevented them later – as is
often the case – from removing them again. The sense of the words, however, is altered and
weakened by the insertion, is robbed of its freshness. These Samaritans were probably less
interested in him being the “Christ”, for whom mainly the Jews were hoping; they were not
searching for expressions and concepts offered by antiquity in order then to see if Jesus

corresponded to them. Rather their impressions came straight from the present, from real
life. “This man, as we have met him and as he has spoken to us is what the world needs, he
has the purpose and is capable of saving the world, and he will be successful in this.”
It is heart‐rending how John (4:31ff.) describes the effect that the woman’s conversion had
on the Saviour. First of all he was freed of hunger and thirst. He had received the task from
the Father to seek what was lost and to save it. This was his constant striving but, as the
earlier stories show us, with alternating and often infrequent success. Here, however, it was
granted him to complete the task utterly and entirely. This was truly as meat and drink to
him. The saving of a soul, if one is permitted to be the instrument of such, is a wonderful
enrichment of our own being. In addition to this, he drew a great conclusion from this single
experience for the whole and the general. A fruit which apparently was not yet in season fell
fully ripe into his lap. Do not be disheartened by external appearances! He says to his
disciples, “Say not ye, There are yet four months, and then cometh harvest? Behold, I say
unto you, Lift up your eyes, and look on the fields; for they are white already to harvest. And
he that reapeth receiveth wages, and gathereth fruit unto life eternal: that both he that
soweth and he that reapeth may rejoice together.” (John 4:35ff.). He adds a warning to his
disciples, that in the rejoicing of the harvest they do not take it as their own success and
perhaps forget the work of those – apparently unsuccessful sowers – who went before.

The Nobleman
We are approaching the end of what I call the “Sunday interlude”. If it were not too
presumptuous of me to use a phrase I invented myself and which does not appear in the
Gospels, I would use it as a general heading for this series of pictures which have passed
before our gaze since the temptation of Jesus. The ending comprises a curious incident that
threw a prophetic light on what was waiting for the Saviour in his public work. One of Herod
Antipas’s officials travels from Capernaum to Cana to request Jesus to come home with him
in order to heal his son who is fatally ill. This is the first appeal to Jesus to help in healing
sickness that we are told of, the first at any rate that reached him in Galilee.
Here, perhaps, the Saviour is approached by the corporeal aspect of human misery with the
question: Have you also help for me? This was a question with far‐reaching significance.
Should the Saviour enter upon such a field? We can feel that it is difficult for him. He
probably feels like the field commander who is asked to spare lives; he sees himself placed
at a great detour. “If I make you well again, are you then helped?” The Saviour is there so
that through him and in him we are transported to the position of a child to its father that he
has – is this achieved when we are made well? The new, the eternal, the kingdom of God, is

to commence. We should rise from out of the earthly to be transformed into spirit, into the
divine and gain eternal life – will being as comfortably bedded as possible in earthly things
support this?
Questions such as this must have moved the heart of the Saviour. He must have sighed, “Oh,
that humankind could believe without such aids that we would arrive at once and quickly at
our goal!” But here the other side becomes apparent: if signs and wonders were expendable
merely for the sake of help, then they are indispensable for the sake of faith. “Except ye see
signs and wonders, ye will not believe”, the Saviour says with great melancholy (John 4:48).
The whole fruit of God’s work in sending Jesus depended – and still depends – on that we
believe it. Insofar it is given to us, it is only as much as we value it and believe in it. It is as if
we do not have or hold what we do not trust in. This was the Saviour’s difficulty on earth –
certainly much more so than we can imagine today – to create belief in himself. “I am
something that you are not, I have something you do not have, and I am it and have it for
you” – he knew this, but to say it so directly sounded so un‐humble that there was the
constant danger of being judged too presumptuous or boastful, and yes, it evoked
resentment, bitterness and, not least, hate. One would have accepted and deemed worthy
of discussion a new opinion, a new teaching or theory, yes – as long as it kept within the
bounds of the narratives in the Bible – even a new revelation. But opinions are of no help to
us and the enormity that he is a fact and brings us a fact, the fact of the love of God to the
world transcending all thought, and that he, the son, is given to us for our salvation – how is
mankind to learn to believe this? Without signs and wonders they will not believe. For those
among us who aspire to belief without signs and wonders, the fact has usually paled to a
theory, a doctrine or a dogma. To sense and to believe in the living, paternal benevolence of
God; our senses only achieve this when somehow through signs and wonders something is
awoken from the dream life of habitual custom which leaves the dear Lord little left to do
but “let it happen without Him”.
Thus the Saviour makes the decision to help. As limited as the value is of relieving misery, so
exalted and noble is the value of the wonder as the language of God’s deeds. The official, for
instance, would never have understood, or believed in, the Saviour’s message of a new
divine benevolence transcending all imagination if the Saviour had ignored his request.
“Changing water into wine for his table companions and leaving my son to die – believe who
will that such is supposed to be God’s work, but I don’t”, he might have been expected to
grumble.
So the Saviour sees himself compelled – to help the man (and others) to belief – to enter this
field of employing God’s aid against corporeal misery and trusts that his Father will support
him in this for this reason. On the other hand, to travel to the man’s house as he requests he
does not wish to do. The furore that such a visit and its successful conclusion would call forth
would have led immediately to new tasks of the same kind and have drawn him inexorably
into activities that would have thwarted his intention of withdrawing to quietude. So he
says, trusting in his Father, “Go thy way; thy son liveth” (John 4:50). And it was so. What a

wonderful, bright sun of the benevolence of God in Jesus now rose for the official and his
whole house we can hardly imagine until we have experienced it ourselves. From now on we
lose trace of Jesus completely, with the possible exception of a visit to a feast in Jerusalem,
for an indeterminate period, namely until the time when John the Baptist was arrested. So
successful was Jesus in his intention of withdrawing to quietude.

II
Up to Peter’s Confession

The Kingdom of God is at Hand!

The dread tidings “John is arrested” went through the land. A great discouragement, a
feeling of painful disappointment must have settled on the minds of the populace. In rapt
expectation one had cherished the great hopes which John had awoken – and now this
harsh, abrupt and violent ending! Everything seemed to have come to an end once again.
For Jesus also the news came as a surprise. He had presumably prepared and arranged
himself for a long, long period of waiting in quietude and now in this painful manner he was
beckoned: “Your hour has come.”
As formerly he had understood how to be still, now in contrast we see him taking up his
work with wonderfully heroic restlessness. Blow by blow, like a victorious field marshal, he is
winning new ground, taking up new tasks.
Mark, or perhaps it was Peter, whose narrative Mark hands down to us with credible
testimony, describes with the colour and immediacy of an eye‐witness that tremendous time
of the first appearances.
He left Nazareth (Matthew 4:13) and settled in Capernaum where he wandered through the
villages on the shores of the lake calling “The kingdom of God is at hand!”
What joyous triumph lies in this call! Let us see him in our mind’s eye as he wanders through
the villages, his heart is full of the glad tidings that he brings, out of his mouth the words ring
“The hour has come, it is here, what we have hoped for comes – the kingdom of God is at
hand!” The word “gospel”, as we know, means “good news”, such as the tidings of a victory
just won. What the quintessence of the word is, is that it is not a teaching but tidings, that it
heralds a new fact. It is almost a pity that in the German, Luther substitutes the word
“preaching” everywhere in the New Testament for a word that actually means “to herald”.
The word “preach” is taken from the Latin (praedicare) and originally meant proclaim – the
work of the herald – just as does the Greek word. In German it is a foreign expression that
has found general acceptance in the ecclesiastical vocabulary, a synthetic expression for the
edifying sermon in the service and is immediately redolent of church, pulpit and priest, of a

speech bounded by traditional mores and more or less detached from general life. However,
here (and also later with the apostles) we are dealing with the work of the herald who
proclaims news or edicts, who strides into the centre of the market of life, and who would
never dream of adding his own observations, admonitions and suchlike to the official tidings.
With his work, the Saviour did not appear as a preacher but as a man straight from life. With
“kingdom of God”, the Saviour did not mean a new, “more perfect” manner of worship; he
did not mean only what has taken placesince that time, but something that we are still
hoping for today – a time promised by God of purely divine rule – that order of things when
God (1 Corinthians 15:28) will be “all in all”. This is why he says it is at hand, (“is here” would
almost express more than he says).
The victory that he won over Satan with the word that his Father had given him through
which His will was to be fulfilled – this was the battle, declared against the enemy, which
must lead to victory; in an auspicious manner this makes the task easier for the Saviour (and
mankind) to bring all the lost children back to the Father. “Come to the Father, He is at hand
in me!” That was the innermost sense of the call “Repent and believe the glad tidings, the
gospel!”
It is characteristic of him (as it was also for John the Baptist) that we never hear from him
the call of the prophet “convert!” but only ever “repent!” That is, change your mind, your
entire spiritual life in thinking, feeling and willing! “Convert yourself!” pertains to those who
know what is right but who do not act in accordance with this; it is a challenge to their will to
no longer act at odds with what they know. But what the Saviour wants reaches even
deeper. He heralds a new fact, a new attitude of the heavenly Father towards us, a
forthcoming new order of things; whoever believes him will experience without further ado
a complete revolution of his entire spiritual life which is, as it were, a reflection of the
greater revolution that is to come. One cannot believe his message without immediately
seeing the things one formerly regarded as insignificant as great, and vice versa.
With this word, “repent!”, that is, the challenge to revolutionize the thought processes,
Jesus acknowledges that his preaching is contrary to the way of thought ruling in the world
at the time and warns against attempting to reconcile the two different ways of thought by
changing the sense of his words. This is tempting, as the superiority, brilliance, scope and
beauty of Jesus’ thought is manifest to everyone, and one is tempted to work it at least in
some way into one’s own way of thought. Thus, as an example, the concept “kingdom of
God” has been invested with all different kinds of “sense”. The concepts “God” and “rule” or
“kingdom” are so manifestlyaffiliated that everyone must be convinced and surprised at the
correctness and significance of the composition "kingdom of God”. With the words
“kingdom of God” Jesus has found the words that resolve the question, “What is the goal
underlying the history of mankind? The ideal for which mankind should strive?” At once
mankind is enriched with a concept that transcends everything in brilliance, obvious power
and wide‐ranging significance. One cannot forget the concept “kingdom of God” whether
one wants to or not. However, to have such a great idea of God and also therefore of his

kingdom that Jesus has is difficult for us humans, and therefore we attempt, in order not to
have to renounce the concept “kingdom of God”, to change the sense or to put other words
than weremeant in the Saviour’s mouth.
Have we understood the Saviour correctly in our interpretation here? We are bound to
examine this even more closely, as the widespread ideas today appear to differ in part.
Jesus placed the words “kingdom of God”, or actually “kingship of God” (era or reign of God
one would say today), almostas the acme of divine thought (with the exception of that of
John the Baptist) as an overall expression for God’s plans. In the Old Testament, from Moses
on (2 Moses 15:18), this thought appears occasionally, but always more as a background
thought and with a view to the future.1
Perhaps the Saviour reached this conclusion through the pressure of the discrepancy under
which he grew up. He saw everything outside himself as different from what was within him:
within all was harmony, deference towards the Father, from the Father benevolence – and
from outside much waste, guilt, malediction, ruin –actually things that the Father does not
want. “As I am, so will the Father have the whole world. I am the beginning of the reign of
God, a new world order where sin and death will be conquered. To bring the errant and lost
children back to the Father is my task and when it is fulfilled the New will exist.” That this
would necessitate development, work, struggle would not have been hidden from him which
is why he could say that the “kingdom of God” was within him, in a seminal state, nascent,
already begun; and so he answers the Pharisees’ question (Luke 17:21) “when it should
come?” not immediately as “it is already here” but “it cometh”. However, he does not
answer so that this coming could be officially observed and verified, and adds “behold, it is
within you”; that is, it is already working inside you, it is budding in your hearts and it is
one’s own fault if one needs to ask, as you do, when it will come. But this temporary time of
becoming and development ‐ this is not what the Saviour understands the reign of God to
be. That individuals will be improved in virtue and can expect a better destiny after death –
this current state of things is not what he calls the kingdom of God, it still (Romans 5:17)
belongs tothe era, to the reign of death as we are still not safe from this at any time. At least
death’s power has lost much of its strength due to Jesus as powers of a new world era are
active and bringing something new which death is unable to withstand.If we belong to the
Saviour, its rule over usis only a seeming one as we have achieved in him something eternal
over which he, death, holds no sway. When we die then this occurs according to the decree
of God which remains in effect from the Fall until the time when his kingdom commences.
That for this interim period, where the divine realm struggles for victory in the midst of
another realm, that his Father looks after his own and will not abandon them in death, this
was surely a great comfort to the Saviour; but he had his sights on the great goal, on the
utter victory where his Father would no longer think of abandoning his children. This the
1

The familiar term “The kingdom of God according to custom” actually contradicts Jesus’ view whereby this
would only approach within him. It has therefore only a limitedly justified sense if it means“the preparation for
the same”, and insofar perhaps the first beginnings of the same.

Saviour knew as a son. In order merely to arrange for a better destiny for the individual
within the framework of the reign of death, then perhaps some other envoy would have
been sufficient. But the fact that Jesus is the Son of God corresponds to a whole and
complete reversal of fate to our advantagebeyond all measure. This is why we see the
Saviour setting his hopes (during what we have called the Sunday interlude) on the great
whole. “God loved the world. To save the world I have been sent”, and that he is “Saviour of
the world” the Samaritans certainly knew of him.
It is therefore correct that his apostles, with the greatest gratitude for what had already
occurred and had been achieved, did not sun themselves in the assumption that one could
now die in peace; rather, bowed down by yearning and comforted with hope, their souls
yearned for the ultimate victory. Peter does not hope for “times of refreshing” (Acts 3:19)
until the second coming of the Lord. “The night is far spent, the day is at hand” writes Paul
(Romans 13:12); and John writes (1 John 2:8) “A new commandment I write unto you …
because the darkness is past, and the true light now shineth.” Of the many passages that I
could list, I have limited myself to those that would not be available to those without
knowledge of Greek.
Only in the light of this constant gaze towards the ultimate, complete victory do the miracles
that the Saviour works, and which his followers will work after him according to his
prophecy, attain a spirit, heart and sense that satisfy the understanding. We see laws of a
higher orderat work, on the one hand in order to place Jesus in a bright light, on the other,
obviously in order to leaven, in exceptional individual cases, the severity of the laws of the
current world order. If this ceases with Jesus and the works of the apostles, then the light in
which he stood is thus well‐nigh misleading as it appears to hold forth a promise that will not
be kept. Whether it ceases or not, whether there is a constant or even temporary
intervention in these laws by a higher, obviously much more beautiful order of things, then
one cannotdiscern the sense therein at all. Why two almost contradictory orders of laws? If
the higher is more beautiful, why does it not become effective? The only sensible answer is:
It would like to, it strives for this, and the two different orders make the struggle between
two world orders – a present one and a future one – a struggle for rule, for victory. The
wonders are the vanguard of the future. However, they are not the driving forces but the
effects of the same; not the causes but the results of battles won, as the actual battlefield is
the human being, his soul, and the warrior is his spirit.
The Saviour heralded this great message of faith to the people with the obedience and
loyalty of a witness, leaving the How and When to his Father and confident that “the
kingdom of God is already within me, to be victorious.”

First Works

When, in Mark 1:14ff., readers encounter the word “straightway” everywhere, they will
detect the obvious effort of the narrator to impart to us a vital impression of the astonishing
energy with which the Saviour now took up his work.
First and foremost he called his old disciples to him, greeting them as old acquaintances. The
fact that they followed him immediately makes our assumption of Jesus’ withdrawal to
quietude more comprehensible. How they must have waited for this moment – namely since
John’s arrest! And they go to Capernaum, to the Israelite hub of commerce on the shores of
the Sea of Galilee and “and straightway on the Sabbath day he entered into the synagogue,
and taught.” (Mark 1:21) He did not do this until now. “And they were astonished at his
doctrine: for he taught them as one that had authority, and not as the scribes.”(Mark 1:22)
The language of everyone who has power, be it a commander or official or man of business,
differs essentially (and generally advantageously) from that of a professional “orator”. The
language is confident, succinct and effective, speaking as it does of deeds. This was
something tremendous, as here in the spiritual field, in the region of the supposed and
arbitrary, a man appeared and taught them, and not only as an “expert” but as “one from
the house of the master”. How good it did them, this certainty, visible reliability, calm
strength! It was the word of the herald, the witness, the warrior, yes, the victor – not just of
the teacher. And this “authority” was in keeping with the bestower of authority. We are all
acquainted with the power inherent in the words of Jesus – in their simple and tranquil
flow– and which he knows so well himself when he (Matthew 7:24) says, “whosoever
heareth these sayings of mine [...]builds”. Nobody can ignore them, one believes them, one
loves them, one – and that is his intention – becomes for the moment, one feels ennobled,
transfigured.
This is also experienced by a “man with unclean spirit” who was among the listeners. Was his
affliction already known? I doubt it. Perhaps he was scatterbrained, negligent, moody, weak‐
willed, melancholy and secretly haunted by unclean thoughts. Perhaps! We do not know.
The uncleanliness within him and his being felt an affinity for each other, thus the unity of
the consciousness remained undisturbed. But now another sun shines upon him, another
heaven glows above him; it is his homeland where the Father lives, and an abashed, blissful
homesickness for what is above awakens in his breast. That was the end of the “unity of the
consciousness”. If the scene, which now follows, had not so quickly reached a happy end,
one could have said with some justification that the Saviour’s preaching causes insanity in
his listeners. With a mixture of ire, impudence and clever sycophancy the words burst forth
from him, “What have we to do with thee, thou Jesus of Nazareth? I know thee who thou
art, the Holy One of God.”
What a disturbance! Were situations like this familiar to the Saviour? I take leave to doubt it.
He would have avoided, as we do, such uncanny oddities if he had heard rumours of them,

particularly as he would have found nothing in the Holy Scriptures dealing with similar cases
that would have explained such to him. What was written of Saul, on the other hand, was
placed in such direct relation to God that it holds little guidance for dealing with such wild‐
burgeoning apparitions deriding all connection to the divine order in a world otherwise
strange to us. But now he suddenly found himself confronted by an awkward and uncanny
reality which the Holy Ghost within him would certainly have attested as real, and a shiver
might have run through him at this new interpretation of the words of his enemy, “All this is
mine”. What was he to do? The choice of whether to act or not is taken from him as the
voice has already, not without subterfuge, begun to give religious instruction; reveals Jesus
to the populace as the Son of God, and this in a sycophantic, enticing manner – and how
eagerly the multitude listens to such extraordinary voices! The voice is obviously warming to
its theme and wants to proceed. Socrates2 once accepted a similar, more elegant but no less
apocryphal witness of great import. The Saviour interrupts imperiously, “Hold thy peace and
come out of him”, speaking to the spirit as if he were speaking to a normal person.
“Whoever you are, I do not countenance this”. To people, Jesus never spoke so
peremptorily. Because they, shrouded in visibility, regard him as one of themselves and only
in the light of faith achieve knowledge of his divine being; therefore he never assumes the
right to command them to do more than they would voluntarily accede to.Only when the
veil has fallen from them, will this son of man confrontthem as king. However, these spirit
beings from the invisible world lack any veil; they recognize in him – whether they wish to do
so or not – the Son of God and this is why he can command them, not as a man but as God’s
son. Not to be quite obedient, this one permitted itself an inarticulate cry, convulsed the
man,3 threw him to the ground, and – the man was healed. How glad he must have felt!
Exorcisms– the casting out of devils– were not unknown to the Jews. They were carried out
(as is the case today in some heathen cultures) with much hocus pocus and bizarre
ceremonies. What astonished them here was the reverse, the primal and natural royal
manner breathing light and life which ordered the devilment to depart without any
ceremony – this was not the twilight of superstition, this was bright day, this was the power
of God.
2

I do not want to go into too much depth with regard to the demons (Luther used the word “devils”, one that
Jesus never used in the plural) and their “influence” on people (Luther’s “possession” says almost more than
the original word) but would mention here that in Antiquity the concept “demonium” or “genius” was well‐
known, and not only there but to almost all heathen peoples (the American Indians as well as peoples in Africa
and India). Every city, yes, almost every healing spring or similar – and even some people (according to
Socrates) – had its own genius, its demonium although, oddly, they found this quite harmless. This was due to
their distance from God, the Almighty. Well, herein lay the excessive exaggeration of a superstitious
imagination, particularly as the Middle Ages, suffering from the traditions of our heathen ancestors, were
drawn into such nightmarish aberrations and it was the lesser evil, almost an act of self‐defence, that during
the period of the “Enlightenment” all this was dismissed “by virtue of a higher will” into the realms of nothing,
of illusion. However, if they had wanted to bend the bow of “higher knowledge” too far and “forbid” any
suchlike occurrences, then they might have done a disservice to true and real knowledge. What do we know?
In spite of our astonishing efforts, our psychology has hardly attained a higher position than that of “higher
belles lettres”, inasmuch as that it is just in the most important points that that they are dependent on
conjecture.
3
Cf. the relevant description by Johann Cristoph Blumhardt with regard to his healing of Gottliebin Dittus which
has appeared in various publications since 1850, including the Blumhardt biography by Zündel. (Ed.)

Thus the Saviour, against his will, had opened up a new field of work, a field which was
extremely disadvantageous to his reputation with the scholars; so much so, that they later
described him as a type of magician. However, he himself in the course of these experiences
saw himself compelled to invest this field with great importance.
In healing Peter’s mother‐in‐law, he felt compelled to do something special for her,
particularly as it must have been difficult enough for her to find herself in the midst of the
“new piety”, which had caused her son‐in‐law to abandon his wife and child – her daughter
and her grandchild! “And immediately the fever left her”. This is also something to give us
thought.
The people in Capernaum were overwhelmed with surprises: “A new teaching! With
authority he commands the unclean spirits and they obey him!” Jesus was the talk of the
town.
The results became obvious in a touching way at sundown. Whosoever had an affliction or
whose relation had an affliction thought, “He can help me too. But what will the others say?
Nobody understands him like I do, he did not make such an impression on anybody else. The
others would only laugh at me; it is too great, too audacious for them.” So, under protection
of darkness this “one person” went to the house of Jesus – but behold, he met all the others
there, and they met him! It was a moving encounter, where all must confess to one another
that in their innermost heart they were better than they had thought of each other.
“And he healed many that were sick of diversediseases and cast out many devils; and
suffered not the devils to speak, because they knew him.”
Before the morning he stole away to pray in the solitude of nature. Three times – including
this one – we have been told that the Saviour spent the night in prayer (this time only part of
the night); each time a particular cause forces itself upon our attention. If he undertook this
more often we do not know. At least we know that Jesus sometimes had the need to speak
loudly, that is, audibly to himself, alone and unnoticed with his Father. Such praying was
certainly of a very “businesslike” manner, without “vain repetitions” (Matthew 6:7).It was
due to the plenitude and gravity of the matter that it took up so much time. It would have
been just this plenitude of matter that drove him with such earnestness to the Father. It was
the first time that human misery in such a mass, in such a many‐hued profusion, had turned
to him imploring for help; and although he had stood hesitating for a moment before that
first single petition (by the noble official) now he threw himself with the whole power of his
soul into the task before him. The achievement would not be something great and “general”
– and he knew this – but would be accomplished through constant and individual work. “The
desire of the slothful killeth him” (Proverbs 21:25). The slothful places his hopes in the
general, the large, and despises the individual. The Saviour was not like this. This is why he
turned with his whole heart to that which the people would understand best in him and find
most welcome: to their physical miseries and spiritual confusion, and he interceded with his
Father in their name. To assume that he could strew miracles around him with a careless

hand would be superstition or fantasy. “The Son can do nothing of himself, but what he
seeth the Father do” he says (John 5:19); and that the Father should please do, that was the
object of his entreaty. In his mind’s eye he saw behind these sick the multitudes of their
fellow sufferers, sighing under the same misery with no hope. The task was that which he
later recommends we also undertake ourselves: Ask, seek, knock. In the relevant counsel
(Matthew 7:7‐11; Luke 11:9‐14) lies a paternal but peculiar – I would almost like to say
aristocratic – pledge gauged with statesmanlike caution and exactitude, and because of this
precisenessawakens trust in its reliability. It does not say (as some Bible tracts would like to
have it): “It will, in a manner of speaking, be given to you on a plate”; not: “Just take it!”;
not: “All doors are open to you, and if one is closed after all, just open it!” None of these. It
says: Ask! Seek! Knock! And the rest will take care of itself. You will not do this in vain. Let
your relationship to God in the cares of his kingdom be a piece of your life’s story; there is
much entrusted to your own deeds, your own development, your own search. There is
actually much that is wonderful, a high nobility, in the guarantee that we will never ask,
seek, knock without some success.
For the execution of his task, Jesus, the Son of God, was also dependent on these means.
“God is no respecter of persons”; this is a fundamental law occurring repeatedly in the Bible.
The attitude, however, the ethical character (the “works”), these God looks at most closely;
these do not belong to the person (persona, the exterior of a human being, originally the
mask of an actor in the theatre) or to the “countenance” (cf. Acts of the Apostles 10: 34 and
35). Distinctions, titles of any kind and so on, He does not look at. If Jesus desired aid from
God for humankind he had to step forward as a simple man; this is why he had become a
man. Only in this way could humankind be helped towards the path of righteousness. We
completely fail to recognize the magnitude and difficulty of the task facing Jesus when we
forget this, assuming he could call on his divinity at will.
Thus, as a simple man – as only as such could he step before the Father for his people –
Jesus relied on ask, seek, knock. Thereinbarring his way he would have found old bolts that
had rusted for thousands of years. Bolts of old curses that would not have opened
immediately to his knock ‐up to those final ones that ultimately would only open at the price
of his life.
Thus he came to the work that he also recommended to his disciples (Luke 11:5‐8), that in
the name of mankind he felt himself to be as one who wakens his father from slumber in the
dead of the night. The father sleeps – an allegory that the kingdom is not yet here – he is
asleep for humankind, as it were, as these have not asked after him for a long time and do
not desire anything of particular note from him. Now they come as a delegation, in their
familiar misery and hunger, to the Saviour and ask for bread. He also has none and must ask
the Father. If he has to disturb the Father at such a late hour then he wants to receive
enough and sufficient help (a simile: as civility towards a guest demands, namely three
loaves: one for the guest, one for the host and one for honour’s sake). Thus he knocks at the
Father’s door at “midnight”. “His children”, the angels, are in danger of being woken at this

so unusual, importunate and yet so determined request arriving suddenly in heaven from
“down there on earth”. “Well, do you really want it? Does the trouble you cause not grieve
you?” “No, and I do want it”. Thus the Saviour describes, here almost with humour, how he
as a link in the human chain is very aware of the temerity of his undertaking; desiring a
completely new kind after thousands of years. He was bold, almost to “importunity” (verse
8), bold, and he remained adamant: he wanted, and wants all; and he knew that ultimately
he had the full approval of the Father in this.
If I presume those two pieces of advice that the Saviour gave to his disciples (Luke 11:5‐13)
were based on his own experience, then he has revealed to us the secret of how he was able
to ascend to the primal source of events and to bring about changes in events – an
explanation for his miracles. The narrator Luke – so it seems to me – also appears to
understand it in this way as he adds to this explanation the hypothesis that the Pharisees
had brought forth, in lofty consciousness of superiority – in order to explain the miracles of
Jesus – that spiteful, superstitious rationalization that he possessed “secret means” and
gained his successes in a magical way.
In ways such as this, the sacred work of Jesus will have been carried out during those nights.
In the mornings one sought him out to bring him back as “everyone was looking for him”.
How nice it would have been now, after the events of the Sabbath and the evening, to sit
and talk! But the Saviour hastens on! The narrator holds this military, strict manner towards
himself and others, this hastening forward, in lively remembrance.
We end the description of his first works with the story of the man sick of the palsy. This
might have taken place at a much later date, but Mark was justified in placing this image in
his depiction of the first works, as hardly any other image gives us such a whole picture of
Jesus during that time as this one. What we will observe later regarding Jesus’ behaviour
towards the sick and the sinners and the impression that he made on those of other
opinions – this is all collected here together in a microcosm.
We see him then, standing in that hut which is nothing but a single room, and the people are
pressing around him. The people are hard of hearing for the theoretical, for new teachings,
but they have a fine sense for facts and quickly accept new actual circumstances when they
find them sensible and advantageous to themselves. Thus they soon discover that Jesus is an
“official”, an “agent” of God, and theytake advantage of this in all simplicity. They approach
him with their petitions as they would God, bring forth the same complaints that they would
to God but in the assumption that he, as would any official, will be able to deal with much
himself in the name of his Lord. Jesus “teaches” them (Luke 5:3) or “preaches” to them
(Mark 2:2) but hardly in the form of formal lectures but conversationally. On the one hand,
as to the paralysed man, individually and singly; on the other, when the case involved
something relevant to all, turning to address all. Often the sicknesses obviously arise in
connection with folly, bad habits, sins and vices, one’s own or those of others. For instance,
“man’s wisdom is woman’s health”, says a doctor. Complaints as were brought by such

people prompted and called forth all kinds of advice, comfort and chastisement; and the
Saviour, in all gentleness, would certainly frequently have wished for a sharp, two‐edged
sword in his mouth.
“And”, says Luke (5:17) so beautifully, “the power of the Lord was present to heal them”.
These were solemn hours when one after another, broken, in humble and thrilled
expectation, stood before him as if before God and accepted even censure meekly; each
feeling benevolence from God and also experiencing it.
However, Jesus was not alone with the people in the house and it is time that we take a look
at the other guests. The Saviour’s work had already made a furore; he had attracted
attention in widespread circles and was a novelty, an “interesting appearance on the
religious scene”. People travelled in order to study him. Thus from afar, even from
Jerusalem, Pharisees and scribes (today one would say the “pious” and “theologists”) arrived
and sat – we can imagine – around the walls observing the events. They will not have seen
all the wonders that took place, due in part simply to the crush of people and also because
many illnesses are not visible externally, so that it was only the sufferer who felt the healing
inwardly. Even if one saw the relief on his or her face, there still remained plenty of room for
criticism.
Suddenly a disturbance! The roof tiles (very large according to the custom of that country) of
the room or hut are being torn off, there are men on the roof, dismantling it – and then a
camp bed is lowered onto the heads of the crowded gathering below. Willy‐nilly, room is
made and a man sick of the palsy is deposited at the feet of Jesus. The resentment and
indignation of those assembled there at this effrontery – although surpassing everything in
its originality – must have been enormous, and one would have waited for grave words of
anger or censure from Jesus on this method of entry. After all, from now on it would give
every house owner pause before opening his door to him.
But on the paths we are accustomed to tread we rarely, if ever, encounter the Saviour in
such things (remember the sinful woman and others). He has a quite different way of
judging us humans, yes, in a – I cannot find a better word – strangely liberal manner; he
always goes right to the centre, to the innermost starting point of the thoughts. In addition
to his delicacy and his wonderful love, he also has a strange “skill”, I would like to call it, with
which he detects whatever is present of goodness, nobility and purity, be it in the most
outlandish disguise.
The Saviour obviously took great delight in the act of these men. In their rustic fervour,
ignoring all normal considerations, he sees belief. And more than that he does not want!
Here we see, on the one hand, how little help he expects for us through all our habitual
spiritual means, efforts, and idiosyncrasies; and, on the other, the absolute value placed in
his person as our sole and entire salvation. Our piety has a number of commendable
elements at its disposal: introspection, intention, submission, fervour, devotion and more.
They are all of great value as fruits of belief. But frequently belief is the smallest element

and then the other elements are generally not fruits but supposed surrogates for belief or
almost surrogates for Jesus. They are a power alongside Jesus, they come from within us,
have arisen without a particular living connection with Jesus. The Saviour would surely not
reject this, but from his behaviour towards the paralysed man one can see that he does not
expect anything for us from all the above‐mentioned features. Otherwise he would look for
something of those components of piety. “What is born of flesh is flesh. You cannot help
yourselves, I will help, I am your salvation.” “Only belief will help you; and only belief is
necessary, nothing else. That is: Only I help, and I help wholly.”
Certainly these men had only a limited insight into the being of Jesus but this does not
concern him. There was an active and full turning towards him as a servant of God, which
was probably immeasurably superior to all that had come before. They turned towards him
and through him to God, trusting that God, the living, merciful and mighty God, was close;
this great turning of their spirit towards God was sufficient for him. He was the revelation of
the living God. He was the light and these men, although they did not possess a “schooled”
understanding, were so mightily seized with belief that they set everything that they were
capable of in motion in order to reach this source of salvation.
In our case, we children of a later world, I mean we Christians, one can often note a peculiar
twofold path in our thinking and feeling. Of religious things we speak in solemn, muted
tones; of external matters such as politics, business or science we speak out strongly, freshly
and freely as if the whole person has awoken only just now. The refreshing thing about those
men on the roof is that they spoke out in this second way and were engaged in a whole and
full approach towards Jesus. This is what the Saviour called belief.
Surely and visibly then, this belief had resulted quickly and fully in all those fruits of which
we have spoken: introspection, also remorse and, as forgiveness was spoken, submission so
that it did not enter anyone’s mind that corporeal misery could remain.
Today it is no longer so easy to properly imagine that personal belief in him, the visible
human being that he demanded then; especially as today “belief” can mean all kinds of
things. Recently an ingenious Hindu teacher wanted to introduce a simple “I believe”,
completely divorced from any object or content, as an all‐purpose article of belief. It can
even be the case with us that the Saviour is only loosely connected to our “belief”. I “believe
that my sins are forgiven so that I am blessed” is based on the (in connection with Jesus,
correct) tenet of “justification through belief”. This formula – this “I believe” – is to work
independently with such certainty that the Saviour is actually no longer personally
inconvenienced, has nothing more to do with my business – my belief assumes responsibility
for everything. Did one of those present, as Jesus said to the man, “Your sins are forgiven”,
think “I want to believe that very much for myself”? And what would the Saviour have said
to that?
When we have mentioned here this special case of the morbid degeneration of our good
Protestant belief, then it was not in order to deal with this point in depth – this is straying far

from our subject – but in order to clarify our ideas of the correct conception of belief that
Jesus desired for mankind at that time. Then it was clear that the Saviour held the last word,
also towards the believers. Seemingly, previously he had not spoken this word to any of
those seeking help and in some of the cases it must have weighed heavily on him that he
would have to wait for this, as there was no sign that the need was there nor any faith that
he would be able to help.
Here, in the case of the man sick of the palsy, he was glad as now he could finally give what
in his eyes was the only thing of true value: forgiveness of sins. The need for this must have
been written in the poor man’s face or he would not have said to him so warmly “Son, be
comforted, your sins are forgiven you”. Amongst the people sins are often enormous and are
written direly and plainly in the conscience of the sinner. The poor man who was laid before
the eyes of Jesus in such a sudden way must have felt terribly ashamed and have gazed
fearfully into his eyes.
“Your sins are forgiven you” – and one can hear the additional “I know it” echoing in this
statement. The Saviour does not want to stand there as the one who can forgive but as the
representative of Him who has been sinned against, and who alone can forgive through His
agent.
He knows it, because in the fact that He is, God’s love of the world, God’s willingness to
forgive is declared; he knows that the Father is satisfied when a human being merely
wholeheartedly and full of faith submits to his, Jesus’, judgement. He also knows it in himself
in this particular case through a light from the Father when the Father “shows him
everything that he does”, such as in the case of the miracles.
What an occasion between the Father and me when He forgives meone sin, or, utterly,
when He forgives me all my sins! How the man must have felt! That he forgot his illness, the
circumstance that had led him here, we understand. Jesus appeared to take no notice of it,
and the sick man, apparently, felt this to be quite natural. Inconceivable, unbelievable,
impossible as it must have appeared to him that all his sins were truly forgiven, still he felt
with a certainty beyond all doubt that this was so. When we humans once more gain a
lighter glimpse into this grace of God manifested in Jesus – what will it be like? How many of
those who would not dare to think that they are in need of this, or that it will be given to
them, will come?
But now the observers are beginning to fidget in their seats. “The Pharisees and the scribes”,
says Luke (not without intention) “began to reason”. The people, of course, had begun to
reason long ago. Luke probably has the words “the power of the Lord was present to heal
them” from the common parlance. They, the children of the people, had felt and
experienced the holy, benevolent closeness of the living God. These theologists, either from
profession or from interest, did not refute this. “Let us leave this, we are not sure what to
make of it; and also it is of no great ‘theological’ or ‘religious’ significance”. However, when
Jesus said “Your sins are forgiven”, he was trespassing on their ground – and in a

bewilderingly mistaken way; yes, it appeared to them in an irresponsibly presumptuous,
reckless and even blasphemous manner. And indeed – if they only now began to reason –
we can understand their alarm. In the entire holy scriptures, with the exception of the
incident between David and Nathan (2 Samuel 12, 13) there is no example to be found of
such an act, and Nathan’s forgiveness of David seemed thoroughly more justified.
Here we see almost as in an illustration how difficult it was for the Saviour to be accepted by
the people for what was the innermost meaningfulness of his being, for his divinity; and – let
us admit it – how difficult to some extent it was for the people of his time (namely those
who for whatever religious reason felt confident in their justification) to find what was new,
great, and divine in him.
These scholarly considerations were not unwelcome to the Saviour, offering as they did the
opportunity to treat all his previous aid, including what he would do for the man sick of the
palsy, as if it were a statement of fact on the heels of which the interpretation, the sense,
and the purpose of these facts could follow in a weighty manner.
What is easier to say, “Thy sins are forgiven thee” or “Rise up and walk”? With this coupling
of questions he gets right to the core of wrongness. They believe they can use the true
statement, “Who can forgive sins, but God alone?”against him. What is easier? If it is true,
then of course the latter. It is easier, much easier, to bring about a change in the physical
condition of a person than one in his or her lawful position before God. However, in the
mere saying the former is easier. Anyone can say “Thy sins are forgiven thee”, nobody can
tell by merely looking at you if this is true or not. No messages of disappointment have
reached us from the beyond, the hereafter is silent on this point. This is why it is the zenith
of all merely human religion that one can tell another, or one can tell oneself, this one
sentence, “Thy sins are forgiven thee”.
Therefore, with this, his double question, the Saviour himself emphasizes that whoever
would wish to speak thus must needs have authentication. At the same time this throws a
bright light on the working of miracles that he was engaged in at the time; that all these
miracles were indications from God entrusting him with the care of consciences insofar as
God authenticated him as the one invested with the power to grant forgiveness. “But that ye
may know that the Son of man hath power upon earth to forgive sins”, (Luke 5:24) he said.
How eagerly the guilty consciences listened to these great words promising grace! And how
eagerly they listened to what followed! He continued, “Arise, and take up thy couch, and go
into thine house.” And he did so. What an impression he made here! Some will have
thought, “I must come again. I, fool that I am, came only because of my illness. Next time I
will come for quite a different reason.”
“And they were all amazed4” (Luke 5:26), the scribes and the Pharisees, “. . . and were filled
with fear”. Who would not be, when God, the Creator, spoke thus! They praised God, first
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and foremost among them the man sick with palsy. How heartfelt, warm and joyful his call
must have been, “But God, how art Thou? How great, how close, how benevolent!” That
nobody praised Jesus5 was almost the best of it, it did not enter anyone’s mind to do so.
“They glorified God who had given such power to men”. Thus they still saw only the human
in him, but felt all the closer to God and were stirred and awestricken by the mercy of Him
who had “given such power to men”. (In this plural were they perhaps thinking also of the
Baptist?) In each of the miraculous healings a tangible mercy could be felt, and also in part
God’s forgiveness. However, the fact that with one word Jesus could annul the evil past of
someone and was permitted to forgive him all his sins – this benevolence which every guilty
conscience hungers for – was now obvious following this incident. The tremendous
authentication was loud in everyone’s heart: “Whomsoever he forgives, is truly forgiven.”
Thus those bowed down with sin saw or felt here that God Himself opened a door to them
through which they could return to Him.
The great words of mercy, “forgiveness of sins, absolution”, that were to bring all the
children who had strayed back to God, shone brightly from on high.

Other points of view
The material supplied to us by the gospels tells us that, in addition to what Jesus meant to
the sick and the sinners and what he taught, there was in the main a very noticeable – and
for Jesus sometimes very painful – aspect of his experiences. Namely, the fact that it was just
from those who were held to be, not without reason, the noble‐minded, the pious of the
times, i.e. the scribes and Pharisees, that he did not receive honour or understanding, but on
the contrary aroused unease, umbrage and resentment . And yes, an ultimately fatal hatred.
The latter ensued, however, at a later time when, on the one hand, they offered conscious
resistance to his works and teachings and, on the other, when he countered, to the
amazement and relief of many, their reputed or ostensible piety not in the usual way in the
name of worldly sense but in the name of piety, out of piety.
It was general human existence, naturalness in its best sense that he defended as a sacred
right of mankind. He did not, at the cost of our kind, force us into “pious moulds” (which do
not exist), nor into customs introduced and enforced by pious people (in which he saw
dangerous rivals to the commandments); nor did he allow his general love of mankind to be
limited to certain preferred classes or to be graded according to class.
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In this manner of expressing piety, he saw so much danger of “hypocrisy” that one could
almost believe – after listening to some of his words – that it was, at least when it occurred
with confidence, scarcely to be distinguished with the naked eye from real hypocrisy.
However, we must not immediately take hypocrisy to mean the most extreme form of the
same, that is, conscious, calculating dissemblance and deceit. The Greek word is borrowed
from the theatre and is related to our words for “dramatic talent” and “dramatics”, with the
particular additional meaning, however, of dealing only – or most importantly – with the
portrayal, the “intellectual presentation”, the “awakening of an edifying impression”, thus
leading up to the concept of dissemblance. It denotes the successful striving to depict the
ideal human being as we imagine it, at least outwardly. The word in the gospels that we have
translated as “hypocrisy” means more or less literally “actor” in Greek. This manner, through
which the innermost activity of the mind and all strength and lust of being coming from the
centre, from the heart, shift to the periphery, mounting guard over outward appearances,
this manner the Saviour fears like death for us and, as we know, has the sharpest words for
it.
The first unresponsive, yes, ultimately hostile, attitude we see confronting Jesus is not the
one just described, but one of a very base nature. It is simple “commonness”, the “vain
conversation received by tradition from your fathers” (1 Peter 1:18). The best and most
beautiful that mankind has handed down from one generation to the next can become a
prototype for the individual, a framework within which the mind can move effortlessly and
thoughtlessly – but imprisoned. Thus the Saviour at every turn encountered categories and
concepts under which he and his work were to be classified, although he was the one, the
only, for whom there was no category. All the headings, particularly in the religion under
which one wanted to classify him, were most certainly a heavy burden, “Religion, Preaching,
Rabbi”, even in a certain sense “Piety”. “I am”, “take me as you find me, as the person
before you, and feel that God has sent me to you from Heaven!” is probably what he would
have liked to have said.
He encountered this heavy ground of commonness in Nazareth. After a long period of work,
with increasing influence in this land, it was now time for a visit to his homeland. He seems
to have gone there without his disciples, or at least with only a small number of them;
probably in order not to give the impression that he wanted to appear as “the famous
rabbi”. In Nazareth he had been beloved in his youth (Luke 2:52) and also later, but had not
been regarded as anyone particularly worthy of note.
They saw the quiet, humble and gentle carpenter as a well‐liked but insignificant person who
would never amount to much, especially because a complete and sincere devotion to the
belief in the living God can create the impression of being dim‐witted. They must have been
surprised to begin with that “out there” such a fuss was being made over “our Jesus”. With
time, however, when he had become a famous figure, they sunned themselves in his fame,
each feeling to have some claim to it. Thus a mood of joyful and proud excitement awaited
him. The ground was once again “favourable” for human eyes.

There they all sat, in the church, in anticipation of “intellectual delectation” and intent on
adulation. How different the moods can be in religious services! Sometimes one can feel the
closeness of God; it is as if God’s angels were holding sway over the souls, as if one felt a
breath of the Holy Ghost wafting by. It can also be, for individuals or for several at once, as if
a feverish and artificial mood is holding sway. The true and real “I” is absent, it is waiting
outside the door – and one is now in the artificially imposed “sermon mood”, which one
regards as an achievement in and of itself; for the moment one finds oneself on the second
of the two life paths. The mood here was not quite like this, but still not one that promised
any kind of benefit for the salvation of the soul.
The Saviour apparently wanted to just sojourn here with his people, cordially, intimately,
simply – not as a “speaker” but as a friend and acquaintance. This is probably why he
intentionally ignored the usual customs (which he normally took pains to honour) in order to
break through this “artificial” mood. It was new – I believe – that he did not bind himself to
the usual text but searched for a passage he deemed suitable ; new also that he did not read
the passage literally (Isaiah 61:1ff.) but partly abbreviated it and partly added to it from
Isaiah 58. The most unusual thing, however, was (in my opinion) what then followed. The
rabbi usually stood to read the passage, and, as he interjected his own comments while
reading, stood for the whole sermon, holding the scroll in his hand. After he had finished
reading, the Saviour rolled up the scroll, gave it to the minister and sat down.
“And the eyes of all them that were in the synagogue were fastened on him.” (Luke 4:20). He
looked everyone in the eye, the old and beloved acquaintances and friends of his youth.
Each perhaps part of his life history, of his love, faith and hope, his tears before the Father –
and now he wants to proclaim the great and blessed news of God’s kingdom to them, and
they, they want a “sermon”, and naturally a “masterpiece” at that! His spirit is in conflict
with their spirit, who will be victorious? He does not want to “preach”, he wants to speak to
them “as usual” in life, out of life, into life itself; comfortably, cordially, intimately. What he
has to say is not only true and important “as a sermon” but absolutely true and important.
But the spirits of the congregation are strong, they are in the mood to find everything
“wonderful”, and so they find it so.
“He hath sent me to heal the broken‐hearted, to preach deliverance to the captives, and
recovering of sight to the blind, to set at liberty them that are bruised”, Isaiah had once
preached this, and this message Jesus read to them – as a text. His whole sermon was
composed of, “This day is this scripture fulfilled in your ears.”
“And all bare him witness”. This was probably always the most painful of all to the Saviour;
the sign that he was hopelessly misunderstood when one to whom he was announcing the
joyful tidings of God’s benevolence to mankind answered, “You are right, that’s my ‘opinion’
too!”

“And wondered at the gracious words which proceeded out of his mouth” (Luke 4:22).
Apparently this pertained not only to the few words he had spoken himself – of which they
obviously had no understanding of the meaning – but also to the text he had read. Therefore
the beauty lies in what was of himself, in what manner of sermon it was. Also in the way of
that exalted promise of God given to Isaiah – what came out of his mouth certainly
possessed something divine, the impression of which could not be quite eliminated even by
the most jaded normality. It was the Father in him, He, who had once spoken thus through
Isaiah, it was He Himself, whose entire fatherly compassion could be felt and sensed through
Jesus.
So Jesus stood there, seemingly the victor but actually conquered. Indeed, he had achieved
nothing except applause and admiration. Is it possible that he might not be the victor here?
Yes, he recalled to mind a law that had become clear to him in his youth from the history of
Israel and which we have heard from him before: “No prophet is accepted in his own
country” (Luke 4:24). Admired as a man, as a great man, as a hero, a genius – why not? That
is quite possible. But that a man later be recognized by the friends of his youth, his
neighbours or others, as a prophet, with God speaking through him – that is expecting too
much.
It is remarkable to observe how often the Saviour entered completely into the full
impression of the moment and the situation in which he found himself and allowed himself
to be led by this. Here this is also the case. Somehow he wants to be victorious; he does not
want to leave things like this, he will and must clarify the situation. He sees these poor
“broken” hearts, who have no idea that their hearts are broken, these captives and those in
the dark: He does not want them to retain the illusion that their “adulation” has value
before God. Thus he avails himself promptly of the means of telling them of the law that he
has just seen proved for himself and that he learned in his youth: No prophet is accepted in
his own country. These examples, that of the widow of Sarepta whom Elijah saved from
death by hunger and Naaman the Syrian whom Elisha cured of leprosy, gave an idea how
much the work of these prophets, and even more the salvation of the people, was curtailed
by the fact that these men of God were not honoured according to the measure of their
importance in their own countries. But these examples had probably possessed a quite
different significance for him from an early age. They kindled and strengthened his hope for
the heathens, as encountered in both examples in their representative, the Syrian from
neighbouring Galilee who frequently travelled there and was often seen by him. The
examples, however, could show his listeners that the aforementioned law would in no wise
turn to the disadvantage of the prophet but only to his fatherland.
Now the situation of course became clear. The fact that he seriously wanted to “tell them
something” and not really “preach” was obviously a presumption, and how much more so
was what he told them! “He prefers the heathens to us! He is an infidel, a heathen, in
disguise! What blasphemy, to drag through the dirt that which distinguishes us as so far
above the heathens!” It was truly their religion that was struck to the heart, as it consisted of

– seemingly – nothing more than the consciousness that they were God’s darlings. They
drove Jesus to the edge of a cliff in order to cast him from it as a heretic – the Galileans are a
hot‐blooded people, quick to anger. As they reached the cliff edge, Jesus turned and passed
through their midst, going his way.
If the spiritual impediment, that we have observed, was purely of a local nature then
another we encounter of a general nature is overabundant, the spirit of Pharisaism that
ruled the entire country. The Pharisees, with their stern way of life, their strict discipline,
their zeal for sacred rites, their severe fasting, their awe of the Holy Scriptures,had won
respect from the people, even achieved a measure of power over them, which is hard to
imagine now. It appeared as if – and this can in the main be laid at their door – the prevailing
opinion was that if one wanted to be “very pious” then one had to become like the
Pharisees. If for instance, according to Matthew 6:5, a Pharisee stood still at a crossroads in
the town “sunk in prayer”, he expected reverent admiration! That they were hypocrites did
certainly not enter their minds for a moment; they believed they were righteous and good
and did not notice what a significant, mind‐influencing power illusion had gradually become
for them.
The first conflict between the two principles was perhaps the inclusion of a tax collector in
the small circle of those who made up Jesus’ household. A tax collector was usually disliked
as due to his profession, and often also due to his affluence or riches, he wielded a certain
“power”. In addition to this, his dealings with all kinds of people, including heathens,
probably imbued him with a certain urbanity, world experience and broadness of mind.
These attributes will have given him – so he would think to himself – a particular “sense of
his status”. The tax collector had a similar social status as once upon a time those of the
Jewish race had in our towns.
Such a man, then, Levi by name, saw Jesus while sitting in his tax booth. The man might have
looked pityingly or contemptuously at this crowd of men who did nothing the livelong day
and did “not earn anything”. But Jesus was different. The man would have liked to have gone
over to him, but – he could not! Business does not allow it, business cannot be neglected.
The man must have struggled with himself while gazing yearningly at the crowd around
Jesus. However, Jesus understood such things, even when they were concealed by the fig
leaf of a sullen mood. Briefly and to the point, as men of business love and understand, Jesus
turned to him, “Follow me!” This was the invitation to join his small male family who, in
return for renouncing all worldly goods, were given the opportunity to dwell under Jesus’
personal influence. There was surely worry, even anxiety, that it would go wrong. They were
surprised by this bold imposition that Jesus placed on the tax collector and even more by the
bold choice that he made in this man. Will the man follow him? But see, in the same military
manner in which he had been ordered, he also obeys. Luke followed the story of the man
sick of the palsy directly with this one as the message to each, “Stand up!” has the same
wonderful effect on both. Levi heard the voice of the shepherd to whom the sheep belong
and who calls them by name. It must have been for him as if God had spoken within him,

“Let there be light.” And he would have thought, “He is right, this is the only path, I will leave
my worldly goods entirely, then I will be free.” That was his second thought; however, the
first was surely an infinitely grateful adoration of the trust and love of Jesus and his
perspicacity in recognizing the nobleness and the broadminded willingness for sacrifice
which caused him to stretch out his hand to him.
It is characteristic of the aura of radiance surrounding Jesus that Levi (whom Jesus now
called Matthew) did not dream of absconding, half cowardly, half proudly, from his former
professional associates. He knew them: they are as I am, and he wanted to show them his
new master and his new friends, thereby giving them the opportunity to become acquainted
with Jesus. He wanted to celebrate the greatest turning point in his life and his departure
from the profession of tax collector in a peaceful, solemn and clear way. Therefore he
prepared a meal for them all.
So this strange company came together in open familiarity: Jesus and his disciples and Levi
and his tax collectors. The tax collectors may have come with some wariness and
embarrassment, some of them will have had malicious words of ridicule or derision about
this new movement or even of its instigator on their conscience, and they may have looked
over to Jesus self‐consciously. But everything was different. In spite of the radiance of the
divine – they saw how kind, how luminous, how human Jesuswas. “In my mind I thought he
was a sinister exorcist and now – such a man I have never seen before. I have not felt so well
ever before as with him now. Oh, I am but nothing, but this must change. O Jesus, do not
look at me like that, you would not do it if you knew who I am. Stay, he does know after all,
this gaze penetrates to my innermost heart.” So perhaps spoke the hearts of the tax
collectors to themselves.
This is what Jesus termed “calling the sinners to repentance.”
However, the sensation and discomfiture, yes, the painful dismay in the society of the whole
city caused by the peculiar group of people gathered for this meal was great. The meal
apparently took place partly or entirely out of doors and, in the free manner of the Orient,
was observed by onlookers who assembled to watch. There were probably not many who
did not think that the kind young rabbi was a good‐hearted man, but this time his “original”
good nature had led him to go too far and to forget what he owed to himself, his dignity, and
the nature of piety.
The “experts” of course saw it in an even graver light. They said this is what happens when a
young man, for the sake of his good talents, neglects to learn from the established elders
and wants to start afresh. What can we say to this? If Jesus had not been Jesus then they
would almost have been right. They attempted to intervene, but – and this is in line with an
alleged conviction which is on the wrong path – not directly, eye to eye, but they told the
disciples what they criticized in the master and vice versa.

First of all the scribes and the Pharisees arrived to warn the disciples of the “bad company”
their master was keeping. Malice was truly almost palpable. If Jesus had not cared about the
evil air attached to the tax collectors and if there had been a kind of approbation in his
manner of dealing with them, then the reproach might have been justified. However, it was
not the supposedly “harmless” aspect of their faults, but the reprehensible and deleterious
that gave him the opportunity to deal with them, to make them welcome for themselves. He
was moved by compassion – and they sensed this and were grateful for it. In his eyes they
were sick; but he is the doctor, a doctor who does not despair of any illness, who can and
will help everyone. This illness is – in the whole context of meaning and thought – called sin.
Repentance is the complete reversal of the same into faith in him; and he is well on his way
for the fulfilment of this with the tax collectors. Perhaps his detractors tended to the opinion
that, “Yes, of course, calling sinners to repentance is right, but we do not see that here at
this feast. If you were introducing them to ideas, preaching to them, that would be nice –
but eating and drinking with them?” Their thoughts were such of those who are sick
themselves – but the doctor thinks differently.
There is something wonderfully great about this feast of the tax collectors. How, through
Jesus, simply, innocently and intimately, the infinite mercy of God is introduced into the
regions of darkness and sin in order to bring back the lost children – it is a miniature of the
larger picture of the incarnation of Jesus. This is why the great alteration in God’s attitude
towards us, as manifested in Jesus, shines so radiantly: That God approaches the sinner with
love demarcates it so sharply and clearly from piety made by humans which says, “Be pious
and you will be blessed, if not, woe to you!” A true word, but woe to the poor man who
thinks this will help him to salvation, he has been cheated. The piety that he will attain will
be difficult to differentiate from hypocrisy. The Saviour said, be in your own eyes what you
are in mine – a sinner, and I will be able to help you. Hypocrisy requires and bestows a
consciousness of piety without the thing itself. Jesus requires and bestows the thing without
consciousness of the same.
Others also come, not in order to rebuke the Saviour but his disciples. The disciples of John
the Baptist come. They perceive their former co‐disciples, the best of them, who decided to
follow the “Lamb of God”. They see them eating and drinking, in moderation, but still, with
obvious pleasure! Will this do for such serious people as we and our fellows are?
The Saviour reminds them of what their master said of him, namely that he is the
bridegroom. These words of the Baptist, which we mentioned only briefly earlier, are of
great significance.
To illuminate the incarnation of Jesus and the actuality of its consequences for us, the world
offers no image or example except that of marriage, and in particular that of the upheaval in
circumstances and life relationships experienced by a virgin entering upon the status of bride
and wife. With her vow, the bride becomes a member of the bridegroom’s house, child of his
father as is he. She enters completely and entirely into all the familial, legal, and honorary
relationships of the bridegroom without effort or achievement on her part. She needs not

even give thanks – she herself is the gift – and not merely through legality but, as it were,
through natural law, as her bridegroom’s other “I”. Powerful, effective and momentous is
the youngling’s word to the virgin, “Will you be mine?”
Jesus, so says the Baptist, is the bridegroom. This differentiates him and his word to you,
humankind, so strongly from us other servants and messengers of God and from our word.
His word is a deed, results in a fact. Jesus, the Son of God, petitions people on earth that
through him they become children of God. In the fact that there is a man such as Jesus
Christ, our entire race is esteemed and honoured by God and everyone is entitled to become
a child of God. This is why Jesus’ call is only, “Repent and believe the gospel!” He collects the
wedding vows. When the abundance of vows is received, then a redeemed humankind is the
bride and the wedding will take place. This the Saviour will later call his second coming.
This simile also helps us to discuss what Jesus called “the kingdom of God”. The bridal status
(what we call today the engagement period) already constitutes a familial relationship,
although from a legal aspect one that is still loose and insecure. It is in this sense that it is the
“kingdom of God” for the community surrounding Jesus. The status of bride draws all its
significance and rights from the marital status, which is its objective and to which it is
supposed to lead. Thus, in the full and actual sense, the kingdom of God only comes into
effect when the wedding takes place, when in the second coming of Jesus the order of things
is established that corresponds to becoming a complete child of God.
Jesus’ speech to the disciples of John the Baptist allows us to expand the allegory. It is
preferable if the bridal status is of short duration; an overly long engagement can have
unfortunate causes and also unfortunate results, that is, can even lead to separation. The
bride of Jesus had not behaved correctly, had courted others, appeared to regard the
wedding with dismay and so the bridegroom has been repeatedly “taken from her”, she is
like a widow (Luke 18:1ff.), beset by adversaries who take advantage of her abandonment.
“And then the wedding guests shall fast.”6
Jesus cannot call his disciples “bride”; this would be a straining of the allegory which would
have pained the nobility of his finer feelings, but describing them as wedding guests instead
has an even more elevated reason. They are no longer merely a bride but now belong to the
house of the bridegroom, stand at his side, participate in his work and his joy in petitioning
the people.
Jesus now reminds the Baptist’s disciples of this image. “It is understandable in the case of
you other people that you, as soon as you awaken to the gravity and the truth, imbue your
being, your attitude with such a stern and gloomy character. You are lacking what you need,
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and you cannot attain it. My disciples, on the other hand, have it, they have become
something of the Father, they stand on the side of the divine, the holy. Servile anxiety must
therefore fall away from them and a joy and liberation of the spirit take up abode in its
place, which is foreign to you and appears impious – as your childhood status is lacking.”
They were strange people, John the Baptist’s disciples, who wanted to maintain their
master’s name as a separate banner – even after his imprisonment. John was the bridge
between the world and Jesus and they were so enamoured of the bridge they wanted to
remain on it! The Saviour showed them the error of their ways with a striking image. This
image has less clarity in Matthew and in some translations: Often, fully conscious of our
deed and with a degree of success, we mend an old robe with a new patch. According to the
Greek, however, the Saviour says (Luke 5:36), “Nobody tears a patch from a newrobe to
mend an old one.” “You are loath to discard your John‐robe, but you only agree with pieces
of my Jesus‐robe. With these ‘pieces’ you want to beautify your robe, but this does not make
it beautiful.”
Thus their human, supposed beauty of mind was the greatest obstacle to their moving
forward into the region of the divine as since incarnated in Jesus, acknowledging and
accepting it completely and joyfully and, with the casting off of their humanness, receiving
something divine.
Incorporating into my own humanness something divine as an “ingredient” or “support”
puts me in an untenable and unbearable situation. The divine cannot unfold freely because it
is constantly translated, remodelled, enslaved by me into my humanness; and my
humanness sinks ultimately beneath the weight of the superhuman task of trying to be in
accordance with the divine. This is probably what the Saviour wanted to explain with his
allegory of old wine in new bottles.
However, both the Pharisees and John’s disciples could say to him, “Your new manner is of
course more pleasant”, and could delude themselves that they turned their faces away from
the new only in the interests of an even greater virtue. The Saviour wrests this self‐delusion
away from them but not without excusing it in some measure. The tax collectors had not
had any refreshment and sustenance beforehand – had not had any “wine”; youhave some,
and by no means an unpleasant one, but an old, mild vintage. Once you have become
accustomed to your regulations then you can enjoy a great self‐satisfaction without
appreciable struggles of temperament or efforts of the mind; while my new wine requires
great self‐abnegation and offers no self‐satisfaction. This is why you say (Luke 5:39) “the old
is better”.
We do not see the disciples of John the Baptist any more (as a group), but the Pharisees all
the more. Until now the relations between them and Jesus have been quite cordial. Also
their misgivings with regard to his company were dignified and even if erroneous in no wise
without substance, and the Saviour treated them with respect. The words, “They that are
whole need not a physician” (Luke 5:31), and, “I came not to call the righteous […] to

repentance” express of course chiefly that, “I will not convict him of his error, he who thinks
he is strong and righteous”, but there is still a breath of a deferential and certain
acknowledging mood towards the Pharisees.Before experience taught him otherwise, the
Saviour thought well of them; and the experience was yet to come. The contrast between
the two modes of thought was soon to manifest itself with increasing harshness.
The main trigger for this was, again and yet again, the Sabbath. The Sabbath, given by God to
His people as their property and their right and prescribed to be adhered to. The only
suggestion pertaining to external custom contained in the ten commandments is therefore a
possession that we, on the one hand, defend increasingly not only in name and in the
interests of religion and people’s welfare,but, on the other, also as a welcome field of
endeavour for those whose wishes for the divine are limited mainly to external successes
and visible results, such as was the case with the Pharisees.7
On one particular Sabbath, the disciples (Mark 2:23) made their way through a field of
wheat, breaking off the ears of wheat as they went. Were they to let them now go to waste?
They did not, they were hungry at the time, so they ate the grains.8
The work they were doing, viz. removing the husks from the grains, was what the Pharisees
seized upon as a “desecration of the Sabbath”. We can only understand this exaggerated
pettiness if we assume that they had hoped to impress this obviously absolutely
conscientious – only regrettably somewhat “full of himself” – rabbi; to awaken in him the
impression that there were people after all who “were evenmore enlightened” and
conformed to God’s commandments even more strictly than he did.
Perhaps also, Jesus’ words were making the rounds, “That except your righteousness shall
exceed the righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees, ye shall in no case enter into the
kingdom of heaven” (Matthew 5:20). They welcomed a reason to convince him, so they
thought, “of the unfairness of his hasty judgement”.
In accordance with his nature, the Saviour declines to become involved with the pettiness of
the incident. He returns – as always – to the fertile principles. Almost with humour he points
out David’s much graver transgression when he, interpreting God’s commandments freely in
his mind when he felt himself more a sacrifice than a priest, ate the consecrated bread. But
then Jesus goes deeper, “The Sabbath was made for man, and not man for the Sabbath”. The
commandments are not all fruits of a mood that was an end in itself, not “school exercises”,
they have a reason; they serve a higher cause and this is the person. This becomes most
clear on the Sabbath. The honorary tribute of its lifetime that a child brings to God is
7
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returned to it by the Creator as a gift.9 Whoever sees in Creation only nature, and who sees
nothing before, over or after it will remain from the cradle to the grave only a working
animal, a pleasure‐loving animal, a business or thinking animal or suchlike. Whoever,
though, sees the Creation as such, and before, over and after it God, will enjoy divesting
themselves of the mortal coil on the seventh day and is human in the higher sense, an
immortal; and so the Sabbath is for mankind a day of God’s peace, and for our dear Lord a
day of closeness to mankind.
The Saviour goes further than this though: “The son of man is a lord – also of the Sabbath”.
“Son of man”, was, as aforementioned, the Israelites’ usual way of saying “the man, the
human being”. Human beings, and how they should become, as they are within Jesus, are in
no need of commandments, they are as lords. The Saviour as the archetype of the human
being, as “what was there at the beginning and was with God at the beginning” is not the
result, the nice outcome of a number of rules and commandments. Instead, these
commandments are his reflected glory, individual photographs – as it were – of his being
and in them the natural laws of mankind should be embodied.
Even more intense was the contrast of the views in the following story, which probably took
place much later. Things had to develop slowly. In truth there are not two kinds of piety. The
only supposed one must finally be revealed as not only supposed but merely reputed, and
thus revealed as hypocrisy and ungodliness.
It is the Sabbath (Mark 3:1ff.), the Saviour is standing in the synagogue where he sees a man
with a “withered hand”. “They” see him too. A normal person would feel pity for his infirmity
and would think “you poor man, thanks be to God that a saviour is here, through him God
will help you” – not they; they do not have a heart, the human being is smothered under a
crust of rules and opinions. Love is lacking, but also faith. “Will he heal him on the Sabbath
day?” This is the only question that concerns them. They regard “healing” as a sort of task,
as another might “bake”; a similar point of view which has resulted in the awful modern
expression, “healing through prayer”. In this case faith is completely lost between unbelief
and superstition: faith never heals – either the person concerned has secretly availed him or
herself of other means (which can happen, after all), or it is God alone who has healed.
The Saviour had come up against a very delicate decision. There is a certain “solidarity
among religious or conservative interests”, an obligation very difficult to describe. It tries to
accommodate all the “well‐meant” efforts to maintain public morals, and, together with all
the “faithful and pious” – while ignoring for the moment their individual and differing points
of view – shows a common front against “the world of the unbelievers and the ungodly”. Up
until this time the Saviour had attempted to do this wherever possible. Should he continue
to do so? It would be so easy! Just tell the man to come back the next day – or meet him
during the day and help him quietly without attracting any attention. But no, he could not do
9
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this. God is light, he does not look for dark places. That would be hypocrisy. “Beware you …
of hypocrisy” Jesus says (Luke 12:1) in the sense of, “beware of acting in ways different to
what you know in your innermost heart to be right merely for another’s sake”. The Saviour
wants to tearapart the illusion of righteousness and piety in which the Pharisees clothe
themselves. He tells the sick man to stand forth and asks the Pharisees, “Is it lawful to do
good on the Sabbath days or to do evil? To save life, or to kill?” How easy it is, as long as we
do not ask our heart or mind for advice, but only let words answer the question, “what
should one do on the Sabbath?” and simply to say in all cases, “Nothing! Nothing!” Certainly
easy when the question is what another should do, when our deed is merely to expect and
to judge. However, in this case the answer was not easy. This is why the Saviour asks the
question; he says to himself there are cases when “doing nothing” is impossible, as doing
nothing is a deed, and an evil one. What should one dothen? “Do good on the Sabbath or do
evil?”
The tension in the synagogue was extreme when Jesus suddenly dragged the burning
question between the two parties, this public secret, out of the dark and into the broad light
of day.
They did not answer. “Evil” they may not answer, “good” they did not want to answer. “He
looked round on them with anger”. His gaze went from one to the other, searching for an
answer, “grieved”, as he found none, “for the hardness of their hearts”.
“He saith unto the man, stretch forth thine hand”. He was careful not to do anything
himself, in this case that would have added fuel to their evil “healing” theory. He himself did
nothing. And behold, “his hand was restored whole as the other”.
Who had worked here? If the Pharisees, due to so much religious faith, had not lost all
feeling for the living God, yes for reality itself – they would have sunk into the dust in
remorseful contrition in the face of this word from God.
But no, “they went forth, and straightway took counsel with the Herodians (disturbed in
their worldly lusts by Jesus) against him, how they might destroy him.” This apparently was
not a desecration of the Sabbath.
Here we will close with the image of resistance that the Saviour encountered in those of
different opinions. Furthermore, conflicts also intensified, as we know. His opponents used
the meal with the tax collectors as a reason to vilify him – him, whose modest frugality and
divine temperance shone from all aspects of his being – as a glutton and winebibber and a
friend of tax collectors and sinners. How terribly he ultimately portrayed them in his woe is
known to us. That he opposed this supposed or postulated piety for piety’s sake ever more
publicly and unequivocally was, seen from the human point of view, one of the main reasons
for his untimely and violent death.

The two sermons on the mount

Later we will go into the Saviour’s work with the ill and the sinners in more depth. However,
as we have already taken a glimpse into the same and have an overview of his work in
deeds, it would be fitting to investigate his work in words more closely. In accordance with
our task, we will observe Jesus’ words more with their historical significance in mind than
from their direct instructive and edifying aspect, but at least with the freedom of allowing
each aspect to shed light on the other.
From a somewhat later period than that of the first beginnings, we have talks by Jesus in
which he expresses his thoughts – and how they have taken shape in the light of his
experiences up till then – on God’s kingdom, heaven; in Matthew 5‐7 and Luke 6:20‐49.
Luke’s words are probably the simple rendition of a talk that Jesus gave on the day that he
appointed the apostles. The words in Matthew are perhaps an ordered collection of all those
remarks by Jesus relating to Christian attitudes; a brief lesson on Christian behaviour. In the
Book of Matthew, for example, all Jesus’ words are grouped in cohesive talks according to
topic, so that in each talk there is only one main thought and every remark of Jesus appears
only in the speech belonging to that train of thought. Thus the speech in chapters 5 to 7
deals with Christian behaviour; chapter 10 with the apostolate and testimony; chapter 13
with heaven until the second coming of Jesus; chapter 25 with heaven at his second coming,
and so on. We can, therefore, probably assume that this is due to the authorial art of
Matthew who in this way hands down the thoughts of Jesus in lucid clarity and order. It is
because of this that the question of the time when such a speech was held is less easy to
answer and can only be considered in the context of the main thought with which the others
are strung together; for example, the Sermon on the Mount deals with the beatitudes.
Matthew places them and the Sermon on the Mount directly after telling of Jesus’ public
appearance mainly in order to give the reader a complete picture of the content of the
sermon, and he is not necessarily of the opinion that Jesus had immediately started to speak
of this. Therefore, with regard to the question of when these words were spoken, I would
prefer to content myself with the answer; “Probably not long after the beginning of his
public works”.
Let us first look at this sermon (Matthew 5‐7).
A wonderful and divine air pervades these beatitudes. The great and tremendous kingdom
of God, the approach of which Jesus had heralded; one can feel it here permeating souls and
winning hearts. God, the Father, approaches mankind and suffers them to come to him in all
the affliction of their being.
What the prophets had hoped for – a new heaven and a new earth when God would live
among us – this is represented in the beatitudes. Heaven is a vision of God and an

inheritance of the earth. It is depicted so that one can see that we already have the
beginnings of all this; now this newness sinks its first seeds into the quietude of the human
heart. One day it will unfold to a greatness beyond imagining, but for now everyone can take
part in the essential thing. And all these splendours are not burdened with conditions, as are
frequently invented by an increase in sham piety, but are the good and simple attitudes that
are beloved by everyone: gentleness, compassion, peaceableness – as the entire Sermon on
the Mount is of a simple and human kind that speaks to the heart of every single person on
earth.
We would spoil the proper influence of these promises if we were, for instance, to add in
thought the suffix “after death” to the “vision of God”. The Saviour is not thinking of death
at all here but of the victory of what concerns him, of the totality of the advent of the
kingdom of God which is already heralded in the promise, “inherit the earth”. Under
“heaven” he does not imagine a “realm of the dead”; he does not at all imagine heaven as
something to which we go, but as something which comes to us.10 Thus here, as always, he
places first and foremost the great and the general, the ultimate and tremendous victory. All
his thoughts are conditioned by this, which gives them their clarity, simplicity and strength.
Whether or not there will be an interim, how long it might last, and how it will affect the
individual – all this fades into the background in his sermon. The fact that it could come
about that the individual “goes to heaven after death” is not therefore precluded, but it is
nevertheless remarkable how seldom Jesus mentions anything even similar to this. He wants
his listeners to keep their eyes always on the ultimate and tremendous victory.
Let us take a brief look at some details.
As the multitude listened with tense and constrained hearts, surely willing to shoulder
severe punishments and great demands, and thinking, “What will he say of me? Is there
hope for me?” he greeted them “Blessed are the poor in spirit: for theirs is the kingdom of
heaven”. Surely then a clear stream of divine joy and clarity must have poured through their
minds. “It is just us, we who are discontent with ourselves – it is just me he means.” It was
like a conversion, a revolution in things religious. Those who are discontented with
themselves and dissatisfied with the world – these are the poor in spirit. Heaven does not
want to be our product, our achievement; rather, the Saviour, and in him heaven, is God’s
gift to us. This is why it connects with the nothingness, the empty space in the human heart.
And from this nothingness, from this poverty, the Saviour spins in the most natural way a
series of increasingly elaborate attitudes so that this poverty ultimately – naturally only
under the blessing of heaven (its climate, so to speak) – proves to be the most fruitful of
moral principles, a new, inexhaustible source of strength for a divine attitude, for an attitude
whose pride does not arise from rigid principles, but involuntarily, unconscious of its beauty,
from the association of its own poverty with the blessedness of heaven. I cannot pass up the
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opportunity to reproduce here the apt classification that Blumhardt gives us(whether
arranged by himself is not known: Bengel, the authority on these things, did not have it). It
places poverty at the head and has it followed by three pairs, the first part of which,
respectively, denotes a light shining inwardly and the second a light shining outwardly – as
follows:

The poor in spirit
inwardly:

outwardly:

mourning

gentle

hungry and thirsty for justice

compassionate

of pure heart

peaceable

God does not strike a light in order to put it under a bushel. The light, when it lightens
inwardly, always immediately radiates outwardly in gentleness, compassion and
peaceableness.
True and spiritual poverty make one dissatisfied with oneself, mourning oneself and
therefore good and patient towards others. Through the consolation of Heaven, this pain is
transformed into the healthy and – if satisfied – pleasant pain of hunger, the desire for
righteousness, that is satisfied.It therefore creates a pure, sincere and untainted divine sense
without ulterior motives that is expressed in peaceableness and meekness, in the need and
the art to plant peace wherever one goes. People such as this are already called by mankind,
and will be called by God on the Day of Judgement, His children.
After these beatitudes and promises opening up a great future, the Saviour came briskly
straight back to the present, “You, who have heard this and are moved by it, you are the
light of the world!” Shine! Not through preachings and teachings but through your poverty,
blessedness and love! This is how this light will be spread from heart to heart, from house to
house, from town to town, from country to country. This is how the great meekone wantsto
conquer the earth and inherit it one day.
A Greek philosopher listening to Jesus’ words, “You are the light of the world!” at that time
smiled at such fantasy. However, today his smile would disappear. These words are still
being read around the globe.
God’s great turning from the pious towards the sinner is made possible through the creative
power of heaven, founded in the being of Jesus, the Son of God. It is not – seen from a
human point of view – a transformation in the principles of God. The turning has not taken
place in order to give up the ideal of being human, as denoted in the laws and by the

prophets, but in order to realize it. We assume the laws of nature to be ironclad, those of
ethics to be elastic; but you will find it easier to shake heaven and earth together than to
move God one iota from his righteousness and divinity as a personal favour to you. “This is
why,” says the Saviour, “the requirements of heaven, on which your entry into the same
depends, are much greater than those which the pious today (i.e. those of that time) either
by profession (the scribes) or by conviction (the Pharisees) fulfil.”
The Saviour now sheds light on “our righteousness” (Matthew 5:21‐48) and how it should
be, and as an afterthought (6:1‐17) shows us from what we should protect it. He breaks
through the crust of superficiality that has accumulated around God’s commandments, due
to the continual quibbling about our divine nature, and first of all comes to the defence of
God’s (or mankind’s) three great assets on earth against our crudeness: the person him or
herself; the woman or the relations between the sexes, which has marked this era, between
its primal beginnings and its end; and the revelation (or “the name”) of God among us,
which heralds the new. Jesus’ kinship with the Creator, which we encounter in the Saviour’s
gentle perception of all creatures, emerges surprisingly here with regard to his attitude
towards mankind – a caring, sensitivity and respect reminiscent of motherly love – with
which he feels for the wronged. That person, perhaps a child or pupil or employee, that you
label as “bad”, a good‐for‐nothing or a fool will believeyou, and then it is like the blow of an
axe on the most noble roots of his life. That virgin to whom you send an unmistakable glance
– she believes it and is deceived. With terrible earnestness Jesus indicates the consequences.
That person wronged by your hate has received rights against you before God that will take
their course with mathematical certainty; and the coming together of the sexes that your
body has unlawfully entered upon with eye or hand will be assigned to it as torment in the
hereafter. The war to the hilt against the temptation of all parts of our body that he
demands – this is the war which he wages against his own person. If we accept this premise,
then it is clear that the principle cannot be attenuated by one hair. Victory must be won at
all cost. If, in this way, life was terminated for every member at the least insubordination,
then the mind would be the absolute ruler and all members could remain attached to the
body. What he, the Saviour, must do, we must do also. The thought “you may go to ruin
more easily” was far from his thoughts.
The words in 5:29 “that thy whole body should be cast into hell” speak to us from an
attitude so foreign to us now that we must examine them more closely. Here also the
Saviour is looking across the period in‐between and is speaking to his listeners as those who
have experienced the ultimate victory. If they have already conquered the evil presumptions
of their members, they can enter life, the kingdom of God, as they are (even one‐eyed), that
is, obviously without dying. However, if they have been brought low by their members they
will fall victim to the Gehenna or (Mark 9:43) that “fire that never shall be quenched” which
John the Baptist had already threatened. In some translations this is translated with the
word “hell”, in some with “Hades”, or “place of the dead”. Jesus’ mention of “worm” (Mark
9:48) which he uses for Gehenna as in Isaiah 66:24 also indicates something similar; decay,
anda decay that is a torment.

This gives light now to the interim period, which we must understand as the condition of the
dead. Later, Jesus comforts those (Luke 12:4) who were killed for his sake by saying that the
pursuers can only kill the body, but not the soul; which reminds us of his words in Matthew
16:25, “Whosoever will lose his life, ‘his soul’ for my sake shall find it”, and those in John
12:25, “he that loveth his life shall lose it; and he that hateth his life in this world shall keep it
unto life eternal.” He, therefore, who has allowed his members to lead him into the
temptations of the flesh has not kept his soul but spoilt it, imprisoned it in the flesh and will
not escape the same even in death. We are not able to imagine this relationship in any closer
detail as the spatial forms of intuition to which our thinking is bound lose their validity here.
Frequently, of course, we imagine it differently. Death comes when the soul loses its last
hold over the flesh. This awakens in us the illusion that all association between body and
soul has been suspended and, with a gullibility of which we are actually almost proud, we
believe this. Poetry does the rest, as it knows how to describe how the soul “escapes”. All
our hopes are righteous, in Jesus’ victory, but only in him; a mere natural freeing of the soul
from “death’s bonds” does not exist.
The tremendous work of salvation is now clearly illuminated here.
After the Saviour has told us what, according to God’s commandments, we are to desist
from, what the law forbids, he brings the innermost principle of the law, the driving force of
love, to its full and rightful place.
Two great divine principles pervade being: one is a law, the other a power of God – the right
of retribution and of love. The right of retribution lies only with God, and God makes a duty
of it, as it were. However, the lawfulness of the same is so powerfully written into the
essence of the spirit that it rules us as soon as we try to be God ourselves, almost like a law
of nature and it is transformed in us into great hate. Against this stands God’s love which
finally, through the Saviour, wants to dissolve all the hardness resulting from the law of
retribution. “Now you”, says the Saviour, “are on my side, in the army camp of salvation, for
the battle against evil (or ‘the evil ones’, see below). This enemy is to become weary of
hating us in that we – for salvation’s sake – never oppose him. As soon as you oppose him,
you become one of his kind, thus serving his advantage. Therefore my war cry to you is, ‘Do
not oppose!’”
The relation of Jesus and his kingdom to the kingdom of evil can be compared to the relation
of David to Saul. Saul’s anger towards David, however, was an unjust one; but the cause of it,
his concern that David would supplant him on his throne, was justified. David knew this and
this is why he does not feel towards Saul as if he were a guilty party but nevertheless feels in
his debt, as it were. Because of the suffering that Saul had experienced, David is willing to
acquiesce to Saul’s treatment of him. Jesus is planning a mighty blow against the kingdom of
evil; he wants to override it and for this reason, in order to retain his rights to this
undiminished, he gives his people the order, “Do not oppose the evil.” “As this kingdom
should perish at my behest, I am therefore in a certain sense its debtor and do not want to
remain in any debt to it in order that it truly should perish.”

Things were to go even further, to the attack, to freely advancing love. Love that is
nourished by requited love and based on a parity of sentiment is the most noble pleasure
that the earth has to offer. But the love that the Father in heaven has, and that He gives to
you, is work. The love – one could say – that we have ascribed to the Saviour due to his
kinship with the Creator, the love of a father for his children – this divine love he expects of
us; a love that proves its divinity, its omnipotence through its recognising no limits and no
obstacles.
What now follows (Matthew 6‐7) can now be brought together under the aspect that the
Saviour wants to forestall a degeneration of his work into a caricature, an after or anti‐
Christianity11 which he obviously – and not without reason – fears. The Saviour is in
trepidation that one will allow that of which one’s heart is full – the Father, redemption, the
kingdom of heaven – to become an object of edification, devotion, of so‐called faith instead
of, in simple and sober belief with every fibre of one’s person, taking it as real and existing.
A two‐lane way of thinking – an actual and a non‐actual – would emerge: one believes
according to the one, but acts according to the other.
It is striking how almost everything that the Saviour warns against in these chapters – long,
loud and public praying; public abstention from all kinds of food or drink; judging; pointing
out others’ mistakes to them; obtrusive preaching – today is practised, praised and
commanded by some “in the name of Jesus” as a higher Christianity.
Naturally, all this can only be refrained from when the case is that God is a fact. If He were
not, then Christianity would have to be helped along in a manner such as this – if it was still
worth the effort.
This state of mind, which everyone who is in earnest is in danger of falling into, is nourished
by a certain consciousness of piety through which, oddly enough, God Himself is in danger of
being pushed into the background. The person, though, who Jesus has in mind, is – and
remains from the beginning to the end of the narrative – a strangely simple person who has
nothing particularly pious about him except that he loves God, trusts in Him, permits Him to
work within him and for him and commends others to Him.
“Take heed of your righteousness or piety!” Thus the Saviour begins. Instead of take heed
one would almost like to say: hide it like a jewel! This is something between your Father and
you alone. To have others notice every need, your almsgiving, your praying, your fasting, or
to “shine” before them, wounds God and the fragile cords of your communion with him. This
is particularly so with praying. It is enough for the Father to see your supplicant soul before
Him and to be aware of your wishes; even sometimes these wishes and thoughts expressed
with the mouth He has given you. The only sensible purpose for praying is the belief that
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God will do something in the matter concerned because of my petition, and the only
purpose, therefore, of my prayer is that God hear it and take note.
Any other purpose connected to the prayer (for instance the edification of others) and any
other means used to strengthen the prayer (even eloquence or beauty!) spoils, desecrates
the prayer. Also the public prayer in a religious service is not really meant to edify but to
place the mutual wishes of all before God. The goal towards which it is directed is God and
not the congregation, who are also praying, and the purpose is simple: obtaining what is
prayed for. Those who are only “edified” by public prayer – did they pray along or merely
listen? What the Pharisees, for instance, do at the crossroads is no longer prayer. Innocence,
simplicity and that brief and matter‐of‐fact manner in which a child speaks to its father – this
alone is worthy of the Father. That is why the prayer, that the Saviour taught us, is of such
succinct brevity; thus it contains not a single superfluous word throughout, speaking that
unadorned language that a child uses towards its mother. In it, the Saviour describes the
desires that should move His heart – they are ruled by the pain of the prevailing conditions
and of the firm trust that things will and must change. A cry for help from the child because
his father is of no account (to apply this to us: not even in our own hearts), a father who is
known to none and honoured by none; a king who does not rule; a God whose will is not
done! The heart of the matter is the plea, “Thy kingdom come”.12 What Jesus was heralding
as “approaching” and should actually one day come to pass was to be the continual concern
of his followers; they should always strive for this first and foremost (Matthew 6:33). The
whole power and all meaning of the prayer, however, lie in faith, lie in the fact that the
prayer helps something; that as a result something good happens which would not have
happened otherwise because the Father has heard it, noted it and does something for the
sake of the entreaty. Being a child of God has a royal aspect – the person, also mankind as a
whole – ought to have an influence on his life story. He has this usually when he entreats,
because God then acts. Thus the kingdom of God should come, once a day, by drawing ever
more evil, banes and suchlike into the orbit of Jesus and his salvation and ultimately – when
this preliminary work has reached a certain zenith – completely, when he comes again
himself. God will become the substance of humankind, the substance of our blessedness (His
kingdom) and our will (His will13) – God will be everything in everything. This is all God’s
concern; He acts when humankind so desires and believing in Him petitions Him, and He acts
primarily in those and through those who entreat Him.
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It is an honour for Plato that his three ideal goals which the human spirit should strive for: “truth, beauty,
goodness” are so strikingly similar to the goals that Jesus describes here. Plato’s ideals are like three great
questions: What is the substance of truth? What is the essence of beauty? What is the source of goodness?
And Jesus gives answers. Alternatively, Plato’s ideals are the empty vessels and that which God brings, and will
bring, us through Jesus are – above and beyond the pagan’s imaginings – the content.

In the meantime, until the great things to come are here, we still have urgent needs of the
body, the soul and the mind and this Jesus now teaches his followers (first of all those who
were with him at that time) to pray to God for. For the body, someone from the Middle East
already needs less than we do, and he had moreover educated his disciples in great frugality.
“We can find water everywhere so there is only the piece of bread to find that will satisfy
your hunger each day.” They are servants, serving the will of the Father they entreat: they
have need and they may pray for it. Their soul, also their conscience, needs complete peace
for itself and for them to carry out their work, even if they do not deserve this – they may
pray for it in the confident hope of forgiveness. And ultimately they are constantly in danger
of betraying or even turning apostate – they may even lament the distress that they are not
proof against temptation and beseech the Father to make allowance for their weakness. And
finally, evil can still find an opening in them all (in contrast to Jesus, who [John 14:30] says,
“The prince of this world cometh and he hath nothing in (not “on”) me”). Yes, even has
power over them, rights over them, according to which they are still in bond to him. Yes,
they should indeed cry confidently for help.
Again we have the question here as above (5:39, page 208): Does Jesus mean “wickedness”
(or evil) or “the wicked one”? To find the answer is not easy, particularly as Hebrew, the
language in which the Saviour spoke, is not quite clear on this. The Saviour has “wickedness”
as a principle in mind: “Wherever wickedness turns against you”, but the driving power of
this principle, its source or gathering place, is a personal one. The Saviour thinks of this as
the actual cause of the expression of evil. Frequently the Saviour talks (as does John in 1
John) of wickedness, but almost never in a way that would allow one to define the gender
more closely (he or it). In my opinion, the expression “wickedness” (τό πονήρόν) cannot be
found anywhere, but “the wicked one” definitely appears (Matthew 13:19; 1 John 5:18). He
is therefore thinking of “the wicked one” here. However, he does not dream even remotely
of ascribing to evil a similar status to that of God, as if “the principles of good and evil”
balanced each other out. As little as the Saviour closes his eyes in the face of the power of
evil in the present, as firmly is he convinced that he will reject the same by virtue of his
rights as a human being, the right bestowed upon mankind after the Fall (1 Moses 3:15) and
whose heir he is as the son of man, as the Son of God14.
Mankind should actually be the mighty one. The entire power of this wickedness relies on
mankind, on the faith and obedience with which mankind serves it.
Enough said about the seclusion of prayer. Your compassion and fasting should also be
secluded. This we can experience. Self‐denial, strenuous efforts, sacrifices of strength, and
time that we spend at a hospital bedside, for instance, are as light as thistledown as long as
14

The Saviour sheds a bright light onto the relationship between the two opposites in his description of the
final reckoning of our present history at the Day of Judgement (Matthew 25:31 ff.). Those who were blessed
were “blessed by his Father,” and those who were lost were cursed (but not by the Father, but by themselves,
as it were). The former attain the kingdom that is prepared for them – the latter enter the fire that was not
actually prepared for them. Ultimately, what is most pertinent here is that the kingdom was prepared from the
beginning, the fire was not. This whole dark aspect is an interim occurrence that should not have come to pass.

we do not make a tally of them. If, however, we begin keep a record of them or even to
boast about them, then the still power of God soon takes flight and disappears.
This is why the Saviour ended his addendum regarding “our righteousness” with a warning
against its falsification. He continues in the same vein with a warning against false
Christianity. The Saviour leads us to reflect on three things: (1) on worldly goods, (2) on the
curse of worldly vice, and (3) on the expectations of false Christianity itself.
The assets of this present world time are its strength and force. This is why the state of your
heart will elucidate most clearly if you are an “actual” or a “non‐actual” Christian. God is,
and He is your Father. If you have faith in this, then you will yourself find it not only virtuous
but also “officially” only righteous and intelligent to serve Him (for instance, in the shape of
your brother). However withdrawing from His love, you will leave your faith to fall as well‐
deserved prey into the hands of the thieves and vermin. If you act differently, then your
spirit will become blind.
The supposed ideal “unite both, aspire to the worldly and temporal as well as to the divine
and eternal benefit” always deludes us, we who are in earnest. The Saviour does not even
forbid us this, no – he disputes the possibility and in the most earnest way. He treats the
“other” who is vying with God for our attention as a personal power by comparing it, as he
does God, to a man and giving it a proper name. “He, this other, or God, takes your heart. If
you love the other then you hate God; if you serve God then you hate the other, mammon.”
But if we have nothing? Deep down, below the level at which we all, who are reading this,
find ourselves, there is another layer of those who – namely in costly times – have almost
nothing, neither money nor food. What should they (and the Saviour’s audiences were made
up of many such) do? Here the question becomes acute. Is God, or is He not? Can one
expect from God that more will happen than would “otherwise” be the case? And here Jesus
talks from the depths of his warm heart of his Father’s love towards His creation in order to
imbue us with trust in His love for His children. He has taken you as His child and loves you
as a child – do you think He would forget you? Here also, the poor who trust in God
experience continually – even under the constant burden of need – the quiet assistance of
God’s wonderful blessing. And we, who are more fortunate, can frequently experience the
like. But we must allow God to see entirely, wholly and with mandate into our account books
so that under His gaze we earn and under His gaze we spend. To allow God to look only into
our so‐called “heart” – as if this were really the case! – but not allow him to look into the
coffers, not allow Him any say in the business, is a misconduct, a hypocrisy. We must also, in
order not to be fooled into hope of excessive help, consider that money and monetary value
are of very little account in heaven and that there, first and foremost, the main concern is to
heal us of all and any intoxication with mammon. The birds of the heavens are freed of cares
about sowing and reaping, of that which God did not create them for – so we should free
ourselves of worries. If the Saviour as an example holds the birds up to us, who, with such
modest tools, build their nests and feed their young, he is saying clearly that we should use
the strength that God has given us also in counting costs (Luke 14:28), in pondering and

planning. That some dispose of their future in a manner beyond their control (for instance,
by making debts or promises) or carelesslythrow away what God has given them, not in the
service of love but in that of pleasure‐seeking or similar, is rather the opposite of the
Saviour’s “not‐worrying”, insofar as such a one is wilfully courting the danger of being
tempted by “worry”.
If, in our attitude towards worldly goods, we asked ourselves the question, “Do you believe
in God the Creator?” then our attitude towards the curse of worldly vice poses the question,
“Do you believe in salvation?” To see the sins of the world up to and including the faults of
my brother in the light of salvation and, with all the delicacy of feeling that comes to us from
the Saviour, to see them in the mind as forgiven; to bring them before God when necessary
with priestly supplication, a seeking, a knocking at God’s door; to flee all the coarse handling
behind which only pugnacity, imperiousness and almost a kind of bloodthirstiness are
concealed – this is what the Saviour impresses upon us with a powerful flood of rhetoric. Not
until they yearn for forgiveness can you discuss the sins of others with them. Thus, if you can
forgive in your mind the sin of another which is an abomination to you and can take him to
your heart as if he had never committed it, then, within you the great Saviour can approach
him and be revealed to him; the Saviour who says, “I am not sent to judge but to save”.
Do not desire to preach or persuade where the ground is not prepared! There are enough
people (left or right) who find a “religious conversation” or a warm dispute very entertaining
and interesting, something that is a feast for the flesh but not a need of their heart. Do not
give them any ammunition for this!15
Here we have at the same time a divine dietetic or hygienic teaching for the soul: “Convert
yourself, then you have done the best you can for God’s kingdom!” “Be careful. If you
attempt to save souls in a way so displeasing to God, you will come to a bad end yourself!”
And now we come to the third consideration: The attitude towards the expectations of false
Christianity. What the Saviour has to say to this is at the same time a summarizing
conclusion of the whole.
“Enter” he tells his listeners, “through the narrow gate, the gate of those attitudes of mind
that I spoke of at the beginning. There is also another way open to you: that of listening to
my speech, accepting it, perhaps opposing it, but – doing nothing. This way is broad, wide,
and – what is most bedazzling – handsome. Moreover: raging, touting, hating, disputing,
being parsimonious, flaunting one’s piety, worrying, judging, fault‐finding, importunate
preaching and so on – these will all be so prevalent that it will appear as if this is the orderly
15

When the Saviour compares such people, and others like them, to “dogs” and “swine”, this is less harsh from
his lips than it would be from ours because he also respects animals more than he does us. He is only chiding
us because the traits have strayed to the wrong place. It is just these traits, that are misplaced in human beings
rendering them censurable, that have made these animals useful to us. The dog, because it growls at
everything and always wants to have the last word, is a substitute for our own vigilance; and the pig, due to its
“bad taste” which makes rotten food taste almost better to it than fresh, offers us an expedient use for all
leftovers.

“Christian” way. But this way leads to destruction. My way, on the other hand, that leads to
life, is not unpleasant, as footpaths are also not always “thorny, stony, steep” and suchlike –
but it is narrow, so that one often overlooks it. One must follow it attentively. It is also very
rarely followed so that you will probably often ask yourselves if you have missed your way, if
the others are right after all and believe they are “also” taking the way to life.”
The Saviour is not stating that this proportion between the use of the two ways must remain
so irremediably until the last trump, he merely wants to say, “Be prepared for this
proportion!”
“But the most dangerous thing is that ostensible prophets will want to tempt you to the
broad path in my name.” The false prophets (for instance, during Jeremiah’s time) were
hardly conscious liars. Rather, in their own eyes they were pious people; at least they did not
behave as unbelievers but were dependent in their belief and, perhaps without admitting it,
on the spiritual current of their place and time. In Samaria they still saw themselves as
prophets of the Lord (1 Kings 22:6 ff.) but still shone strongly in the colour of disbelief so that
Jesus would hardly be thinking of them here, those whose skin quite clearly betrayed the
wolf. In Jerusalem, however, in Jeremiah’s time, they felt themselves to be staunch believers
and were regarded as such by others, and the Saviour seems to have been thinking of this as
a phenomenon that would repeat itself. To what extent the false prophets experienced false
revelations (1 Kings 22) that they saw as real, thereby being largely the ones cheated, or to
what extent they reported revelations that they did not have, we do not know. There might
have been those who thought that the real prophets’ way of talking, “The Lord spoke to me,
tell the children of Israel etc.” was a rhetorical aid based half on calculation and half on
excited fantasy and simply decided to avail themselves of this “form of speech”. It was
against such as these that the commandment was directed, “Thou shall not take the name of
the Lord thy God in vain”; that is, you shall not make use of divine authority for your own
sins! These false prophetswere probably, judging by their popularity and temporary fame,
virtuous masters of rhetoric. They were acquainted with the entire claviature of human
feeling and knew how to play upon it. They worked towards success – and with success for
themselves and others; but all done by human means, they were only interested in outward
appearances. This is what will happen with the Christian false prophets. They will accentuate
the external, that which can be attained in a human way, that which the Saviour places so
carefully in the background; and the internal, that which warms the Saviour’s heart, they will
neglect. Human achievements will be brought to the fore and God’s work mentioned more
in an honorary manner. In the foliage, the dress – that is, in their words – you will not see it,
but in the spirit of their work. They strive and aspire for others what they have achieved
themselves, a conversion of the external, the skin. The wolf has changed his pelt. Not
necessarily “for the purpose of disguise”, no, their striving is sincere, within themselves they
struggle against hate, falsity and so on. But you, poor wolf, if you do not want to become
poor in spirit all your struggle will be in vain; the wolf in you remains, only the outbreaks
have been prevented. And you, you who follow him, do not be deluded by the beautiful
foliage, look at the fruits! Preferably the fruits that are at work within yourself (and others).

Perhaps you think you are “blessed”. Let your surroundings decide, your superiors and
inferiors, your friends and enemies: namely, if there are more grapes to be seen upon you or
more thorns. In the end you might take your “thorniness” for a blessing. But take heed,
thorns in your case signify – fire. Here the Saviour becomes deadly serious. He discounts a
dangerous plea in favour of the false prophets. One will say, “Some fruits are good, it is not
Christian to destroy the whole because of a few shadowy aspects!” “No!” he counters,
“where you see thorns you can know the root, do not expect any grapes”. The divine is
entirely good, it does not repudiate its roots; the human is entirely rotten, the roots are
rotten. He does not expect of us that we apply this type of severe judgement upon each
other, but certainly towards potential glittering prophet‐like manifestations, particularly
when they are promising us “something completely new”.
“From this broad way many will come to me who had said ‘Lord, Lord’ with the (possibly very
exaggerated) assertion, ‘did we not prophecy in your name, did we not drive out demons,
execute great deeds?’ and I will repulse them as wrongdoers, tartars, haters or touts and
misers.”
But if you, you who listen to my speech now, will also act? Presumably it is possible.
Everyone makes something of my words. Everyone builds. This one does it truly, but his
work does not seem to result in much. Much time passes until he has removed all the refuse
of his self‐delusions and has reached solid rock. But it has been worth it for him. It is not
always “good weather”. Storms will come that let all the “chaff” dance in the wind, worldly
passions that can “enthral” an entire people or false spiritual teachings that enchant
everyone. His house, however, stands fast. And will stand fast in the final storm, the storm of
the just judgement of God. The other builds with a system, he knows everything, condones
and vindicates all; and this is why his quickly and easily built edifice looks so resplendent –
only, it is not. How many of those listeners will have seen their buildings swept away by the
bitter storm that brought Jesus to the cross, as well as by the storm of contempt that
followed.
Let us go to Jesus’ discourse according to Luke (6:20‐49)
This speech issued involuntarily from the Saviour. Human misery in all its forms of physical
infirmity and emotional affliction crowded towards him seeking help from him. As quickly as
this help was undertaken, it was done in anything but mechanical haste. In every single case
it was the fruit of, however short, a sincere and personal communion. Such an abundant
exchange of thought and such rapid help was possible, particularly in the case of the poor, as
they listened to what was told them and also brought forth their petitions so simply. And
into how much misery, into how many – up till then – failed life stories, broken hopes,
unbearable circumstances, will the loving gaze of the Saviour have looked. Finally he was
finished. He looked up and saw the throng of those waiting for his words. The crowd was
made up mostly of the poor, of those who had somehow fared badly in life, living in all kinds
of misery and deprivation – almost these alone had the inner independence to grasp simply
and wholly the very new, great, and sublime idea that was being offered here. Their

circumstances were similar to his own. A profound sympathy, a special brotherly feeling
seized him, coupled with joy at this frank nature and simple receptivity, at this freedom from
concealed resistance in the hearts that he encountered here, at the idea that they would be
so richly rewarded with God’s grace.
In the following sermon an exultant feeling of victory bubbles up under the weight of a deep
woe. The pity for the difficult situation of his poor people in this time is overwhelmed by the
realization that it is just this situation that makes them so receptive to the kingdom of God.
To bestow blessing on these poor is his heart’s desire, based on the experiences that he has
just been party to among them. “Blessed be ye poor; for yours is the kingdom of God.” And
looking at the poor he saw in their faces hunger, in their clothes deprivation and the want of
the bare necessities. It is this extreme and heavy subjugation under the tyrant “poverty”, so
hard and cruel, that contrasted with the other spiritual poverty, that is not even hunger, but
appears to be riches. He has a special consolation for them, he blesses them for the sake of
their circumstances.
The strength and “power” of the Saviour’s sermon lies to a great extent in the incalculable,
involuntary manner with which he, always under the light of God, gives himself completely
to the impression of the moment and the situation in which he sees his audience. This is why
his words always found the opening in the fortress of the human heart, going straight to the
centre and thus taking it instantly by storm.
This is presumably what the situation was here too. They waited for his words, braced for
grave punishment and exacting demands, used to being browbeaten. And now, like an army
preparedto go forward into battle, they are fallen upon from behind! The Saviour hears their
innermost troubles, the worry and the misery that share their bed and board. Thoughts that
they would have banned in this sacred moment as unworthy, the Saviour calls them loudly
by name, acknowledges them and deals with them with a warmth of compassion that they
have never found before. Would it be surprising if they were touched and bright tears of
emotion ran down their cheeks? How appropriate are the words, “Blessed are ye who weep
now”! Truly, this was no cold taking in of words, this was a convulsion wrought in their souls
by the penetrating power of the love of God and the kingdom of God approaching them.
They could also certainly understand Jesus’ following words, although pertaining to the
future, from their own experience (and a recent one, at that). This was because, if thousands
had gathered there from such a large radius, there were only few, or even only single
individuals, from each village. The further they had to travel, the more they would have been
prey to ridicule and mockery, at home they would have reaped even stronger rebuke.
One has attempted to “twist and turn” this “kingly” speech of Jesus to the poor and
interpreted it as to be understood spiritually – or even in bad faith against the Lord,
misunderstood it completely as coarse and crude. We will not speak of the latter, and the
former Jesus will answer himself: “You simply do not know poverty – as do I and other poor
ones – from experience.”

Jesus turned first to the poor. They are of the same ilk as he, theircircumstances are, for him,
normal. The sham lustre of this world does not spread its mantle over them, on the contrary,
it glitters at their cost. They are accustomed to being harshly judged, curtly rebuked, and
meagrely praised. Continually treated by others as creatures of a lower order they are
accustomed to humility. And if they come to such a pass that they starve and suffer want,
not only as strangers in this world but also martyrs of the same, then their fate would be all
the more regrettable, all the more unjustifiable if this world was indeed the normal, the
correct, the eternal one.
However, as we have seen, the Saviour is far from seriously commiserating with them on
their circumstances. Yes, he is not particularly interested in remedying these. To consider
that a more equal distribution of worldly goods could result in a more happy fate for the
poor he does not see as any business of his. It would be a waste of his time and this already
incurably diseased world order is not worth it. He sees there is something missing in the
world other than the outwardly “having it good”. Therefore you are blessed, you who are
approaching eternity. Keep weeping, keep starving! You are blessed as yours is the future.
You will have enough to eat, you will be able to laugh when the victory, the kingdom of God,
is here.
“Your circumstances are the right clothing for the current innermost quality of humankind
and insofar they arealready a blessing. But things shall change, from within, and in such a
way that the outward aspect will carry the true radiance of the peace of God.” The Saviour is
standing here somewhat as a field commander who is encouraging his hungry and freezing
soldiers with the hope of a certain victory and the wonderful fruits that will be gained by it.
As reward and solace he actually draws less a picture of glory to which each individual will
attain after the accomplished race (as we today like to think, not without justification) so
much as the glory of the kingdom of God that is to come to us.Was he clearly aware – in the
moment that he was speaking thus – how long the ultimate advent of this kingdom would be
in coming? Hardly. Perhaps, here at the beginning of his appearances, he had scarcely asked
himself the question of whether he would experience this coming himself. He trusted in
God, he did not worry – in the highest sense – about the morrow. He presented the joyous
tidings that he brought fully and completely to his own and his listeners’ souls. He knew as
certain that, if a delay came to pass, the Father would care for the faithful who would have
died in the meantime. They would be comforted, similar to poor Lazarus. However, if today
we can read this between the lines of the Saviour’s words, then it is a justified
accommodation to our practical need, but not a complete and whole understanding.
The Saviour brings in the word “now” each time as a sort of appendix, whereby the
meaninglessness and fleetingness of the “Now” is accentuated. “Blessed are ye that hunger

(now!), that weep (now!).” This makes the word “now” triumphant: “Now! It is nothing to
speak of.”16
Be hungry, weep! You are blessed because of what will come to you. And this future shines
upon you in the present and is able to feed you in the midst of hunger, to comfort you, to
make you joyous and happy. And one day, when the kingdom of God is come, you will be
sated, you will laugh.
It was not actually the pursuance of the pedagogic purpose of this misery and distress that
moved the Saviour to speak like this. It could be, of course, and always will be possible in an
unrelated way, but the Saviour was looking much further and from a much higher standpoint
– this all should and will change when finally what is innermost has been helped, and God
can enter to establish his kingdom.
If the listeners see their situation in the benevolent light of the kingdom of God insofar as
their suffering has an obvious significance for the triumph of this kingdom, then now they
see themselves, in this last “blessed”, welcomed as complete partners. He extols them as
blessed by a suffering that did not descend on them from fate, but that they chose of their
own free will, a suffering that has transpired for his sake, the son of man. This is the
disconcertingly sudden alienation of the other, that disdain, misconstruction, often almost a
secret resentment unintelligible to us that descends upon us when we believe in a living and
ultimately victorious Saviour of the world, when we cleave to him and hope together with
him for God’s kingdom. It is just now, when our hearts are full and we would so much like to
share this with others, now, when we have something fruitful to offer to them – now, at a
single blow, as if it were, the result of a public secret known to all, all hearts are closed to us,
and we are of no more account while at the same time seeming almost suspect.
This could be profoundly discouraging, yes, even lead to a pathological disdain of one’s self.
David was in a similar situation at the nadir of his humiliation when the landowner Nabal
treated him like a reprobate adventurer, and he was in danger of becoming what he was
held to be.
But the Saviour’s heart breaks into victorious rejoicing, “Rejoice and leap for joy!” he
commands, speaking straight from the heart of the children and the meek, “Because great
is17 your reward in heaven. All those who act against you are only increasing your reward
with their deeds so that in the easiest and most pleasant manner you will be rich in the
heavenly kingdom”. The prophets also experienced this. The divine is so wonderfully simple
and straightforward while at the same time ruthlessly crucifying our humanness that it will
always call forth a mixture of contempt and resentment.
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Luther translated this triumphant “now” into “here” as a result of this unconscious turning towards the
practical need. Luther sees only the individual and only two places for him or her: the earth and heaven. The
Saviour sees humanity and for it two times: the now and the time of the kingdom of God.
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Luther once again, for the abovementioned reasons, has used “will be” here, as if the sense was: You will
receive great reward as soon as “you enter heaven”. Here, however, heaven is not meant as the place where
rewards are given out but the place “where your services will be honoured and merited to you”.

The Saviour now turns to the rich. Certainly there will have been some present also (perhaps
as modestly rich as the man “with a gold ring”, James 2:2) and conspicuous amongst the
crowd. It must have seemed strange to them that day “as if in an upside‐down world” to feel
themselves treated as a minor irrelevancy, as if they were not really there.
“Woe unto you that are rich!” As with “blessed”, but even more in the case of “woe”, one
must exclude any thought of a desire (“may you thrive – or fail”). They are expressions of
felicitation and of commiseration. “I am sorry for you rich: you have lost your consolation or,
rather, you reject it, you push it aside.”
This was surely spoken from a deeply moved heart. The rich – and this is their whole
misfortune – need no consolation. Information, instruction, also reassurance, namely when
praise is included, this will be accepted, but consolation? Solace? If the poor accept being
spoken to harshly and in no uncertain terms – to the rich one cannot speak like this, they
would not understand it, would only become resentful. It is not even their fault, their wealth
carries the blame. The poor, the straitened, are often fortunate in that they are completely
and wholly swept along by the flood of divine thought in the gospel; but these upheavals of
mind that bring what lies lowest up to the top – they usually only take place in the rich in
elegant miniature, they themselves remain who they are and who they were. The Saviour
wants to assess and not to be assessed; but this is just what the rich want.This is why the
two parties do not approach more closely so that the rich can esteem, i.e. favourably
“assess” the Saviour or the servant of God who approaches them in the Saviour’s name. The
poor, however, allow themselves to be assessed. Thus the rich never receive anything (or
allow something bad to be taken from them). This is, of course, in no wise without
exception. There are some rich people of such simple modesty and deep need that we can
felicitate them in double measure as poor rich; and some poor of such pretentious,
demanding conceit that we can commiserate with them in double measure as rich poor.
With regard to wealth, the Saviour notes an even higher, more dangerous level. “Rich” at
that time meant what we call today “educated” members of the so‐called “better” society.
Today, of course, the circumstances are somewhat more complex. Today there are some
who are rich in this sense but suffer hunger in secret and hide their hunger behind sparkling
fripperies. They are subject at one and the same time to the danger of wealth and the
blessedness of suffering hunger. But there are also the truly rich, who are such from the
bottom of their hearts, so to speak, and who do not deny themselves a single desire nor stint
themselves. They live purely for pleasure. The life of those supposedly smiled upon by
fortune is utter death. What stultifying power does not often wear such conspicuously
beautiful clothes!
With regard to these, the Saviour looks to the hereafter. In the case of the others, the
children of the kingdom, he did not think of death; but for these, these who abstain from
the kingdom of God, for them death is the great reversal of everything. What will become of
them there, with all their chosen needs, where there is no more God or God’s love but only
darkness and torment!

Did one hear a laugh here and there in the throng from one of those concerned? It could
have been possible as the Saviour was turning the entire habitual view of the world upside‐
down. And he had a fine awareness for the thoughts and feelings hovering in the air.
Woe to you, who laugh now! You will mourn and weep.
Now is not (yet) the time to laugh! Now it would be evil, considering the terrible gravity of
the situation, to see everything from a humorous, cheerful or even ridiculous point of view.
Woe to you who feel comfortable with the way things are now. When the advent of the
kingdom of God reveals in all its radiance that which you have mocked; in all its
wretchedness that which you have found delightful and amusing – what woe will grip you
because of the enduring damage that you and others have wrought upon the nobility of your
soul, upon everything true and eternal!
Woe to you, continues the Saviour, if all speak well of you, if you enjoy general popularity,
general applause, general admiration. For you, for the ethical quality of your mind, for the
inner value of your work it is a bad sign. Because, “So did their fathers speak well of the false
prophets.”
The Old Testament does not really tell us much about the popularity and admiration
bestowed upon the false prophets, but it is easy to read between the lines, and the Saviour
would like to shed special light from his experiences from life on how once upon a time it
might have been with the false prophets.
These false prophets were not bound to any specific doctrine. They heeded, more or less
consciously, the “spirit of the times”. In Samaria they scintillated with liberalism; in
Jerusalem they were highly orthodox; keepers and guardians (so they said) of the sacred
teachings, shrines and customs, zealous for temple and altar. They were essentially
unthinking and let themselves be influenced by the spirit in the air without any misgivings.
To stand out that was their innermost striving, and one that they served with success.
People listened to them without any idea how much the false prophets themselves were
listening to what “drew” or did not “draw” their admirers.
They were pertinent, they glittered; next to them the incomprehensible Isaiah, the gloom‐
laden pessimist Jeremiah, the coarse Amos were merely dark silhouettes against which they,
luminous figures, were contrasted all the more advantageously.
With the portrayal of the false prophets, the Saviour had struck at worldly glamour in its
most seductive and most powerful force; one that sheds a religious lustre over the whole
system of the current order of things and attempts to give it the semblance of the ideal, the
inner truth, ordained and ordered by God.
Thus the Saviour’s soul stands before this world as he found it in all its hollowness and, on
the other hand, (in his first beginnings) the kingdom of God that is approaching in order to
replace it. When he continues (translated literally):

“But to you who are listening, love your enemies etc.,” then one feels his joy of battle. This
must stop, this miserable, intrinsically rotten, godless world being must end. Forwards! We
want to over‐love the world, to vanquish it with love! It was just those poor whom he had
previously felicitated that can best understand his call. It is they, they who groan most under
the hard, hostile and selfish spirit of the world, under the struggle of all against all (“for
survival” one would say today), they are capable of understanding this tremendous “But!”
“Not so, world, not so – but …” This hoists a new banner that will be victorious. The
innermost deathly poison, from which the world sickens (and which transforms poverty into
misery and sorrow in the first place), of selfishness, self‐interest and hate must be
overcome.
The Saviour’s focus moves away from his people and towards the world as a whole. Until
now he has been interested in them, he was concerned with their circumstances, their
prospects gave him joy. But now he is thinking of the world and the kingdom of God that will
conquer the world. This is now the objective, not his people and their salvation. No, for him
they are now the means to an end, helpmates, fellow workers. They can expect to receive
abundant thanks, thanks from God and thanks from those redeemed.
As if in the victorious reign of God, standing on high, we should look beyond the doings and
struggles for power of this world, should let its hating – as that which it is, a mere nothing –
slide off us without a trace. But no, not without a trace, but as a stimulus to respond and
relate to it in the manner of God. The more hate from the others, the more love from our
side, in attitude, in doing, in benevolent speech towards them and of them, in intercession.
Even where our good nature provokes importunity or even intensifies it to effrontery, do not
allow yourself to be conquered, even if it is at your extreme cost; conquered in the sense
that for its sake, that is, to rid yourself of it, you become unfaithful to the great law of love
and no longer allow this principle to shine forth purely and solely. Here, selflessness is in
demand; but not in the sense of its being a goal in and of itself that I aspire to or a
noteworthy virtue; not as if we had to make a decision ultimately to end up at pure nothing
(as if that which we lose were something, and nothing would remain to us). Our wealth, in
the kingdom of God, makes it easy for us to lose these things and if this leads to deprivation,
to hardship, to tears – we are blessed!
All this should not spring from a proud feeling of virtue but from heartfelt, involuntary
brotherly love so that we are continually able to put ourselves in another’s place and act as
we would like to in their place.
The love that the world knows, awoken through love and again through love requited, is the
most beautiful, finest and most noble pleasure that the earth has to offer. But the Saviour
demands love as work (the only work that actually brings forth eternal fruit), as a fighting
spirit, unfounded, unrewarded love; love that makes sacrifices. Love your enemies, do well
by them and lend without giving up (the lender)! “Hoping for nothing again” fits splendidly
here in this connection, the Greek is “not relinquishing anyone”. These words appear to
contradict the connection insofar as there is a faint suggestion of hope of repayment, but

this seems to me to be true to life. Generally, the borrower emphasizes solemnly –
frequently from alleged conviction – the indubitable repayment to follow. In your mind you
should forego in advance any chance of seeing your offering again (which is why you should
not give more than you can or may lose), but do not assume too easily that the intention and
alleged prospect of the borrower with regard to repayment is mere cheating, and hope –
within reasonable limits – with him and for him! Thus you are blessed, your reward shall be
great and you shall be the children of the Highest. This is the sovereignty of the highest; and
yours also. Thesovereignty is expressed thus: you are connected with the mightiest, with the
highest of all, this is why this behaviour is fitting.
That is God’s elevation: benevolence towards the ungrateful and the evil; and we experience
this, the ungrateful and the evil, every day. The verses (Luke 6) 36 and 37 conclude the first
half of this second part of the sermon and indicate the overall sentiment in which all the
above‐mentioned is to be undertaken. The sentiment as it should be and as it should not be.
First: Be merciful, as your Father in heaven is merciful. He is this, you can depend on it, and
let this be your guiding principle for your sentiments at all times towards all people.
Second: Do not judge. Do not make differences, do not sort. Do not believe that your mercy
may or must only be applied to such and such. So do not condemn. Do not damn. This is all
forgiven you. Who does not notice this does not know God. You are the fountains from
which God showers mankind with His benevolence. Forgive! Give! Herein shines the Father’s
light.
Gently, the Saviour alludes to the time of reward. First of all: it will be forgiven, given unto
you. However, when he is picturesquely describing the recompense and says: shall men
“give into your bosom”, this is certainly not coincidental. Yes they, those who thanks to your
mercy are now among the redeemed; they, formerly so hostile, under whom you suffered so
much – they will be enormously thankful to you and hardly know how to express their
thanks, and this will be a great joy to you.
Herewith, for the time being, the second part closes. The Saviour has said what he wants to
say. He heralds a new and different sentiment, a different attitude of the heart towards
one’s neighbour and his people shall show themselves to the world with this attitude.
But should they only practise this attitude? Not herald it and teach italso? Should this love
towards mankind apply only to those closest to them and extend only to understandable,
current interests: cloaks, coats, goods of all kinds etc. and not perhaps rather cover primarily
their spiritual well‐being and the salvation of their souls?
A delicate question! Essentially one can only answer in the affirmative. But it is sweeter and
easier for the flesh to interest itself spiritually rather than physically for the neighbour, to
offer oneself as his lord and master and leader, rather than to serve him with humble
brotherly love and to make sacrifices. And the flesh is not proof against the pitfall of wanting
to spare God the conversion of others while one’s own conversion is still pending. Thus a

doing takes place, a doing in the name of Jesus that is the direct opposite of the sweet way
in which it is described and is in God’s eyes, as in mankind’s, repellent and loathsome; a
caricature of Christianity which the disciples were also thinking of when they expressed their
concern regarding the coming of an anti‐Christianity.
This question as to how far and in what manner we should aspire to implant this above‐
mentioned attitude described by the Saviour in others, by means of instruction, this
question must unavoidably force itself upon his disciples. The Saviour therefore enters upon
an addendum in order to answer it.
He conducts himself almost entirely defensively. Not completely though, as it is understood
that his disciples will one day also have to act instructively. But almost completely, he is so
much swayed by the anxiety over such an excess. His sermon takes on quite a different
character than heretofore: images abound, images in which are mixed displeasure at
injustice done to others, humour at the ludicrousness of people’s behaviour, and a glaring
emphasis on the self‐contradiction inherent in the matter.
First image: Of the blind leader. How can the other poor blind people guess that this
benevolent person who has offered himself as a guide – is blind himself? He can know it of
himself, and probably knows it, although in his megalomania he attempts to conceal it from
himself. What a responsibility! What a dampening effect this will have on that often lauded
striving to influence others. The Saviour appends an explanatory word here:
“The disciple is not above his master; but every one that is perfect shall be as his master.”
(Luke 6:40)
I believe Jesus is not thinking of himself with this “master” but of that blind leader. He, who
cannot quite forget his blindness, comforts himself with the thought that he wants to make
of his disciples something better than he is himself. This, the Saviour tells us, is impossible.
Second image: The mote in the brother’s eye. A very choice and apt image! The case that
one (not figuratively but really) beholds a mote in the brother’s eye is almost the only such
case, as one involuntarily feels oneself called and duty‐bound to offer him one’s help in the
face of this misfortune. And why not? Yes, but what if this glimpse were to be an optical
illusion – the beam in your own eye reflected in that of your brother? The Saviour does not
go this far, he presumes the true existence of a mote. You need a sharp eye for such an
ability to help. First of all improve your own sight and remove first of all that which disfigures
yourself, the beam in your own eye!
“For,” (third image) “a good tree bringeth not forth corrupt fruit; neither doth a corrupt tree
bring forth good fruit.” (6:43) The beam in your own eye reveals to you that you are sick,
thus your spiritual help can only be diseased and will bring forth only diseased fruit. Every
tree is known by its own fruits. It will not help you to adorn yourself with borrowed plumes
and to serve others with ideas that you have, perhaps, borrowed from your distinguished
teacher. “For from thorns men do not gather figs, nor from a bramble bush gather they

grapes.” (6.44) The fig, the grape, whose flavour needs no explaining, that is the way the
Saviour describes and recommends them; the thorny and injurious nature of the thorns, this
is characteristic of the officiousness of the blind leader.
The following verse (45) concludes with the result of what these example images have
taught us; the basic thought without the image. “Nothing artificial, nothing contrived!”
Convert yourself! If you are something then everything that comes out of your mouth will be
beneficial and healthy; in the other case, nothing will be. The good person can discuss
metalwork in a businesslike and sober manner, and it will feel beneficial, a divine light will
shine through unnoticed; an evil person can be dripping with Christian sermons but
everything is poisoned by the evil: pride, envy, cruelty, and falsity. And so is the end result.
Avoid connivance. Let yourself – in a good sense, consciously in prayer – go; it will, insofar as
you are good, be good. Walk before God, walk in spirit and deal and speak involuntarily,
almost unconsciously – this is the best way.18
The Saviour wants only all kinds of communities in which we are the loving ones, he will take
care of the rest. He wants his work spread mainly through a feeling of community and less
through actual, formal preaching. (When, during the time of the apostles, the victorious
tidings of Jesus’ resurrection and its significance for mankind were to be communicated to
the world in the fastest way possible, then this was something quite different from the
modern and frequent false‐spiritual attitude of haranguing the masses in order to convert
them.)
It was certainly very important for the Saviour that his work retained undistorted this
heartfelt, unintrusive and therefore appealing manner. He obviously was seriously
concerned that, or rather felt that, many would overhear and ignore just this in his sermon
from supposed sheer exceptional Christianity and would – in his name – do exactly the
opposite of everything, and, moreover, would stipulate that other servants of Jesus do the
same. This is why he closes his sermon with the words, “And why call ye me, Lord, Lord, and
do not do the things which I say?” (6:46)
In an overall summary the Saviour discloses his thoughts on the probable results of his
sermon. His sermon is not of the kind that one could forget and set at naught. It is so
intrinsically true, so bright and sweet that its ideas immediately belong to the listeners,
become part of their being. But just because of this there is an inherent danger, the danger
of self‐delusion for the listener. It makes sense, it has warmed and cheered them, they
believe everything and think they own it. That also in the future they will not act in
accordance with it is invariably forgotten. They still make a virtue of poverty or are proud of
riches and find their cares and pleasures in worldly things; they are still resentful towards
their enemies and can still express themselves very bitterly or disparagingly towards others
when informed of the defamatory words they have spoken against them; they can still be
18

Paul means something similar when he (Romans 12:3) demands: The sermon should be according to the
measure of faith (κατάτήνάναλογίαν). Your sermon should be on the level of your piety, according to the
measure of your faith. Do not be preoccupied with something that you are not!

reticent and cold towards all kinds of importunate appeals for help directed at them; can still
be of the opinion that all this does not matter, they are Christian and believers, after all. In
all this they have, perhaps, or they think they have, a characteristic or “more judicious and
sober” manner. And so we come right to the last part of the sermon. If they sin against this
and are the blind leading the blind or fault‐finders, they actually take credit for it. In brief:
Whosoever hears my sermon and does not act – he is not comparable to a man who does
not build at all; no, he builds quickly and handsomely, also reasonable in cost, and one can
see no fault in his house.
The Saviour does not place this image of the foolish listener first but that of the clever one;
as his positive bent always presupposes that such a one is more likely to be as one ought to
be rather than as one ought not to be.
Everyone who comes to me and listens to my teachings and acts upon them – I want to show
you who he is like. He is like the man building a house who dug and deepened and laid his
foundations upon rock. By the sweat of his brow he removed from his heart the refuse that
was revealed through the teaching of Jesus; the faulty assessment of what is worldly; the
faulty attitude towards hate and injustice; the narcissistic manner and the suspicious looks
towards others – in short, everything that is absolutely inacceptable and dangerous as a
foundation for something new. He builds slowly, but: A flood came, the stream beat
vehemently upon the house and could not shake it: for it was solidly (καλϖς = in order,
recte)built; while the other house without a foundation quickly collapsed under the fury of
the flood – “and the ruin of that house was great”.
The ruin of the house of some of his listeners was so great that they, carried away by the
flood of a momentary insane thought that Jesus had led them astray, called, “crucify him,
crucify him!” How amazing it will be for some, when after their death they find themselves,
to their surprise, in the situation of the rich man – “in hell and in torment!” These self‐
delusions prevailed up until the moment of the Fall.
In the two sermons we have accentuated and illuminated one thing more than is usual;
namely that the Saviour in spite of all his loving regard for individual people was always
focussed on the great, the general, on humankind and the kingdom of God; and he offered
also the individual solace stemming from this generality, this kingdom. We tend to look at
the individual (namely each his favourite “I”) and therefore imagine the great reversal from
ruin toward glory as spatially established: here, sin, guilt, misery; there, glory. The Saviour
sees humankind as one person. He, therefore, sees the reversal from a temporal aspect:
now, sin, guilt and ruin; one day, (already initiated by him) the kingdom of God.
Regarding this thought we have, I think, a peculiar, illuminating and comprehensive
observation by Jesus in the parable of the prodigal son (Luke 15:11‐24) that the Saviour uses
to answer the complaint of the Pharisees regarding his “exaggerated” leniency towards the
sinners. For me, the Saviour accepts the spirit of this parable, in the main, as one that has
long been in his heart and merely adds the appendix dealing with the complaint. “When the

prodigal son, as I have held in my heart for a long time, would return, then perhaps the state
of mind in the older brother would show itself as it encounters me now in the Pharisees.
Then the joy of victory will be bitter – yes, even postponed.” He may have deliberated like
this. The parable of the prodigal son is complete in itself and rounded out even without this
appendix. It became over time, perhaps, an answer for the Saviour to the dark question that
the evil state of things awoke in him. It sheds light on the condition of humankind in general,
its fall, its forlornness and Jesus’ hope for its salvation. This is why he appends it here to the
sermons on the mount.
How must have little Samuel have felt, once upon a time in the house of the high priest Eli?
“Dear God, it looks as if you were not!” “Can things go on like this? May one disdain you so
and treat your name with contempt? Are, ultimately, these evil youths right, and not I?”
Questions like this might have finally moved God to answer the boy in a personal revelation.
Similar questions, even if of a completely different kind, imbued from the beginning with
more triumph and solace, presumably also moved the heart of the Saviour. “How to
understand that things are as they are; that sin after sin accumulates with no hindrance and
the dear Lord permits everyone to do everything. How to understand this? Whence does it
come? Whither will it lead?”
The answers to these questions are condensed in our parable. The younger son in the story
has demanded “the portion of goods that fall to him”, probably only with the initial intention
of administering them with his own “superior” understanding and without interference by
the old‐fashioned opinions of his father. This is the first fateful step of mankind out of the
child‐parent relationship into a relationship with the world. “To be one’s own deity, to be
free and one’s own lord.” It was not unreasonable that one saw indicated here the descent
into heathendom, it was so after all. But such independence is compatible with quite a large
amount of dogmatic belief, and the Saviour certainly saw in his mind this “emancipated” son
in the persons of the orthodox Jewish folk who were to be seen everywhere.
What – and this is the great question – should the father do now with regard to this
imposition, this demand to relinquish his goods? Is complying with this irresponsible
requestpedagogically justified?
One would tend to say no. The youth will squander the wealth and this will not be all; the
inappropriate freedom will be detrimental to him and will become his ruin.
So should the father refuse to give his son his portion? Should he say, “This shows me just
how much you need paternal discipline”?
This question for those who truly believe in God, and therefore most of all for the Saviour, is
a burning one. If one were to acquiesce with the latter procedure, the refusal of the request,
then seemingly the proof has been given that God is not; or one must make do with a
concept of God that proliferates, although only in consequence of great thoughtlessness.
Namely, the dear Lord, as formerly the alleged Jupiter, is very much bound to certain world

orders. To stay within our allegory, he has never possessed these goods that the prodigal son
administers so freely. That this son, turning his back on his father, disposes of his “being”
entirely at his own pleasure is obvious.
How to explain this? This is not difficult for the Saviour as his object is the same as that of his
Father. “The father acquiesced completely, relinquished the riches for the sake of his son.”
Indeed, what could the father do? The heart of his son was hardened against him, as a
“child” he was dead. The father could have saved his wealth and kept an outwardly
exemplary and well‐disciplined son – but the son would still have been lost to him, the son’s
heart cold, bitter, sinister. He dared to do otherwise: he sacrificed the wealth and apparently
his son also. The riches would be lost, the son seemingly also, but – the son’s heart would
regain its rights. If the son has a will; if his independence and his own wisdom have brought
him, in strict congruity, to ruin; if sin has consummated its work, then from the ruins of the
seed the former body of the child will grow apace, as a shoot becomes alive when the
encasing fruit begins to rot. He is a child, the son, and cannot repudiate this for very long.
Out of this wonderful belief in the spark of the child in the son, the Savour explains the bold
gamble of the father, letting everything go as it will. It is indeed an act of bold hope.
The gamble was truly a bold and a painful one. The “riches” that are squandered are God’s
ideals of an ordered life for humanity. It is as if one were thinking of the Ten
Commandments: the life of one’s brother, his marital joy, the joy of his heart, his goods and
chattels, his good name, his entire well‐being. All this is threatened by this emancipated son
and will in part be devastated.
Thus the Saviour sees the great hopes of the Father prevailingover the painful work of
destruction in this world, and in the light of these hopes when he encounters the prodigal
son he observes him confident of victory: “Just wait, we will get you yet!” Thus he observes
him through all his phases: through the phase of apparent virtuous independence, or
apparent independent virtuousness, where under the eye of the father he “freely” manages
“his” goods; through the phase of complete breach where he turns the wealth into money
and distances himself from his father and “emigrates”; through the phase of that lustre that
always (to stay with the metaphor) occurs when one begins to spend one’s capital instead of
the interest, or – depending on the use – that lustre of dazzling ideas, of the almost fabulous
upswing of outward appearances which eventuates with such ease when a further portion of
divine capital, faith, piety or divine purport is relinquished and cast overboard; through the
phase of reckoning, when all the wrongness of this apparent felicity has, of natural
necessity, unfolded and brought to light its innermost core – the nothing, the ruin.
Some might wish to counter this view of the metaphor wherein a bright light of mercy and
hope is shed on the whole dark conduct of mankind with: This cannot be the case because,
assuming that the prodigal son should really return, generally speaking, by that time millions
and countless millions of lost sons would have died, unconverted, and therefore

irredeemably and eternally damned. Therefore, the metaphor must act as an example only
of the several among the millions to whom it most pertains; that it, to those whose
conversion we actually see. Even this objection would scarcely have been endorsed by the
Saviour. I believe he did not think to own such exact and detailed knowledge of what eternal
fate awaits one in the beyond that so many today think they possess. I believe he – greatly
grieved but solaced in faith – left all these millions to the mercy and omnipotence of his
Father in heaven, whereby he placed greater faith in this than do we.
So we see in this first part of the parable of the prodigal son, before his return, the character
of our worldly time, the remoteness from God, the contrast to His “kingdom of heaven”
illustrated, illuminated and explained.
On God’s part, this remoteness from Him is not without stringent consequences. It would
upset the parable if it were said the father had sent after his son to search for him. A foolish
sheep is sought after when it gets lost, or a penny that is mislaid from imprudence, but not
the son, who can, after all, find his own way. It would also be peculiar if the parable would
state that the son had written home to ask for assistance. Such letters would either have
been shelved ad acta with satisfaction as symptoms of growing disintegration or possibly
have been answered with a curt “come home!” Countless prayers are sent that have as their
objective only the maintenance of the status quo or a prolongation of the situation as one
has, in addition to God, “one’s own household to take care of”.
God’s manner is simplicity, consistency, equality, communality, wholeness. He does not
want to help individuals in a petty or biased way without sense and purpose for the whole.
However, this image is only an image of the relationships as Jesus found them. What shed
benevolent illumination on this darkness was “Hope!” He understood this scripture, its
solution was the other tidings, “You are my dear son, in whom I have resolved it!” He knows
God has done something after all in order to meet the prodigal son half way: I am sent to
seek him and to save him. “I may give him, he who has almost forgotten his homeland (not
in the parable but certainly in reality), a divine but heartfelt greeting.” This greeting from the
father is the second half of the image – the return of the son and the reception and
acceptance that he receives from his father.
The son will return. Finally, when the logical progression of the facts have reached their final
conclusion, when the machinery of un‐divine and counter‐divine thought and attitudes has
finished its work and squandered the entire “wealth” and the dream of divinity has seeped
away into the sand, when nothing is left to me but me, myself – then from the ruins, like the
first light of creation emerging from the darkness, an idea arises that everything that I have
heretofore regarded as “life” and “being” was merely a wretched dream and that the true
and great reality is another, that God is, and He is my Father; then in the son the child will
awaken who is ashamed of his wretched pride and acknowledges the great wrong done to
the Father. “My Father was right, and I must tell him so.”

Will the son do this one day? The whole misery of this world time (which, in a recent
Christian lecture, was admittedly called “magnificent music”) is tolerated with this hope in
view. The father stands detached, and weeping observes the desolation of his children, the
ruin of his creation, while hoping that when all has perished of its own inner conflict the
child’s heart within his son will awake.
Now, when the Saviour is describing the moment when the father sets eyes on his son and
his actions then, one can feel something of the truth of his words, “Believe me that I am in
the Father and the Father is in me.” It is the Father himself, whose whole yearning for his
son is being expressed here. This overwhelming love, this wonderful forgetting, this
undiluted joy in finding this child brought to life again. It is a father’s word that penetrates
through all hardened crusts and deeply into each child’s heart. In the jubilation of the father
in his returned son we perceive our high and heavenly calling and understand how the
anxious father yearns for us.
When, in the Acts of the Apostles we see the rivers of God’s benevolence that pour over
young communities such as Jerusalem, Corinth and Ephesus or over converted individuals
such as Cornelius and Saul (Paul) – who does not see in this something of the fulfilment of
the prophecy in this parable and at the same time something of the prophecy of further
fulfilments!19
Let us think of the Saviour, recognized as the bridegroom of mankind (also as the shepherd
who voluntarily, but also as God’s advocate, seeks for lost sheep), so we can understand
how he feels it as his duty to help the prodigal son home again, to stand with him and for
him repentant before the father, and how it gladdens his heart to spread tidings of the
father’s attitude in a time when it is below the dignity of a father to do the same for his son.
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Here, in the summary of this part of our parable, we will take the liberty of discussing a further aspect. It is,
of course, of lesser significance but every single aspect of such an image is of some importance to us. The
parable describes to us a well‐to‐do landowner or animal farmer who, because he lives in an isolated situation
is not able to buy meat just when he wishes, therefore he keeps a fatted calf available for special – expected or
unexpected – celebrations. Thus when the prodigal son returns he orders that “the fatted calf” be killed. In
Luther’s translation from the Latin it appears he has once again overlooked the definite article and used the
indefinite “a” which gives the impression that the farmer was able to choose from among many. However, it
gains an even more celebratory aspect (which magnifies the brother’s chagrin) when it is the only fatted calf
available and the anticipation of a feast has been of long standing. It is an exceptional pleasure.

The Sick

The Saviour devoted the greater part of his time and effort to the sick. After all, he was the
embodiment of brotherly love, and we are most receptive to that love which has
compassion for our physical misery, for our pains and infirmities. All these unhappy ones,
the lepers, the blind, the lame, the deaf – how blissfully they must have been sensible of the
love of the living God which poured over them through Jesus. How they must have felt what
a glorious time the kingdom of God was going to be, already sending out its radiance in the
form of the aid given them. The great turnaround of things, the benevolence of God
vouchsafed to us in the form of Jesus, withheld until now, was in nothing so eloquently
manifest as in these miracles. This benevolence shone brightly through his words, but here,
in rough, implacable, visible reality, it found its confirmation.
“Like as a father pitieth his children” (Psalm 103), we see the Saviour caring for the people as
for a large family. What mother would not help her sick child if she were able? As simply and
tenderly as a mother, the Saviour took all this sick misery to heart like a strong brother who
is responsible for the well‐being of the family. A familial feeling towards the Father in heaven
pervaded the people particularly because of the visible help that God was sending them in
this distress.
However, it was not the Saviour’s intention to immediately dispose of all sickness in the
world. What is the good of a healthy but sinful world? What good is deferring punishment
until after death if the guilt is not expunged? Sickness, after all, is connected to death, the
ultimate enemy to be dealt with. Therefore he did not want to anticipate now, by means of
force and without prospect of reasonable profit, that which would fall into his hand as a ripe
fruit at the end of his struggle. But he did want to proclaim himself as conqueror in this field,
in which the question of power was most apparent, as a conqueror who needs not wait but
– although in the midst of battle – is already the lord of this field. In the field of ethics his
power is limited by the freedom of mankind to choose, and he must rely on patience, on
waiting, until the power of his words, his mercy and his spirit are victorious. Here, though, he
is the lord and here it is proven that it is the Creator of heaven and of earth who has sent
him; that he is the Son of God and that God – through him – will bring us a new kingdom, His
kingdom.
This is why he never dismissed a sick person, however incapable or unworthy, without giving
complete and absolute help. On the one hand, all would be unworthy and, on the other,
faith in him has driven them all to seek him out. However, in the case of some, such as the
nine lepers or the lame man (John 5:5) among others, one can hardly avoid a somewhat
dubious impression. In such cases, Jesus does not deal only with the sick but also with his
honour, for the sake of his name, in order to fully remove any question regarding his power
to help.

One usually says, “Jesus worked miracles in order to authenticate his messianic dignity, his
status as a son of God.” This is true in the greater sense mentioned above. He wanted to
announce himself as the helper who had power – for all time. “You people have in me a
saver and a helper who helps with deeds.” He had announced himself to the people as he
who is, he who will be, and he who will remain; his deeds are pledges, promises: where he
has helped once he will help again. He certainly saw “a night” coming (John 9:4) where no
man can work, but just for their sake he wanted, as long as it was still day, to realize his life
image as that of the Saviour, so that we would know what he could provide for us to give us
solace through him. He wanted, so to speak, to put the key into all the dungeon doors of
human misery. This night fell on the eve of the time of the apostles. The Saviour as the
victorious ruler, armed with all power of heaven and earth in order to bring about the
kingdom of God.He was honoured as such but one no longer made demands upon him; as
the head of the community, one did not really expect any more manifestations of power
from him.
The erroneous translation “the night” (Luther translated it as “the” also) gives the
impression as if this night were something that had to come with the inevitability of natural
law and further, as if it were almost the last one, as if it would have no end. However, it only
falls together with the night that the Saviour had begun to lighten and will fade away
together with this. The “morning star” that the Saviour promises to the victorious
(Revelation 2:28), what is it but a sign that the night will have an end?
We see it in 2 Peter 1:19 also, where the words “in your hearts” should be pulled to the
beginning of the next verse (“in your hearts knowing this first”). The prophetic words that
have become firmer for the apostles Peter, John and James ever since they themselves
heard the voice from the great glory, they are a light for the present time of night – until day
dawns and the morning star rises.
We have a right to regard this night‐time always as a disappearing one, as one that does not
rightly exist. Yes, we have the duty. At any rate we must, if we want to honour Jesus’ work as
it should be honoured, beware that we do not assign to him opinions that have emerged
during this night‐time. This is because during this night a different relationship from the one
we find in the Bible prevails between us and God and therefore opinions develop that are
only partially related to those in the Bible.
Israel as an entire people had help from God, at least in great moments; wonderful help.
They also had, in their individually appointed servants, an immediate relationship with God,
partly due to the light of revelation and partly due to miracles. They therefore felt
themselves to be in a continual and living relationship to God. “The Lord is with him”, says
the boy David in Bethlehem. “The Lord is not with us”, says Gideon. Expressions that today
are scarcely used and scarcely understood. Thus Israel saw in all outward occurrences an act
of God, an expression of His mood or His judgement over those affected by His actions;
blessing and help as proof of His benevolence; punishment as proof of His anger. This is how
great scourges were regarded, as well as individual misery such as sickness. And from this

understanding from time immemorial when times were hard, the individual or the people
sought – and found – forgiveness and help from God.
Now, through Jesus, this living interrelation between God and His people gained a wonderful
intimacy, clarity and warm‐heartedness and emerged as the sole, infallible one and, to some
extent, as the obvious one; so that one had the impression it was supposed to be like this,
and finally from this God’s full kingdom would develop. This impression came not only from
the plenitude of power invested in Jesus, but also from his manner which differed markedly
from that of the servants of God of the old covenant. These had, compelled by their
inadequacy and their consciousness of this, something formal, measured and almost
reserved in their manner as if, standing at God’s side, they must carefully uphold His dignity.
The Saviour was not in need of this. The glory of the native “full of grace and truth” radiated
from him. This is why he went his way like a simple and private man; human, friendly,
brotherly, he welcomes every one. The petitioner feels, “He takes my concern as if it is now
ours together”, and through such a communion with Jesus he, the petitioner, gains the
innocent and clear impression of the fatherly proximity of God. Thus it was as if, through
Jesus, the heavenly Father laid a mantle over the mood of the people and over their whole
destiny. “You are mine”, this is what the words of God were announcing through the
miracles of Jesus.
This living, profound interrelation, also manifested in deeds, between God and his people as
told in the Old Testament and as it came to full life in Jesus and determined the time of the
apostles – this is normal, this is right. We call that collection of such manuscripts, which were
created in those times and under such direct prevalence of God, the Bible.Ittells us how
close God once was to us so that we know how it could be, how it should be.
During that period of night we learned modesty. The highest good that Jesus gave to the
apostles, motivation and strength towards a new life, we also received this from him and
believe that we have it in the same strength and intensity as they once did: the hope of
salvation has also remained in us, as well as the certainty that we have a benevolent God
who has our best interests at heart. However, we lack the experiencing of the living God, the
awareness of His living amongst us, as the Old and New Testaments in the Bible stated so
simply as something that to a certain degree goes without saying. We also experience the
answering of prayer, but the historical imprint of the time has become thus: Whereas in
many instances in biblical times we could expect immediate help from heaven, we are now
thrown back on our own resources. This is why our piety, yes, our faith, has a more modest
task than was the case in biblical times: for example, accepting “all that comes to pass” as
sent from God while ascribing to Him the most benevolent intentions and patiently hoping
for and expecting, particularly insofar as natural laws allow, help. So that one would avail
oneself of all possible means in order to divest oneself of suffering, but would not permit
oneself to ask God to be made healthy as if this would indicate a lack of humility.
So piety and faith retreated from contact with coarse reality and withdrew into the quiet
land of the invisible, forthis life to the realms of thought, forexternal destiny to the realms

of hope of a pleasant beyond. Humility, acceptance of suffering, patience, hope for a better
future – which can escalate into a yearning for death – these are often the noble fruits that
this piety yields.
What is very remarkable is the generally human character that everyone can understand.
One can say: In all the crises of faith still drawing on Abraham’s inheritance, not only in the
case of Christians but also of Jews and Mohammedans, this particular piety – even if polluted
with errors in the most recent crises – constantly brings forth the strangest fruits throughout
the world!
If, outside Christianity, it is only partly true and the hope of salvation is not entirely justified
– in Jesus everything that this faith hopes is true.Therefore, through God’s mercy there is
always more than one expected, experienced, and lived through. We can sing of a God who
will help and of a lord who saves us from death.
The Saviour also brings – at one place which we will speak of later – honour to this piety.
Still, it is strange that almost nowhere do we find in his case those thoughts in which the
aforesaid piety prefers to reside.His deeds and works follow a quite different direction. From
such piety, as an example, comes the following statement from a religious tract, “Christianity
teaches us to regard sickness as a blessing.” If this were meant truly seriously, then with
these words Jesus’ work, his successful striving to deprive people of this “blessing”, would be
downright condemned.
We possess one of Jesus’ talks in which this piety is commended to us in a moving way, but
in a memorable place. It is the story of the rich man and the poor Lazarus (Luke 16:9ff.). In
this case we want to at least partially consider this talk of Jesus, precious to us all and which
in any case may not be ignored in a portrait of him, and include it in our observations.
Jesus’ words, namely verse 13, “Ye cannot serve God and mammon”, seemed ridiculous to
the listening Pharisees – “they derided him” (Verse 14). It was just this that appeared to
them to be the most profound wisdom of life: To neither neglect nor short‐change the
eternal for the temporal or the temporal for the eternal. This was because “they were
covetous”; their endeavours were aimed at assuring their well‐being here. The Saviour
juxtaposes the derision of their clever pride with the hapless folly of this supposed
cleverness by, just for once, lifting the veil that hides the beyond from us, hides what befalls
us after death. He describes two situations to us: that of a favourite of mammon, a so‐called
child of fortune; and that of an “unfortunate” of this world. Both situations are depicted first
of all until death and then after death. He intentionally does not speak of attitudes, in order
to allow the factual, the desirable, or the undesirable aspects of the circumstances to stand
out all the more glaringly. One cannot, therefore, quite say that he holds up to us the pious
attitude of Lazarus, his patience, his hopes for a beautiful destiny after death, as an ideal to
follow. However, this entire account preaches all the more warmly to sufferers solace and
courage for their faith in providence and hope for salvation. Only believe it entirely! That is

what this story preaches to us, do not just have a belief like that of the Pharisees, which boils
down to making an art of speech: no, it is true what you believe and hope.
From impartiality and in order to give things the strength of proof in their eyes, Jesus had
already chosen an image of life for these Pharisees whichhad come to him without closer
affiliation and had therefore found its earthly end without any connection to him. If he had
found Lazarus before the rich man’s door, so ill and miserable, he would not have left him
lying there; and after death his fate is depicted as that of a pious man straight out of the Old
Testament. The opportunity to speak of thatwhich he, Jesus, was bringing was ruled out.
Here, then, the Saviour – although for very special reasons – offered solace in the misery of
illness with the prospect of divine providence and salvation after death. Otherwise we can
find hardly another word from him pointing our thoughts in this direction. He counters our
worries of being able to manage in daily life and our fear of persecution by other humans by
pointing out the powerful love of the Father, who also cares for the sparrows, thereby
placing us in a living relationship to God so that we, when it is necessary, can expect help.
The cross (Matthew 16:24) that we should take up and follow him with has touchingly
entered our language virtually describing all kinds of distress and tribulation. However,
originally it was that wooden cross of torment by means of which the world killed Jesus and
branded him as a criminal, and we should willingly be prepared for both – this is what the
Saviour wants to tell us – on behalf of the world.
That we can welcome our death as an elevation to the level of salvation – this can be
inferred from all his works and speeches, but he told it to only one other, to his comrade in
dying, the malefactor on the cross.
Why is Jesus silent on this point?
Before we go into this, we would like to take a closer look at the danger threatening this
piety.
When all the work of God is limited to the invisible, it runs the risk of losing all real
connection with Jesus, all association with the living God; yes, all contact with reality
because, provided that it deceives itself for the time being (before death), nothing can
disturb this deception. We run the risk of overestimating the independence in which God
placed nature and of accepting dependence on it, a state which we have brought upon
ourselves through sin, seeing itin a false light, faithless and defenceless. We look down on
the external events, that which we experience individually or in general on the part of so‐
called “nature”, as something that has nothing to do with religion and with genteel disdain
more reminiscent of Greek philosophy than the Old Testament; for instance, of the patience
of Job which actually seems quite like impatience, but still abstains from any embellishment
of the circumstances.
Nature in our eyes possesses almost an omnipotence which God has, as it were, voluntarily
refrained from influencing. We no longer have an understanding of the faith (1 John 5) that

the world – meaning not merely humanity but the cosmos – has vanquished. This places us
in a peculiar independency from God: He, His concept (the Bible says His “name”), yes, even
his mood against us, is consigned without defences to our idea; that is, to our discretion. We
decide to possess God’s benevolence and call that faith. How can God disabuse us of this
error? If we are satisfied with our views and our entire virtuous condition, how can He teach
us that His thoughts are not our thoughts and our ways are not His ways? We level
everything to our taste and for what might be left over, for all the mysteries, we have hopes
of salvation.
There is something touching in this hope and, where the piety is a true one, something of
promise. But when, as in the case of the Pharisees, the whole degenerates into an art of
language, expressing everything piously, then the delusion could be great; and Hell is quiet
on this point, it does not tell us how many have been wrong.
Another inadequacy of this religious viewpoint that differentiates it from that of Jesus is that
its central point is always the individual, which easily calls into question the connection of
Jesus’ work as a whole with his struggle for the salvation of the world and the
commencement of the kingdom of God and, therefore, almost the entire biblical justification
for us to have such faith and hope. Some of our hymns, for instance, almost outdo the Bible
in rejoicing in God’s love for “me” and in the joyful assurance that ultimately your or my
well‐being is certain. The whole truth inherent in these hymns is revealed as soon as we
understand “I” to mean Jesus’ community and the “ultimately” as the coming of Jesus.
This brings us to the final divergence from Jesus’ idea to the one most significant for us, to
the systematic one. Significant, not only for the individual but for the Jesus community, yes
for mankind altogether. We have lost that simple feeling of whether the Lord is with us or
not. With this type of idea we determine everything ourselves and are of the opinion that
gratitude itself obliges us to see everything in an advantageous light.
This can lead us to finding that even this present world belongs to the system in which,
according to our belief, everything that dies throughout the year is subject to decay except
for a small particle, and this the Saviour in his coming would like to put an end to by bringing
about wholly the kingdom of God, and the sooner the better.
Then Nature, administered by the providence of God, would be the solid frame into which
Jesus would have the possibility of weaving a blessed destiny, with the result that the
situation now would be so endurable that God’s and Jesus’ deeds of salvation for humanity
must be considered, on the whole, as concluded.
This, then, would be the “true, manifested religion”, and to reveal this and bring it to
humankind was the only reason for Jesus’ coming and mainly – yes, even only – in order to
substantiate this, Jesus had worked miracles.
This way of looking at things, however, that Jesus had only worked his healing miracles for
this reason, contradicts the historical picture of his life.

Christianity is neither a mere religion, nor a mere revelation as if it were only important that
people knew what was right. Christianity, in the broadest sense, is a battle, a work of God –
beginning with the Fall – to rectify everything, to precipitate His kingdom. One could almost
say true Christianity is the kingdom of God, such as Jesuswill bring when he returns – until
then, however, it is the battle for this kingdom.
And Jesus entered wholeheartedly upon this battle. If religion was the disposition that strove
to see everything in the rosiest light possible, to interpret everything in favour of an
undiluted benevolent mood of God – then such a disposition was far from his mind; he
would not have understood it, he would not have felt bound by such a thing, not even
authorized by it. For this he lacked – if one may put it like this – any awareness, any
predisposition, as he was truth and had come to the world to bear witness to truth. This is
why we find nothing in him of this theological art of systematically picturing all this to
himself.
He was a man of deeds. Here is the side of him which appeared more understandable to the
tax collectors and Samaritans than to the Pharisees and Jews. Admittedly, these possessed
without a doubt more religious knowledge than the former, but the former’s thinking was
not yet spoiled by playing games with religion, they still had a natural cast of thought. Thus
the Saviour, as a thoroughly simple man, faced the mysteries that evil in the world offers us;
so critical, so sober, so true and so in need of truth as can be imagined. He took things as
they are, as they speak directly to us through their immediate impression. He was a man of a
rather (as far as can be imagined within his love) warlike nature, as was David. A fighter
spirit who says, “Things should not be as they are now and should not remain so – I will not
allow it. I will not – as a man – put up with it!” Here also we see him as the son of man,
crushing the serpent’s head with his foot. “Is not this the son of David?” say the people
(Matthew 12:23) when he once again freed a person from an eerie and unnatural sickness –
and they understood him better than we often do. “A hero, a fighter has arisen again in
Israel in order to free us from our enemies. But he goes about things in a different way –
these are not the enemies of flesh and blood but quite different ones, mightier ones of
whom we have hardly an idea. He meets them in the dark and will conquer them.” This is
how the people thought, understanding him perfectly. In his deeds they saw in him not only
a connection to the prophets but also to their heroes.
Praise and thank the Lord that he was such a man, as otherwise all our – however beautiful –
hopes of a blessed immortality would be lies. His work was not to hope for, to speculate
upon, a blessed immortality for mankind, but to create it. For such blessed hopes, the Old
Testament – for sacred reasons – offered him only meagre points of contact. On the one
hand, occasional, highly justified and exceptional cases of those who were permitted to
circumvent death (Enoch, Elias); on the other, for what was great, only those hopes that
could and should be fulfilled through him alone.
Thus he was also filled with the faith in providence that gives us solace; but he did not
employ it to soothe himself. In all these evil happenings that we call wickedness, he saw the

judgement of God. He saw therein the effect of unforgiven sins, a situation which cannot be
called the kingdom of God and which one day will have to give way to the kingdom of God.
What role this faith in providence played in his spiritual life is illuminated for us in those
words of the Apostle Paul (Romans 8:19ff.) at the end of which he expresses this faith in an
unforgettable pithy way and in which he surely took the words out of his master’s mouth.
With bleeding heart Paul writes of the misery running through all creation and of the
yearning and sighing of all creatures to be delivered from this misery. This, then, is “nature”,
whose momentary condition we hold to be eternally right; whose influence we almost
equate as directly divine. It is itself sick and is counting on us – as the apostle says later –for
its ultimate healing! The apostle imagines it to be pervaded by conscious beings who are
capable of a yearning, by beings who count the days of their lament in centuries; and if we
remember the dead who also belong to “all creation” too, then we are looking at an ocean
of lamentation. The creature is counting on us, it is anticipating the day of freedom of the
children of God. “Forwards!” we can hear it entreating.
Children of man, as they are, do not yearn; they are satisfied with the present and they do
not guess at the lamentation they will be subject to. However, we, who have a foretaste of
future glory in what we have already received in spirit – we also yearn. It, the creature, is
driven to yearn by the misery of the present; we by the prospect of hope in future glory.
We yearn – for the day of victory. Not for our death but for the day where our body –
whether living or dead – will be redeemed from death. Because “we might be saved, but – in
hope”. So strongly does everything hang together, and so strongly are we linked to the
entire creation that our salvation will only be absolute together with that of the whole
creature. We wait for this with patience and we pray towards this.
In the meantime, until what we yearn for finally comes to pass, we know that those who
love God serve all things best in that we “become as one with the likeness of His son”.
In this greater connection, our faith in God’s providence is embedded. As the warrior hopes
that until victory is won his strength will be employed in the right way and that his livelihood
will be assured, so here the Christian can be certain of a similar provision.
In that lamentation in which the entire creation finds itself, we can presage an unfathomable
justness of God. We assume this more than we can see it as it is manifested sublimely in holy
secrecy. God is the cause of all that transpires; His justness the cause of all evil; but we do
not see this directly. He, God, remains very much hidden. God allows all aberrances from
Him to continue to work independently so that they reveal themselves as evil and become
their own punishment.
Thus the Saviour regarded evil in its greater connection as a great whole and was
determined to remedy it. This evil together with its cause – sin – showed him that someone

other than God had influence on creation and had gained power over it.1 It has become a
world in itself and he wants to conquer this world (John 16:33 “overcome”) and save it,
wants to reclaim it for the Father.
With such a viewpoint, seeing these things as a whole, the contradiction between this world
and the beyond receded into the background. He saw misery as a whole and wanted relief
for it as a whole. The misery of the beyond is death, and sickness is the root which it sinks
into this world. Thus he saw in his mind the sublime justness of God working in similar ways
in both areas, in this world as well as in the beyond. We, lacking the audacity to change
natural law, we allow ourselves all the greater freedom in the unseen, in the concept of the
beyond, imagining randomly by which laws God reigns there. In this world we only see
nature and its laws; in the beyond only the laws of justice. The Saviour saw this in a different
light. Because he (in the sicknesses of humanity) wanted to gain influence over the
occurrences of nature and its laws and in this sought and found the path to the Almighty, to
God, he encountered there – in addition to the Almighty – justness, justness as the highest,
hidden source of events. The Almighty as the mute executor who conceals the rightful
reasons of events under the mantle of unyielding and natural necessity. Thus he saw it in the
beyond in a similar way to this world; how this is the only prospect that opens itself to us
into the beyond and shows this to us in a surprising way, namely the description of
conditions in the beyond in the story of the rich man and poor Lazarus. There we see in the
hereafter everything that is similar to this world, as far as it is possible, taking the great
differences in condition into account. Advantages that have accrued through the holy story,
such as the lap of Abraham and the benevolent ministering of angels, and also the conditions
of simple results as reward and punishment. The rich man sinks down to Hades because the
angels do not recognize him, and there is fire there. We find difficulties of a local nature here
– the chasm – God in unattainable distance and concealment, just as He is here. What is
spatial and corporeal is to be understood, without any doubt, in a completely different sense
from our conditions in this world but is not without sense. The overall impression is: facts,
conditions – justice –crystallized out of sheer necessity.
“It is so!” says the jurisdiction of God, inscribed in iron letters on our being. With regard to
the Why, it remains mute on this point and is even less accessible to instruction or
negotiation.
In this jurisdiction of God which spoke to him from out of all the lamentation of wickedness,
of misery, the Saviour most likely also perceived his own death sentence in a more innocent
and grave manner than our teaching is able to couch in words. “Sin” is the deed of the
world; “Death” God’s answer, but an answer that results of itself from such a deed. Death is
the sole possible fruit of sin. Thus, if he wanted to grasp all evil at its root, the Saviour
ultimately stood before this terrible fact of death, which looked as if it were to become the
1

Peter describes the works of Jesus with the sick with the words, “He healed all those who were
overcome, violated (Καταδυναστευομένους) by the devil.”

legacy of all life. If he would reverse this (καταργεϊν 1 Corinthians 15:26; 2 Timothy 1:10),
and save the world victoriously, then he himself would have to endure the body, which
belonged to the world as a whole, in order to remain unconquered, indeed, remain the
conqueror as one who “is not of this world”.Thus, by bearing himself the punishment that
God had imposed upon the world, he could transform it into a blessing. God’s punitive
sentence remained. Or should he perhaps attempt to persuade the Father, for his sake, to
simply lift it without further ado by changing the laws of His righteousness in favour of
humankind? We, whose idea of God has often, through philosophical and dogmatic skill,
sacrificed much of its simple awe of God and thereby also health and truth, we can perhaps
think the Saviour capable of such a deed, but he himself, whose heart was filled with the
eternal majesty of the laws of righteousness, he would not dare to think even remotely of
such an attempt.
It is probably in such a sense that Matthew (8:17) connects the healings that Jesus carries
out with his deathsufferings. For the price of his life he was permitted to remove the power
of death from the sick.
In such a sense, with his powerful love2, he embraced the entire misery of humankind,
engaging his whole heart each and every single time. In such a sense he also expects his
followers to suffer for the greater victory. All the sufferings of the Christians that the
apostles speak of serve this purpose – the ultimate victory of the kingdom of God. Certainly,
today, sufferings can remain inflicted upon us for other, purely educative reasons, so that
God forgives us but, for our own good, does not lift the punishment entirely. However, the
fact that the Saviour never mentions once that a suffering is inflicted for the afflicted one’s
sake has the intention of imprinting the basic concept upon us clearly and firmly.
Now, before we commence looking at individual images, let us briefly illuminate the one
question: namely whether or not these miracles came easily to the Saviour? It does not
appear so to me. In the case of the man born blind, it seems as though he felt very particular
measures were called for, similar to the case of the man who was deaf and could not “speak
plain”. The latter case leads us to the one clear condition for success – the faith of the
person seeking help. When Jesus recounts the works of God that have just occurred through
him to the two Baptist’s disciples (Mathew 11:5; Luke 7:22), he obviously classifies them
according to the degree of their difficulty, rating this difficulty according to the possibility of
being responsive to the preaching of the gospel. Among those listed, the blind had the
easiest time of it, the lame less so – they had to be carried there – and even less so the
lepers; they were not permitted to mingle with the crowd. Those who had the most difficulty
– naturally excepting the dead – were the deaf, as they of course could not hear.
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When Paul (Ephesians 2:4,19) speaks of the love of Christ surpassing all imagination he is not thinking of a
tenderness facing the individual soul in its reverence, but of the enormous power of the love of Christ which
surpasses by far everything in strength, warmth, endurance and triumph and will not rest until it has
vanquished all.

The people did not always understand this,particularly in the case of the man who was deaf.3
(Mark 7:32) They brought him in the belief that Jesus would only have to lay his hand on the
man for him to become healthy again. This shows how much they saw the cause of his
miracles as an irresistible – fundamental – force of nature.
As we know, with the sick the Saviour often employed the laying on of hands. Blessed laying
on of hands is recounted to us in the case of the dying Jacob, when he blessed the sons of
Joseph, in such a way that lets us presume that he had also once been blessed in such a way
by Isaac. We do not hear that Abraham blessed Isaac; it was the heirs of the blessing who
felt the need to bequeath their inheritance to their issue. Perhaps this way of blessing was
carried on freely as a custom. Jesus appropriated this manner of blessing either of his own
accord or from fatherly custom or based on what the Scriptures told of Jacob. This action
served him as an enhancement and reinforcement of the language in order to make known
to the person seeking help, in a manner going straight to the heart, that he wanted to help
them. This is why sometimes in the case of children he employed the laying on of hands, as
children have a much greater understanding and receptivity for deeds than for words. How
simply and benevolently such actions were meant we can see in Mark 10:16, “and he took
them up in his arms, put his hands upon them, and blessed them”. To include the child in the
communionwith himself and to grant him a blessing from the Father, in whose lap he sat and
with whom he stood in communion, was the content of this action. And so it was probably
the case with the sick on whom he laid his hands. It was to help them understand, to give
their faith support and impetus4.
However, our story of the man who was deaf shows us how far he was removed from
desiring to practise a blindly effective power by means of this act. The healing of this deaf
man was initially faced by a great obstacle; the deaf manknew nothing, therefore for faith
he was lacking in any point of reference, any context. It is strange how the Saviour would not
declare himself vanquished by any difficulty: He did not say to himself, “I will not be able to
3

The word in Greek can also mean “a deaf man who talks with difficulty or scarcely at all”, which is probably
the sense meant here as the success of the healing is not described as “he spake” but instead “he spake plain”.
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Laying on of hands in later times. In accordance with their calling the apostles, as the New Testament tells us,
also adopted this act of the Saviour, the laying on of hands. Further, we find it practised by the representatives
of the community (Acts 13:3) as well as handed down by the servants of Christ summoned by the apostles (1
Timothy 5:22). Thus we servants of the Gospel are surely acting in accordance with the wishes of Jesus when
we, as necessary, while speaking our blessing give it a special dedicatory expression by laying on of hands. The
more we disregard our own person and innocently and sincerely act as the servants of Jesus, the sooner Jesus
will bless through us. But the word of blessing is always the main thing! Mute blessing is unworthy before God
and can be mistaken by the people. It awakens the appearance of a secret natural law or even of something
magical; that is, a deed that would carry an impression far removed from the bright and radiant nature of
Jesus’ deeds. At the very least, the laying on of hands could diminish into a healing cure that is supposed to
work in and of itself. It is not outside the realms of natural law that in this way a strong nervous life could have
an effect on a weaker one: even such an effect stands beyond Christendom and could hardly be beneficial as
Paul (Romans 7:18) says “in me (that is, in my flesh,) dwelleth no good thing”. It is just for this reason that it is
significant that in the New Testament the practice of this act appeared to be limited to appointed servants of
the Gospels. This supplies the explanation of why there is never a mention of a blessing or laying on of hands
on the part of females; this is obviously in connection with the fact that women were fundamentally excluded
as public servants of the Word.

do anything here anyway”, instead he promptly vanquished the obstacle. He informs the
sufferer of what he going to do with him and where the help is coming from by simply
expressing in such a way all that moves his heart in the face of such misery so that the
sufferer can understand it and can participate. Here, the overwhelming impression that was
helpful was what new spiritual insights can be brought forth in those that are deaf. How
fervent must have been the deaf man’s mood as this wonderful person took him aside; how
must it have poured through him, body and soul, as this man bathed his sick organs with
something of his own loving life; how it must have moved him when he saw Jesus direct his
gaze towards Heaven whence he expected help; coming to them from up above, from the
highest of the high. His own sigh joined that of Jesus and – all preconditions had been met.
The multitude had certainly been watching eagerly and with curiosity from afar at what was
going on and were moved when they suddenly heard his loud cry, “E︣ ph‐pha︣ ‐tha︣ !” That is,
“be opened”. “How well (καλϖς) he has done this!” they call, I think this time with
admiration at his methods, his ingenious and inventive love. They recognized the difficulty of
the case once it had been so cleverly overcome.
Let us now look at some larger pictures, and let us go in spirit with the sick to see Jesus! We
are told of two men who approach Jesus for help directly after the Sermon on the Mount –
they are the “leper” and the “centurion from Capernaum”. The supplicants are both, each in
his own way, excluded from the Israelite community. The former externally as unclean, the
latter spiritually as a heathen; both are the “poor in spirit” and glad that now the kingdom of
heaven will come to such as them, and this has probably given them the courage to proffer
their request. Thus they are kin to each other although in human society the one stands on
the lowest step and the other on one of the highest.
We may, for those who enabled the Saviour’s great works, bind a wreath of honour. We
speak so smoothly of this miracle or the other, but in the face of such spiritual work – to
actively search in spirit, to soar aloft with supplication even unto the seat of the Almighty –
we are probably all of us insignificant. This person dares to hope for help from the Creator
for this defilement penetrating so deeply into flesh and blood – leprosy! He obviously also
“philosophizes”, but the fruits that he picks grow on the tree of life that is accessible to an
innocent mind and not on the tree of ungodly knowledge. He has presumably already heard
of the great miracles wrought by Jesus, but it is possible he gained the courage for this
extraordinary act by listening to Jesus’ sermon. From the kingdom of heaven, opening to the
poor in spirit, now flow the forces of eternal life. Jesus has – this man thinks to himself – the
key to the kingdom of heaven, the merciful powers of God are at his disposal; as he will
dispose, so it will happen. “He can make me clean” – this is the result of his thinking. But will
he? Here the boldness of his thinking veers into humility, into trepidation. Jesus’ skill is
inherent in his person, but his will is determined by me, through my virtuous character. This
is the true unsuperstitiousnessof his faith: that he thinks Jesus’ capabilities are corporeally
unlimited, but virtuously and spiritually bound to the laws of righteousness and sanctity.

We often think in a similar vein, but also sometimes quite the reverse. To believe that his
will, that is, his intention towards us is benevolent appears to us as a duty; almost as if we
would insult him with a (perhaps very justified) doubt; we do not realize that this is actually
merely belief in ourselves. If we want to believe in his abilitythen all the elements of our
intellect fail.
The leper approaches the Lord with the results of his thinking. He dare not express a request
but he wants to tell him in deepest humility; Jesus will be able to recognize the desire from
this. “If you do not help me, the help is not denied me because you cannot but because (and
I understand this) because you do not will so. If you will so, then you can.” With these words
he approaches Jesus.
What does the Saviour do? Does he speak to this pitiful creature thus (this question is
permitted this once for all following cases), “My son, this disease is, or will be from now on,
a blessing to you!”? He lamented, the sickness thrilled through him and he spoke, taking the
man’s hand the while, as succinctly as he had been spoken to, “I will it, be clean!”
And he was clean.
The Saviour did not permit him to declare himself to the people as healed or to behave as
though he were healed until, as the law proscribed, the priests had examined him and
declared him healed. Jesus was heartily in favour of this law, and he also liked it when the
priests recognized how he honoured their lawful authority.
Let us now turn tohis intellectual comrade, the centurion from Capernaum.
The centurion is probably, as he is a heathen, initially a Roman officer in the service of Herod
Antipas. The solicitous manner in which the elders approach Jesus at the centurion’s
request, the deferential gratitude expressed in “for he loveth our nation”, (Luke 7:5) the
wealth that allows him to build a synagogue – all this paints a picture of a great man. It
needs, after all, the intellectual freedom of such a man to teach the “natives” of the country
he has been sent to learn to love and honour him. The synagogue as the family centre of a
whole population was something not found anywhere else, and he even appeared to bestow
his whole attention on what he heard there as a guest. His decision to build a more worthy,
and presumably also larger, building for these gatherings had almost something providential
about it. The synagogue became, as did no other, the focus of the teachings of Jesus and
greater honour would be accorded this building than the temple of Solomon. He was
certainly a diligent guest in his house – how much he liked to come now that he could see
for whom he should have built it!
This man, then, now has a request to ask of Jesus with regard to the sickness of his slave.
What we notice first, as something that the Saviour does not encounter often, is the awed
formality with which he proceeds; the way in which he honours Jesus’ dignity almost
“officially”. The elders, similar to our aldermen or town council, will have been surprised and
felt themselves honoured when he asked them to present his request to Jesus. And when

they impress upon Jesus that “he was worthy for whom he should do this”, then we can
sense which dignity makes the more profound impression on them; the worldly, that of the
centurion, or the spiritual dignity of the Saviour. Where does the centurion’s awe come
from? It does not stem from his belief that Jesus is a higher, supernatural being. After all, he
compares himself to him with the words, “For I also am a man set under authority”, and he
actually ventures to instruct Jesus as to how a high official should behave. The latter is a
touching feature. It can happen to someone who has climbed the professional ladder
rapidly, that he is in danger of losing some of his dignity and intervening in tasks, although
due to his status he should confine himself to giving orders. The Saviour in his servile guise
and humility must have appeared to the centurion as one who did not know what he owed
to his station. Perhaps this is why Jesus’ intention seemed to him more of a service, a
sacrifice, as his house, that Jesus was to visit, was a heathen one, and when the Jew visited
such a house he would be unclean until the evening. However, one does not feel these
considerations in his speech. He is only filled with his personal unworthiness as compared to
the high dignity of Jesus.
Where did this awe of the centurion come from? It stemmed from an attitude which the
Saviour had heretofore not encountered in its clarity and childlike masculine strength. He
beheld Jesus’ overall manifestation as something entire, unified and recognized this in all his
deeds and words. “He is under the orders of God for the good of mankind and as a result he
effectively commands God’s might and armies as I do my soldiers.” People certainly liked to
ascribe Jesus’ miracles to some inexplicable talent, a power of more or less divine or
unknown (or even, as the Pharisees calumniated, a sinister) origin. In order to keep the living
God who worked through him at arm’s length, one even preferred to believe – in a
thoughtless, superstitious‐credulous manner – in an unknown “power”, thereby subverting
his whole manifestation (words and deeds) into tattered constituents in order to behave
towards the same as one desired and also to be able to deny the might of divine
accreditation. We see the opposite in the case of the centurion. It is just this power and
radiance of the words of Jesus and the “word from the kingdom” in its great context that
makes the miracles appear to him as natural, as self‐evident elements of the entire
manifestation of this “messenger from God”. In all the bestowal of power, he sees the
authority, the overlord, standing in the background. He sees Jesus as a servant, a
representative of God, and this is why he turns to him with issues that – as experience has
shown him – are among Jesus’ official duties and authorities.
Therefore he also understood the tidings of an approaching “kingdom of God”.
This is the “faith” that Jesus had “not even in Israel” found in such magnitude. A living idea
of God, before God, about God; an impartiality in recognizing and comprehending God’s
hand, God himself, living and present today in the deeds of Jesus. This living perception of
God, the Almighty, makes the centurion, as the leper, so humble that he is filled with dismay
at the mere idea of Jesus wanting to enter his house.

This is the faith of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. Abraham had to forget yesterday, what he had
learned from parents and grandparents was no use to him, he had to move forward in his
faith. The centurion was without religious title: no “Christian”, no “Jew”, no “Israelite” and
also no “Heathen”5 simply a “Man”, but he had experience of the living God. Thus he was an
original, his faith was something primordial. In his mind, Jesus sees such “originals” arising all
over the world, those that allow themselves to be torn from their customary attitudes by the
word of God. The centurion is a warranty of this, a promising emergence. “On people like
this will rest the future of my work.” One day, such ones will rest in heaven with Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob from the hot work of their faith – but what of the children of the kingdom?
“The children of the kingdom” were in danger, and remain so, believing in a living and
interceding God in the past and in a far distant future but not in “today”. Both what God has
done and what He will do are lifted from the normal human story up to a higher level, as it
were, called “religion”; but the present obeys a different set of laws, according to one’s
point of view. In the past, the centurion of Capernaum perhaps knew only little of the Holy
Scriptures, but after he had experienced God’s help in the shape of Jesus, he will certainly
have recognized everything he henceforward heard of God’s deeds in the past as something
wonderfully related to this help and to be taken on faith. Our faith can nourish itself from
God’s deeds in the past as told to us in the Holy Scriptures, and it is therefore exceedingly
important to believe all that God has done and to guard it deep in our hearts. But what quite
different powers of the mind are called for when, on the one hand, we are to believe with
Joshua that the walls of Jericho will fall, and, on the other, to believe today that they once
did fall.
Paul warns the Hebrews of this danger (Hebrews 11). They were also in danger of preferring
the work of believing and hoping over the “edifying” resting upon the holy past. The apostle
shows them how the fathers of each generation must always renew their faith, always steer
– with belief – their little ship of life out into an uncertain future, and believe that things
must progress in a holy, a divine manner, and not merely in a badly human, worldly manner.
Thus, in the face of so much religious faith, the children of the kingdom were running the
risk of never learning what “belief” meant. Their faith is a soliloquy which shows the inner
world of ideas in the best possible light; but, due to the adroitness of their so‐called faith,
they will never come under the iron judgement of the living God, and they will not learn the
leap of faith from the apparent fortress of visibility to the mercy of God alone.
What is worth noting is that the Saviour knows of the place in the hereafter for people of
this kind who are trapped in supposedly pious self‐delusion; a place that he repeatedly
assigns them to, “the outer darkness” (Mathew 8:12, 22:13, 25:30).
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Strangely, the Bible is not acquainted with the word “heathen”in the singular. It knows only the “people of
God” who are the only correctly structured people, administered by God’s order, called the “people” and the
“nations” (Goyim). In the singular, the Old Testament merely says, for instance, “uncircumcised”, the New
Testament can only say “man” (e.g. Colossians 2:8).

Chronologically, this story now seamlessly follows on from the raising of the son of the
widow of Nain. However, we would rather juxtapose the image of the heathen centurion
and that of the spiritual patron of Capernaum, Jairus, as these two images complement each
other in a curious way.
As his name is mentioned, the man must have enjoyed a high level of respect on the shores
of the lake due to his office and the manner in which he filled it. For Jesus he was also an
important man as he was probably the superior head of the synagogue in Capernaum. As
liberal as the Jewish synagogue already was in spreading the word of God to guests, as well
as to those who were neither among the particular instructors nor among other members,
the liberality of the synagogue in Capernaum towards Jesus was particularly extraordinary
and one for which we have absolutely no possibility of parallel in our churches. Jesus had in
great part Jairus to thank for this liberality. It was no small matter for Jairus to see how,
when this “guest” spoke, the rooms were thronged much more densely and how Jesus
counted for incomparably more in his community than he did himself. He will have been a
“benevolent” listener when Jesus spoke, but in his house one will certainly have had to
supress disgruntlement in the face of the “unreasonableness” of the audience or their “bad
behaviour” in “worshipping this nice young man so fervently”. That his little daughter fell
sick might even have been almost welcomed from one aspect; namely, as an opportunity to
set a good example to his community. This manner, whereby everyone turned to Jesus with
any sickness, had heretofore been unheard of in the Holy Scriptures. Jairus might have been
tempted to find it unbiblical, pathological, reprehensible. He wanted to “pray himself”, to
trust in God alone. His daughter might have concurred with him in this out of her ardour for
her father’s honour and excellence.
But his prayers were in vain, the sickness became graver and graver, and a great
confederation of nobility, innocence and clarity grew in him and ultimately determined that
he seek Jesus out that he might “lay his hand on her”, in order that she might be well. Jesus
had, after all, been given a gift “of power” of which one could avail oneself as of other
means; this is what he might have thought to himself. But now, when he needs Jesus, Jesus
is not there. He has gone across the lake for an unspecified period of time. A blazing furnace
of gloom, tension, and anxiety followed that was quite capable of melting everything to
nothing more than cinders of polite figures of speech. It moves us when we see the great
commiseration of his community as they now heard, “Jairus is looking for Jesus for his little
daughter”. Many will have quietly given thanks to God for answered prayers and many will
have offered up new ones. Thus all stood at the shores of the lake and finally recognized
Jesus and his throng of disciples in the ship coming across the water. That Jairus, as soon as
Jesus disembarked, threw himself on his face before him probably shows that he realized he
had much to ask of him and would have to do it publicly. It will not have been easy. If
heretofore he had somehow stood alongside Jesus independently, this act was a noble and
humble acknowledgement. Was his little daughter still alive at this point or had she already
died? We do not know, and he did not know it himself. Probably she was still alive. Oh, if he
had been able to say, as his military colleague, “Speak but a word, and my child will recover”,

he would have saved his child from death. But he is still not capable of attaining such heights
of faith, of such realization of the work entrusted to Jesus. “Laying on of hands”, that is what
he is thinking of as the last lifeline. Therefore it was granted to him that his daughter died
because if she had recovered when Jesus laid his hand on her, Jairus would have found ways
of explaining Jesus’ “power” or “gift” in a manner that would again have obscured the
significance of Jesus, would again have made the divine deed working through him on the
daughter meaningless. Is this perhaps the reason that Jesus allowed the daughter to die? I
do not believe so. Could the Saviour not have uttered unbeseeched the words, “Go, thy child
lives!” No, he did not wish to, nor may he go further than what was occasioned by the faith
of the supplicant. He put himself into the modest measure of faith of Jairus, in his mind
comforting him, his daughter, and the whole house that everything would be well, but
otherwise waiting to see how things progressed. A new sojourn – with the woman suffering
from the issue of blood. How must Jairus have trembled! But, dear sir, as long as your
daughter has enjoyed life, so long has this woman sunk step by step deeper into misery (rich
and healthy, rich and sick, poor and sick). Should it not be her turn first?
This woman is the spiritual opposite of the centurion of Capernaum. She is also bold in
thought, free and strong in her faith as is he, but in a feminine way. If men think in a more
academic or businesslike way, if they come to conclusions based on generalities and laws
manifested in the same, women think on a more personal level. The person, the individual
personality, is more important to the mind of a woman, and the essence, the significance of
such a personality, she penetrates with sensitive perspicacity, as in the case of this woman.
Perhaps she recognizes less of the elevation of Jesus’ calling than was the case with the
centurion and much more the majesty and magnitude of his person. In him she perceived a
walking kingdom of heaven. The multitudes of angels that the centurion sees in his mind,
serving God and waiting for His commands – she sees the same surrounding Jesus. Because
shame forbade her declaring her distress to him, particularly in front of others, she dares to
direct her supplication to Jesus’ kingdom of heaven. Those angels, the ones that made well
the centurion’s servant at a word from Jesus, here help the woman on their own behalf, as it
were, in accordance with the wishes of their lord.
The Saviour feels it. This type of help naturally and necessarily needs an endorsement – it
must come into the light, otherwise it could be misconstrued and seen as an example of dire
misuse that would certainly, however, have soon become defunct due to complete failure.
He demands most emphatically that she comes into the light so that her deed must have felt
like a theft to her conscience. But he does not rebuke her act, and his words to her “thy faith
hath made thee whole” might still comfort her today in response to the reproaches that she
was somewhat superstitious. How important was faith to the Saviour!
Let us now return to Jairus. In the meantime his daughter has died. One could almost
imagine a gloating satisfaction in the tone with which the father is apprised of the fact, as
now this “honourable” house is spared the humiliation of this rabbi, Jesus, entering it as a
helper in need.

“Too late!” It resounds in the poor father’s ear. But as a strong comrade’s hand reaches out
to save you at the edge of the precipice when one is overcome with vertigo, the command of
his new friend comes to his aid, “Fear not: believe only”. “Believe!” that was the catchword
of his party, and one he assumed he had practised all his life, believing as he did every word
that the Holy Scriptures had told of the past; and he also thought he had viewed the present
and the future in “the light of belief”. But all his faith up to now was as nothing in his eyes,
now, when he stood before faith such as the fathers had practised in their most fervent
hours: Moses at the Red Sea, Elijah at Mount Carmel – yes, in the face of a faith that cast all
former ones into the shade.
At this point some enthusiasts might have ordered (some manifestations in the present time
make this seem likely) a solemn and general collective prayer in order to “besiege” God.
Nothing was further from the Saviour’s mind. What he was hoping for was sacred, and he
followed in the footsteps of Elijah and Elisha who in similar situations were zealously discrete
and almost concealed their wishes and hopes under the cloak of secrecy. An attempt to
coerce God would mean to “tempt God”. Thus the Saviour as a precaution throws the veil of
secrecy over the miracle that he anticipates with the words, “The damsel is not dead, she
sleepeth.” 6 For those to whom they happen, the miracles are an honour. And how much
craving for miracles is based on ecclesiastical ambition – he thought they are “not worth
such great honour, Jairus and the others”. The dear Lord prefers, if possible, to work in
silence.
This is why he cleared the space of all superfluous persons. Three disciples were to be
present, they were to learn how to behave in future instances7, and the parents, of course,
also belong here. There must have been something particularly affectionate and tender in
the tone of Jesus’ voice when he said to the girl, “Talitha, cumi!” that the narrator (i.e. the
eye witness) insisted on handing them down just as he heard them.
And the girl rose to her feet and walked. The miracle must be complete. It was a revival and
a convalescence at the same time.
And they were immeasurably shocked. We can hardly imagine today what kind of
experience such a demonstration of the immediate closeness of the being of the living God
could be like.
It is clear witness to the Saviour’s lucid mind, always lovingly conscious, that he is
immediately concerned for the poor hungry little girl that she not be forgotten in the general
atmosphere of emotion. The food that she receives on his orders is preached to him by his
love and has a more beneficial effect than a whole river of words would have had. How any
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These words were most certainly literally true. The Saviour had already taken the soul and the life of the girl so
much under his protection that this soul, instead of having to leave the body due to utter death, arrived at a
situation which would – without this miracle – have resulted in utter death; that is, would have been
indistinguishable from death. It is something different when Jesus says, “The maiden is not dead, she sleeps”,
than if he says, “Lazarus sleeps, and he has died”.
7
Cf. the later works of Peter, Acts 9:40.

resentment at the man who had attempted to reduce her father’s prestige melted away in
the face of grateful emotions.
Now let us turn to the young man of Nain!
The Saviour is on his way to the city of Nain. He is followed by “many disciples and people”.
“Now when he came nigh to the gates of the city, behold, there was a dead man carried out,
the only son of his mother, and she was a widow: and much people of the city was with her.”
(Luke 7:12)
This is the picturesque description of the surprise when the Saviour is placed between two
multitudes of people – and facing a dead man; one who glaringly illustrated the entire
lament of death, the cruel wounds that death tears in our communal life.
If the funeral procession had left the city somewhat earlier then Jesus would have beheld it
from afar, and it would have been up to him to turn away with his multitude of disciples and
so avoid it. However, this encounter left him little choice and so we are spared answering
the question of what he would have done in the other case.
What should the Saviour do now? He certainly knew that the kingdom of God, when it came,
would vanquish the reign of death. But he also knew this: God does everything in his own
time, and death was at the bottom of the list of things contrary to God’s will in this present
world order. To put a stop to the dying of human beings at this stage would have been
without rhyme or reason.
What should he do now? Should he offer the widow solace with hopes of the kingdom to
come, of the renascence (John 5:29), of the resurrection of the dead? This could have been
expected. Such words of comfort were already in common practice in Judaism at that time.
The Pharisees hoped for the resurrection of the dead; the Saviour might have already
listened to such sermons of hope and thought, “Oh beloved people, this is easy to say. But if
you knew how difficult it will be for it to become true! Without me, this would be an empty
dream.” It was, in the main, an opinion, and opinions are not measured according to their
beauty but to their truth.
But should he not now emphasize his gospel, proclaiming and holding out the prospect of
hopes, which he is justified and empowered in doing?
If he had done this and nothing else, one would be justified – even obliged – to answer him.
These are opinions. People had been talking like this for a long time. Anyone can speak in
blandishments.
And had the Saviour spoken oh so beautifully, the impression would have remained: He has
met his match in death, he holds no sway over it. He would not have stood there as the Son
of the Almighty. We generally think stupidly and dimly that God is bound to the natural law
of death – this cruel manifestation. That is the way it is and cannot be changed. The Saviour

would have been deposed as the great victor and saviour, would have been a hero in words
and theories but not in deed.
Thus the Saviour was in a certain quandary. It was not only a quandary, however. Luke
emphasizes that the Lord bewailed himself. It had something of that which we call the
pugnacious thinking of the Lord: the only comfort of the widow was to be torn from her –
that must not be allowed to happen before my very eyes. I, the “Lord” will not permit it. He
touched the coffin. The soul must be called back from whence it had gone before he could
speak with it, and he brought this to pass by requisitioning the insignia of the office of death.
Then he spoke, “Young man, I say unto thee, arise.” The words sound as if they presupposed
it could possibly be unbelievable to the young man that he was being spoken to like this and
receiving such an order, such permission. Yes, as if he were being encouraged to take such a
decision, as it were. And the dead man sat up and began to speak!
We can understand the dread that befell the people. In what a different light does our whole
existence suddenly appear when God Himself speaks to our life in such a way from his
concealment! “God has visited his people.” With these Israelite, innocent and childlike
words, the people justified to themselves what they had witnessed that day.
The manner in which Jesus arranges this waking from the dead through divine dispensation,
almost coerced, reminds us of his words (John 5:20) when he is rebuked by the Jews because
he healed the lame on the Sabbath, “And he will shew him greater works than these, that ye
may marvel”, namely raising the dead. In the verses this is taken from (5:17‐30), Jesus
speaks so extensively and profoundly of the essence of his miracles that we ought to take a
closer look at them.
Jesus justifies himself with the words, “My Father (no longer creating, no longer saying “let
there be!”) worketh hitherto, and I work.” This was spoken in all innocence but discloses,
almost involuntarily, the great secret that the Jews so fatally hated him for – that he is the
Son of God. Herewith he is compelled to elucidate further on his miracles. What he now says
commences as an outpouring of humility so that they will not ascribe to him an even greater
participation in the miracles than is due to him, although he does wish to make clear to them
that their complaints of his “miracles” are directed not at him but at the Father. “Verily,
verily, I say unto you, the Son can do nothing of himself, but what he seeth the Father do: for
what things soever he doeth, these also doeth the Son likewise.” (John 5:19) With what
wonderful strength the Saviour here repudiates any “higher, superhuman talent” that has
been misunderstood in the wrong sense. Only God can work miracles. It is only due to his
inner relationship with God, so exalted and tender, that God works these miracles through
him, with him. But now the Saviour expatiates further on the great connection that these
miracles have with the entire work of salvation that God has conferred upon him, until the
final end.
In order to illuminate the healing of the lame, he looked directly over the whole domain into
which he had intervened with this healing; the domain of death in its entire breadth and

deepest depths, as well as his imminentvictory over the same – step by step in all his
domains until destruction was complete. For the Saviour, such more or less coincidental
individual assistances would have been meaningless if he had not seen in them a pledge of
something greater. In them he saw a sign of what the situation was in the enemy’s camp
(Luke 11:20), but even more it gave an indication of what the Father had in mind. Altogether
it threw light on the whole context of evil, on its organism, so to speak.
It is impossible for the Saviour to reassure himself with the mere natural context of evil, its
so‐called natural causes as he – if he must do this – would not want to ascribe help to
himself, as if he harboured within himself a direct power over nature. First and foremost, he
sees evil as a whole, as an entirety (or aggregate), in death; and, secondly, he sees death in
the light of the Father as a judgement. He would hardly regard each individual case as a
special judgement as we are only too obviously subject to natural laws. But that we humans,
in spite of the divine spark within us, are subject to the same, that life does not pulse more
strongly within us – in this the Saviour sees a plenary court. The Saviour regards us as not
quite completely alive but as though we dwelled in the realms of death (John 5:24). At least
he saw much special judgement, as in the case of the lame man (cf. 5:14 “Sin no more, lest a
worse thing come unto thee”). Thus now every healing that is an act of God is a court order,
an absolution, even if frequently only partially (forgiveness can have different levels, after
all). The great and whole absolution is the deliverance from death, suspension of the court
ruling, “Thou shalt die”.
We encounter such thoughts when we continue with the sermon where we left off (5:20),
“For the Father loveth the Son and sheweth him all things that himself doeth.” Thus, for the
time being, he explains his “miraculous talent” as the simple consequence of a more
intimate and trusting attitude towards the Father. “And greater works than these shall He
show him, so that you (‘you’ is accentuated, it is meant to mean ‘for your sakes’) will
marvel.”8 For your sakes, in order to wake you from sleep so that your hearts can become a
little aware of the living God and the mercy he bestows on you: this is why he will do this.
“As the Father wakes the dead and breathes life into them, the son will also make those
whom he wills live again.” Here he is thinking primarily of future awakenings such as the
youth of Nain, but furthermore of all that he still has to say of the victory over death, as the
term “bringing to life” means to him more than merely a further postponement of death. In
order to justify this “those whom he wills”, he continues, “For the Father judgeth no man,
but hath committed all judgment unto the Son” (John 5:22). Bringing to life is the
revokement of a court order. “He has placed this under my, the son’s, disposition.” Thus the
son stands among us as a fellow human being, brother, and our judge. This is why he can
save the world, although it is ripe for judgement: he has free jurisdiction over our fate. The
Father can hand over the court without any qualms as Jesus loves his Father; he is fully
8
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aware how badly we have behaved towards the Father. The court can now take a fortuitous
direction for us, a turn towards redemption, if we voluntarily hand ourselves over to the
son’s court and humble ourselves before the son, the visible son. After all, He has handed
everything over to him “That all men should honour the Son, even as they honour the
Father.” (John 5:23) Today, because the son is as invisible to us as is the Father, we are in
danger of understanding these words in a different way from the way they were meant at
that time. The meaning is that the son is the visible one and stands before you as a simple
person. The Father is the unseen one, to appear to honour Him is no trouble, one has one’s
own idea of Him and His state of mind so that everything can happily remain as it was. This is
why He places the visible one before us, the son, in the midst of human history, of human
life and bestows His own honour upon him so that His pre‐eminence is recognised again on
earth, has a history on earth, becomes a factor, something that is honoured and
acknowledged. This is to be proved by means of the visible, the son, whether or not the
honour shown to the Father is merely illusion and empty phrases or if it is composed of an
overwhelming power. It was not very easy in those times to honour Jesus the Son in the
man. “Who does not honour the son, the visible one, does not honour the invisible, the
Father.”
“Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that heareth my word, and believeth on him that sent me,
hath everlasting life, and shall not come into condemnation; but is passed from death unto
life.” (v.24) Thus he addresses his audience with heartfelt assurance, “Take hold, you can be
sure that this is true.” The words were probably received as coolly as they were spoken
warmly. Perhaps this cool reception is in connection with what he now says, “Verily, verily, I
say unto you, The hour is coming, and now is, when the dead shall hear the voice (the sound,
the note) of the Son of God: and they that hear shall live.”(v.25)
Which dead is the Saviour referring to here? Obviously not those that he – as in the case of
the youth at Nain – has recalled to life on this earth as he has already spoken of these (v.12)
and with “verily, verily” he is evidently introducing something completely new and
surprising. Also, the following words about judgement would not make appropriate sense.
Or does he mean “spiritually dead”? Godet9 assumes the Saviour is speaking of the whole
class of spiritually dead who “have ears to hear with”. Are these the “spiritually dead”?
However, the Saviour does not count those who have “an ear to hear with” among the
spiritually dead. His concepts are all so simple, clear and firm – almost tangible – that one
would not connect him with such an over‐refined, convoluted, actually contradictory
concept. Apart from this, he has just spoken of these, of the living listeners (v.24), so that
with his “verily etc.” he can hardly be referring to only these again. Godet’s explanation has
only one reason for elucidation – the difficulty of the passage.10
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In the face of the cool reception accorded his sermon, the Saviour is hoping confidently for a
time when he will have another, more grateful audience. While he is speaking he feels – and
now the listeners are there. They are the unseen, the dead. Among the voices of the living
they discern one as that of the Son of God. What we do not feel, they sense immediately –
that is the voice of the Son of God.
We display an inexplicable reluctance to thinking of the dead. So much so that we even
disregard it in science, science that supposedly wants to know everything; and we assume
the Saviour must have the same attitude. For us generally, this great multitude – in contrast
to which all the people living at the moment are a miniscule minority – is taken as little into
account as it is by those who deny all immortality. We imagine them very far away, a small
minority in Heaven and the others – billions of them – in Hell. May we do this? Do we have
the right namely for the latter? Regrettably yes, but only when we think of “Hell” in a biblical
way. Luther has described two different “abodes” or perhaps better: “forms of being”,
“situations” as spoken of in the Bible, as “Hell”: one, Gehenna, the actual abode of the
damned about which the Bible leaves us in the dark as to who is already there – this
situation does not enter upon its whole significance until the last trump is blown; and
second, Hades, the realm of the dead, of the (unholy) deceased. There, for instance, (and
not Gehenna) is where the rich man came (Luke 16:23). There are also the billions of
heathen dead. This is not actually a concept of revelation but a concept that Israel has in
common with all peoples of antiquity and all primitive peoples (only expressed more soberly,
more circumspectly) and probably because – it is true. From Hades, from the realm of the
dead, Jesus fears hostile influences against the members of his community (Matthew 16:18).
How can he fear this? Because the names for concepts of the hereafter are not to be
understood as merely spatial or geographic but spiritual. “And thou, Capernaum, which art
exalted unto heaven, shalt be brought down to hell.” (Matthew 11:23) This Capernaum
remained both times at the Lake of Galilee. When it accepted Jesus it teemed with the
dwellers of Heaven, with angels – later with the dwellers of Hades.
Certainly Jesus, who has a heart for all and his sights constantly fixed on the greater and
general whole, is thinking of those who have died already. He is thinking of this multitude
when he speaks of the dead. These are the ones hearing the voice of the Son of God. People
hear physically, the voice of Jesus does not differ substantially from that of other people.
The others, though, hear spiritually according to the nature and weight of their thoughts –
they hear the voice of the Son of God. “And they that hear shall live.” (v.25) How can they if
they have been robbed of their body? Here, the Saviour can help. It is a higher, nobler
reason that he gives, “For as the Father hath life in himself; so hath he given to the Son to
have life in himself.” (v.26) He has the power of life.11 “And hath given him authority to
execute judgement also, because he is the son of man.” Not absolutely “the judgement”, we
have already discussed that above, but to practise judgement there, where actually there is
no room for judgement. The realm of the dead is legally without history. There are no
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grounds for alterations in the prevailing laws of the dead, no history of salvation or any other
thing. They wait for the ultimate decision which, on the other hand, is presumably nothing
but an investigation into the facts including the resulting legal consequences; and without
holding out any expectation of being able to influence the proceedings of the court to their
advantage by any behaviour of theirs. The basis of the history of salvation, of redemption
and of penitence and forgiveness of sins is the living race, “the land of the living”.
Jesus has been given the “authority to execute judgement” because he is the Son of God.
But the authority to also execute judgement over the dead, to transfer to them the ability to
transform the situation, which is our prerogative as human beings – he has received this
authority because he is a man.
There are only two awkward points in this explanation: firstly, the declaration as detailed
here stands somewhat alone in the New Testament (which is very understandable
considering the subject); and, secondly, it is a blow in the face to all our modern points of
view (not the biblical ones). Otherwise it accords in detail with Jesus’ words and yields fluid
continuity and lucid coherence. Only the living (v.24) who hear “his word” and the dead
(v.25) who hear “the voice of the Son of God” can escape the judgement; both are wrested
likewise from the realm of death and brought to life; and finally – after everything possible
has been done for the purpose of possible salvation – the great and final victory over death,
the resurrection of all and judgement over all.
A special light is shed on the ideas that Jesus propounds on sickness and death and their
association with divine judgement in the negotiations with the man who was blind from
birth. That is, in the last of the three healing stories that John narrates to us (the first was the
nobleman’s son, the second the aforementioned man who was lame).
Jesus did not unfold those ideas as a dry and impersonal doctrinal system, but in terrible
earnest and great joy of victory (John 5). We are witness to his mood and that of his disciples
also in John 9:1‐5. An inexpressible melancholy permeates this conversation in which we can
observe the conduct of the disciples as well as that of their master; how they lovingly track
the cause of the evil, always coming back to the dark background, that of sin, as the
inexhaustible fountain of all evil. As the doctor, for the purposes of healing a sickness, first of
all researches into what might have caused it, so light is shed on the cause. This is the first
gift from the Almighty when we supplicate Him for the redress of an evil; namely such a one
– as that we have mentioned here – that falls like a scourge, a baleful enigma, on
humankind. Such a light is the first guarantee that atonement in the individual case and
ultimately in the case of the entirety of humankind is envisaged by God and that according
to His will it can be envisaged in the name of Jesus. The disciples have already learned to
deal with everyday cases in accordance with the wishes of the master and without his
support. However, in the case here, they are at their wits’ end. This impression is obtained
from the text. We have the expectation perhaps that Jesus will answer first of all, “One
should not ask like that, it is unseemly to always immediately assume that sin is at the root.”
On the contrary, however, in his answer there is an implicit approbation of their conduct in

seeing ordinary cases in this way. In such explanations (through sin) we find almost an insult
to God, but this is an illusion – only a human would be insulted, that is, feel treated with
impertinence. It is easy for us; we explain much with a simple “it is a mistake of nature”, a
purely “physical” deformity. The Saviour could not accept this as a cause but only as the
consequence of a higher cause. Of course, such deformities from birth are today still gravest
with regard to the consequences and the most obscure with regard to the causes; and one
must almost be blind oneself in order not to gaze here into blood‐curdling associations of
perdition.
“Who has sinned?” Did the poor soul at the commencement of his being follow such an evil
path that he had forfeited the right to vision? This seems hardly possible. Or is this
misfortune punishment for the sins of the parents? Oh, how some lingering illnesses of their
children indicate the sins of the parents! But still – being robbed of eyesight from birth, that
is, robbed of any idea of light – can such an impoverishment be visited upon me for
someone else’s sins?
There is something peculiar about the urgency of this “why?” and about the urgency of
having to think about it. Luther also suffered, thanks be to God, from this sickness. We
others suffer less from this questioning; yes, we almost think it a sin. But the Saviour did not
mind his disciples worrying about this. He lent them a hand instead with his guidance and
clarification, but surely, for his part, also regarded thinking (searching) as one of his main
works. Just do not think along unholy paths, do not think impertinently, but sacredly! Think
while praying! But then take heart and think!
The clarification that the Saviour gives is infinitely melancholy. Behind sin he sees a further
power of doom, one that apparently mocks any attacks – he sees the darkness, which lies on
the people as a thoughtlessness, an enthusiastic blindness. He can cope with the sin,
salvation is there, but this salvation – it can find no access to mankind, they are walled‐up.
The Saviour sees the Father’s longing that mankind will notice him as the living and the
merciful. But it is so difficult to teach them, they know everything already and everyone is of
the opinion that he is aware of what “God” means. God promises Himself the most success
from “His acts”, that is, from the miracles. With an act of God like this, your eyes will be
opened to the fact that God is, not only as a product of your thoughts or the culmination of
your system but real, alive. And not only will your eyes be opened but also your heart in the
face of the overwhelming benevolence and majesty of God. This is what God hopes for from
the miracles. The urgency of the blindness and obduracy of the people seemed so terrible to
Him that in order to shine a light into their darkness with a bright deed, He let this innocent
man spend half his life in darkness. This is how much He longs to become visible to
humankind and to enter their hearts.
Now – says the Saviour – acts of God such as this are also a possibility. “We (not “I”) are
bound to do the work of Him who sends it.” (Thus speaks Jesus in a brotherly tone to the
apostles.) “A night will come when no one will be able to work”; that is, one where the

opportunity for such speech from God is cut off. All the more important then were the
miracles now, namely these miracles, from which God promised Himself so much.
Did it work? Apparently not at all. John describes to us poignantly how this plan of divine
love shattered on the stone walls of human obduracy. He tells the story calmly, soberly and
without permitting any judgement to surface, but one can feel how his heart bleeds. The
Pharisees appear here as firmly determined not to ascribe to the Saviour any authority as
God’s messenger. As loud as these miracles speak, they must be brushed aside as something
which preferably should not have happened and from which, at all costs, no consequences
advantageous to Jesus may be construed. With the sorrowful valour of their self‐assurance,
they turn to the other business of the day.
Nevertheless, the miracle has had an important influence: that this resolve of others “not to
see” has been pilloried in scathing clarity as a warning for all time. “For judgement I am
come into this world”, says Jesus – surely with profound pain – in contrast to his words, “For
God sent not his Son into the world to condemn the world; but that the world through him
might be saved.” (John 3:17) How it must have hurt him to see this reversal from salvation
to condemnation! The words, “that they which see not might see; and that they which see
might be made blind” (John 9:39) go with other words that we will encounter later and
which threw a bright and benevolent light on these oppressive experiences: the words, “You,
Father, have hidden it from the wise and the prudent and shown it to the innocents.”
With the words “that they which see might be made blind”, Jesus gave a terrible description
of the light‐shunning acts of the Pharisees, and he does not leave it at that. He also tears to
pieces the last remnants of justification for such acts and presents them mercilessly in their
entire reprehensibility. Whoever feels bound at all costs to close his eyes to such a glorious
act of God while at the same time wishing to work in the name of God for the people – what
does he resemble but a man wanting to enter a house, but who may not enter by the door,
i.e. a thief or a robber? Thus the Saviour continues speaking to the Pharisees. The coherence
of this is later interrupted by being arranged into chapters, which is helpful for public
edification, but does not serve to make the speech coherent. It is just through these miracles
that for mankind, Israel to begin with, a door long shut is opened through which God’s
mercy, his living acts, can flow through. Whoever comes through this door – how much good
can he and will he bring? Israel so far had been in a “fold”, which, as long as there is lack of a
shepherd, can be seen as a shelter but also as a prison from which the sheep would like very
much to escape outside to the pasture. Who goes through this door is a shepherd, he comes
in the name of the living God; deeds take the place of words, the artificial bars of the fold
can now fall and a personal link will take their place; “he calleth his own sheep by name, and
leadeth them out”. (John 10:3)
So, in a rapid change of tone, tender and clear, the Saviour has painted the beauty of that
which he brings into that punishing image of the “door” which the deeds of the Pharisees
had involuntarily evoked in him. He could not remain in the shadow, he felt compelled to

describe the light. This partly resulted in the Pharisees not understanding him, “Does he
mean us when he says thief or robber? Have we then ever walked past such a door?”
Jesus helped them along with terrible clarity. Not every miracle of itself was actually the
door, but he, Jesus, himself was – he had been revealed to us anew as the path opened
between heaven and earth, as our door to God and God’s door to us. It was he whom the
Pharisees avoided; in order to not have to recognize him they had closed their eyes to the
miracles. Thus he interprets the image to them himself with the words, “Verily, verily, I say
unto you, I am the door of the sheep. All that ever came before me (among the living) are
thieves and robbers: but the sheep did not hear them” (John 10:7‐8), which means that all
those before me who wished, in a particular way, to exert a religious influence on the people
were doing this on their own account without a mandate from God and even sometimes
from dishonest motives; from hunger for power or honour; satisfaction of lust for revenge;
or other passions. They cannot want or accomplish anything else but stealing, slaughtering
and bringing ruin; as they cannot give anything, they can only take. This is why Jesus takes
the people warmly under his protection here (v. 8), as before (v. 5) as in spite of all the timid
awe they have of the Pharisees, they have remained cool towards their expectations. They
should not and did not want to be mere booty.
Indeed, when we, as humans, want to exert influence on others what can we actually do to
one another except plague each other with rebukes, punishment and warnings? In short,
with all manner of mental pressure with which we, at heart, are not giving but only taking;
not bestowing life but only death. We can sense the Saviour rejoicing for our sakes when he
continues, “I am come that they may have life, and that they might have it more
abundantly.” He continues, “I am the good shepherd: the good shepherd giveth his life for
the sheep.”(John 10:10‐11)
Therefore, as in the case where he healed the lame (John 5), we see the Saviour, compelled
by the Pharisees, to draw conclusions from the miracle that the Father had bestowed upon
him. The miracle preaches anew of the magnitude of what God has given to mankind in the
form of Jesus, but the unfavourable reception of the same conceals the strength, yes, the
secret roots of resistance within mankind which resist the acts of God – and will continue to
do so. In this resistance, the Saviour sees in his mind’s eye the wolf already at the door and
sees that this wolf will be the apparent victor for the time being and that the struggle against
the same is going to cost him his life.
The bright light shed on this speech of Jesus because of its association with the miracle may
justify our having discussed this at some length – although it does take us somewhat further
afield than the life of Jesus, which we are concerned with here.
Our chapter “The sick” has its necessary culmination in the last and greatest act of Jesus in
this direction: the raising of Lazarus. Here once again, we have before our eyes in full clarity
and depth the great struggle that these acts of Jesus turned into. More clearly than ever
before, the great enemy that must be vanquished becomes visible. The task is to overcome a

Goliath, whose conquerability mankind has completely lost all idea of. He is to be
vanquished with faith in God. The Saviour is not spared any of the profound pain and
distress that a struggle, namely this struggle, brings with it – yes, the inevitable vicissitudes,
the danger of a temporary defeat in the struggle for the inadequate faith of mankind.
In the environs of orthodox Jerusalem with its chilly behaviour towards Jesus, there resides a
small colony of sisters, deployed like a small scout post in enemy country. Beset by great
distress, Martha and Maria call to Jesus for help, “Lord, behold, he whom thou lovest
(Lazarus) is sick” (John 11:3). Perhaps they thought (erroneously) that for the “beloved’s”
sake Jesus would be all the more sure to come and all the more surely to petition the Father.
This might have been partially true, but, on the other hand, was probably the reverse. Also
the Saviour does not “judge after the flesh”, and also may not. His hesitation is a self‐
abnegation which at this time is probably associated with the particular ties of love
connecting him to Lazarus. His hesitation is similar to that towards his mother once before at
the wedding in Cana. It is the gravity and magnitude of the struggle that demand an uneasy
setting‐aside of all personal considerations. Certainly he commits Lazarus consistently to
God, but – he stays. His disciples allegedly understood his staying, but for a misguided
reason; they seem to have thought that he was afraid of the Jews. However, he had higher
reasons than this. To hasten across the country to help a friend – he may not accord this
honour to his opponent, the “last enemy that shall be destroyed”, death (1 Corinthians
15:26). He has received immediate assurance from God and communicates this to his
disciples, “This sickness is not unto death, but for the glory of God, that the Son of God might
be glorified thereby” (John 11:4). But behold, on the third day when he is on the way to
Lazarus, he suddenly knows that “Lazarus is dead”. This was a humiliation the likes of which
he had probably never experienced; and the careful and gentle way in which he imparted
this knowledge to his disciples lets us feel what a blow this was for the group. The Saviour
had said, “The sickness is not unto death”, and now he has to proclaim, “Lazarus is dead!” It
will have been a painful surprise for him also. Perhaps in Bethany the true religious struggle
had been lacking. The determination with which they clung to the thought, “If only he were
here” (instead of believing as the centurion of Capernaum did) and maybe the opinion they
held that they had a personal right to his coming (at least, as compared to the centurion)
might have been the causes that things came to pass as they did, and the ruler of this world
was successful in this stroke against Jesus, in this seeming and temporary triumph. This is
what the struggle was like. Victory was certain, but it had to be actually fought for and not
merely in mock battle like the peacetime manoeuvres of our armies where the victory of one
side has been discussed and determined beforehand.
“Our friend Lazarus sleepeth; but I go, that I may awake him out of sleep.” With these words,
Jesus prepares his disciples to accept the tidings of sorrow. The word έγείηειν is not written
here, which would offer a welcome double meaning (to awaken and to raise – from the
dead), but instead έξυπνίζειν (to wake from sleep) which precludes the thought of “raising”.
This is how important it is for the Saviour to let his disciples realize the whole gravity of the
situation only gradually. His words, however, also stemmed from a robust and effective

protest of his spirit against this dying. The robbery, perpetrated by death on Lazarus’ life,
was, should he rise again, no more serious than if he had merely slept during the time he
was dead. With those words, the Saviour had made it possible to impart to his disciples his
intention of raising Lazarus before they received the tidings of his death. “If he sleep, he
shall do well”, the disciples answer him, obviously relieved of a heavy anxiety for they had
taken part in the struggle in spirit. They did not think, “Naturally! We did not doubt for one
minute, everything was settled, you said – after all – that the sickness is not unto death.”
Thoughts like these were manifestly far from their minds.
Now Jesus says to them plainly (παρρησία “saying all”), “Lazarus is dead. And I am glad for
your sakes that I was not there, to the intent ye may believe (πιστεύσητε)” (John 11:14‐15).
However, that the sickness is not unto death, that in this fateful struggle not death but the
glorification of the Son of God will be the last word: this is his unwavering belief. The serious
turn things have taken will result in an even greater victory, a cause for greater
strengthening of his disciples’ faith.
The words, “I am glad that I was not there”, let us look deeply into the Saviour’s heart and
show us what was taking place in his soul during such hours of struggle. I am glad that things
have turned out that Lazarus must be raised, as this will result in a much greater
strengthening of belief for my disciples than if he had merely become well again. This is
obviously the meaning behind his words. He is saying to himself, “If I had been there, then
Lazarus would not have died.” His joy is like an answer he is giving himself to the question,
“Why did I not go there?” In obedience to the Father he had refrained from going there, but
the results of his refraining were a surprise: he sought to shed light on this and did so. His
obedience will bring victory. Here we see him, wonderfully alive amid human distress, amid
the misery of free choice, which often asks itself bitterly, only after the deed, “Should I have
done this or the other, or refrained from it?”
Some have the need, or presume it their duty, to assume that the Saviour had known the
whole course of events in advance. If this had been so, would the Saviour then have said,
“The sickness is not unto death”, and not, “Lazarus will die, but I will raise him again from
the dead”? If we were to imagine he had said the latter and picture to ourselves the further
course events would take, then we would see immediately how unnatural this dying and
raising from the dead would be, as if it were from a preconceived plan. We would see how
much we are blind to the sense of the whole of Jesus’ struggle and how his honour in
particular is negated if we do not accept the full significance of his incarnation as a human.
Resolute and assured of victory, but humble as probably never before, the Saviour came to
Bethany. A greater number of women had joined the group already gathered around Martha
and Maria, (BITTE GRIECHISCH EINFÜGEN, HABE DIESE ZEICHEN NICHT) and there were also
male visitors from Jerusalem come to comfort them for their brother’s fate. It was a true
victory celebration for all those who were of the opinion that too much fuss was being made
of Jesus and it would not be prudent to become too involved with his high‐flown,
“exaggerated” ideas. One could allow oneself free reign; and what an eloquent text for all

kinds of well‐intentioned hints was – the buried Lazarus! The sisters had the appearance of
prisoners of war among a crowd of comforting victors. Passions are inflamed in everyone
and even the Saviour is deeply moved. His speech is almost military, that of a field marshal:
brief, assertive, commanding and censorious.
Martha hurries to the Lord in order to speak to him alone. In her words, “Lord, if thou hadst
been here, my brother had not died”, there lies both a reproach to Jesus and a firm line
against the attacks of the people of Jerusalem who would have her retreat from her faith.
“We know this: it was lacking only that he was here.”
In her heart of hearts, Martha still holds a bold hope; but hardly has she shyly conveyed this
to Jesus, she is immediately frightened and withdraws to the safe ground of doctrine – as
Jesus takes her words literally and promises her what she hopes for. “Thy brother shall rise
again” (BITTE GRIECHISCH EINFÜGEN), the Saviour has said to her, and she rejoinders
placatingly, “I know that he shall rise again – on the last day.” Yes, what is humankind not
capable of believing and hoping for when doctrine presents it thus and removes it to an
incalculable distance! As if this hope were more than one of the many dreams with which
one loves to entitle religion – as if there were no Saviour! And as if the Saviour would be
able to lead his work, i.e. the raising of the dead, to victory if he now – as in this individual
case which calls the honour of victory so pertinently into question – would lay down his arms
before the enemy as the more powerful ! “What are you waiting for? I am the resurrection
and the life.” Certainly the Saviour, ever since he realized that Lazarus was dead, has again
brought this misery of death before God and into relation with himself; and, as if from a
profound need to herald it, that which fills his heart pours forth afresh from him. “I am not
only the life, I am also the resurrection. Within me, what is dead must live again.” “He that
believeth in me,” he continues, “though he were dead, yet shall he live” (John 11:25).
According to this, then, Lazarus’ resurrection would have been superfluous if he had indeed
believed in Jesus like this. But not for Jesus. He ascribes to himself such a decisive meaning
for our destiny in the hereafter and promises to him who believes in it such a certain victory
over death, that he must show himself as ruler and victor and substantiate his right to speak,
must attest and prove it; otherwise we are not only justified but also duty‐bound to be as
distrustful towards his assurances as towards all similar ones that other ingenious people
have devised.
This was the reason that the death of Lazarus was permitted, in order that because of him
Jesus would become manifest not only as the life but as the resurrection; and this was
perhaps a benefit important to the Saviour himself.
“Believest thou this?” Like a wrathful command in the heat of battle, this question resounds,
and Martha, startled, gives him her avowal and retreats. “The Master is come and calleth for
thee,” she whispers to Maria – probably in the sense of, “I am not strong enough alone to
answer the way the Master’s mood is just now and how he speaks. Maria must come.”

If Martha had come composedly to Jesus, Maria comes in desperation. She uses the same
words but falls so downcast at his feet that they can mean nothing less than, “Why did you
not come?” It is as though she had contracted her mood from her surroundings. The enemy
has been at work, has taken advantage of his supposed victory and the poetry of
discouragement, of pain, almost of complaint rules their minds. The Saviour does not answer
her. When he saw her weeping, and with her also the weeping Jews (in whom a half‐gloating
feeling of triumph had subconsciously increased their emotion), he was incensed and
shocked at himself. First of all he was indignant at this storm of weeping as if it were a
sacrifice of honour to his opponent, death; this lust of mankind to wallow in their wounds;
this quiet adulation of the omnipotence of death that, without admitting it to itself, turns its
point against God. Here, before him, he should not have encountered Maria. In her case, it
hurt him more than in the case of the Jews from whom he expected nothing better; but his
wrath rose above them and against his enemy, the prince of this world, because he had
succeeded in dominating and enslaving those who are called to crush his head. He was
wrathful that he himself had failed to win more of a domain in the hearts of mankind,
especially just now when the days of his deeds on earth were numbered.
“Where have ye laid him?”
“Lord, come and see.” Here, these words, which also waft around the sunrise of “life that
was the light of men” at the beginning of the Gospel of St. John (John 1:4), sound in Jesus’
ears as a mocking memory.
Jesus wept, “ἐδάκρυσεν ὁ Ἰησοῦς”. It is impossible to express the emotion of the narrator in
German.
There was something of the inner collapse under the burden of pain in the face of the whole
misery of death and the somnolence in mankind, this effect of “the other death” in us.
There lies a victory in the tears, in the acknowledgement of weakness expressed therein. I
believe that by weeping Jesus reconciled all hearts and dissolved all enmity – at least for the
moment – in compassion. “He is the one who suffers most!” This compassion goes so far
that in their hearts they ask “Could he not have prevented this? He opened the eyes of the
blind!”
This was the nadir of Jesus’ humiliation. It appeared as though he himself was moved by the
general mood of mourning; as if he were lowering his banner and knew not what to do but
weep. At the root of this dissolution of the soul, in this wallowing in grief, there often lies
something deeply bad, terribly grave, this “poetry of pain”; namely a half‐conscious
complaining against God. This complaint has taken the place of faith. This is the breath that
blows to us from Hell with its hatred towards God. It whispers to us maliciously, “Now you
finally see who and how God is”. A false mood of devoutness can overcome us, an
enthusiasm for the magnitude of our misfortune. Thus it might have been so here, where
everyone with one accord and increasing enthusiasm dissolved into tears.

And Jesus was wrathful again. We understand.
“Take ye away the stone”, he commands. Martha attempts to dissuade him with the words,
“By this time he stinketh: for he hath been dead four days”. Four days old – thus the corpse
has his birthday and now his ages also, and what sad ones! Martha has already learned to
regard what lies in the grave as an object of horror. She fears that when the stone is raised
this horrid stench will billow out of the grave and spoil her last fond memories.12 “Said I not
unto thee, that, if thou wouldest believe, thou shouldest see the glory of God?” is Jesus’
rebuke (John 11:40). When did he speak to her thus? It was in the way he said, “Thy brother
shall rise again” (John 11:23) and “I am the resurrection” (John 11:25). Such assurances that
Jesus gives are commands to have faith. What he is revealing to us is a pledge entrusted to
us that will remain useless if we do not transmute it into faith. Now they lift the stone; and
Jesus lifts his eyes to heaven and addresses – just this once in loud words – the Father, just
thanking Him for His response and then calls (actually “cried”) with a loud voice, “Lazarus!
Come forth (BITTE GRIECHISCH EINFÜGEN)!”
It is strange how, even in the most prodigious of his deeds, we never see the Lord losing
touch with the ground of simple human work. Even miracles such as this do not simply flow
from him as easily as fairy tales would have us believe. Here, too, he wanted and needed to
make use of all the strength of the participants (as previously with Martha). As, in spite of all
holy particulars, Elisha’s efforts to raise the Shunammite’s dead son have a certain natural
kinship with our resuscitation efforts in the case of those seemingly dead; it appears to me
as though here the Saviour had found it necessary to exert a type of moral forceon the soul
of Lazarus, a sort of powerful command to bestir himself.
“And he that was dead came forth, bound hand and foot with graveclothes: and his face was
bound about with a napkin.” Jesus says to them, “Loose him, and let him go.” Not a word of
greeting to Lazarus! Not a word of triumph addressed to those present, a wonderful self‐
limitation – herein lies the honour he accords to his Father.
Many of the Jews present now believed in him, but others informed the Pharisees of the
“fatal case”, thereby sealing his death warrant.
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Martha has spoken these words as mere conjecture, not from experience. This can be assumed from the way
she bases her remark on the age of the corpse, which would be completely irrelevant if one had already
smelled such a stench. For her, the absence of smell is due to the stone sealing the grave and with her caveat
wants to prevent this beneficial seal being broken. It is possible that Jesus, after learning of the death of
Lazarus and for the purpose of his resurrection, had appealed to the Father that this decay be opposed.
This assumption appears to me to justify interpreting the words of Martha as conjecture. Blumhardt, on the
contrary, was of the opinion that Martha actually had experienced such a terrible smell, a point of view that
some might find more appropriate to the text.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

The Demonic
A middle field between physical illness and moral turpitude is represented by the disorder of
the soul. This the Saviour confronted, as we know, in a marked manner, seeing the sick as
influenced internally by another, alien “I”, by “unclean spirits” or “demons”. 13 It was a grave
discovery although one promising victory for him. It was as if this horde of confused moods
and thoughts did not actually belong to the sufferer, but to a spirit that he could banish with
a word – how quickly was help at hand to heal a distress before which the most serious
illness paled and seemed bearable.
We enter this field because to ignore it would be to leave a gap in this portrait of Jesus’
works, which would be all the more awkward as the Saviour himself obviously imbued this
part of his task with great value. But I enter upon this only timidly and with the intention of
limiting myself to helping us find the historical state of affairs as handed down to us.
But let us spare a brief comment on the comparison of those wretched conditions with the
disorders of the soul proliferating increasingly in our time. Generally, we are afraid to accept
that similar conditions, such as those of this type described in the gospels, are still prevalent
today. That is, that wretchedness such as this – even if only in exceptional cases – could be
attributed to the same causes.
On the one hand, this fear is quite justified. If the delusions of the disturbed that they are
possessed play a large and ominous role, and if we understand the stories of the New
Testament with regard to this correctly, then these imaginings must generally be pure
delusion. The influence of demons is never shown to us so matter‐of‐factly in the gospels,
sothat the person concerned had no idea of the true nature of his condition. Therefore to
believe the delusion of such a sick person is hardly justified, let alone to encourage them in
the same. Where, however, it is not the sick person but we ourselves who assume this to be
the cause of the affliction, the gospels offer us no sign that it would be beneficial to
communicate our assumption to the sufferer; particularly as with Jesus light being shed on
the cause and immediate help always go hand in hand. However, the above‐mentioned
reluctance to assume such causes for emotional disorders is now effective protection against
such mistakes.
On the other hand, with Jesus’ great willingness to help as it still exists today, we would
wilfully be closing the path to great and benevolent aid at the expense of some unhappy
souls.
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Luther translates the latter with “devils”; the original text never uses this name in the plural, applying it
solely to Satan.

The gospels tell us repeatedly how very active Jesus was in this field (Mark 3:11; Luke 4:41
etc.) and how much his mind was occupied with this. This is proven by those peculiar words
about the spirit that, driven out by humans, “. . . walketh through dry places, seeking rest;”
and then with seven other spirits returns to his former house now “swept and garnished”
(Luke 11:24ff.) Individual examples of his work in this field, however, are given more seldom
than examples of sickness. This is perhaps partly due to the fact that they appeared but
rarely, mainly for another, sacred reason: namely that the narrators were inwardly bound to
be sparing in the telling of such thrilling stories in order not to stimulate and satisfy our
morbid preference for the dark side of life.
The best‐known experience from this field was the one with (or, according to Matthew that
of) the Gergesenes. The abrupt series of exciting scenes and tasks demanding rapid solution
offered by this episode is echoed in the disjointed depiction of the narration (Matthew
8:28ff, Mark 5:1ff, and Luke 8:26ff.) The Saviour, after he had spoken to the hordes in
parables, appears to have boarded the ship in a state of complete exhaustion in order to
sleep. The ship was caught in the wild storm that compelled the disciples to waken him. With
his words he rebuked the storm, the winds ceased, and they continued to the other shore
and landed near Gadara, a city inhabited mainly by heathens.
A naked man in great excitement jumped out at them from the graves – it was not clear
whether driven by anger or fear – and then behold: when he reached Jesus he fell to his
knees before him and cried in the voice known to us from the experiences in the synagogue
in Capernaum, “Jesus, Son of God, I adjure thee by God, that thou torment me not.” Did the
man leap at the throng who disembarked in order to cool the anger of his hate towards
mankind, and did then the sight of the majesty of Jesus throw him to his knees; or did the
bright light of intuition that Jesus might help him shine through him – did he ultimately
notice the sudden calming of the storm that seemed so connected to the storm in his own
heart? Did he hasten towards Jesus in order to beseech his help, and did he lose the power
over himself as he knelt before him so that some other called from within him, completely
distorting the wish of his soul before Jesus? We do not know. Who was this man anyway?
What was his past, in what state was he now? Of all this, Jesus only knew in this moment
what he could deduce from the man’s behaviour. What we now know about him, he only
discovered later from the convalescent and his friends. Possibly also in the heat of the
moment from that other sufferer that Matthew mentions, a friend who – less sick – was only
affected by the wild man. Who had, says Luke (8:26ff.), “. . . devils long time, and ware no
clothes, neither abode in any house, but in the tombs”, and (29) the unclean spirit
“oftentimes had caught him: and he was kept bound with chains and in fetters; and he brake
the bands, and was driven of the devil into the wilderness.” What a state! If in such a person,
as we probably had here, a remnant of consciousness of self remained, how ashamed he
must feel and how alarmed, on the one hand, at himself and his actions, and, on the other,
how wounding and outrageous it must feel to him to be bound like a wild animal by his
family, perhaps even by his own children; and what incredible anger it reveals, knowing
oneself unhappy, to stay in the tombs day and night. If he drives away those who approach

with stones, we can understand this not only from the condition prevailing within him but
also from the treatment he has experienced at the hands of others. There is no clear sign of
anxiety that Jesus will treat him as he is used to being treated by others; otherwise he would
have fled. But this fear of Jesus felt by another “I” in him is reflected in the bad conscience
he has towards people and in his bitter experience of mistreatment, which he himself feels is
partly merited; and probably in an obscure fear that here he might receive his just deserts.
So the man kneels before the Saviour; his entire state cried for help but his words said, “Let
me go!” “What is thy name?” Jesus asks him. In order to understand this question we must
abandon the idea that the Savour immediately knew everything and had immediately begun
to treat the soul of the sick man with psychological calculation. How suddenly the man had
appeared at his feet! As yet he knew no more than his eyes and ears told him. One thing
must certainly have appeared suspicious to him though: the people never addressed him as
the Son of God, but demons almost regularly did so. First of all, the Saviour wants light. He
sees a game of hide‐and‐seek; he sees that another is masquerading as this sick man and is
speaking in his name; and he wants to know with whom he is dealing. Some believe the
Saviour asked the man for his name in order to induce him to bethink himself and to free
himself somewhat from the delusion of being possessed. However, there is nothing of this in
the narrative. Besides, such a procedure, provided that the idea was not based on error and
was madness, would obviously not have been of any use. He must free the madman, and
here the man himself can contribute nothing. The Saviour, therefore, immediately addresses
the seat of the trouble, and that with the plenitude of power of the Son of God that he knew
was well‐known in this region. After all, Jesus’ question “What is thy name?” has something
striking about it as he is prompting a class of being, whom he normally forbids speech, to
speak. The actual inducement must lie in the request made to him: Do not torment me
before it is time! Was it not perhaps pity that moved him to this question? With the idea: in
order to make a decision, I must know with whom I am dealing. If the origin of the spirit was
human14 then his name would speak of his former life history and would, therefore, be a
confession of sin. If it originated in another region then one could not imagine anything in
the name, but a word that expressed his whole essence, his moral significance; again, a type
of confession of sin. The answer he received was surprising. We can imagine that in those
regions mendacity was the norm, but the possibility of it here was ruled out by the majesty
of the Son of God. To speak the whole truth, however, was more than that being could
manage. The answer was an evasive “Legion”, as “we are many”. The answer to the
Saviour’s question was thus timidly refused. Instead, these spirits renew their plea and
express it, now that they have been exposed, more clearly thus: that he not send them away
from this place and more clearly, “that he would not command them to go out into the
deep”.
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This is what Blumhardt believed. The Bible is obscure about from which region these demons originate: and
Jesus ascribes them to the inhabitants of Hades, the realm of the dead (Matthew 16:18). Josephus’ assumption
that they are “ghosts of evil people” has, naturally, no objective value. However, the allegation that he learned
this from heathen sources can hardly be proven as Philostratus the Elder, the only other person to mention this
(in the Indian Travels of Apollonius) came after Josephus.

We can revel in such narratives now, be it from love of excitement, be it from our critical
artistry, but of the anguish of the soul which the Saviour experienced in such moments we
have no idea. He, who was once not a man and from pity for these reprobate beings became
a man, should he not have a heart for other beings? Into what ineffable misery of being was
the Saviour gazing? He is the son of man, and mankind is to be helped first and foremost,
this is how he wills it. But what severity must he use towards the other side in order to stand
the victor in this struggle? We do not hear an answer, an account, from the Saviour; those
petitioning him have left him no time for this. They probably sensed the exceptionality of
their plea as well as realizing that they could no longer remain in their present place of
abode. They fall back, then, on a suggestion of being permitted to house in the animal
kingdom. How far must a thinking spirit have fallen if it sees a benefit in being allowed to live
as a swine! But they prefer this to the other fate, of being forced out into the deep – of
course, without realizing that this will not spare them the immediate banishment to the
deep. It was a herd of two thousand swine that they requested as a dwelling, and the
Saviour permitted them this.
It is only now that we gain a complete understanding of what the poor Gergesene had had
to put up with. Yes, we must almost admire the strength of soul inherent in a human being
in coping with such inner tempests when we see what happened to the pigs whose
resistance was of course non‐existent; with one accord they jumped into the lake and
drowned.
How the Gergesene felt when these inner tempests suddenly lifted from him, we can hardly
imagine today. Immediately, apparently, he desired and received clothing, and we
understand that he did not want to leave his saviour but wanted to follow him on his future
path. However, the Saviour demanded a bond from him. He was not in the Saviour’s debt
but in his people’s debt, as the economic damage to them was not a small one. He was to
pay this debt in the Saviour’s stead.
It makes one wistful to observe the impression that this act had on the people of this land. It
was a healing, a wonderful, unimaginable one, but – so expensive! They were used to seeing
the madman from day to day, like a peculiar but natural occurrence; and this is maybe why
they found the price of his healing so high. When they heard what had happened to their
pigs, they came to Jesus. Then they saw the other side of the misfortune; the poor fellow,
now dressed and sensible, sitting at the feet of Jesus. And they were more afraid. We
involuntarily have a sense of a heavy cloud of darkness hanging over these people. Fright at
the closeness of God befell them and full of fear, certain that only pleas would be effective,
they beseech the Saviour most humbly to depart their land again. This was the third sorrow
to move the Saviour’s heart. The first was because of the sick man; then the glimpse into the
deplorable darkness of the beyond; and now the glimpse into the still comfortable feeling of
darkness in this life. Against this latter, he now employs the healed man to preach the great
grace of God that he has experienced himself.

If this story from the gospels is perhaps told because of its extraordinary glimpse into the
misery of the here and now; then they tell another one with a similar concord due to the
peculiar difficulties confronting the healing.
The Saviour went to a mountain with three of his preferred disciples, probably without
telling them, or those who remained behind, what was in store for him there. It was
transfiguration that he found there. As he was often in the habit of going to the mountain at
night, it was probably such a time, and he did not come home with his companions until the
next day. From afar they could see a large and excited crowd surrounding his other disciples.
People came running to expedite his arrival and immediately he, who had just tasted the
glory of Heaven on the mountain, was plunged back into the misery of life on earth
(Matthew 17:14ff; Mark 9:14ff; Luke 9:37ff.)
A man had wanted to bring to Jesus his child who was stricken by an ailment which was
surprisingly similar to today’s epilepsy. This, of course, does not give us the right to compare
this ailment, so often deeply rooted in physical life, with the one we encounter here in the
boy. In Jesus’ absence, and petitioned by this man, the nine disciples had been suddenly
confronted by a question of faith, that regrettably they could not cope with. They were
supposed to believe firstly: that the Saviour was the lord and victor and, secondly: that in his
absence the same power would devolve on them in his name. Today, it is easy for us to
understand how difficult this task was for them, as we constantly find ourselves in this
situation: having to act in the name of Jesus in his absence. The question of faith was made
even more difficult for them because their little faith could clothe itself in seeming humility;
the three main disciples were also absent and only the “lesser” ones present. But the task,
this they knew, waited inexorably for them. What embarrassing scenes must have been
played out when first one disciple and then another attempted to control this dark power!
An attempt that was all too obviously disheartened and therefore doomed to failure! It
warns us of attempts by others today, without a mandate such as the disciples held, who
have the audacity to proceed against such powers in the name of Jesus. We can imagine the
derision of the dark power and the increasing agitation within the boy; and when scribes, as
we are told, began to intervene with their suggestions, perhaps also with reproaches, and
accuse them, “There you have it, this is what your presumptuous hopes have led to!” How
embarrassing the situation must have become! The boy’s father was obviously not uplifted
by these failed attempts. He began to mistrust and doubt the power of Jesus and when at
Jesus’ request he began to explain the sickness clumsily and at length, he concluded with a
request for help but not without adding the rider, “If you can do anything”. He was obviously
in the depths of despondency, almost under the impression that here was a power that
nobody on earth was equal to. It is almost as if he wanted to excuse Jesus in advance, to
signify that he was perfectly convinced of his good intentions even if he were unable to help.
Here we have almost the opposite of the audacious words of the leper, “Lord if you will, you
can”.

Our minds boggle at the difficulty of the situation confronting the Saviour here. If the
supplicant does not believe then the Saviour can do nothing; he will not, he may not. We
would like to say to the man, “Poor man, if you cannot believe then you must dispense with
help”, and if this had been said to him then his last remnants of faith would have died. But
the Saviour never speaks like this – he never extinguishes the last glimmer of the candlewick;
but he flings the whole weight of the task onto the supplicant, one would almost like to say
with some humility. “If you could believe! All things are possible for those who believe”.
Thus he stimulates faith, as it were, and evokes the famous cry of the man, “Lord, I believe;
help thou mine unbelief!” (Mark 9:24) During this conversation the spirit in the boy had
attempted to celebrate its greatest triumph, but now, after the words of faith from the
father, Jesus orders the spirit, “I charge thee, come out of him, and enter no more into him.”
And the spirit rent him; the boy fell as one dead so that many, perhaps not without some
malice, said, “He is dead”. But the Saviour raised him and he was alive and well.
Those nine disciples had to listen to a grave sermon on the subject of their little faith or lack
of it. Faith, said the Saviour, had alone been lacking, as, “If ye had faith as a grain of mustard
seed, ye shall say unto this mountain, Remove hence to yonder place, and it would obey
you.” When they petitioned him further, he let fall another strange assertion, “This kind can
come forth by nothing, but by prayer and fasting.” All petitioning, be it addressed to God or
to mankind, is an imposition upon the one petitioned that something be done, and the one
addressed also expects some kind of service from the petitioner that proves their goodwill
and the intention on their part to do what is possible. For us humans, work in this area is not
possible, but we are capable of one service, one proof, that is up to us: namely, that for the
sake of the misery we wish to be freed from we renounce, not necessary nourishment, but
at least sensual pleasures that are normally accepted. There is a majesty in misery that is
diminished in the face of mere gluttony. If they had remained in constant and quiet prayer
before God until victory was theirs, these prayers would have had quite a different credence
than when it was seen, “… they can’t be that inconsolable, they are eating again”. This helps
make the words of the Saviour more understandable to us. At least, with this assertion we
see how seriously this field of misery had moved the heart of the Saviour and how sharply he
differentiated various degrees in the powers of darkness. Perhaps he was, according to his
spiritual concept of fasting which does not preclude the ingesting of necessary nourishment,
always fasting.
A third experience is instructive today because it shows us how the Saviour recognized the
scope of such dark influences, even in their more physical aspect.
That this appears strange to us is possibly due to the ambiguity or uncertainty in our
conception of what is told us of these things in the gospels. It is almost as though we laid the
main emphasis of such demonically caused misery on the idea which the sufferer hasof it.
Does this not perhaps happen in the half‐subconscious striving to find the cause of sorrow
more within than without the “I” of the sufferer? However, as soon as we – with the gospels
– recognize the root of evil as being outside this “I”, that is, in the region of the unconscious,

then the difference between “emotional” and “physical” with regard to this evil loses much
of its significance. After all, it is actually a wonderful and beautiful secret how, from our first
beginnings, the vital activity in us constructs the instruments of our mind by means of the
limbs of our body – a secret in which the borders between mind and matter, the
unconscious and the purposeful also disappear. Some disorders give us the impression that a
recusant special principle has established itself in an organ, making a sect or state within a
state as it were, following its own specific interests. There could perhaps be mechanical
reasons for this, but it is questionable if this is always the case. The experience we are
thinking of here is that of the crooked woman (Luke 13:10).
The Saviour is standing at the pulpit in the synagogue looking over his people. His gaze falls
on a woman sitting at the back who is bent double and cannot sit or stand up straight. There
is something incredibly edifying and comforting in the paternal way the Saviour examines
the spiritual household to see if something is wrong and in the sovereign way in which he
feels that any disharmony, any discrepancy, in one of his people is something that should
not be. Such a discrepancy contravenes his tranquillity, his bright and clear blessed relation
to the Creator of Heaven and Earth, and it is part of his glory as a son of his Father that his
people should experience themselves the creative and liberating power of the rays of such
glory. And this crooked woman was probably specially deserving of this. This affliction had
been growing upon her, with slow success, for eighteen years. “She had a spirit of infirmity.”
This tells us, in the main, that it was not a disease of her bone structure, but something
unknown to her, something influencing her spirit which gradually brought her to this pass. It
is of the essence of a woman and her status among us that the importance of her
appearance is regarded with less indifference than that of the appearance of a man. How
difficult it must have been for such a one to see how people’s judgement of her changed
over time! “I am just as clever as before, just as good – why I am therefore neglected now?”
This can embitter a heart and make it timid. In such a case, the result can become the cause
and the cause the result – and a reciprocity arise. The discouragement at this neglect
promotes the disease and also fosters the need to hide as much as possible from others. The
woman obviously does not dare to complain of her illness to the Saviour, possibly because
she does not believe he can help her anyway; possibly from the shame of presenting her
suffering so publicly. She was determined to bear it; perhaps not without a feeling of
bitterness that everyone except her was being helped; not without a feeling of reproach that
was not directed towards anything in particular; and not without that certain peculiar
pleasure, which often comes over such unhappy ones, of feeling very miserable.
It might have been something like this which moved the Saviour to a procedure that we have
not seen before. It was not normally his practice to offer himself; but in this case his almost
motherly perspicacity saw a condition in which the obsessive repudiating of aid was a
symptom of the disease. How must the woman have felt as she suddenly heard herself
called by name and ordered to “come out!” For the last time, almost solemnly and ashamed
of her affliction, she must push through the crowd with her pitiful figure to stand before the
Saviour. He laid his hands on her. In the case of this woman, as she had not petitioned him,

this offered the necessary augmented effect upon her mind as well as the comforting
promise, “Thou art my child.” And he spoke, “Woman, thou art loosed from thine infirmity.”
(Luke 13:12) Immediately she stood straight and praised the Lord. We cannot imagine what
friendly feelings for God must have flowed through her at that moment, suddenly freed from
her long affliction. We would like to have stood amongst the gathering and heard her praise
straight from her fresh and warm response!
One man remained unmoved; he was the superior, or ruler, of the synagogue. He was vexed,
allegedly at this unedifying disturbance during prayers and perhaps, in his heart, at this new
glorification of Jesus and of He who had sent him. “There are six days in which men ought to
work: in them therefore come and be healed,” thus his shrill jarring note interrupts the
praising of the Lord. It is probably actually thanks to this reproach that Luke has handed this
tale down to us. However, with this complaint, the leader of the synagogue had forfeited any
consideration on the part of the Saviour of his dignity as the superior in the synagogue. With
his rebuke he had actually laid his honour in one of the scales and that of God in the other so
the judgement must be made ruthlessly without considering the status of the person. “Thou
hypocrite”, Jesus says to him, “doth not each one of you on the Sabbath loose his ox or his
ass from the stall, and lead him away to watering? And ought not this woman, being a
daughter of Abraham, whom Satan hath bound, lo, these eighteen years, be loosed from this
bond on the Sabbath day?” And the clarity and simplicity of these words, combined with the
magnitude and simplicity of the divine deed resulted in a memorable victory. Even all who
had opposed him were ashamed, and the whole gathering rejoiced at the glorious things
that he brought to pass. “Satan had bound her”, he said. Perhaps he was not thinking just
then that the illness arose from an influence of the mind but ascribed all deformities in God’s
creation to Satan. He is the sum and root of all abomination and misguidance and all the
causes of the same. That all this could not occur without the authority of God was not
concealed from him, but that did not stop him; it even drove him all the more to petition:
Your kingdom come!
One more example is told us, in which in a similar way physical evils are revealed as the
effect of a demonic influence. It is that of the man who, although possessed of healthy
sensory organs, was blind and dumb (Matthew 12:22). His healing made such a tremendous
and shocking impression on the people that the Pharisees determined on the most extreme
act of violent suspicion thereby forcing the Saviour to make a fundamental statement
regarding his work in this area. This latter circumstance paints a fitting picture to the ending
of this passage. “Is not this the son of David?” the people ask themselves. In Jesus,
something heroic began to emerge – he alone can bring true liberation because he is able to
conquer enemies against whom mankind has no power. They are enemies who rule without
opposition because one has no idea of their presence. The Saviour was working in this field
in which heretofore only superstitious adventurers had ventured; he was working differently
and truly victoriously in the name of God and with the power of light – the Pharisees wanted

none of this, perhaps because they themselves were not free of such superstitions.15 They
obviously believed they possessed precise knowledge which had its source in the Bible, no
less. They knew, so they thought, of the most senior of the demons whose name
“Beelzebub” is reminiscent of Baal, the main god of the Phoenicians; and they ascribed to
Jesus a direct connection with him, even an absolute disposition over him: “He hath
Beelzebub” (Mark 3:22). The Pharisees, therefore, were following the path of the
superstitions of their time without a single scruple of conscience. The work of the Saviour
must have been an old, long‐known craft, the old conjuring of devils, merely brought to a
certain mastery. This wounded the Saviour in the deepest roots of his being and in a way
that our imagination cannot grasp. His innermost association with his Father was regarded
as work of the devil; the trust of the people towards him as a sin against the first
commandment; his victories over darkness, accomplished with the power of God, as new
triumphs of the same darkness. He defended himself against all of this as firmly and clearly
as he was humble before his human judges. He elucidated warmly and with the joy of victory
the spiritual significance of his successes, and – moving from defence to attack – revealed to
his opponents the terrible danger they were exposing themselves to with suspicions such as
this. His whole speech expressed that his work in this field had resulted in indisputable
beautiful successes, and in such number that he could refer to them as incontestable facts.
Two points become apparent to us from the thoughts expressed in this speech: that of
morality (the divine) and that of power. The Saviour ignores the superstitious term
“Beelzebub” and immediately names Satan – the root of evil, the centre of all enmity
towards God – as the originator of all these phenomena whereby moral and divine
significance is immediately ascribed to real victory in this area. Does Satan really desire this?
With this single question he refutes the suspicion. As his objectives differ from superstition,
so also do the means with which he works. He drives out the demons with the spirit of God
(Matthew 12:28). How often the rule of an unclean spirit is strengthened by the agreeable
contentment of the sufferer with the corrupt influences we have had occasion to consider in
the first of these phenomena in the synagogue at Capernaum. With the spirit of God, the
Saviour freed the sufferers themselves from the ignominious fetters of their own
complacence by helping them to a victory over evil. Now, in this connection, he describes in
a memorable way the innermost, deepest moral roots of all his victories. He emphasizes the
magnitude of these victories of his in order to stimulate inquiry into the causes of them. He
calls to mind the words of God in the book of the prophet Isaiah (49:24‐25). There, God
describes His people as the prey of a mighty one and as the prisoners of a rightful creditor.
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Superstition. This word is actually not to be found in the Bible but can be used for a school of thought once
frowned upon by the Bible. It does not disapprove of every idea of the presence of a dark side of being, even
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preoccupation with the same without God, namely for the purpose of profit, be it for healing or for allegedly
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directly stand in relation to divine revelation. God actually forbids all this in the first commandment: „Thou
shalt have no other gods before me“, which, applied to this field, could mean: Do not give yourself to other
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With the words, “Shall the prey be taken from the mighty, or the lawful captive delivered?”
he describes the difficulty of freeing his people – with regard to the mighty and to the law –
from the plight they have brought upon themselves while promising them, against all
appearances of its impossibility, a liberation from the same. “Do you not see,” says the
Saviour, “how true this is today; how I rob the strongest of the strong among God’s enemies
of his prey by my acts, without his contradiction? Do you think he would allow this to
happen if he were not conquered and bound in a stern struggle?” The Saviour is obviously
referring to that tremendous struggle when driven by the spirit of God into the desert, he,
through his true love of the Father and the clarity of his trust in Him in the name of all
mankind, was the stronger; thus employing the love of God with all the sovereignty due to it.
That absolute power over spirits, ascribed by them to his status as the Son of God, Jesus
therefore ascribes to his moral victories. We see the utter purity of his relation to God,
tested in the strongest fire of temptation, and it is before this victorious splendour that all
unpure spirits genuflect. His victory is, therefore, one more deservedly before God who does
not judge a person’s standing, and which he owes not to his status but to his attitude as the
Son of God. Thus it is the spirit of God, the Holy Ghost, who confronts victoriously the
protrusion of a dark power into the world of mankind and who will rule in its place over the
people, as the actual blessing of Abraham.
The Saviour had in this way shed a bright light on the spiritual and divine character of his
victories according to the goals for which they strove as well as to the means with which he
had fought for them, so now their blessed significance from the point of view of power
becomes all the more important to us. Of course, we often feel strangely comforted as soon
as one no longer speaks of “power”, as soon as this has dissolved into (alleged) “spirituality”.
Jesus thinks differently. He rejoices in his victories. When he speaks of how he has bound the
strong one, do we not see here the son of David, the defiant warrior‐stance of a hero who
wants to, and will, fight the last battle – actually the only one worth fighting for – to victory.
It is just because of this that the underestimation, yes, the failure to recognize his victories
on the part of the Pharisees hurt him so much. It was this embarrassing situation into which
they had put him that moved him to speak of the powerful value of his victories. Their scribal
skills enabled him to illustrate with a single phrase the ugliness of the attitude which they
had assumed as well as the gravity of the power against which they fought. It is the phrase
“the finger of God” (Exodus 8:19), with which the Egyptian magicians declared themselves
conquered by Moses.
In what an awkward situation Moses found himself then! God gave signs through him and
the more clearly he knew that he himself could not work wonders, the more confidently he
hoped that here everyone would recognize immediately God’s hand – and behold, men
came declaring their “prowess”! By their mysterious means they copied, at least apparently,
what God had done through them while simply admiring Moses as one who had taken their

art one step further. Moses saw himself, owing to the miracles that God had wrought
expressly in order to authorize him, admired as a magician.16
How similar to the plight of Jesus! For the sake of the victory for which he fights against the
darkness, he is now suspected as the one most enmeshed in the service of this same dark
power. However, it was the magicians who, as the miracles of Moses reached a certain
zenith, were so understanding and so honest that they conceded to themselves and to
others that this could no longer be regarded as conjuring. Alarmed and humbled they said,
“That is the finger of God”. Reflected in the word “finger” is the tremendous impression they
received from God when the idea of His being suddenly flashed upon them. A being that
merely needs to lift a finger in order to accomplish the greatest feats. If they now bowed
before an act of God that was set punitively against them, against the people – how much
more easily should the Pharisees acknowledge an act of God that breathed benevolence in
abundance.
“But if I”, said the Saviour, “cast out devils with the finger of God, no doubt the kingdom of
God is come upon you.” He readily adopted the phrase “finger of God” for his victories also;
it held a blessed and hopeful significance. “What we are experiencing now, that is only the
beginning, the first stirrings of His finger. He will manifest His hand, His arm will rule, His
kingdom will come.” We must, as it were, look with Jesus at the whole terrible fact of the
separation from God and the supremacy of the darkness in order to empathize with his
rejoicing at this reversal in the balance of power.
In his closing words, Jesus drives home to the Pharisees the danger of the situation into
which they have brought themselves by their attitude to the acts of God. He tears apart their
self‐delusion as if they felt “neutrally” towards him, neither for nor against him, and warns
them against allowing their blasphemies against the son of man to reach the boundaries
where they will be blaspheming the Holy Ghost. However, as these deliberations will shed no
further light on the subject which has occupied us in this section, we will not concern
ourselves with them.

Sinners
Now we come to the area towards which the Saviour’s heart was wholeheartedly turned. To
find and to save that which was lost, this – as he repeatedly tells us – is why he came;
everything else is only of value to him with regard to this. However, from his works in this
16

A repetition of this situation, although of a much more spiritual kind, is feared by Paul for the last days (2
Timothy 3:1ff. particularly v 8). Rivals of Christ’s servants will emerge who, like the Egyptian magicians to
Moses, demand that their acts and the acts of those servants be ascribed to the same source – with the
difference that the acts of the servants of Christ not be ascribed to unholy sources, but that the source of their
own acts be regarded as divine.

area, insofar as they do not deal with great acts but of small, individual ones, conspicuously
little is told us as compared to his work with the sick.
There are two reasons for this. For one, he encountered less need, less yearning for help for
this. Of course, when a person has gained insight into his or her sin and guilt then their
desire for help in this regard is much more urgent and fervent than with regard to a physical
malady. But insight such as this is not easily attained. Physical affliction is heralded
immediately as pain, but the ethical kind almost as apparent well‐being and complacency.
And it was also based on Jesus’ behaviour. It was due to the effect that he had on those
concerned that few stories of conversion were told or in circulation. “Guard your pearls!” he
says. The quiet paths taken by the Holy Ghost to enter your soul should not be made public.
And neither the sins. It hurts God when the sins (one’s own or others) that He has forgiven
are told of again and again. If He no longer remembers them, then they should no longer be
mentioned. Also, in eloquent descriptions of former sins, an unholy glorification can easily
and unobtrusively insinuate itself, and one is no longer actually ashamed.
Thus the gospels offer us only those stories of conversion that, by their nature, took place
publicly and in connection with events of general significance.
What did Jesus do against this misery: the sin and the wages of sin? I do not dare to
penetrate unauthorized into this holy place in order to illuminate this doing with some
thoroughness and will, therefore, merely mention what directly obtrudes upon our notice.
The first was and is his personal power; yes, his personal accomplishment – of forgiveness.
Forgiveness is the most beautiful, greatest and the most difficult deed of which a person is
capable. Forgiveness was for one facet of the Saviour more difficult than for us; he saw much
more profoundly what havoc sin could perpetrate in the Father’s creation and in His children
and felt much more painfully the insult thus paid to the Father. But he was and is pure
forgiveness. This is why he is the saviour of the world; on earth a spiritual power was within
him so that against the nightmarish deeds of sin he constantly shouldered the tremendous
work of forgiveness, forgiveness there, where it was solicited. This is not the cold work of a
principle; this is each and every time an act of his soul, his mind – as a counterweight to our
acts. And by forgiving a sinner, he became himself this sinner before God when he wanted –
and this was his heartfelt need – to justify before the Father, the Divine, that he had forgiven
the sinner. As we have seen in the case of illness, how his battle against the same holds out
the prospect of accepting death, then here in the case of sin we see it even more clearly.
Burdened with all sin, he stands before the Father. He himself does not want it; it is contrary
to his heartfelt need that this great grievance of sin – in the face of all the otherwise so strict
and consistent behaviour of the Father – should be removed simply by an arbitrary act, an
unjustified favour. He may not and does not want this. Whatever the consequences, dire or
no, all, all must come to light and be dealt with sacredly and consistently, rationally and
according to law. Thus he stands as a sinner before the Father asking for forgiveness, but not

impunity. In punishment, the forgiveness will be consummated. Thus he himself later bore
our sins on the (cross) tree (1 Peter 2:24) so that he bore what they had earned.
In the fact that his forgiveness never took place independently of (emancipated from) the
Father – as if he were asking nothing of Him here, but rather approaching Him bound by
faithful and divine love – lay the great and ultimate power of his forgiveness. Herein was
primarily the basis of his power to forgive sins on earth.
In addition to these acts of forgiveness, we will just mention one more thing closely
connected to this – the wonderful perspicacity of his love. He was able to discover the good
in a person (insofar as it existed) hidden behind all the detritus of their wickedness and
disorder, the point where, and the advantageous moment when, he could connect with
them. “Judge not!” This edict permeated his whole soul. Not construing as vicious or
interpreting as evil, but honouring the fundamental goodwill insofar as it was there. This was
his skill, no, his heart’s joy. Thus he was a wonderful “power of God” for his surroundings
that elevated, liberated and shone through all.
Jesus tells us of his mood and his behaviour towards the sinners in the three parables of the
lost sheep, the lost coin and the prodigal son (Luke 15). We have these to thank for the
Pharisees’ reproaches that he “receiveth sinners and eateth with them”. While the Pharisees
and their followers withdrew even more from Jesus, one sees him increasingly sought out
and surrounded by all kinds of other people; often those of questionable past (“Then drew
near unto him all the publicans and sinners”) which shed an even more false light on the
Saviour. The conversion undergone by these people was not always apparent and was also
often lacking the signs by which the Pharisees calculated piety. This gave rise to the
appearance that the Saviour was not only keeping company with repentant sinners, but also
with those who would continue to abjure piety. But how sweet was the manner of such
people towards Jesus! They had a fine eye for the tremendous blessed transformation
undergone by one or the other of them due to their contact with Jesus, and this drew more
and more people to him: penitent, they approached him, willing to let themselves be
transformed.
In the eyes of the Pharisees this class of person was already lost. The Saviour did not regard
their ruin as less serious than did the Pharisees, but even greater, and in the picture that he
painted with the parables, he does not spare or whitewash them. In the eyes of the
Pharisees they alone were the lost ones, withdrawn from the community of the righteous;
but not in the eyes of the Saviour. However, the Saviour is careful to avoid touching on this
difference of viewpoints, otherwise he would have to confront the Pharisees explicitly with
their own sinful behaviour, and this he does not want to do. The Saviour can make the
sinfulness of an act conscious, but the general feeling “I am a sinner”; this he does not want
to teach by argument at all, it must awaken in the depths of the heart by itself. The Saviour
also never wanted to denigrate or disparage good impulses or deeds that could be found in a
person’s life. He also wanted to avoid even the appearance of any disparagement of moral
deeds. As opposed to the heathen world which is left to its own devices, Israel is God’s

people, God’s flock that He pastures partly himself and partly by means of shepherds. His
reproaches against those shepherds who do not care for those sheep that stray and are lost
ring out loud and terribly sternly (Ezekiel 34). The Saviour draws on this approach, well‐
known to the Pharisees. Mankind is intended to love God and to be loved by God and to
flourish under God’s loving care, and to be assimilated into His flock. The sinner is torn from
this association, confused, lost; perhaps just as much through foolishness as through evil
intent; perhaps as the coin was lost through the fault of those who should have guarded it,
yes – as, for instance, the heathens – through the fault of earlier peoples. God still loves the
sinner as a sheep in His flock, yes, as a legitimate component of His wealth. The Saviour,
however, does not speak from the point of view of the lost one, but from that of the one
seeking, the owner. What an abundance of concern, love and tenderness he reveals to us in
his and his Father’s name! A love that speaks to us all the more forcefully the more it, when
considered closely, shiningly manifests itself as to be taken for granted.
We can sense the heart of the owner in these words: it is his sheep, his coin, his child – his
heart reveals this. Thus these parables grow far beyond the humble framework calculated
for the understanding of the Pharisees. God has not only lost a sheep, but all mankind; not
only lost one coin, but his whole wealth on earth – that is, his human children; and, faithful
to His promise, “Even I will both search my sheep, and seek them out” (Ezekiel 34:11), He
sent the son with the task of searching for and saving that which is lost.
It could come to our attention how seldom the Saviour speaks the words so familiar to us,
that all mankind is lost without him. In our parables, he speaks of a hundredth or a tenth,
and also in the following examples of his behaviour towards the sinners, the aberration of
the individual is treated almost as an isolated case. The Saviour, namely, takes great care not
to blunt even more our already dulled sense of the irresponsibility of our mistakes by
declaring our sinfulness as being intentional. That he was still painfully convinced of the
generality of ruin and the numerical proportions of the parable can only be explained by the
above; this is proven to us, among other things, by the answer he gave to the disciples when
they asked who could become holy. These words encompass the ending of his story of the
rich youth, known to us as the one who addressed him as “Good Master” (Matthew 19:16;
Mark 10:17; Luke 18:18).
The entire story is all the more instructive because it reveals the whole breadth of Jesus’
heart; how, even gazing clearly into the depths of ruin, he still honours and values highly any
trace of good in a human being.
It is a well‐brought‐up youth, favoured by fortune and already a Rabbi, desirous of doing
good, who hopes to find out from Jesus, the master of goodness, how he can crown his
noble strivings. “Good Master” – for so he addresses him – “what good thing shall I do, that I
may have eternal life?” The Saviour is startled at this form of address. For so long he has
been used to being thought of by almost everyone as a normal person, although on a
somewhat higher plane than others, and is happy with this as long as he does not feel the
need to prove his dignity; all the more so, as under the pressure of the omnipresence of sin,

he must stand covered with shame before the Father petitioning for humankind. “Why
callest thou me good? There is none good but one, that is, God”, he answers, because here
he sees no reason to advertise his special status. With regard to the question he merely
directs the youth to keep the Ten Commandments in which God Himself has already
answered this question. In the main, these are prohibitions; they list the things by which one
forfeits life, becoming one worthy of death. This is namely true of the second tablet to which
Jesus directs him specifically and in the sequence appropriate to the youth’s situation and its
particular temptations. He is less likely to be tempted to steal which is why Jesus heads the
list with “Thou shalt not commit adultery”. God’s great warnings to the world, “Do not kill!
Do not commit adultery! Do not steal! Do not lie!” – a person should take these to heart, if
not, then that person is lost. The youth answers, “All these things I have kept from my youth
up; what lack I yet?” And the Saviour? He looked at him and loved him (Mark 10:21). Even
these little flowers of piety refreshed him; in his mind’s eye he looked over a beautiful field
of righteous struggle and blessed victory and true to his words, “Whosoever shall do the will
of my Father … the same is my mother and sister”, he loved this man. However, in his eyes
the youth was still a lost sheep. How high and great the heart of the Saviour appears to us!
He held thoughts in his mind that in our short‐sighted eyes must appear almost
contradictory. How can I – he asked himself – reach out to this youth so that his striving for
eternal life shall be successful?
He is lost. He may have a good part of that “piety” that God saw as righteousness before the
coming of Jesus; he behaves, as it were, as well as possible on the basis of the generality of
sin, similar in the way to which Cornelius the centurion (Acts 10:35) received the testimonial
from Peter, “You are pleasing to God because you fear him and are righteous”. The situation
for this youth is similar to the way God proved his blessings on Cornelius by giving him the
opportunity to receive forgiveness of his sins, thereby being saved. Would he have
complacently given himself such a good testimonial if he had heard from Jesus himself at the
Sermon on the Mount what God’s commandments meant? The Saviour, as the Son of God, is
inspired by the same thing that gave rise to the law and therebyhe draws us into the
community of this; in his status as a son, he will fulfil the law on earth (Matthew 5:17). Of
course, the youth has no idea that the Saviour is our only and entire need, seeing in him only
a master. Should the Saviour now say to him, “All your good behaviour up to now is
imperfect and worthless; believe in me! That is the only thing that will help you.”? But the
Saviour never speaks like this. He soes not extinguish the glowing wick in order to relight it.
He knows how difficult this is; and with speech such as this, he would have extinguished the
tiniest spark of faith the youth had in him instead of fanning it. He enters quite into the spirit
of the youth’s way of thought, who, in his endeavour to be good, is still dissatisfied and
strives into the unknown for something higher. Keeping company with Jesus would be
essential for the youth; indeed, Jesus could only attain this redemptive communion with him
to some extent within the close circle of his disciples whom he “keeps in the name of the
Father” through his continual presence (John 17:12). This, the blessing of his direct
influence, Jesus offers to the youth – and not without making a sacrifice, as the small circle

of his closest disciples should not be enlarged without dire need. “If thou wilt be perfect …
come and follow me” (Matthew 19:21). Here, “perfect” is not meant as lifeless
exemplariness; “to be perfect” means to him merely “to be a whole”, one who does not
want two different things but only one: to enter the Kingdom of God. But of course, the
Saviour does not need such a rich lord, wealthy in land and slaves as was usual at that time,
among his disciples: “ ... sell that thou hast, and give to the poor, and thou shalt have
treasure in heaven: and come and follow me.” This is how we understand Jesus’ injunction,
and hardly as merely a calculated test, almost a trap, in order to reveal the youth’s supposed
righteousness – which the Saviour after all did not see as only supposed – in all its blatancy.
The Saviour meant his invitation quite sincerely; he was not looking to evoke a denial on the
part of the youth, but his affirmation; regrettably it was a denial. His righteousness proved
itself to be hollow after all, and the consciousness of it was an obstacle in grasping the
magnitude of Jesus’ gift. The youth considers and considers. The call tempts him, but, as he
might have said to himself – “to have nothing any more, nothing at all? Who would I be
then?” Thus are some partially noble people interwoven with their wealth. Dumbly he listens
to the Saviour, dumbly he considers, dumbly he turns and slinks away. We can hardly
imagine what the Saviour felt in his heart then.
In the youth’s heart, the whole radiance of the Son of God and the abundance of Jesus’ love
does not measure up to the power of wealth! An unspeakable gravity of melancholy lies over
the conversation taking place between Jesus and the youth. As the youth moves away, Jesus
turns to his disciples (Mark 10:23ff.) and says, “How hardly shall they that have riches
(actually “those that have things17”) enter into the kingdom of God!” The disciples were
startled at his words, but Jesus continued and said, “Children, how hard is it … to enter into
the kingdom of God! It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle, than for a rich
man to enter into the kingdom of God.” With this he had exonerated the youth somewhat
but at the same time declared the whole gravity of our situation. Here, two apparently
equally inexorable laws come into conflict. On the one hand, the abundance of things grows
together to become a whole with the one who owns them – or who is owned by them. On
the other hand, this abundance of things cannot enter the kingdom of God. The disciples
were even more upset, though, and asked among themselves, “And who can be saved?”
Thereby unleashing in Jesus the deepest sorrow of his heart; which is the reason we began
to discuss this story. “In the case of human beings – impossible.” Who does not own things?
Here, the Saviour not only presupposes that the generality of ruin is to be taken for granted,
but he also denies us any possibility of being able to save ourselves from it. “But” – he
continues triumphantly – “not in the case of God, because for God, everything is possible.”
God, therefore, would be able – if it were necessary – not only to bring a live camel through
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the eye of a needle, but He accomplishes that even greater miracle: to bring even a rich man
into the kingdom of God. Thus He presents our becoming blessed as a continual miracle.
This story illuminates for us in many ways how the Saviour regarded the moral condition of
mankind and serves, therefore, as an introduction to the following section where we will
examine his behaviour towards sinners in a narrower sense, namely towards those who saw
themselves as such in their own eyes as well as in the eyes of others. Both in this story and in
the following one, we can observe that the unambiguous nature of the sins did not derogate
from Jesus’ successes but rather abetted them.
Now let us look at some individual pictures!
Unique of its kind with regard to Jesus’ behaviour towards sinners is the story of the sinful
woman who anointed him. She shows us, in the brightest light of the Saviour’s heart, his
attitude towards sinners.
A Pharisee had invited Jesus to come and eat with him. These Pharisees were odd people –
one almost has to like them a little. Where Jesus is, we see them too; their thoughts
constantly running on him – they can’t get him out of their heads. They are still “not clear”
about him so they invite him to their houses in order to finally come to a conclusion about
him; they also love the intellectual stimulation that he gives to any society in which he finds
himself.
The Saviour never refuses. He most likely went to this meal with a constricted heart and
would have preferred to remain with his innocents. He went not without cares, but
comforted by the thought that something of victory, something for the good of the souls
would arise from the occasion.
His reception is uncomfortable. He comes with love, warm and wholeheartedly, and not
without the quiet consciousness that he and his love are of value – but he is greeted by a
cold blast of wind. He could expect a kiss from his host as a greeting into his home, but the
nicely calculated attitude indicates that he will have to do without. Water for the feet, oil for
the head, all the signs that the guest is regarded as at least of the same status as the host –
they are all missing. “One shouldn’t spoil people such as this”, Simon is probably thinking, “it
is good for them if they don’t forget who one is and what they are; they are, after all, always
in danger of misconstruing the differences in status, position, and education.” The Saviour is
quick to forgive, but – wise as the serpent18 ‐ he recognizes the advantage that he has
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“Be ye therefore wise as serpents and harmless as doves.” (Matthew 10:16) The Saviour gives this advice to
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thereby gained over this man and bides his time in order to use it for his salvation at the
right time.
Now they are sitting at the meal, arranged like a star with their feet turned outwards. Now
the main protagonist in our story enters, the “sinful woman”. A woman – and, judging by
her exquisite ointment, not from the common people – whose wicked imprudence was
spoken of by all so that here she must accept this name given her. Oh, this kind of sin, it is of
a kind that she must appear, as scarcely another, to all eyes so despicable and reprehensible
– and in my own eyes too! This woman yearns to cast off her inner misery; she has heard of
Jesus and his mercy. She will, she must go to him; but how to go about it? She has always
been inventive in such things. She wants to begin with an ingenious homage, an acclaim; she
wants to anoint him (her original plan was most likely to anoint his head), probably with the
secondary object of expressing her assumption that he was the Christ in a nice and symbolic
way. We would like to say that one can see that in this aesthete a righteous heart slumbers
which has now awoken and is searching, with great inner remorse, for its soul’s well‐being at
any price. However, when she enters the room and sees the solemn faces, the reproachful
glances, the displeasure (she cannot see Jesus’ face as she is standing behind him, he seems
to have been sitting at the foot of the table!), she is moved. She bends down, and she is at
his feet. This is when her worldly understanding and her social sangfroid desert her. Here at
the goal of her most sacred yearning, at the feet of he who comes from God to search for
sinners in order to save them and who has received the power to forgive sins on earth, here
she feels only eternity; she weeps. Oh dear, the tears have fallen on Jesus’ feet! How to
repair this calamity? The first thing she has to hand with which to dry his feet is her hair. She
dries his feet but without success as her tears fall more copiously and in this wondrous
alternation of drying and wetting, she feels that the Saviour is not angry with her, that he
understands her innermost feelings. However, due to the rules of the society and good
manners, this is to her misfortune because – the greatest mishap occurs now – she kisses his
feet! She still has something in reserve in order to smooth things over – the ointment – and
she applies it generously.
Here, in a moving way we see how the love of Jesus indeed (Ephesians 3:19) overwhelms all
thought. Let us admit it: all of us would have been more or less on Simon’s side. In Jesus’
place, we would have felt duty‐bound to repel the woman sternly and roughly, perhaps with
the comment that she had mistaken the person and the company and would do well to learn
propriety. We would heartily have deemed it her deserts to be finally treated by a male

did Jesus discern the wisdom of the serpent? Obviously not in its falsity, of which we know absolutely nothing.
The serpent, lacking any limbs at all, is completely dependent on its wisdom and agility to obtain its
nourishment. And this nourishment is alive; it can fly and leap! The serpent’s wisdom lies primarily in this: to
catch its prey, it first of all waits for the right moment and secondly takes immediate advantage of this
moment. If, however, Jesus represents himself as a shepherd seeking his lost sheep, what wisdom, what
cunning, is necessary for the shepherd to find the sheep again? And when he promises his disciples that he will
make them fishermen of souls – how similar is the fisher’s attitude towards a fish as the serpent’s towards its
prey? Thus, indeed, we see the Saviour in his striving to seek and to save what is lost employing all the power
of his wisdom.

person as she deserved, that is, be severely repulsed. Yes, we might – in Simon’s place and
with a view to her past – have simply shown her the door.
The Saviour’s soul‐searching love, however, had a wonderfully wide heart and great
perspicacity. In spite of all her mishaps, he senses that she is serious; it is all honest
contrition, pure feeling. Oh, we need not worry about our contrition when finally the bright
light of forgiveness shines upon us. But the human spirit does not only need the punishing
whip, more than that it needs nourishment, refreshment, satisfaction. The woman felt his
forgiveness, his mercy, his holy love. All her sinful misery was rooted in the fact that the gifts
of love and acceptance of love that God has laid in our hearts for Himself she had wasted on
dirt and dust. Now she senses something from her homeland, fatherly love, and in her heart
a childlike love. What a wondrous feeling this must have been for her! Certainly she had
been prepared for serious penance, but here – at the feet of Jesus – suddenly, as if by the
Father’s hand itself, all misery of guilt and shame were removed before God, and she was
accepted and received as a child.
All the shame of her sin now rested on Jesus. The particular type of sin staining the
reputation of this woman could be seen in an unpleasant connection with her actions now.
For this reason, an approving acceptance of them could be strongly misinterpreted. In the
manner in which he acquiesced to her love, he had drawn the entire shame of her sin onto
himself.
He can dare to do this. Even Simon realizes that his purity and holiness are beyond all doubt,
but Jesus still falls in his estimation. The question of whether Jesus was a prophet or not had
still been an open one – now no longer. “If he knew who and what type of woman this is, he
would treat her ‘as she deserves’, i.e., with rude dismissal: so much virtue I would ascribe to
him. But he apparently has no idea. So he is no prophet.” “Simon!” With this cry Jesus wakes
him from such musings; it is Simon’s turn for his redemptive charity. He gives him a problem
to solve, something quite in keeping with normal Oriental puzzles and riddles, only, certainly
in Simon’s view “disconcertingly” easy for a man like him. He solves it quickly and
confidently, still without any idea how closely this, in his opinion, “not really intelligently
selected” question will touch him. Now is the moment for that loving wisdom, which we
have mentioned above, to send its redemptive arrow successfully. With the words, “Seest
thou this woman?” Jesus makes Simon look at the woman whom up to now, probably partly
from embarrassment and partly out of consideration for Jesus, he has striven “not to see”.
Now follows a comparison in which Jesus, in a friendly manner but in calm clarity and
without concession, narrates his behaviour towards himself, his guest, piece by piece – with
not a trace of criticism or reproach – only bringing everything out of the dark into the light of
reality. The man must certainly have stood inwardly before himself absolutely devastated,
and all the more so, the friendlier and more forgivingly Jesus spoke to him. It had been only
small things – no trace of viciousness at all – but how much these little things betrayed of
the inner life, or, rather, the lack of the same! And at the same time, in what light now stood
this woman with her peculiar actions, frowned upon by the rules of morality? He saw that a

person has something more, something that he had lost in the face of so much artificial and
supposed virtue; namely – a heart. “A man of understanding” is what people like Simon are
called, but the word “understanding” is a very unfortunate choice. “Death” would be more
correct. Now he has a faint glimmering that God also has, in some measure, a heart, which
receives nothing from dead beings, and that through His forgiveness our relationship to God
can become an effusively warm and cordial one. In short – he saw: here is death, but with
Jesus here is life. Perhaps he did not sleep well this night and often in his mind’s eye saw the
scales in which the two debtors in Jesus’ parable were weighed, before finally happily and
gratefully remembering the words of Jesus, “And when they had nothing to pay, he frankly
forgave them both.”
More seemingly than actually is this story related to the story of the adulteress (John 8:2‐
11). In this story, Jesus again influences a sinful woman on the one hand and the Pharisees
on the other. But this time his sights are focussed more on the Pharisees, particularly as the
woman is brought before him unwillingly and might therefore be of questionable receptivity.
It was deeply distressing for Jesus as the Pharisees led the woman before him “taken in the
very act of adultery”. When a doctor, enthusiastic about his pet subject, can scarcely hide his
joy at an “interesting” case when a severely ill patient is brought to him, we can understand
this and know that this does not in any wise preclude heartfelt compassion. Even better can
we understand the joy of an insect or mineral collector or similar when a beautiful specimen
is seen or even obtained. But in this case, the obvious joy of these men at obtaining such an
example for their questions of law is painful to us. The sin in question is of such a type that
shame inhibits us from treating it in a public way, but this they forget in their zeal for theory.
“Taken in the act”, they parade her triumphantly before Jesus, as they are overjoyed to
confront him with this question. “Finally we have a case where we can either put an end to
his ‘vague principles’ and his ‘excessive good nature’ or even attest publicly to their
inaccuracy and the threat they pose and can therefore stigmatize them.”
The dearth of any sense of shame and delicacy of feeling which they almost flaunt, unaware,
tells Jesus abundantly and clearly what dark passages they must have traversed in their lives
to bring them to such state. They – guardians of virtue – stand before him – the absolver of
sin – or so they think. This pains him deeply, particularly for their sakes. Should he, can he,
somehow take this woman under his protection? He cannot do it for the woman’s sake as he
does not yet know whether she seeks forgiveness from God or merely wishes to avoid
punishment at the hands of men: she came unwillingly, after all. But it is even more
impossible for the sake of the accusers, because, especially now, he must not appear to
regard sin as less of an abomination than they do. Once again, he sees into the abyss of
darkness that benights his opponents. Their minds are full of morals – they appear to think
of nothing else – and yet they appear completely unknowable to him. He determines on an
attempt to force a breach in these fortresses of darkness. But how? If he were to pose a
question immediately in the sense of an eye for an eye, they would be unable to submit to
such a humiliation. “In the interests of right”, they would prefer to lie. In order to make it

easier for them, he devises a formal plan of campaign. He stoops over and, as a boy would
do to pass the time or to gain time to think, starts to draw in the sand with a twig, certainly
praying fervently that in the meantime the Father will appease the heated tempers
somewhat. It looks as though he is discomfited as if losing already and unsure what to do
next. They pressure him even more vehemently. He straightens up and says to them, “He
that is without sin among you, let him first cast a stone at her” and stoops down again to
continue his activity. If he had stooped only now – for the first time – they would have
guessed his intention of leaving them unobserved. However, as he is merely continuing with
what he was doing before he spoke, they do not perceive this. Thus Jesus, with the extreme
perspicacity of love, has alleviated their self‐humiliation, and – at the same time – made it
possible.
There they stand in the face of these words of Jesus which, at a blow, brings them from the
misty heights of theory down to the hard ground of reality. Theology has disappeared and
the “I” with its debts stands alone before the soul. “Who are you?” This terrible and practical
question now rules undisputed over the battlefield. There was strife in their souls! But Jesus
was victor.
The youngest among them now looked confidently to the most venerable of their company,
assuming – as they did themselves – that they should take action in some way. However,
“one” found some reason or other to leave. This “one” had no idea that the others were as
bad as himself. Taking advantage of Jesus’ apparent abstraction, he edges away to the
perturbation of the second. “Oh? He is leaving? Then I will follow him.” This example is
carried forward until they have all left.
The Saviour must have waited with bated breath! It had not escaped his notice that his
words had had an effect this time, and behold: When he finally straightens up again there is
only the woman left. What fears this woman must have undergone! The challenge to the
Pharisees – it sounded to her like a sentence of imminent death. We must almost begrudge
her the small satisfaction supplied by the decampment of her accusers, after all, they had
treated her roughly but, on the other hand, she was greatly fearful of what Jesus had in mind
as he had not expressed his intention yet.
In his final words to her, he does not use a pontifical or priestly tone but limits himself to the
question of the accusation brought before him. “Neither do I condemn thee”, he says, but
with the addendum, “Go, and sin no more”. He did not speak of forgiveness of sins before
God as there was no inducement from her for this.
In the meantime, the Pharisees had returned. Each had departed “only for a moment” and
therefore had to reappear soon in order for this to be convincing. Now, however, their
respective relations had changed. On their part, a subtle confession of sin had taken place. It
was a public secret between him and them that each carried his own secret guilt, towards
which – to put it mildly – the Saviour had not yet taken a clear stand. But now he could
harbour the hope that they understood the pity he had for them and greeted them with the

memorable words, “I am the light of the world: he that followeth me shall not walk in
darkness, but shall have the light of life.” (John 8:12) It is almost as if he had again just
understood that there is no light in the world apart from that in him, with him, and through
him.
He must have hoped that these words would find an opening, but in vain. The men had
completely recovered their composure; the teachings, the system, the theory – all had
regained the upper hand.
I owe it to my theological readers to justify presenting this story as almost authenticated.
This whole narrative (John 7:53; 8:11) is missing from the oldest manuscripts but appears
early on in serious, but admittedly much younger, manuscripts and translations. It must,
therefore, if indeed real, have been deleted in very early times by a very influential hand.
Some also find that the style deviates from that of John’s usual manner of speaking. This is
why most scholars today do not ascribe it to John and see it as a later inclusion. I venture to
suggest, however, without insisting on a decisive judgement, that the passage is authentic,
i.e., handed down by John, and that it was removed because one no longer understood
Jesus’ drawing in the sand and would have received the impression of a rather unsuitable
and secret, almost superstitious, act that would have been completely unworthy of Jesus.
After all, some have put forward the most wondrous speculations as to what Jesus must
have been writing! He most certainly wrote something.19 It is easier for me to imagine how
the passage was deleted than how it could have been later inserted. The various spellings in
the passage can be partly explained by its having been scorned originally. The confusions in
case (accusative with nominative and also with dative) could be a result of reverse
translations from a Semitic translation.
One of the reasons put forward against its authenticity appears to be quite unfounded.
Namely, the passage interrupts the context! Such expounders appear to be unaware that the
moral of the tale is not aimed at the adulteress but at the Pharisees – and it is not the
casuistry that is targeted but the conscience.
A portrait of Jesus would be lacking something if we did not have another example of his
treatment of individuals with regard to sin, in this case referring to a man. We have seen the
divine and loving tenderness with which he helped the feminine soul; how will he go about
winning a rough masculine heart?
We illustrate this with two examples: that of Zacchaeus and that of the thief. The one is
welcome to us as a representative of the tax collectors; the caste that Jesus had so much to
do with – the details we hope to see presently. Even if tax collectors were the most
disreputable class in Hebrew society, the thief is a level below them – he is below all levels of
society, a criminal, and therefore his conversion makes a worthy finale to this chapter as did
the raising of Lazarus to the preceding one.
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One could, however, speculate that Jesus was silently listing the sins of the Pharisees in the dust without
voicing them out loud in public – one was in a temple, after all!

Zacchaeus held the post of chief tax collector, a post that is not mentioned anywhere else in
annals of the times and which Jericho probably owed partly to its border location but in the
main to its famous and profitable production of balsam. Zacchaeus was rich and certainly
held great power by virtue of his office. Neither honoured nor despised, but feared, he
possessed a certain status in society. He hears that Jesus will be passing through and
determines to see him. He would like to observe him first, he is after all a businessman and
therefore mistrustful, but something tells him that this man is real; he is all the greatness
that he declares he is. Zacchaeus has business associates whose spiritual life has undergone
a whole new direction through Jesus. He feels he needs this too, and if his observations are
favourable, then he is determined to approach Jesus. But how to manage to encounter
Jesus, and what will Jesus say to him, think of him? These are unanswerable questions at the
moment. The first obstacle is that the street is full and he is a small man. The trees are
already occupied by youngsters; he joins them in the top of a tree, certainly a daring act as
this “money person” perched there waiting for Jesus will have been the butt of all kinds of
disparaging comments.
His beady eyes shine through the foliage as Jesus approaches. Both their gazes meet. Jesus
had presumably often heard of him. In the miseries narrated to him when ministering,
questions of money certainly played an important role and if the lamenter was from Jericho,
perhaps the dark pictures of misery and care had a background depicting Zacchaeus as the
evil fate. Maybe just for this reason, the Saviour had often and earnestly sighed and prayed
for him. And behold! Now the eyes of this man are staring at him from a tree; tense, anxious,
and embarrassed by Jesus’ gaze. The state this man is in is immediately clear to Jesus; his
observation post says it all.
What would we have thought in Jesus’ place at this moment? Perhaps, “It is about time that
you examine your conscience, but you will have to wait for my promise of peace! I have a
bone to pick with you before I will extend the hand of friendship.” Not the Saviour. He
recognizes the entire gravity of this act of Zacchaeus which tells him that his hour has struck,
and he forgives him in advance, as much as he is able. “I will not let him go,” he thinks. Oh,
how vain would our strivings towards him be if he did not always come ten steps towardsus!
“Zacchaeus, make haste, and come down; for today I must abide at thy house.” (Luke 19:5)
Thus he calls out: he has made a sacrifice, seemingly also a daring one. The people, whose
admiration for Jesus was no longer at its spiritual peak at that time20, were certainly quite
amazed, thinking, “He will suffer shipwreck there with his immoderately bold good nature.
The tax collector will tell him whom he will receive as a guest and whom not; he has made a
mistake there.” They were justified in thinking this of Zacchaeus because it was well‐known
that whenever someone opened his house to Jesus, for the length of his stay, the house
20

This is proven by a disparaging retort to the blind man,“Jesus of Nazareth” (as usually only the Pharisees
called him) “has passed by”, as well as by the fact that they wanted to prevent the blind man from asking Jesus
for help. They were fed up with his miracles and they would have preferred Jesus to have renounced these
“specialties” and occupied himself more with general ecclesiastic and civic matters (as the “Messiah”) than he
had done so far.

would become a haven for everyone; namely for all the miserable, the sick, the insane and
so on. But Zacchaeus did not react in this way. How did he feel as he heard the call of the
good shepherd to his lost sheep,heard his name called, sounding in his heart, and Jesus
offering his friendship to him, to him! The heavenly kingdom had opened for him. Not our
conversion, no, the kingdom of heaven. Jesus will be the victor, this he experienced now.
Immediately he was on the ground, offering his “guest” a welcome – how amazing this
picture must have been as the little man greeted Jesus; delighted, embarrassed, courteous
but inwardly exultant with joy. The angels in heaven sang of the sinner repentant of his sins,
but on earth the great conversion to eternal salvation had taken place in the simplest form
of social intercourse – someone boldly inviting himself and the grateful acceptance by the
host.
Now, however, the grumbling grew louder. Several inhabitants of Jericho had often visited
Jesus in distant Galilee and had been nursing new hopes to have him at their houses,
introducing him to their families, their children, and now – who had drawn the winning
number? This moneyed person! The fact that Zacchaeus was rich made it even worse. A rich
man, they told themselves, can make his guest very comfortable.
Thus the entire sin and guilt of Zacchaeus lay on Jesus’ shoulders as a result of his trusting
and forgiving act. Zacchaeus had the honour and the peace; Jesus the disgrace and the
reproach.
Nobody felt this more keenly than Zacchaeus himself. “Because Jesus offered me his
friendship”, as Zacchaeus might say in today’s parlance, “he is compromised and seems to
have shown weakness. Actually, this is not so, the people are wrong but are within their
rights to think this way. I wouldn’t believe myself that I am a new person, if I were not – to
my own amazement – truly just that.” He feels it is his turn to do something; it is his task to
save Jesus’ honour. Words, assurances, protestations, that he is now a new person are in
this case repugnant even to himself. For this he is too much a man of business and averse to
all “sentimentality”. Something has to be done. He stands before Jesus and says to him,
“Behold, Lord, the half of my goods I give to the poor; and if I have taken any thing from any
man by false accusation, I restore him fourfold.”(Luke 19:8) The latter necessitates some
sour humbling as the confession “I cheated you in the past” is difficult to bring forth and
often, in spite of the nicest reimbursement, received with great indignation. But his heart
drove him to make amends for his sins.
Everyone would have been amazed at this turnaround and happy at the courage with which
Zacchaeus attacked the idols he had served heretofore. Some, who had participated in the
people’s court verbally accusing the “sinner”, would even have realized to their chagrin that
they could not remember being cheated by Zacchaeus at all.
Jesus himself had anticipated an action by Zacchaeus and obviously saved further
consolation for him in case of such an act. Now, however, he said, “This day is salvation
come to this house, forsomuch as he also is a son of Abraham.” Behind his words lay, “It is

not right for we children of Abraham to entirely condemn another child of Abraham, as you
do with the tax collectors.” These words were also a call to every child of Abraham: “Take
heart and come to me!” He added, “For the Son of Man is come to seek and to save that
which was lost.” (Luke 19:10) The fact that we are lost is enough and sufficient reason for
him to seek us.
The last image that we will see is heart‐rending: the dying Saviour reaching out his hand in
his mind’s eye (as physically he cannot) to the dying thief (Luke 23:39‐43). At the same time,
this is rich in fruitful insights. In the thieves’ plight, the two evils that we have observed, sin
and death, reach out their hands to each other. A death from which the Saviour cannot or
will not save them as he succumbs himself. The help that he promises the thief lies in the
beyond. This thief is the only single individual to whom Jesus promised help in the afterlife,
and the manner in which he did so is therefore all the more important to us.
We do not hear words of encouragement from the Saviour. He waits for an orderly,
legitimate reason. It was never his custom to speak unbidden. However, his situation
preaches to us. Jesus himself is a man given up, who no longer has anything left to do on
earth except to taste the torments of the crucifixion. To suffer, to suffer, that is his terrible
task. But we notice with what wonderful simplicity and humility he submits to the same. The
words of his two co‐sufferers also prove what trust he has imbued them with by the fact that
their fate is as important to him as his own. “We people” as he was used to think and feel his
whole life long, and “we three” he thinks and feels now. Could one find more humble words
in this situation than his, “For if they do these things in a green tree, what shall be done in
the dry?” (Luke 23:31)
His arms are stretched towards them, the pull of his heart also, and they can sense this. “If
thou be Christ, save thyself and us”, begins the one. A trusting and sensible suggestion.
Perhaps it was said with a breath of doubt or even mockery. The mockery of some
embarrassment and cowardice so that in the case of his not being Christ after all, he would
immediately be on the side of the mocker. Nevertheless, a little faith and trust lay in the
words; and even we rarely manage more than the request, “If you are Christ, please help me
in my plight!” He remained, however, trapped in his mortal rationality. He would have been
only too happy to have been freed from the fatal necessity of dying by the happy
circumstance that it was just this man who was being crucified together with him. That was
all, and we do not really expect much more from such a man, and it was more than could be
expected anyway to imagine that the Jesus nailed to the cross might be Christ, the victor.
But now we hear our thief: “Dost thou not fear God, seeing thou art in the same
condemnation? And we indeed justly; for we receive the due reward of our deeds: but this
man hath done nothing amiss.” This man is touched by a breath of eternity.
He also is possessed by the same hope as his companion, “Jesus could save me”. In his case,
though, it takes a different form. It is almost as if in his mind he is already in the school of his
wonderful neighbour and under the tranquil blessing of his influence. Immediately he is

having quite different thoughts about salvation. He has learned to desist from the pressing
desire to be saved from death by crucifixion – he wants to “suffer as due reward for his
deeds” and sees how his divine fellow sufferer voluntarily endures an undeserved death. He
begins to think about possible help from Jesus beyond death. In another way also, his
thoughts deviate from those of his former comrade. As the latter had doubts as to Jesus’
ability, he has doubts – as did the leper – only as to his willingness. The extent of Jesus’
patient suffering has touched him, and he comes – in spite of inauspicious appearances – to
the firm conclusion that Jesus is the Christ, is the victor, and he will be victorious (his later
words tell us this). He sees, he feels the benevolence of Jesus towards him, and it becomes
so overwhelming that he must seize the opportunity to say, “You are wrong about me, I am
not – as you are – innocent. My deeds were such that crucifixion is the just reward”. It was
easier for him to throw this at the other – disguised in rough reproach – than to say it to
Jesus directly. How tensely he may have looked over at Jesus in order to judge the effect this
confession would have had on him; if a sudden change of expression might alter his features
to dismay, revulsion, disgust! When he sees nothing of the kind and instead only increased
benevolence, he dares to make his memorable request, “Lord, remember me when thou
comest into thy kingship”. It is a pity that some translations in an attempt at elucidation use
kingdom instead of kingship. An improvement that was undertaken in antiquity also.
However, the thief certainly did not imagine a kingdom of Jesus in the beyond, nor did
anyone else (at least before the resurrection) at that time. No, the thief was simply thinking,
“This Jesus will be the victor and return as a victorious ruler and – this is the great thing – as
a ruler over those who have died as well as over the living. I must die now and endure in
who knows what dungeons; but when you have once been victorious, remember your old
crucifixion comrade!”
The Saviour had obviously been waiting for such a request or had been longing for it. In his
answer one hears the joy at a soul saved, “Verily I say unto thee, today shalt thou be with
me in paradise.”
This answer is very curious and very instructive. It shows how soberly and humbly the
Saviour bases his hopes for the time being on the prospects to which the Bible (Old
Testament) entitles him. Heaven is the house of God. That it is also the dwelling of the dead
is not mentioned in the Old Testament – and for a good reason, how could it have become
such? The ascension of Elijah was a very promising fact, but based in the divine ambiguity of
the mystery. Also, he was raised up to heaven as a living man. There was no evidence
anywhere, however, that the dead would arrive there too. This is why the Saviour does not
think of arriving in heaven (“ascending to his Father”) with his death and before his
resurrection, but he does hold on to one thing: the original home of mankind, paradise, once
Earth, but an enlightened, spiritual earth. It had become hidden from sight, but its inner
being, its righteous significance as the home of the sinless, those who are not subject to the
death sentence, still continued to exist. “We were expelled from paradise for our sins. I want
to return there and now I may, and I will take you there with me.” Later – at his resurrection
– much more will be bestowed upon him, as his Father had already promised him. But now,

in the hope he is giving the thief, he limits himself to the immediate result of his imminent
death which ceremoniously finalizes a cycle of human history from paradise to paradise.
So, now we have observed the Savour’s behaviour towards those of other opinions, his
teachings, his healing of the sick, his liberating of the captive, his saving of the sinners. We
saw the connection with death and with the beyond in the three areas of sickness, demonic
influences, and sin: insofar as they called for the redemptive acts of Jesus (and in the case of
sin, insofar as it is the root of forlornness). An evaluation of the actual state of affairs in the
relationship of mankind to death and the beyond, as Jesus found and entered upon, can,
therefore, throw light on all three areas and Jesus’ work in them and may thus comprise the
summary of these three sections.
We would like to follow up on the thoughts of the dying thief. His dying represents a
turnaround from an old covenant to a new one as he is the last one to die of the old and at
the same time the first one to die under the new covenant. His opinions are firmly rooted in
those of Hebrew history. These were not only mere opinions with regard to the beyond but
in fact prospects; as these opinions were not arbitrary ones but simply corresponded to the
circumstances.
God’s judgement on all children of Adam, “Thou shalt die” gave the children of Israel, even
the pious ones, no other option at their deaths for the time being than that fate or the
realms of the dead awaited them. In the Bible it was Hell, named Hades. Thus the sick David
(Psalm 6:5) justifies his plea to be saved from mortal danger with the words, “For in death
there is no remembrance of thee: in the grave who shall give thee thanks?”
Enthroned above this dire fate, however, was the promise that woman would crush the seed
of the serpent below her heel; a victory that would benefit all those who stood together in
faith and hope. When the living in the land have won through to victory, then this will also
benefit those who have already passed away. Lamech had already comforted himself with
this (1 Moses 5:29) when his son Noah was born as he hopes for general comfort and thus
comfort that will come to him in the future; a comfort that he will not encounter while still
among the living. The addendum “on earth” is understandable with regard to these men;
they are all anticipating a victory from heaven but on earth. Of a heaven as the second
dwelling of mankind they knew nothing; and Enoch, when “he was seen no longer”, they do
not think of him as being in heaven but in paradise, and his disappearance probably – as it
has not been handed down to us – coming at the same time as the flood. In those victorious
times God (Isaiah 65:17) will create new heavens and a new earth; he will (Isaiah 25:8)
swallow up death forever, and then the pious of Israel, over whom death held only
temporary sway, will become free under the sceptre of an eternal Prince of Peace promised
to us as “our child” by God (Isaiah 9:6) and live in the city which, according to Hebrews
11:16, the patriarchs had been waiting for.
This firm decree of God was only revealed gradually, its contours slowly becoming clearer. In
the meantime, only a few were granted a more distinct insight. The forty‐ninth psalm speaks

significantly of the meaning (v. 1‐5). It portrays mankind, enjoying their earthly life to the
full, then being claimed irredeemably (v. 8‐10) by hell. “The upright (v. 14) shall have
dominion over them in the morning … yes (v. 15) God will redeem my soul from the power of
the grave; for he shall receive me.” As sombre as these words describing the nature of the
situation are, they express the hope of the poet to be delivered from the clutch of hell – and
presumably on “that morning”, which is here brought somehow into a covenant with a
victory over the netherworld.
The dawn and the rising of the morning star spoken of in 2 Peter 1:19 portend this morning,
the beginning of that day of freedom or the revelation of the children of God (Romans
8:19,21) for which all creation is yearning. The hope spoken of in psalm 17:15 also refers to
this time, “I will behold thy face in righteousness: I shall be satisfied, when I awake, with thy
likeness.” In general, the fulfilment of what Ezekiel (16:53) has been promised, can, for
example, also be placed during this time. That is, that God will reverse the captivity of
(fallen) Sodom.
Thus the pious Israelite did not die without hope although depending in the main on hoping
and waiting, just as our thief was thinking, provided that Jesus would answer him.
This hope shines particularly brightly, however, in those carriers of God’s work on earth
whose lives served the purpose of promoting this ultimate goal of hope. In the love of the
almighty God, that they experience continually, a long life has of course been guaranteed
them, “God is not ashamed to be called their God,” (Hebrews 11:16) and is not a God of the
dead but of the living. He, their God, is lived by all. With these words, Jesus proves to us
that for the sake of their connection to God and before God, they will remain living until the
great victory and also after their decease. This has all the more significance when we
remember God’s absolute freedom in accepting his saints also in the interim.
Such consciousness of being an immortal could determine only someone like Abraham to
renounce the riches of earthly happiness offered him by his homeland for the sake of a
reward sometime in the distant future and to enter upon an uncertain pilgrimage. He was to
become a great blessing for all people – he, the living – but of course only after his death.
Esau, on the other hand, scorns his right to be the inheritor of the promise of blessing
because he lacks a sense of eternity. How alive Abraham has remained, although dead and
sojourning in the land of the dead, as we are told in the sweet story of the rich man and poor
Lazarus where we see his lap as an island of life in the midst of the ocean of death; as a
refuge for the pious of Israel and with which he – we can safely assume – is awaiting the
recovery of full human life, the resurrection. That in individual cases according to God’s free
guidance this waiting could be set as an objective even before the general resurrection is
indicated in Jesus’ death and resurrection (Matthew 27:52,53).
The dying Jacob also illustrates a high sense of superiority over death; for one, commanding
death to stand until he has finished calmly and deliberately blessing all his sons; and also
when he, thinking to live on independently, forbids the oldest ones to approach him in

future because of their misdeeds with the words, “My soul, come not thou into their secret;
unto their assembly, mine honour, be not thou united . . .” (Matthew 49:6)
That the rule of death is not an absolute, this is shown wonderfully well in the ascension of
Elias which marks a hidden turn in the holy story from the earthly kingdomof Israel to the
kingdom of God and heaven.
Into this situation, where death rules and there is hope of a future victory over it, Jesus was
born and placed. However, with the difference that in his case the task and duty to be
victorioustook the place of hoping for victory. How he followed this goal we will now look at
in the further development of his life.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

The Apostles
The works of the Saviour began to increase continually and he was called upon day and
night. Distress upon distress petitioned him, requesting help and receiving it. When he
thought about how to continue, grave cares and questions must have moved him.
Questions that arose from the same concern as that of the Baptist’s question, “Art thou he
that should come?” (Matthew 11:3). What was going to happen now? How high do we see
the distress piling up in all three areas of human misery and mostly in the most terrible one,
that of sin! All the instances of succour that he gave and that we have seen were exceptions,
benefiting a happy few, but otherwise everything else remained the same. On one small spot
on earth, a blissful and exceptional state of affairs existed, but misery was spread over all
mankind. How to distribute the help so that it would reach everyone? For those who could
not discern the Saviour’s significance, if nothing new or great were to happen, his whole
manifestation could take on the character of something temporary, almost coincidental,
without anyone of these knowing how long it would last. Of all incarnations that had trod
the stage of Earth, he was the most significant, extraordinary and appealing one – but not
more. His life will leave some ripples in the ocean of world history as a stone will do, but the
mirror surface will become smooth once again over this remembrance. This is what it looked
like! The Saviour knew this must not happen, but he was certainly not spared grave care and
worry about this.
Mainly it was the surfeit of human misery pouring over him that made clear to him the
inadequacy of his situation. When he went around the land himself, (Matthew 9:35ff.)
proclaiming the glad tidings of the kingdom (there is no talk of “preaching” in the original
text) and “healing every sickness and every disease among the people”, he “was moved with

compassion on them, because they fainted, and were scattered abroad, as sheep having no
shepherd”. The Saviour sees, as the parable teaches us, that the ideal of human happiness
lies not in that man is his own master but in that he is loved and cared for by God; in the
same way that human wisdom rules with love and care over sheep, so the heavenly Father
rules over mankind. But he does not think of this care as invisible and addressing each
individual singly – this is not his way of thinking. He wants to see everything in life; he sees
the care as something through his agency – through the servant of God. There should be a
structure within mankind, and the cycle of divine blessing should progress within this
structure. In Israel this significance was held by the anointed ones (priests, kings, prophets).
What God gives to Israel, He gives through the anointed; and what He gives to the anointed,
He gives it for Israel – those were the shepherds, provided that they truly received a gift of
God to be given to Israel. The Saviour could no longer see any such shepherds anywhere.
Israel in his eyes had become an inorganic, rotting mass with each part left to fend for itself.
No shepherds at all? Yes, they had one, himself. But it is in the nature of shepherds that to
fulfil their duty, there must be enough of them to do the job. Therefore his soleness was a
burden to him. At the moment, he is not thinking of his greatest task, which will always be
mainly his alone to shoulder, but of the misery before his eyes, all the scattered, disordered,
desolate human state that could and should be different. Therefore, he sees the misery
before his eyes as another picture. It depicts a field ripened for the harvest. What is ripe? Is
mankind ripe for repentance and salvation? He could not say just then, his experiences were
not really in accordance with this. But something is ripe after all: that here is a need for help
in all kinds of misery is very familiar to him; help that is to be accepted gratefully with full
consciousness of whence it comes and is therefore not without repentance and not without
spiritual blessing and the grace of God. It flows from his hands, the healing and ordering
shepherd’s care that he can offer them in God’s name and in His power.
Here we stand before the wonderful humility and innocence of the Saviour as he considers
the situation: “Why am I alone?” It is as if he could almost no longer understand the Father
here, although he, of course, understood the obstacles which confronted the will of the
Father. Here we have a billowing harvest, ripe for mowing, and the owner – sends one
labourer! Where will be the answer! “Pray ye therefore the Lord of the harvest, that he will
send forth labourers into his harvest”. (Matthew 9:38) The injunction to his disciples, that
they should help him in his request, stands alone. It is as if the answer to his petition were,
“It is good that you wish it, but as long as none of those for whom you wish it desire it, then
we will not speak of it.” And indeed, the wish was great, and it is witness not only to the
great humility of Jesus but also witness to an immeasurable trust in humankind that they
could be considered important before God. After all, the request is only that which God has
given him for mankind, as He has also given to others for mankind. “Send forth” does not
mean “to awaken the decision in this one or that one”, otherwise the Saviour could merely
have said, “Help me to mow!” But they would have been ruinous mowers! “Send forth”
means “make into instruments of God, equip with the power and the authority of God.” This
is why they may not even say, “send us” but only “send labourers!”

God should designate apostles in whom the power of Jesus, whom they were living with,
would also be effective. We have lost the sense of how great, how extraordinary, this is, and
what dignity God is therefore bestowing upon mankind. In our thoughtlessness we have
become accustomed to take it for granted that during the life of Jesus – as if in a prehistoric
handbook of his life story – there were apostles.
What Jesus encouraged his disciples to do, he did himself. In Luke 6:12, we are told that he
spent the whole night on the mountain in prayer. It is the second such night we are told of
here. There was no lack of material for prayer and supplication. Questions and answers
regarding each individual who was to be “sent forth” probably flew backwards and forwards
with much misgiving on the part of heaven and much intercession on the Saviour’s part. But
this was not the only issue. With this sending‐forth, Jesus’ work was organized. It raised it
above the level of a local and temporal solitary manifestation to the level of an institution
contemplating all lands and times and with an eye to commandeering them. It gained a firm,
historical foundation and a clear prospect towards the future with all its hopes and all its
risks. There was a lot to pray for.
What must have been the feelings of the disciples next morning who were gathered among
the untold numbers around Jesus as he, like a field marshal, called them from the crowd –
twelve all told. “Simon!” he began. With what tension they must have waited for the next
name, and with what emotion they must have heard their own!
The historical events were not quite as simple as I have narrated them here. The calling and
empowering of the apostles is described in Matthew (10:1 ff.) once and in Luke twice,
namely thus: According to Luke, Jesus first appointed them (Luke 6:13 ff.), presumably to be
his particular pupils, thereby enabling them to receive empowerment in the future. It was
not until later (Luke 9:1 ff.) that he empowers them and gives them authority. This is
probably what happened according to the exact description. Matthew combines both acts of
Jesus together as one. This is due to his wonderful way of placing emphasis on instructive
and edifying elements while treating historical details as merely marginal.
As I have also not undertaken to write a story following a strict chronology but would rather
illuminate only the larger developments, I have taken the liberty of copying Matthew in this
case and will treat this double deed as a unified, simple one.
Each of the twelve had been, among others, his student, his disciple. Now he appoints them
as those to be “sent forth”. He “gives them power (Matthew 10:1) against unclean spirits to
cast them out, and to heal all manner of sickness and all manner of disease.” What he gave
them was power over the unclean spirits; anything else is the effect inherent in this power
(according to the Greek version).
This solved one difficulty pertaining to the sending forth of labourers. The Father could have
answered, “There is no one but yourself that I can send or wish to send, each and all are
inept.” But what was not permitted to take place directly could now take place indirectly.

“You may give them of your power and send them forth.” Thus what they have is the name
of Jesus, whose simple tool they have now become; there is now something of Jesus within
them.
Jesus thus has a horde of helpers for the spiritual and corporeal realm. He, the wonderful
source of the powerful mercy of God has increased twelvefold. For the time being, the
twelve do not receive authority nor commission for the actual spiritual work, as in verse 7 (of
the original text) it does not say “preach” but simply “proclaim!” but they are to bear
witness with their whole being that something new, the kingdom of heaven, is approaching.
To bring conviction of this is the main reward for all the divine help that they give. The light
of heaven will shine in all the misery that they discover and rectify along the way. On one
hand, the special spiritual deeds of the Saviour always had the character of being free and
spontaneous so that he will not have wanted to give the impression of being “officially”
bound, as it were, to administer to souls; and on the other hand, the content of his work had
not flourished so far that he may equate himself with it. The power that he had received
from the Father “to forgive sins on earth”, the most decisive factor, he could not yet give to
them. This he was able to give only after his resurrection. He did not regard this power as
merely pastoral, as we do, but as royal. It is the deed of a judge or a king; a deed which only
became possible after his complete triumph of reconciliation.
The Saviour obviously extended the commission even further in that it would heal also
purely physical damage.
How are we to understand these gifts? Let us beware of regarding them with superstition as
a natural poweractingblindly. What Jesus says of himself (John 5:19, 20) is now transferred
to them. “The Son can do nothing of himself, but what he seeth the Father do: for what
things soever He doeth, these also doeth the Son likewise. For the Father loveth the Son, and
sheweth him all things that Himself doeth:” Therefore, they are not the lords of this gift but
servants of God.
Among these twelve, the Lord bestowed particular attention on three. It was the two pairs
of brothers that we saw with him earlier. The exclusion of Andrew from this close‐knit group
of four brings the honouring of the three into even stronger focus. He did not encourage the
equality of all, almost opposing it instead. They were to be “brothers” among themselves,
but God had arranged brotherly relations so that in a house they were not on an equal
footing, but were on a higher or lower footing according to age. He expected them to
behave independently of one another, but not to be equal. He had no objection to them
wanting to be great, merely giving advice to those aspiring to be great on how to achieve the
goal.
First and foremost it was John, Jesus’ “friend” (“whom Jesus loved”) who stood out from the
rest. He is again close to us in his stories of Jesus and the sermons of Jesus that he repeats to
us. With what divine and innocent brightness and sovereignty he understands Jesus in his
innermost heart! Nobody saw with such clarity as he did the divinity in Jesus, and, likewise,

nobody saw the divine humanness. We rarely hear him speak, not even on the last evening
where everyone took the floor. Only once, in conversation with his brother James, does a
word escape his lips, a word of resentment (Luke 9:54) as how Jesus was treated. It was the
wish that fire come down from heaven to consume the Samaritans who denied Jesus shelter
because he wanted to go to Jerusalem. In his letters, there is, in spite of all tenderness and
breath of glory, a cutting sharpness aimed at the phrase, at the mere consciousness of
knowledge, at merely “saying” if it lacked that which filled his heart, lacked active brotherly
love. “Lies, liars” we hear repeatedly. He was filled with fear that it could all turn out to be
the simple art of making allegations. Jesus had given him and his brother an appellation that
surprises us – not only in the way he used it but that he actually used it at all – “sons of
thunder”. We would have thought he would have searched the Bible for names for his
disciples, but he took them from nature, which once again, from a new aspect, reminds us of
his freshness, originality and humanness. Thunder is the noble voice that, invisible in its
source, rolls high above the earth commanding and awakening awe. A reverent openness of
these quiet brothers to the sublime and the celestial is what he is calling attention to. James
might have been even quieter than John.
During the time when regard for Jesus’ work was going downhill at an alarming rate, the two
brothers requested, using their mother as an intermediary, that in Jesus’ kingdom they be
allowed to sit at his side (Matthew 20:21) – this was certainly nothing less than empty, cold
ambition. John was only concerned that in his triumph, Jesus, “who loved him”, would be
elevated so far above him that he would therefore forfeit the high pleasure – if only there
were a better word for this! – during these days of lesser thingsof being the one “sitting at
the side of Jesus”. Jesus did notreproach them, instead he honoured them by countering
with the grave question, “Are ye able to drink of the cup that I shall drink of, and to be
baptized with the baptism that I am baptized with?” (Matthew 20:22). Their heroic
affirmation of this shames us all.
From the beginning, John was probably a noble character and had grown up in purity. He
immediately accepted the Lord completely and let himself be accepted and, thenceforward,
underwent a steady growth in high and spiritual development that surpasses our powers of
comprehension today. I understand the reformers for whom the blessed spiritual climate of
the heavenly kingdom at that time is unknown; I understand them when they do not grasp
that the plethora of far‐flung ideas ascribed to him are contained within one and the same
person, one and the same life story; yes, I understand them more than others do, to whom
this is actually already very comprehensible.
Why did Jesus not set his friend at the head of the apostles, but Simon Peter instead? I think
this was an act of self‐abnegation which also surprised the twelve. I think in some purely
human way, he found Peter unpleasant and irksome; a continual test. While John was
completely absorbed in understanding Jesus, in comprehending him, in absorbing him, Peter
kept his own spiritual counsel. He also drew his spiritual nourishment from Jesus but
processed it in his own way, in an independence that was not meant badly but which

occasionally exposed him to risk and was a burden, a temptation, to the Saviour. As Jesus
said to him, “thou art a danger to me”, or, “thou art an offence unto me” (Matthew 16:23),
or “thou art one of my dangers, temptations”, or, in essence, “I have to beware of you at all
times”. In addition to the high honour as witnessed in the words “flesh and blood hath not
revealed it unto thee”, is the brusque comment “Your kind does not see this straightaway”.
We actually have Peter to thank for a number of Jesus’ important sayings as a result of his
words or deeds. It was a habit of Peter’s to draw quick conclusions from Jesus’ sermons or
the situation of the moment; usually of a practical kind and also to put them immediately
into practice. However, he was precipitate, changeable, almost inconsistent and quick to
retract and also in danger of falling into the opposite extreme. It needed the wonderful
perspicacity of Jesus to discover in the depths of this character something steadfast.
Because the climate in his heart was so stormy – a reflection of the wider world – the
thoughts and concepts that grew in this heart sent down strong roots, capable and willing to
outbrave the storms of the outside world.
This was also proved in the solution to the task which lay at the centre of the meaning of his
life and his entire divine calling and the reason for his being given the name Peter – namely
in his sermon at Pentecost. The task was not easy. Jerusalem had already come to the
conclusion that Jesus was wrong. “Our leaders were too hard on him, but now it is clear that
there was nothing in it anyway, we must admit them to have been in the right.” This was
probably the prevailing opinion, and they looked with pity at the “peculiar” and solemnly
joyous faces of the Galileans who, they could not understand why, were constantly to be
seen in Jerusalem. These of course knew why they felt joyous; they had seen the Savour rise
again and also saw him from time to time, an immeasurably glorious fact. But how to tell
others this? Let us imagine this, in order to understand Peter’s bravery. If something like this
happened to us today, in a smaller circle – would we dare to say it? Would that not mean
the end of our reputation for good sense? Peter did it – loudly and, as it were, “from the
rooftops”. He made the secret public to everyone and proclaimed at the same time that
“God made that same Jesus, whom you have crucified, both prince in heaven (Lord) and
prince on earth (Christ, Messiah).” In the prophecy and in the view of Israel, the Messiah
was always a figure – the last one – of the history of the earth. This was the steadfastness of
Peter, that he heralded the beginning of the rule of him who was crucified and resurrected.
Peter, covered with patches and with numerous spiritual scars, was more suited to such
belligerent defiance than bright, idealistic John who was exalted above the worldly and
mundane. This one was more experienced and also far more suited to leading the
community, for dealing with the “key”, and for all spiritual battles. He was more
comprehensible to us and we more comprehensible to him than would have been the case
with John.
If we want to gain a correct idea of the apostles, we should be prepared to imagine
unsophisticated and very simple farming men. However, should those lacking any spiritual
education at all point to the apostles – who were also “unschooled” people – to justify their

own unauthorized teaching then they would be forgetting not only the extraordinary
educational materials in the Synagogue, thanks to which they certainly knew the Hebrew Old
Testament by heart, but in particular the spiritual education, which they received in a
measure transcending all our knowledge, from their association with Jesus.
Their education was composed to a great degree of instruction. This instruction was not
petty‐minded, it was broad‐minded. He punished them once when they thought he would
merely quietly reproach them because they had forgotten to bring bread with them. It was
strict, yes, rough. All the inconsiderate demands that he made upon himself, he also made
upon them, his “servants”. He called them “his servants”, not only “his pupils”, and
reminded them forcefully and repeatedly of their servanthood. “The servant is not above his
lord”, “when you have done everything, so say: we are useless servants”. From the lips of
Jesus and in the ears of his disciples, this word would have sounded less disconcerting than it
does to us today. The Saviour sees the relationship between servant and master as a
comfortable one. “The servant” he assumes “loves his master” and likens himself to a
master who one day will entrust his entire fortune to his servant to administer
independently. However, in our relationship with God and also with Jesus, the order is
reversed. The servant acts more independently than a slave, the slave only carries out the
wishes of the master so that he is the master acting through him. The servant serves, but at
the same time has his own concerns and interests; the slave is only an instrument, an
extension of the master. Today we often hear the words of Jesus, “For one is your master”
almost as if there was a “no” before “one”. It lies in the being of the divinity of Jesus that he
and his work can only be served with the strictest, most selfless obedience that express his
thoughts purely and completely and not with that freedom of the servant who chooses
independently and makes changes, thereby muddying his divinity with humanness.
Instruments as obedient and dutiful as this had to be trained by him, namely with a view
towards the time when he would be taken from them and they, in his place and in his name
and under his invisible leadership, would be carrying on his work. Before this time he had
worried if he would be able to find people who would carry on his work with complete
selflessness and according to his wishes.
The Saviour was rough with himself, living only for his beloved lost sheep, and also
somewhat rough with his servants or slaves. The Gospels tell us of a series of occurrences
(Mark 4:35 to 5:43) which illustrate how rich his life was in effort and experiences of all
kinds. It was on the day that he spoke of the parable of the sower and the different grounds
where seeds might fall that, obviously completely exhausted, he went to sleep on a ship.
Where else could he go if he wanted to sleep? Wherever he went, someone was certain to
follow him in order to take advantage of speaking to him alone. But behold, just as he was
about to embark a scribe seized the moment and offered him his company (Matthew 8:19).
Naturally! How pleasant it would be to share a ship with Jesus. The Saviour now breaks into
that famous lament in which childlike self‐pity with this poor “son of man” also reflects a
certain humour: “The foxes have holes, and the birds of the air have nests: but the Son of
man hath not where to lay his head.” (Matthew 8:20) He is speaking from the heart and in

the midst of the momentary situation. Often must his poverty have been a burden to him
and how often – very often – he must have been denied the comfort of a bed, especially as
he liked to gather his disciples around him day and night in order to “be with them and to
keep them safe in the name of the Father”. Sometimes he might21 have caught a chill, but
instead of in a warm bed, he laid himself down on the cool grass. But at these moments, it
might not have been this that awoke his pity with this “son of man”, but something else that
was due to his homelessness but even more linked with his popularity with the needy of all
kinds – the impossibility of being alone, finding peace or even a quiet place to lay his head. It
appears as if the scribe allowed himself to be softened and Jesus was permitted to sleep.
However, before too long he is roused again for the sake of a treacherous storm which
threatens to spell doom to him and his companions. He calms the storm and soon they have
reached the other shore. And behold! The terrible scene with the Gadarenes! He helps – and
shortly thereafter is asked to depart again by the inhabitants. So he must return (dawn has
broken in the meantime). From afar he can already see the agitated multitude awaiting him.
He must go to Jairus!
As we can see, being part of such a changeable, work‐filled life was truly no sinecure. They
were in the school of he who had power; and for the sake of whose power, misery of all
kinds made ever new and ever more surprising demands. We can probably not imagine such
a mutual effort in supplicating, searching, and petitioning in any degree that would
correspond to the reality. Out of life and for life; in a constant struggle with faith, they
learned, through research and experience, of the kingdom of heaven in an increasingly
brighter light as well as its relationship to earth and the means and ways of its coming. The
Saviour was in the Father and the Father in him – this took on a richer content through the
increasing number of tasks, and in these tasks flowed the continual life from the Father,
through him, to the others. The words, “I kept them in thy name” tell us a lot. (John 17:12)
Thus he trained them so that in the future they would be able to carry on his work “in his
name” and also to ask of the Father; i.e., that one day they would completely live his goals,
carry out his work according to his views and wishes and in his interests. Even a merchant
does not hand over to an employee his “signature”, that is, legal authority to act “in his
name” before he has not made sure that it will be used only in the interests and sense of the
master and with a complete understanding of what is involved. I find that we are often in
danger of understanding Jesus’ great words to his disciples, “If ye shall ask any thing in my
name, I will do it”, in a too petty, almost too trifling way. In order to receive such promises
21

“Might have caught a chill”. How did Jesus stand physically with regard to sickness? With regard to sin, we
know he “was in all points tempted like as we are, yet without sin” (Hebrews 4:15). This “in all points tempted
like as we are” could almost be called into question if his body had been immune to sickness. Perhaps he stood
in a similar relation to sickness as to sin: It approached him but was always immediately and successfully
overcome in faith. When Matthew sees Jesus healing the sick, he is reminded of Isaiah 53:4, “He hath born our
griefs, and carried our sorrows”. With these words, Isaiah gives the reason why the servant of the Lord (v. 3)
was himself so full of pain and sickness. Do we hear perhaps a remembrance of Jesus’ attitude to sickness,
similar to what we have seen above? We have the choice of two conjectures here: one, that he never had an
impulse towards sickness or pain of sickness from a distance; and two, the one above. Either of these can be
regarded as daring. Which is the right one will be difficult to decide.

they had to have been trained so that he could be sure that what they asked for in his name
would indeed have to be truly connected with his own great goals and the kingdom of God.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

What fruit was brought forth?

As we know, John the Baptist was so concerned, almost distressed, about all these workings
of Jesus that he sent to ask if Jesus was truly the one who was to come. On the one hand,
Jesus shared this concern. He was able to send the Baptist the comforting confirmation, as
what his disciples saw of God’s deeds was lavish in amount: “The blind can see and the lame
can walk; lepers become clean and the deaf hear; also the dead rise again and the poor are
given glad tidings.” On the other hand, however, looking at the actual effect that all this had
on people, the situation was deplorable enough. People had become used to the works.
Jesus’ great call “Repent ye, and believe the gospel” (Mark 1:15) had largely died away
fruitlessly: a reversal of ways of thought, a heartfelt return to the Father, to full readiness for
His kingdom had not taken place. Occasionally the Saviour will have had one of those
beautiful experiences vouchsafed to the pastor, and that he tells us of in his parables, that
some will have given up everything for the treasure (the kingdom of heaven) in the field or
for the precious pearl – but these were isolated incidents.
For the people on the banks of Lake Galilee he was probably an esteemed, honoured and
beloved man, known to every child, their last resort in many difficulties; a man about whose
possible great significance one “was not yet quite clear”. One liked to listen to his edifying
sermons but gradually one had “formed an opinion” of this great temporary phenomenon.
One could and would take note of and use much of what the nice man said with such
sincerity but he probably – ran the excuse – also had his “human” side with, for instance, his
“fanciful” views regarding the kingdom of God, which it would be best to ignore. One
preferred to remain with the good old, inherited points of view. They sometimes found him
“fanciful”. According to Mark 3:21, his people even once wanted to restrain him because
they thought he was “beside himself”. Well, this was easy for the hot‐blooded and
belligerent Galileans and the Jewish businessmen to believe after hearing things like,

“Whosoever shall smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him the other also”, or “If any man
… take away thy coat, let him have thy cloke also” (Matthew 5:39‐40), or “Take therefore no
thought for the morrow” (Matthew 6:34). In short, one found ways to orient oneself and
allowed that he was something great, but within the framework of the old and habitual. To
begin with, one probably wanted to remember the moral value completely, but in its great
dimensions it was only suitable for the “kingdom”, and not for everyday life.
This process of withering that followed after the first spring season of joyous attention is
described poignantly by the Saviour in the parable of the sower (Matthew 13:3‐23), where in
the first three images he tells how the word “kingdom” that was initially accepted joyfully
gradually became forgotten in the hearts.
But “they repented not” (Matthew 11:20), i.e., they did not undertake that great upheaval of
mind necessary to believe in the Gospel of the kingdom.
This was not easy for Jesus and he could not accept it as easily as is generally regarded. It
pained him profoundly. Namely, it pained him for his Father’s sake that they set so little
store by his miracles that these gradually began to be quite taken for granted, like a
“specialty” or a “particular talent”, which was definitely beneficial for Israel. He was
concerned the most for the sake of this sin, and his lament was aimed at this. If it were only
pity with the inappropriate situation that was to be discerned in his “woe unto you that are
rich” then the “woes!” that Jesus cried at their attitudes are also based on pity but not
solely. They are radiations from God’s anger which, if there is no repentance, will blanket the
person concerned in profound woe; but his pity keeps within the limits of being in accord
with his Father and where He is angry.
He saw the cause but no reason for lessening the people’s guilt but rather for increasing it,
as in the spiritual inheritance of their fathers.
Their inheritance of truth of faith, of the revelation of God, seems to have dulled them to the
miracles; they were not interested in the acts of God that resulted in Tyre and Sidon
repenting in sackcloth and ashes. As great an obstacle for them appeared to be the
remnants of righteousness that they seemed to think made repentance superfluous. Sodom,
obviously godless, would have converted in the face of such miracles, they would have put
the fear of God into them, but the people did not fear.
The main reason for this sad turn of events was a countercurrent, cloaked increasingly in
darkness and with chilling effect, towards the Saviour on the part of the “experts”, the
“builders” (Matthew 21:42), the scribes and the Pharisees. Here it was not that apparently
harmless thoughtlessness as evinced by the people but an increasingly conscious resentment
towards this uncomfortable and rule‐breaking temporary phenomenon. That not a single
one of them, even in spite of all his humbleness, was of any worth was “unforgiveable”; all
the more as it was obvious that nobody was of worth except himself. They most probably
realized that he did not manifest this from presumption, but merely because it was true; but

that was the most wounding of all. They had a more difficult time with the Saviour than we
imagine today. They were living quite immersed in what had been told them from earlier,
holy times of revelations and acts of God but that such acts should have taken place in such
a natural and simple way as they saw now in Jesus, this they could not understand. For a
prophet, Jesus appeared to them to have too much of the common touch, to be too simple.
Added to this, he really did differ conspicuously from the old prophets in some respects.
These had often had, for instance, specific and extraordinary revelations – he never
maintained that he had these himself. He merely explained simply and innocently that
everything he said he had received from his Father. Further, the prophets took a great
interest in the public conditions, in the situation in the fatherland – this all seemed of no
interest to Jesus. His heart beat only for people as such; and for the larger picture he knew
of no salvation other than the kingdom of God. In his eyes, any other goals were not worth
the expenditure of strength, heart and time.
From the outset, his detractors certainly dismissed the great thoughts of Jesus, basing this
upon their “more thorough learning”. Perhaps they also thought he just did not understand
the prophets. They read into these many judgements against the heathens while Jesus,
unmistakeably and to their chagrin, finally said in ever more marked tones that he had great
hopes of them, actually counted on them.
From this great pool of resentment flowed a continual quiet counter effect against Jesus.
The Pharisees did say publicly that they were neither for nor against him but the counter
effect was enough to cause them to take the lofty “stance of observers”. How little this was
meant honestly is revealed by their suspicion that when Jesus helped to exorcise demons,
this was based on magical and devilish spells.
So they stood, apparently waiting, prophesying that things would soon come to an
ignominious demise. It was all very well for them to prophesy, they were quietly working
towards bringing this prophecy to its terrible fulfilment.
One can imagine what kind of effect all this had.
Thus the Saviour saw himself, together with his reality, being increasingly brushed aside –
the whole reason for the life of his heart and the reason for his being. Thrust out from the
life of the people; rejected, excommunicated and excluded by the society of the authorities,
the educated, the urbanites who led the mood of the times. He was understood only by the
inferior and the poor, by those from whom one would normally expect the least piety.
This was difficult for the Saviour, all the more so because he certainly knew that by and large
spiritual history, so‐called world history, was generally made by the class of people who
were now spurning him. “My work as work for Israel, yes as work for the world, is beginning
to fail”, he might – must – have said to himself in a human way. And there was truth in this.
For Israel, for the world, it was, in the main, a failure. The world in its most beautiful, hopeful
form, as the inheritor of biblical faith, was rejecting him; was therefore rejecting a great

salvation that came so close and that could have been so glorious. For the world itself this
means: Judgement. Ruin. But the Saviour does not give up that easily, he is there for the
world and, in order to save it, he is willing to fall in its stead. Thus here he perhaps catches a
glimpse of the first harbinger of his approaching death.

